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FOREWORD 
The Evolutionary Space Platform Concept Study encompassed a lO-month effort to 
define, evaluate and compare approaches and concepts for evolving unmanned and 
manned capability platforms beyond the current Space Platform concepts to an 
evolutionary goal of establishing a permanent-manned presence in space. 
The study included three parts: 
Part A - Special emphasis trade studies on the current unmanned 
SASP concept 
Part B - Assessment of manned platform concepts 
Part C - Utility analysis of a manned space platform for defense-
related missions 
.. 
In Part A, special emphasis trade studies were performed on several design and 
operational issues which surfaced during the previous SASP Conceptual Design 
Study (reference: MOe G9246, October 1980) and required additional studies to 
validate the suggested approach for an evolution of an unmanned platform. 
Studies conducted included innovative basic concepts, image motion compensation 
study and platform dynamic analysis. 
The major emphasis of the study was in Part B, which investigated and 
assessed logical, cost-effective steps in the evolution of manned space plat-
forms. Tasks included the analysis of requirements for a manned space 
platform. identifying alternative concepts, performing system analysis and 
definition of the concepts, compClring the concepts and performing programmatic 
analysis for a reference concept. 
The Part C study, sponsored by the Air Force Space Division (AFSD), determined 
the utility of a manned space platform for defense-related missions. Requests 
for information regarding the results of Part C should be directed to Lt. Lila 
Humphries, AFSD. 
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The study results from Parts A and B are reported in these volumes: 
Volume I - Executive Summary 
Volume II - Part A - SASP Special Emphasis Trade Studies 
Volume II - Part B - Manned Space Platform Concepts 
Volume III - Programmatics for Manned Space Platform Concepts 
Questions regarding this report should be directed to: 
Claude C. (Pete) Priest 
NASA/George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, PF01 
~1arshall Space Flight Center, At 35812 (205) 453-0413 
or 
Fritz C. Runge, Study Manager 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company 
5301 Bo1sa Avenue 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 
(714) 896-3275 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The recent launches of the Space Shuttle and the anticipated operation of the 
Space1ab in the near future are bringing new capabilities to the science and 
applications communities to accomplish missions in space. These new systems 
will facilitate the launch. retrieval. refurbishment and reflight of 
scientific payloads. While the Spacelab sortie mode of operation will 
continue to be an important tool for the scfenceand applications users. 
efforts are also in progress to define an approach to provide a simple and 
cost-effective solution to the problem of long-duration space flight. This 
approach involves a Space Platform in low earth orbit. which can be tended by 
the Space Shuttle and which will provide, for extended periods of time, 
stability. utilities and accels for a variety of replaceable payloads. 
The program will also be evolutionary in nature. The addition of a 
pressurized module (which could be derived form Spacelab) to the Space Plat-
form will provide a manned habitated orbital system. This manned space 
platform (space st~tion) in low earth orbit is seen to be the next major 
capability needed for the areas of science, applications, technology and 
commerce. Such a capability offers the ultimate approach to capitalizing on 
the considerable synergism which is possible when man is used to complement 
equipment in orbit. The vast potential of this type of capability has been 
proven in Skylab and will be proven again in Spacelab. Because of the 
relative short duration of a Spacelab flight, there is also considerable 
interest among some investigators with manned payloads on Spacelab to reside 
for longer periods. 
Moreover, the manned space platform concept must recognize the realities of 
budget constraints and payload availability, both of which combine to prescribe 
a vehicle of modest beginnings and yet flexible for growth into service for 
those major orbital operations that are emerging. It is apparent that the 
early manned space platform will support Spacelab-type and derivative payloads. 
N~xt, in preparation for later major operations, an interim step of advanced 
capability development must be accomplished. Finally, with such new 
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capabilities, major operations will be implemented to support large structure 
assembly, orbital transfer vehicle basing and spacecraft servicing. This 
latter activity is envisioned as feasible by the mid-1990s, if the enabling 
technology is developed in the early 1990s. 
Basically, the technology to provide long-tenm residence for man in space is 
in hand and there are now payloads for science, applications and commerce in 
development which can utilize such a capability. The advanced capability to 
perfonm major complex operations must yet be developed and tested in orbit. 
The study objective for the Manned Space Platform (Part B) was to define, 
evaluate and seloct cOQCQ9%s for establishing a permanently manned presence 
in space early,'with & ~iMUm of existing technology. The study included 
five tasks: Task Bl - Requirements AnalYSis for a Manned Space Platfonm, 
Task B2 - Concepts Idall't1ftcation, Task 83 - System Analysis and Definition, 
Task B4 -~~ ~ts and Task-B5 - Progrdm~atics. 
Section 2 of this book describes the results of the systems requirements 
analysis, including the details of candidate payloads for an early manned 
space platfonm. Section 3 describs a number of basic concepts for a manned 
space platfonm and an evaluation of their features, benefits and constraints. 
Section 4 describes the detailed systems analYSis and definition perronmed on 
two basic concepts recommended in the previous section. Section 5 describes 
the evaluation approach and recommendation for a reference concept for a 
manned space platform.' Section 6 su~rizcs the recommended reference concept 
including a description of the overall configuration, subsystems description 
and mass summary. Section 7 describes the technology requirements for the 
early manned space platfonm. 
The appendices provide a list of references (Appendix A), a list of the 
acronyms and abbreviations used in this report (Appendix B) and the DeSign 
Guidelines and Criteria Document (Appendix C) prepared under the system 
requirements task. 
Study results and recommendations must be evaluated and compared within the 
context of the fundamental guidelines and the major assumptions used ;n 
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performing the analyses and/or developing the conceptual designs. Therefore, 
to provide such a frame of reference for the material to be discussed, the 
original study guidelines are summarized as follows: 
• The Space Shuttle shall be considered as the earth launch vehicles 
and the Space Shuttle User's Handbook shall be used to provide the 
associated guidelines. 
• The Space Platform shall be used as the basic resources module for 
the manned space platform concept. 
• r~aximum utll ization of existing hardware, technology. experience and 
facilities is desired. 
This study, therefore, addressed the feasibility of an evolutionary space 
system which would cost-effectively support long-duration manned payloads 
using a Space Platform which provides centralized basic subsystems as a 
sequel to the Shuttle-Spacelab sortie (seven-day) flight of manned payloads as 
shown in Figure 1-1. 
Spltcelab 
Sortie 
Figure 1-1 
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The objectives of the study in brief are listed in Figure 1-2 and the key 
program considerations in Figure 1-3. 
Figure 1-2 
STUDY OBJECTIVES 
Define, Evaluate, and Select Concepts for Evolving: 
• A Spaco Station In Conjunction with the Spece Platform 
for NASA Science, Applications and Technology 
• A Permanently Manned Presence In Space Early, with a 
Maximum of Exl~tlng Technology 
Figure 1-3 
KEY PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS 
• Foundation of Realistic Payloads 
• Conservative Budget Assumptions 
• Goals for Initial Capability 
• Goals for Capability Growth Steps 
• Capabilities of Power System 
• Extent of Existing Equipment Use 
• Revisit/Resupply Logistics Scope 
• Safety and Contingency Management 
VFk.~N 
VF0711 
• Involvement and Impacts of Participants Other Than NASA 
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The study was perfonned in classic Phase A fashion as illustrated in the 
study flow depicted in Figure 1-4. Note again. only Subtasks B.l. B.2, B.3 
and B.4 are reported in this Volume II B. whereas Subtask B.S. Programmatics. 
is documented in Volume III. 
Figure 1-4 
TASK B - MANNED PLATFORM CONCEPT 
B.1 Requirements 
I Customer I 
I Approval I L ____ -1 
B.2 Concept Identification 
• Existing Technology 
• Advanced Technology 
B.3 System Analysis 
and Definition 
• System 
• Vehicles 
• Subsystems 
• Interfaces 
B.5 Programmatlcs 
The conclusions of the study are outlined briefly in Figure 1-5. It is 
important here to note that the concept embodies an initial step of some 
conservatism. 
This approach was based on the results of the payload survey. which indicated 
a group of users which could well be served by two to four people envisioned 
as the crew of an early 19905 station. However. the valid prospects of much 
more extensive operations in the late 1990s called for a concept which could 
be modularly ex~anded to serve first of all t~e prepatory technology develop-
ment needs and then finally the actual major operations • 
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VFR160 
• Manned Space Platform (S250K Study) 
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I Program "SCOj)G) 
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and Growth 
Ind!cated 
I Technology I 
• VehIcle 
• Subsystems 
• Advanced 
CapabilitIes 
Model' Size Group for Science and Application. 
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More of the Above PlUG T~hnology 
Demon.traUona for Advanced CtlpabllltJ .. 
Laroe Structure Buildup, OTV Bailing and 
Spacecraft ServicIng 
Modest Inltltilly WIth Growth flexibility; 
Slaved to FIrm Manned and Unmanned Program Needa 
InItial Crow of Two GrowIng to Four 
(Central Module Payload Module Loglatlca 
Modules - HabItat Modules ExtarIor OP's. Uodu\e) 
Mod:ned Spac~lab Satl.n.s Habltatand Payload Module 
Needs 
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Much to Bo Done: Oemonatretlcna for Ultimate 
Operations I PluID 
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The broad program objectives for the manned platform are listed in Figure 2-1. 
The approach to this task, as dictated by the contract Statement of Work, 
considered the following: 
• manned safety criteria 
• maximum use of existing hardware 
• evolutionary growth 
• currently identifiable/prc1ected mission requ~rements 
Because of the preliminary nature of definition of the ldst of the afore-
mentioned items. the prelinlinary design developed initially considered mainly 
the first three items. The mission requirements were identified/projected as 
a result of an extensive survey conducted as the study progressed. This meant 
Figure 2-1 
BROAD PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
~ MANNED PLATFORM -
.1 New Low-Earth-Orblt Capability' 
- Long-Duretlon Manned Presence With Periodic Shuttle Visits 
• Schedule, Initial and Future Capabilities 
- 1989: Selected Science, Applications and Technology Payloads 
- 1995: Growth to Support Major Operational Misslona On-Site and 
In Remote Orbits 
• I Relationship to Other Capabilitlos J 
- Complement to Unmanned Spacecrafland Short Duration Spacelab 
_ISupport Systems' 
- Shutlle and Space Plallorm 
_ITeChnoIOGY Approach 1 
- Eli/sting Hardware Wherl'lver Cost-Effecllve 
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that a general. early capability system (primarily and R&D-type facility) was 
initially conceived using existing (or assumed to be existing) hardware--
Shuttle. Spacelab and Power System to be specific • 
The R&D nature of the facility conceived. as it turns out. was quite appro-
priate in view of the R&D nature of the mixture of candidate payloads that 
was identified as the study progressed. However. the requirement for growth 
into later capability for "larger. longer duration science/applications and 
space operations" was assured by the incorporation of numerous features for 
modular exchange or growth at the subsystem and vehicle levels. 
Moreover. the initial incremental capability of the system developed ,,;as 
purposely prescribed to be conservative. i.e., a crew of two to four. to 
capitalize on Skylab. Shuttle and Spacelab experience and to keep initial 
costs low. Such conservatism is appropriate since it is clear that the manned 
platform would fulfill the needs of one segment of the total payload community 
"pie" as shown in Figures 2-2A and 2-2B. Other payload carriers (Unmanned-
Dedicated spacecraft. the Unmanned-Multi-user spacecraft and Short-Duration 
Figure 2-2A 
ROLE OF MANNED PLATfORM 
IN PAYLOAD CARRIER FLEET 
Unmanned 
Dedicated 
SpClcecraft 
Unmanned 
Multi-User 
Sorties 
[Short 
Duration] 
Manned 
8 
For Those 
Research, 
Development 
and Operational 
Activities 
That Require 
long Term 
Presence of Man 
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FUTURE SPACE ACT'VITIES VIA SHUTTLE 
Shuttlt')",i11 ('(lntinu" h' fulfill tht' ",'~,b ,'f m3I\,\' 1'3,vh'.,,1s whirh hav(' t'ithel' 
no rcqull'l'f11('nt for IMn in lw~H 3t ,,11 'w "'"(' .... 't.h;fit',1 \~Hh tht' ~cv(,ll-d.,~· 
Shuttll' fl i':1ht~" R"""\lnt:in'l this. I'll" ",wl,\' ,,''''''I'h f"," the' 1:\.,nn(',1 1'1"tf"'"111 
began ('~'ns('", .. "t iVl'ly .,,"1 W,"'I' !.."I't SI' ,'Vl'n 1I1,"'('l'I.' 11-" 1"'t'sum,',1 fundtn~l 
c(lnst""ints. This ,",'nSI""\'''t;~m in "I'I""'.,,'h w.,~ n",,,i""~h"; fit'st l,f ,,11 i" th,' 
('(\nsi,1t'r,'~lI' U(,\' ",. h.,,",1w.,,·,' l'lt'nll'nts f""nl ~I1\1ttll'. :\I'."t'l"t' ,"lit ('\'t'" S"yl.,t>. 
sinct' ",ith ~,'n1" "d.'pt h'" m,hilt ;,',,1 i,',,~. tllt'\' 'I'lIld h' "'1',; h' ,','"shi("'"l,ll' .,,,,1 
9 l'(ld ."tv.,nt"':1l'. "~Min, h"" 1.,tt'l· <I'",'\\'lh. 111,· t'.,,'l,\' l'lI"'lt'nt~ "t Iht' ~,\'stt'4" 
Wl"'l' f" ~ hi {l,w,t h' I't'"'' H I',' s~'. 1111,,1111.,," .,,1.H I iI'!1'. 
The nCt'd fo" such ':1'·"Wtll. it W.''So ,"'Ih It,,It'l1. 1"I'Il1.11 111',1 I,' tll' 1'1"t'~r";t-I'l1 t<.\' l'l'ml' 
!'tuli.v wh;"h WI.'ul,1 .",.,lY:I' .l",l ,1t'ti"I' Ihl' ,h'''·J. tl'" I"~ l'''"~)l' ~1'.'cC! 1'1'1,,\,1 it'n~. 
m,'st I,,','t-.,t,ly. it "I'I'I'.,,'~. 111 tilt' .""t'.'~ "f ''''",)1' ~1'"II .. lu .. " ,','"~Iru,'tt,'n, 
UPl'l'" st,,~1' l'''~iI19 .'11.1 SI'Mt" .... ,ft SI"'\,;,';119, 
Thu~. tht' 01,'"111',1 1'1,'1 ft'l"Il1 ,It'\'I'l"I'I''; ;n till .... llh1~ ~ .. , .. 1-.",',1 \'" ~ystl'l1' "C'\llli"t'-
",,'nt .. t!I"1 1'l11l,,',11I',1 "'''St",\"t;''I''. 1,'w·,,',1 ."h1 r1.1\il11l1l11·"'I' "I' ,'\'i~til\9 
t'~"i~""l'llt •• ,11 .,iml'.l .,t .," ,.,,1'1,\ "'I'.ll'; 1 i 1,\ hit ..-it h 9"l'Wth 1"'~(,l1t i., 1. 
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Th'ere are four general categories of requirements which make up the total ity 
of manned platform system requirements. as shown in Figure 2-3. Since there 
~!s no specific set of payloads prescribed for the study. the definition of 
payload accommodation and operation requirements were developed as the study 
I progressed. However. basic provisions for numerous interior and exterior 
payloads were incorporated into the basic concept. 
The remaining three requirements categories were covered in a special 
document prepared early in the study. entitled HDAC Design Guidelines and 
Criteria. published as Appendix C to this final report. This 52-page 
document was compiled by reviewing the requirements prescribed in Shuttle. 
Spacelab. Skylab and all of our past space station studies. It was reviewed 
by NASA/HSFC. nlodified as to their comments and republished. These categories 
p~rtain primarily to the sustenance and effective daily routines of the crew. 
interfaces with those systems that would support this new system in the 19905 
and. the many impacts of operating. supporting and assuring reliability and 
safety in the orbital mode. 
Figure 2-3 
REQUIREMENTS CATEGORIES 
I 
Payload 
AccommO!1atJon 
and 
Operation 
[
Payloads with ] 
Significant ROi. 
for Man 
Selected by 
MDAC for Study 
. 
Manned Platform 
Syst&m Requirements 
-I 
I 
Crew Interfaces Orbital 
Accomodallon with Environment. 
and Related Systems Oparallons. 
Activities (Power System. Logistics and Shuttle. Etc.) Safety 
[ MDAC DeSign Guidelines and Criteria Document] 
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This subtask (8.1) intl'oduces and feeds into the related study sUbt4Sks 4S 
shown in Figure 2-4. The l~ontp.nts of this section ,,"e as follows: 
Subsection 2.1 identifies the types and phasing in twospect for payloads in 
general. Subsection 2.2 ~utlincs the basic and growth objectives envisioned 
for the manned space platfonn configuration. Subsection 2.3 addresses 
fundamental crew accomm~dation assumptions, whereas 2.4 defines the source of 
the Space Platform used as a reference design. Subsection 2.5 highlights the 
overall requirenents for acconmodating payloads. cre~ and vehicles in the 
unique environment of space clnd 2.6 defines the HDAC background that consti-
tutes the fourndation for the System Design Guidelines drafted for and used in 
this study and presented in Appendix C. 
2.1 PAYlOAD REQUIRHtENTS/GENERAl (details in 2.7} 
Since there is not as yet any specific mission model or set of payloads planned 
for a manned platform. out study began with a survey of potential payload 
candidates. This survey concluded that there were four basic areas of need 
emcrg i ng for a space s ta t i on, namely, (1) 1 on!lcr-dura t i on refH ght of those 
manned-involvement payloads which will fly on short-duration Shuttle/Spa::-c1ab 
flights (2) new innovative payloads which will signficantly benefit from manned 
involvement and (3) technolo\1Y demonstration payloads Iweparing for future 
missions \Jhh:h would benefit from support ft'om a manned-base for assembly. 
staging or servicing and finally (4) paylodds for the dctual conduct of such 
advanced missions (see Figur~ 2.1-1). 
Specifically, the sUl'vey identifit'd p"ylo,ld Mtivities in three phases, as 
shown in Figul'e 2,1-2, The l'v(llution of activities would fhet'efot'e. with 
selected examples. develop as ~hDwn in Figure 7.1-3, The schedule phasing of 
such an activity as cr'yo stage teclmology ""d ',Ht'" OTV operations is shown in 
Figure 2.1-4. integrated with a representJtivc mix of other pdyloads, NOle 
th,H only cet't,lin science dlld ,Wpl il:"Uons dhripl ines ,we reprl'sentcd in this 
list, Numct'ous oth~t' scil"h'l' p"yl(l,\ds will be satisfied with short-term mannf'd 
flights 011 Shuttlc/Sp,lct'l,lh tH' do Illlt lIe('d ,h"N't ill situ mi:llned involvement at 
,,11 and thus wi 11 fly"" tll1l1l,lIll1l'd sP,'Ct'Crdft. 
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Figure 2-4 
TASK B - MANNED PLATFORM CONCEPT 
B.3 System Analysis 
and Definition 
• System 
• Vehicles 
• Subsystems 
• Interfaces 
B.2 Concept Identification 
• Existing Technology 
• Advanced Technology B.S Programmatlcs 
Figure 2.1-1 
EMERGING NEEDS FOR A 
MANNED PLATFORM 
I Longer Flight for Certain Shuttie/Spacelab Payloads I 
• The Number of Manned Sortie Payloads Is Growing and Many 
Will Benefit Substantially From Subsequent Flights of Much 
Longer Duration 
[NeW. Innovative Uses of Man I 
• Many Science, Applications and Commercial Project Plans 
Include Major Use of Man in Orbital Residence 
I Laboratory for Advanced Hardware and TeChniquesl 
• Many Future Space Missions will Be Large Sca:e and Require 
Advance Capability Developments Which Must be Pre-Tested 
for Long Periods With Man in Orbit to Evaluate Performance 
I Extensive Crew-Use in Large S,=~!e Mission Support) 
a Many Weeks of Space Resident Crew A,';tivity Will Be Required 
VFK4\14 
V.lh~i'" 
to Setup and Checkout Planned Spacecraft With Large Reflectors, 
Orbital Transfer Vehicles and PeriodiC ServiCing 
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MANNED PLATFORM PAYLOADS 
Perfonnance 
of 
On-Site 
Mlas'on • 
• Solar-Terrestrial Science 
• Oceanography 
• Material. Proceselng (Pharmaceullcal Experiments) 
• Life Science 
VF0199 
Performance 0' 
• Propellent StoragelHandllng 
• Lergo Structurel 
Early 
Yee,. 
Advanced 
Ca~blllly 
Telling 
Operational 
Support 
'or 
Remote 
Millions 
• Remoto Control Servicing 
• Envlronmcmtal Controll 
• Senlora and POinting SYlteml 
• EVA Tochnlquel and Accesaorles 
• Unmanned Vehlclo ManeuverlngiDocklng 
• Pharmaceutical Pilot Plant 
• GEO·Mlaclon Staging 
• Largo Payload Setup/Alignment 
• Specaereft Recovery and Servicing 
• Sub.atoll/tol lind Tergets 
• Pharmaceutlca' Product/on Plant 
Figure 2.1-3 
EVOLUTION OF 
MANNED PLATFORM ACTIVITIES 
J 
Later 
Years 
SCiENCE AND 
N'f'LICA TIONS 
PAYLOADS 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ADVAf.cEO 
TECHNOLOGY 
TESTING 
I 
I 
I 
t 
L OPERATIONAL SUI'f'ORr OF REMOTE MISSIONS 
I EX/.MPLE t 
REUSABLE STAGE 
SUBSYSTEM 11l1li2' 
~' t <). ~ , ;ttj) ~" ~ , I EXAMPLE • l~,,.~: '''W~ , 
REUSABLE STAGE l,/ ~xr .. ",~/ '. 
Of'ERATIONS (lIIlI6, \:"~ rr,j, 
~', .. ,.. , , ,~. oC. ". ""::' , 
Vf0890 
EARLY 
YEARS 
LATER 
YEARS 
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. MANNED SPACE PLATFORM UTILIZATION 
(CANDIDATE PLAN) 
,. I ~~~~ST .,1 __ .. , 
YfOTn 
r-"t LIFE CJ --... 1""'""'2 
....... IClfHCE &....;i:l 
' .. .JlSP~ CJ 0 __ -..:----',__.,.-""'1""--...... _ ...... DI 
A::l DoD CJ c:::J I 
A:J TETHER c:J c:J CJ CJ Cl 
4 n,:;;~fRATIONS 
STIlUCb 
.c:J TfCH .LJ ~~~~~;ES CJ CJ 
A::]cRyoD c::::J c:J 1 OTVonR.llora , 
STAGE 
TECH 
All FE SUPPORT TECH A ClOSEDLOOI' LIFE SUi'PDRT Of"ERATlOI'IIS 
SPACE A:J CRAFT c:::::J 
SfRVICING 
CJ 
In order to assure a reasonably-substantial set of potential users for the 
early manned platform being conceived. the payloads selected were only those 
which now had active NASA sponsorship. either in study or development activity. 
Figure 2.1-5 lists such payloads with the sponsoring organizations. 
Many of the payloads selected are ~ot as yet defined in terms of a configura-
tion and operational mode for a manned space platform (MSp). Therefore. 
des:riptions were developed in this study for each payload (covered in 
Paragraph 2.7 to varying depths using available information or in-house 
expertise) so that appropriate categorical configuration-driver acconmodations 
would be incorporated into the MSP concept. 
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Figure 2.1-5 
REPRESENTATIVE 
PAYLOADS REQUIRING 
MANNED SUPPORT ON ORBIT 
• Solar Terra.trlal - Soli X·Ray, SEPAC, AEPI, WISP (GSFC and r.tSFC) 
• fA.tartal. ProcoasInG 
• TeehnologJ for 
Advanced 
Ca.,abllltl •• 
.. Advancod 
Capabllltle, 
- Synthetic Aperture Reda, (JPL) 
- R'II.arch Animal-Holding Facllltv (Amea, 
- Blom.dlcal T.at Equipment (.ISC) 
- PharmacouUcol Pilot Plant (UDAC) 
- MEC(MSFC, 
- 10-30m Deployable neflector (Amos and JPL, 
- Doplopblo eoama and Antenna, ("'6FC and JPL, 
- ECLSS (MSFC. JSC, Amn) 
- Pmpoilo"t SIMa,,_ and Trcntfor (LRC) 
- T.leoper.tor "'an.uverlng Splcm (MSFC, 
- LArg. Structure Buildup (MSfCIJPUJSC) 
- Spacecraft Sorvlclng (MSFC u;l GSFC) 
- Orbital Trans'or VOhlclo elislAg (MSFC) 
YFOIIt' 
The Space Platform in its 12.5 kW. 25 kW and greater growth versions can more 
than accorrmodate the payloads identified in this study. Specifically. our 
concept for a basic, earliest MSP is one with possibly only two men. two 
exterior pallet payloads and a few internal rack V<lyloads. certainly within 
the capacity of the 12.5 kW Space Platform. Next. the concept for an expanded 
~'SP adds more interior payloads and an exterior technology demonstration 
payload. or two. easily acconullodated by the 25 kW version of the Space Plat-
• form. Ultimately. when major materials manufacturing plans may be added. some 
50 kW growth version of the Space Platform would be needed. 
Since the Space Platform was being designed to fl~~ibly accommodate a vast 
array of manned and unmanned payloads. there was 1\10 additional analysis 
conducted to define detailed payload requirements for power, thermal control. 
COlllllunications or data. Rather, the effort fOCUSN on internal and external 
configuration accon1llodations for the paylods and tl!1eir operations plus the 
distribution systems within the manned platform f;mr the subsystem resources 
obtained from the Space Platform. Figure 2.1-6 i1lustrates the initial 
listing of major accommodations n~quit'ed by tht> payloads defined for and 
basic operation of the ~lSP. Note the extensive r~uirements for exterior 
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MANNED PLATFORM 
ACTIVITIES/ACCOMi',,10DATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERFORMANCE 
• SOlAR·TERRESTRIAl SCIENCE 
• OCEANOGRAPHY 
OF 
• LIFE SCIENCE 
• MANUFACTURING APPLICATIONS 
• .!.'!t~~~ACE,:!!!!=_At5' 
MISSIONS 
ON-SITE 
• RUdOn CONTAOLOPERA1IONS 
• PROPELLANT STORAGEIHANOLING 
• lAROE STRUCTURES 
• ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 
• "usaRS A.'''D POINTING SYSTEMS 
TEITING FOR 
ADVANCED 
CAPABILITIES 
• EVA TECHNIQUES AND ACCESSORIES 
• RENDUVOUS AND DOCKING 
• PHARMACEUTICAL PILOT PLT. 
r-----:---,. GEO MISSION STAGING :~RT • SUaSATELllTU AND TARGETS 
REMOTE • lARGE PAYLOAD SETUP' 
• SP'ACECRAFT SERVICING 
,--_M_ISS_ION_S_.J.' PH. RMACEUTlCAl PROD. 'LT. 
STATION I. CONTROLSIINSTRUMEN1ATIONI 
OPERATION • DATA HOlG 
,,--=-~~,-..... CREW AND RELAnD EQUIPMENT 
IIVA/EVA, 
LOGISTICS I- CREW AND PAYLOAD SUSTENANCE 
"-____ ..J. AND EXCHANGE 
INTERIOR 
ONTROlS 
~ 
~ y 
~ 
V 
V 
V 
ACCOMMODATION REOUIREMENTS 
INT EXT EXT 
P'IL PORTI on AUX 
UTG EXIT SEAM RMS 
~ ~ V 
~ ~ ~ V ~ ~ v 
v' y v v 
~ ~ ~ v y' V V 
V V 
V V 
. SEPARATE FREE flYER 
VF03M 
TUE· 
Of'ER 
V 
V 
v y 
! 
V 
functions and thus major configuration drivers. Figure 2.1-7 gives specific 
examples of equipment inherent in some representative payload and t·1SP opera-
tion functions. 
2.2 PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS 
In view of the high potential of a restricted budget funding for any new NASA 
system of the 80s. a requirement for an evolutionary capability MSP was 
assumed. That is. the system was to begin with an early elemental capability 
and have an adaptability for modular growth to progressively greater capa-
bnity. The basic steps in the evolution became clear as it was found that 
the earliest payloads would most likely not be operationally challenging but 
merely longer flight duration versions of the type flow in Spacelab sortie 
flights on Shuttle (internal rack and exterior pallet payloads). Thus. the 
early manned space platform would merely replace the Shuttle as a payload 
carrier and provide a greater capability for (1) long-term crew residence. 
(2) approximately one Spacelab load of internal payloads, (3) exterior berths 
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Figure 2.1-7 
FUNCTION-DRIVEN REQUIREMENTS 
VF.II531N 
IPLANNED FUNCTIQNSI 
MAN~R~Q~t:~~~:~F~:;~O~:' __ -
Il"!'"ln"""tarior-:--=r;:'-xpert-7-m-.'-ntat"-:-:-lon'l _ - - - -
--• Sc:'-nc:e (ur •• Etc) - - • ... ... 
• Appllcatlona (Llalltrlala Proc.ulng. Etc) ... _-... 
• Tochnology (Env ConI, Role of &.Ian. Etc) --
IEXterkw!~ 
• "';98 Space ~~ Dcv.1Dpmont _ 
• T~AooY (Structu,". r.lxhanlam., ControIe, Etc,... ... 
• C'"cretloNt TacMIquae end Support Equipment 
• rip teec:reft c.rwtclng 
• ell,O eyatom ~.;Ing SIIpport 
• Sublitellit. Oporatlone (:.talfilola I'roI:HaIng. HI Ace ~ 
PIL, Etc)------------------ -
IPlatform Op!rellonal 
• BIIboYI'lmlRHOtlfCOlWoril Support P,ovtllon. - __ 
• Crew Acc~Utl!luUon..... --
• &hult!e In!orectJon - - ....... 
• ap.ntlonl Control ......... _ ... 
EXAMPLE PAYLOAD OR 
SYSTEM REQU!AE~.~ENT 
_ • Small r.!ammal HoldIng 
- FllCmty (1 Reck) (100 kg) 
(5OOW) (1 Manhour/Day) 
... .... Closed-Loop ECLS 
... Equipment Prototypes 
(2 Racks) (250 kg) 
(400W) (1 Menhour/Day) 
....... ~Ioy.ble Structuro 
... RlgldlutJonlAlIgnment 
Experiment (15 m~) (300 kg) 
(3 r.tanhcurs/Day) 
(EvMy 5th Day) 
_ - _D TeleollOrator-Based 
Free-Flying Teleflcope 
(18 m') (3000 kg) (Acs~/C-O 
Position) (Remote Control) 
-"-D LoglcUcs RltCk (3C m3) 
(6000 kg) (Dockl;):J Port) 
(Remol. Cnnlrol) 
- ........ EVA Stollt Stomg, 
(12 m:) (SO "9) (Dryer) 
for two to three palletized payloads for v~~wing/~,en:;ing or materials proces-
sing. (4) periodic logistics and (5) Orbiter interfatas. This capability 
would probably be adequate for the first or even second year of operation. 
Since more ambitious objectives are envisioned for the MSP in the mid-to-late 
1990s (such as large structure assembly, orbital transfer vehicle basing and 
spacecraft servicing), the next step in the MSP evolution would be'd cap~· 
bi1ity to support the development of equipment and techniques to perform these 
eventual major operations. This capability wo~ld need to be available in' 
probably the third to fifth years of the HSP operations. Finally, the ulti-
mate phase would be the extensive capability required to perform (rather than 
prepare for) the major operations previously mentioned, namely. large 
structure assembly, orbital transfer vehicle basing and spacecraft servicing. 
This latter, ultimate capability would probably be made available in the sixth 
year of the MSP operation. 
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These top-level views of the type of evolutionary services planned for the HSP 
constitute the system philosophy for the basic modularization of the vehicle. 
2. 3 CREW REQU I REr~ENTS 
The MSP must of course accommodate the various needs of crew access to the 
inside of pressurized HSP modules from the ascent vehicle (the Shuttle), 
controls for operational management of the platform, provisions for breathing, 
eating, sleeping, hygiene support, protection from natural environment, IVA 
and EVA access within and around the vehicle and, most importantly. emergency 
pro·ection in one isolated section of the pressurized volumes. Many of these 
functions call conceptually for some sort of basic central module, sort of a 
mini-station to start with. build upon and to retreat into if necessary. Such 
a basic module mini-space station in effect. would most probably be the first 
unit attached to the Space Platform delivered by. and mostly filling ~ prior 
Shuttle fl ight. With growth in mind. such a unit should also have nUulerous 
ports for access to pressurized modules which are added later. 
2.4 INTERFACES ~IITH RELATED SYSTEr~S 
Certain requirements are imposed (on the concept developed for th~ manned 
I 
platform) by the systems with which it will operationally interface. In this 
case, the Space Platform is specified as the subsystem resource and or course, 
the Shuttle is to provide initial delivery and subsequent periodic logistics 
revisits. 
The design of the Space Platform used in the study is that defined in the NASAl 
M$rC ~eference Concept documented in their PM-001. dated September 1979 (see 
Figure 2.4-1). This data was supplemented by a memo from the Space Platform 
Project Office at I-tSFC specifying 12.5 and 25 kW power levels. added 120 VDC 
provisions, 300 Mbps KSA link return, better pointing available on the 12.5 kW 
version plus updated weights and lengths. Throughout the development of the 
concept details of Space Platform phYSical and organic interfaces will be 
shown to influence the design of the attached manned platform. 
In like manner the size and shape of the Shuttle cargo bay. the reach capa-
bility of the remote manipulator system. crew access to docked vehicles, etc .• 
will be seen to impact the concept developed for the manned platform. 
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REFERENCE SPACE PLATFORM (MSFC 1979) 
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Volume XIV of the Shuttle Systems Documentation series is used as a basic 
guide in this area . 
2.5 ORBITAL OPERATIONS AND ENVIRONMENT 
The physical and operational characteristics of the payloads. all of the 
vehicles which end up in various assemblage in orbit at different times. as 
well as the natural and induced environments attendant to such operations in 
low earth orbit. all will be shmm to constitute requirements for overall 
shaping. modular distribution/congregation or directionality of buildup of the 
manned platfoliTl. 
2. 6 rOTE~1T I I\L SOURCES FOR APPLl CI\I1LE HMmJARE 
In keeping with the early activdtion and low-cust objectives of the study, the 
use of ha,'dl.,.",'e elements f,'om existing manned syst.ems was to be evaluated. 
The systems pl'illldl'il,Y considered \'Iere Shuttlc/Orhitel', Spdcelab and Skylab. 
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As mentioned earlier {in 2.1, Payload Requirements/General} the payloads which t ~ 
are considered as candidates for the MSP constitute a unique mix which varies ' / 
in content through the years of platform life, roughly as follows: 
Early Years {1989-95} 
• Science and Applications Payloads 
I. Technology Den~nstration Payloads for Advanced Missions 
Later Years (1995-1) 
• Advanced versions of above payloads, plus, 
• Advanced missions such as buildup of large structure payloads, 
basing of orbital transfer vehicles and spacecraft servicing 
In the remainder of this subseciton, details of various candidate payloads are 
presented as used .n the study for developing manned platform corlcepts in 
later tasks. The payload candidates included are presented in a time-related 
order, as follows: 
Early Years 
• Solar-terrestrial (Paragraph 2.7.1) 
• Oceanography (Paragraph 2.7.2) 
• Electrophoresis Drug Production (Paragraph 2.7.3) 
• Life Sciences (Paragraph 2.7.4) 
Biomedical 
- Biology 
Mid-years (more of the ~bove plus the following) 
• Rendezvous Sensor and Control Development Tests (Paragraph 2.7.5) 
• Environmental Control and Life Support Oevelopoi:clit Tests 
(Paragraph 2.7.6) 
• Deployable Structure Technology (Parugraph 2.7.7) 
• Propellant Handling Technology (Paragrapn 2.7.8) 
• EVA and Remotely Controlled Servicing Technology (Paragraph 2.7.9) 
Later Years 
• Large Multi-mirror Reflector Assembly Allgnment (Paragraph 2.7.10) 
• Orbital Transfer Vehicle Basing (Paragrap~ 2.7.11) 
• Servicing Retrievable Spacecraft (Paragra~n 2.7.12) 
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Detailed information on the above listed payloads has been gathered from a 
multiplicity of sponsoring organizations in NASA and scientific groups. Each 
has specific interest in the prospect of flight of their payload of interest 
on the MSP, or buildup, OTV support or serVicing on the same platform. 
Although all of the candidate payloads are of equal interest and importance, 
more detailed trea~~ent has been given in this study to Life Science, Large 
Structures and CTV Basing by capitalizing on particular experience and related 
effort at MOAC. Obviously much more treatment of each payload candidate is 
r'equired, however, study funds were not available for such broadpr depth of 
treatmfnt. 
It 1s NASA/MSfC's plan to fund selected efforts in 1982 on payload and mission 
prospects for the manned platform. 
2.7.1 Solar-terrestrial Research 
A number of experiments in the area of solar-terrestrial research are currently 
planned for conduct onboard Spacelab missions. Althnygn involved scientists 
are excited about the prcJpects of such experiments and eagerly anticipate the 
results, they readily admit that the use of the Spacelab as a solar-terrestri~l 
research facility has certain deficiencies that could be remedied by the use of 
a manned space platform. 
Figure 2.7.1-1 illustrates some of the capJbility differences between Space1ab 
and a manned platform. The first row addresses differences in mission dura-
tion (seven days vs 90 days); the second row addresses payload capacity; the 
third, the number and direction of onboard sensors; the fourth, the us~ of 
free-flyers; the fifth, the number and training of onboard scientists and 'the 
last, direct access to and interaction with onboard data and control functions. 
Each of these capability differences has an important influence on the 
compexity and refinement of the potential experiments. 
The use of a manned space platform has been stressed as opposed to an unmanned 
SASP. Scientists working in solar-terrestrial research are in general agree-
ment regarding the value of a trained onboard observer. Figure 2.7.1-2 
illustrates some of the advantages that man can provide. It has already been 
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Figure 2.7.1-1 
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pointed out on the previous chart that not only is a trained observer an 
advantage, but one or more trained scientists that n~y be available on later 
space platforms would greatly enhance both the flexibility of the experiment 
and the validity of the results. 
The vital role of man with sensors in orbit was highl ighted in the "NASA 
Workshop on Solar-terrestrial Studies from a Hanned Space Station" (February 
1977, Utah State University). Excerpts from the conference paper are 
presented here. 
"Beginning with Skylab, scientists were able to carry out coordinated 
multi~instrument observations of the sun. with the onboard scientist-
astronaut able to key the observations to transient solar events. 
"(On the manned platform) correlation monitors will provide onboard 
scientists with full-disk. modest spatial resolution information for the 
purposes of interplanetary and terrestrial correlations. 
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liThe high-instrument accuracies will require continued calibration which 
can be carried out by the onboard science staff. 
"We foresee that some of the monitor-type experiments and. to an even 
larger degree. most of the research-type experiments will not be 
executed with the required performance to solve the problem in question 
without the intervention of a trained observer in the space station. 
The painstaking calibration and measurement accuracy needed for the 
solar-irradiance determination and the high pointing accuracy required 
for the small-scale magnetic field observations are but two examples that 
indicate the necessity for manned intervention in well-planned observing 
sequences. With the sophisticated instrumentation we have proposed, 
other needs are highly likely to occur. These needs may include repair 
activities or the flexibility for observing complex phenomena--examples 
in which the Skylab experience demonstrated the desirability of man's 
presence. 
liThe major limitation of Spacelab-based observations appears to be 
related to the limited flight duration. 
"Further, it seems likely that a highly trained specialist would, in the 
course of a three-month mission, gain competence and scientific insight 
through continued handling of new scientific data even more than a 
specialist located on the ground. 
"An important aspect of a manned involvement is maintaining the 
integrity of instrument performance and absolute calibration necessary to 
detect secular trends in the composition of the atmosphere due to 
pollutants. 
"Of all the aspects of an STO. the solar-weather objectives are most 
interdisciplinary and demand the greatest real-time. innovative reaction 
by the staff of the Observatory. The very nature of these objectives 
asks for recognition of relationships between members of a complex sequence 
of events stretching from the sun to the surface of the earth. The 
ensemble of instruments and data displays on the STO will allow the 
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ObSe'"Vdtory scientists to focus on specific relationships and to follow 
thcm M. thl'y unfold and l'volve. Complete dutOl11.1tion to fol low these 
vAried l"cl.,tioIlShips Sl.'cms virtually impossibh'. Flu-the,", the real-time 
path'I'n l"t'l'09nHhm ,lnd ro,"rc1.ltive cap"bilitics of the huntan ntind may 
t:atch si9nifir"nt I"t'l,\tillns that t'ould casi ly elud.' not ke dul"in~l suhse-
quent PI"ol"l'ssin9 of I"('l'orded data at a ground site. 
"lh'"t'"9h thl' usc of thcse sol.w sitUdtion IlIonitors, the onboa,"d science 
staff will be .lblt' to l11.\ximi:e the scitmt.ifir rctu,"n by selecting and 
point in~l Spl.'l" i fir instnllut'nts in the soldr rlustcr for tai lOI"ed observa-
t ion 11f the P","t kuld" "ht~'Hlmenon t.l~ in9 "lMe. 
"A 'Min tllt'ltle thl"ou\1h thl.' whole disrllsSllln w.,s the m,'n-ill-the-h1op notion, 
stl"On~11y ('Ildtwst'd by all filII I" s\lb~l'"('IIIPS" It. w.,s I\r~lIll'd th4t the 
illt"lushln llf "I.\1l ill situ often lila,\' l't' of' derisivt' illlport,mce. as in a 
CO'"tl'hl 1 tI",lIlS it'llt plll~n('ll1lellllll 01" tht' sucil1t'1l dl'vl'lopml'nt of ,\ tropi ra 1 
hlll"'" ir dill'" " 
2.7"1.1 Cdlldid,ltt' Adivities (lll .\11 [.,,"l,Y ~'.\Illlt'lf Sp.lre !'l,'tfonn 
H~llt illfled in thl.' JII"l'vil1\ls Sl'd hill \~.'s the fMt tl",t " IHll11l11'r of solal"-
ten-t'st,"i,,1 t"pl.'I·lmt'nts .""t' pl.wlled and M"e rut","clltly bpin!1 devt'loped ftl!' 
rondu(t ~n Spdr~13b. It is dllt~(i"Jtrd tlldt thrse 53mr rxprriments will be 
I"t'pe"tl'd tht' (';1rly m,\llIIt'd pl"tfl1'"I1I" The l'Qlliplllt!nt itl'l11S USt'd 011 SpMelab 
f1i9hts will be illst"lh'd 011 the pl"tfO'1n SUl'"lt'll1l'lIted with., ft'W.ldditionl\l 
items th.H will ,,111lW the !1I"C,ltt'I' p.,ylo.Hf l·"J'.l,ity ,\lid rrse,,,"dl flexibility of 
the pl.Hftmll to Cnh,lI1Cl' the ('\l'el"il11cnt.,l p'"llrcdlll"eS ,\Ild iIl0"l'.'5l' the value of 
tlw i '" "I.'slll t s" 
In this l"~SC, srt'riJli5ts dt NASA!MSrC definrd f0r tllis study the l'xperim('nts 
"n,1 '"t'l.ttl'li equipl11l'nt th.,t will tll' ,'0115il1",",',1 h"" tilt' t,.II"l.v 11"'11111.'11 pl.,thl '·I11" 
Tllt'St' \VI'I'I': ,', t iVt' (.!Vity I""di"lllt'tel" (Ann, Mll,II' ultt'viuh't 51'1.',' t I",' I 
i ... \hli.ttlle mllllj ttl!" (SlISIM). soIL \-I",I.v h!lt'SClll't.'. SP,h:l' expt'I'il11l'nts with 
1',\I"t i. It, ,""'l'h"',It hIli (Sr!'M"), rl~'·lwt.'l"lblc 1'1,\sm" di"!ln(lst it' p"d."'ge (RrOr) • 
• ltmtlsl'ill't"1c l'III;';S itll1 plltlttlllll'tl'ic imd!lin~1 (Al!'l). \~,\Vrs in SI'.1\"f 1'1,\5111" (WISr), 
11ll,lqill~1 $Pt'd"llll1l't"j, ObSt'I'V,ltlll"Y (ISO). 111,'qnl'hlSl'hl'l"il: mul t iprllbl's (N~'r) .!l1d 
II i ~Ih I't"ll 1 II t i lltl ,hIP!, 11'1" i 1I1,1~1t'1' (IIIW 1 ) . 1 ilL' I't'. l\lltl1l'IIlII',1 Ill, ,I t i lHI II f t hl'Sl' 
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experiments on the manned platform is shown in Figure 2.7.1.1-1. a conceptual 
drawing of the platform. 
Not all of the defined experime,nts will require the detailed involvement of man 
in their operation. Note in Figure 2.7.1.1-2 that the ARC. SUSIH and RPDP 
(lorsted on the pallet) are fully automatic and have no controls within the 
manned module. Other experiments. such as the soft x-ray telescope. AEPI and 
WISP involve man primarily in target selection and pointing control with some 
role. also. in data monitoring. Still others, such as SEPAC, are heavily 
dependent on man's involvement. 
It should be noted that even though an experiment. designed for location on the 
Spacelab pallet, requires little or no crew involvement. it does not mean that 
the experiment coulnd't be redesigned to utilize man's unique capabilities. 
thus enhancing the experiment. Figure 2.7.1.1-3. derived from Skylab 
experience. clearly demonstrates the vital roles that crew activities played 
in a solar experiment. This experiment. designed for crew involvement. would 
necessarily have been less successful if designed solely for automatic opera-
tion. 
Figure 2.7.1.1-1 
MANNED PLATFORM - SOLARI 
TERRESTRIAL PAYLOAD CANDIDATES 
A11f1I11 :;,-'.f:';;;':;'""" ... ;"',, <u..r 
SOLAR PALLET ~.:/ 
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: ~:~~erZ:n~:~r ~:~~:;ter ;.' ~&, 
~ 1;:r:~O&:ID;'ce !A~~~:ALlET ~t:it( ~i' 
Iy • Imaging Spectrometers :' 
• WISP 
• AUtOS Emission Imager (AEPf) 
.SEPAC 
• Recoverable PDP./IIIA4MC;'JPtftt,Ic, 
• Radiation Balance 'P'~;:;' 5 
• X-RIIV Telescope =';:'---i 
• Upper AntOS SoundertWlnd Sensor 
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Figure 2.7.1.1-3 
HIGH-VALUE CONTRIBUTION OF 
ON-ORBIT CREVJ WITH IMAGING PAYLOADS 
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Figures 2.7.1.1-4 and -5 present timelines for an early manned platform where 
on and in solar terrestrial and life science payloads are accommodated. 
2.7.2 Oceanography 
As one of the more recently emphasized disciplines of space science and 
applications, the program for orbital observation in oceanography is in an 
emerging state of objective formulation and data acquisition. NASA/JPL, 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography and the Office of Naval Research are actively 
~ngaged in related planning. The Navy project NEREUS plan is discussed later 
in this section as an example of the opportunities foreseen in this important 
new space discipl ine. The broad interests of oceanogl'aphy, the significant 
potential role of man and past experiences on Skylab and Columbia are shown in 
Figure 2.7.2-1. 
The one-time Seasat provided some outstanding data, but, due to its premature 
demise much was left unachieved. The recent flight of a Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) on the second flight of Columbia in the OSTA 1 payload package 
Figure 2.7.1.1-4 
EXPERIMENT ACTIVITY TIMELINES 
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2Hr ExperIment ..., 2 Hr 1 Hr 3 Hr 
PerIod LA...t B m D E 
..,. .... "C' of B _ SEPAC Atmospheric Perturbation and Measurement 
VF071t 
f
A - SoH X·Ray Telescope Target Area Selection end PoInting 
~rH,n CN~"'UlP C - AEPI POinting and Measurement of Selected Atmoflpherlc Phenormma 
A",D S",P'IlT 0 - SEPAC rJagnetoapherlc Measuroments UsIng Sensor Receivers on Free-
.",," A..,OTM,rl Flyor . . 
E - WISP Measurements: Initiation. POinting Control. and Oats Monitoring 
I LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS (PAYLOAD CREWMAN 211 
Experiment r"j:1 G H 
Period L!:....J 
F - Frog Egg Experiment Data Collection 
G - Drosophlls Colony Maintenance 
H - Arabldopsls Seed Harvesting and Replanting 
I - Drosophila Experiment Acllvlties 
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Figure 2.7.2-1 
ROLE OF MAN IN OCEANOGRAPHIC 
SCIENCE/APPLICATIONS FROM SPACE 
I Aree, ollnterol' t 
• ROlourc .. (Fllh, Biota, Minerai.) 
• Location of Phenomena 
I CepablllUe, Rcqulred I 
• Fluctuation of Slatea 
• Tracking and Prediction 
• TUilncd Obaerve,. • Trulh Site Coordination 
• Synthetic Aperturo Redar • Computer/Graphic, 
and Hlilelbild Camera 
I Role of MIn' 
• Directing Observltlon, Desed on Muiliple Inpula/Experlanca. and 
Vll)wlng Eddies. SIIr.:kI With Sun Gllller. Elc 
'-1 S-ky-Ia-b -., 
• Crew Ob.ervatlona and Photos Contributed to Now Awareness 0' 
MOlolcale Phonomena; Stlmulaled Truth Sit. Vorlflcatlon 
I"-C-o-I-um-b-Ia--', 
• Crow Observation •• Synthetic Aperture R.d.r and HUlelblsQ Photol 
Provide Spectacular Now Findings on Surt.ce arA Sublurtace 
Phenomena 
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"obtained interesting sea state data caused by wind or currents." In addition, 
much land coverage. Oceanographic principal investigators specifically t ~ 
look forward to the use of man for extended periods with orbiting sensors for 
I 
~ number of reasons, namel J : 
• Since detailed oceanographic viewing from orbit for science and 
applications is in an infant state. there are often surprises in the 
data. Often such situations point out the need for capabilities or 
flexibilities that whre not designed into the instrument package 
because of a lack of knowledge of what "might be seen" from orbit . 
Designing broad'capabilities into an instrument. including modular 
modifications on orbit with manned involvement would provide a very 
valuable resource, not to mention contingency repairs which could have 
possibly saved the early failure of the Seasat mission. 
• The routine periodic access to space offered by the Manned Space Plat-
form increases the prospects of sequential investigations consistent 
with a reasonable "career time scale." 
• The r~anned Space Platform would provide a valuable test facility for 
the development test and refinement of sensors to be later used in an 
unmanned mode when the phenomenology of oceanographics is better 
understood. 
• Science progress will be greater per unit of time with man-in-the-loop 
in orbit because of the ability to reach in real-time in response to 
numberous inputs (including vis~al sighting) to quickly repeat or 
modify the experimental activity. 
The SAR flown recently on Columbia II is of particular interest to the 
oceanographic community (see Figure 2.7.2-2 for information on capabilities and 
role of man). For example, SAR data registered surface effects of sea mounts 
and objects well below 100 to 1000 feet below the surface. There is still 
conjecture as to what the surface effects really are and how they relate to 
what,!ver underwater stimulus, thus creating an intense new area for research. 
The broad field of eddy currents. their nature. their persistence, their scope 
30 
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Figure 2.7.2-2 
EARTH·ORIENTED SYNTHETIC 
APERTURE RADAR ON MANNED PLATFORM 
I Areaa of Inl_11 
• Oeologlc } 
• Minerai ElIpioralJoft 
• p.lroIeum 
YF03t;9 
• QeolGglcaI StNc:hn Mapping 
* . Oc.anographlc Sial. Dynamics 
• fish Locallon 
• Biola Concentrallon 
• Aertcullur. and foraSlry 
• Ie. Dlatrlbvllon 
'* I Rol. of "an I 
• Scheduling Baaad on Vllual 
Ob.aIYallon 01 Tarotl .nd 
Radar Im.gel 
• Truth SU. Coordlnallon 
• Multl-Inpul Corr.lallon 
and influence on internal or surrounding ocean structures can be aided signifi-
cantly by the SAR. 
Even more intriguing is the importance attached by oceanographers to the 
visual and hand-held photographic coverage available when men are in orbit to 
cover the significant number of variations anticipated in ocean viewing and to 
supplement and calibrate automated sensor coverage. 
In his project NEREUS Plan (see references). Or. Robert Stevenson tif the Office 
of Naval Research/Scripps Institute of Oceanography indicates that: 
"A revolution took place in physical oceanography in the mid-1970s. 
Whereas for nearly 100 years oceanographers had looked at the oceans as 
large. mildly turbulent bodies of water bounded by huge. majestically 
flowing current systems. improved means of measuring showed the ocean to 
be turbulent at all scales and at all frequencies. Furthermore. and most 
important. it became clear in the mid-1970s that the major portion of the 
ocean's kinetic energy (as much as 99%. in one estimate) is confined to 
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mesoscale eddies with diameters on the order of 100-300 ~ and 
frequencies from days to a few tens of days! Although there are certain 
ocean areas where eddies are more concentrated than others. there are no 
parts of the ocean without some mesoscale turbulent features. 
"Because of the size. frequency and worldwide distribution of the eddies. 
there is no possibil ity of studying the dynamics of these systems by 
conventional. seagoing techniques. The only reasonable method is by 
remote sensing from space. 
"The recognitiQn of eddies from space came at about the same time as the 
oceanographers' revelation of mesoscale ocean dynamics. The work during 
Skylab was most significant in this regard. Cold-core eddies in the 
northwest Caribbean Sea were photographed from Skylab 2, July 1973. In 
January 1974, while Skylab was still in orbit. a P-3 Navy patrol plane 
from Weather Reconnaissance Squadron Four, based at Naval Air Station. 
Jacksonville, Florida. dropped air-expendable batilythermographs along the 
spacecraft's track in the Caribbean. Cold cores of water extended up to 
the sea surface in a distribution similar to that in the space photographs. 
"The existence of what then seemed to be regularly organized eddies along 
a current boundary, and which followed well the laboratory findings of 
Roshko stimulated the thoughts of their influence on acoustics in the 
upper ocean. 
"Oceanographic and acoustic studies in the ANZUS EDDY Project in the 
Tasman Sea off Australia were sufficient to verify that such eddies do have 
a significant effect on underwater acoustic propagation. Direct arrival 
propagation loss measurements in the eddy duct clearly showed the effect of 
eddy structure on received energy levels. This duct. solely a result'~f 
the eddy. responded as an acoustic waveguide with optimum propagation at 
100 Hz. 
"If eddies were restricted to coastal waters, the tactical situation 
wo~ld be less difficult than it is. Eddies exist throughout the world's 
oceans, however. If the eddies were static features, from season to 
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season and year to year, the effects on acoustics could be predicted and 
tactics planned accordingly. Research by ONR investigators in the Pacific 
Ocean has shown us, however, that not only do the eddy streams vary, they 
may even disappear, unpredictable. 
"It is clear that our understanding of the physical details of upper 
ocean eddies is as unknown as their life histories. Con~entric rings. 
internal waves normal to and parallel with their boundaries, and shear 
zones have all been observed in the synthetic aperture radar imagery from 
Seasat. 
"Truly useful data have been obtained from satellites. Real advances in 
our understnading of the ocean have been made. There is much remaining 
to be 1 earned, however, and the "1 earni ng curve" will be very sha 11 ow 
without the definitive experimental capability Shuttle provides. It 
Simply means that scientists, whether 20 ro 70 years old, can carry 
aboard a variety of "breadboard" sensors that need not be space hardened . 
The mix of frequencies, look angles. data rates. and sensor sequences can 
be so arranged to meet the situation at hand. in the same way that 
experiments are conducted in a laboratory on earth. We can conduct, in a 
word, research. 
"In early December 1968, the Science and Technology Advisory Committee to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration met in La Jolla, 
California. to consider the application of manned spaceflight to 
scientific and technology objectives in the 1975-1985 decade. The 
results of the committee's discussions were published in two volumes in 
1969 and noted, as a basic theme, that the benefits to the nation 
dictated that the United States remain in the forefront of all major 
categories of space activity. in particular. manned spaceflight capability. 
"In their recommendations. they noted that high priority should be given 
to (1) the extension of long-duration manned spaceflight capability in 
earth orbit. (2) achievement of low-cost. manned. space transportation 
systems such as Space Shuttle. (3) a long-duration. manned space station 
as the logical step toward (4) placing manned observatories in earth orbit 
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in which all scientific and technological practices would benefit by the 
attendance of specialists. 
liThe entire report and the recommendations by the Advisory Coornittee were 
visionary, but well 'within state of the art and funding capabilities of 
NASA and the other United States agencies who would, by interest and 
mission, benefit from an earth-orbiting complex of observatories. 
Agencies such as the Department of Defense. National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Agency and the Department of Interior readily come to mind. 
But, a multitude of local governmental groups and private industries can 
be quickly identified as well." 
Figure 2.7.2-3 lists the basic oceanic variables and phenomena of interest to 
investigators and highlights the broad ocean current and detailed eddy current 
interests of currently great interest. 
Skylab and Columbia flights. 
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More specifically. Figure 2.7.2-4 defines the observables. sensory modes and 
sensor characteristics associated with eddy currents in particular and 
Figure 2.7.2-5 indicates those instruments which would be useful 1n the 
~ensing of such eddy current phenomena. 
2.7.3 Biological Processing (Electrophoresis Drug Production) 
The term biological. or pharmaceutical. applies to a large number of substances 
used in medicine which include antibiotics. vaccines. enzymes and hormones--
all produced by activities of living cells. These cells may vary from single-
cell organisms such as bacteria or fungi to specialized cells from complex 
organisms including humans and other mammals. For the purposes of this 
discussion. however. products will be limited to those produced by mammalian 
cell s. 
In the process of manufacturing a biological, pertinent cell types are first 
isolated from other types residing in the same tissue or organ. Separation is 
normally accomplished by electrophoresis. The cells are then concentrated and 
cultured in a growth medium to increase their number. At some predetermined 
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OCEANOGRAPHY INSTRUMENTI VFOlIII 
PARAMETER r~~EASUREMENT LIST 
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ADVANCE VIDICON « IMAGER \ 
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STEREOSCOf'IC IMACER ~ GRAVITV GRADIOVETER r-'-;";";;';'~~"';'::""----'------. MAGNETOMETlR 
L HICH-RESOLUTION IR \' IRLS I.....!R:.:;AD=IOM=.;ET:..:;E.::R ____ ..-".-_-II UHF-SfERICSRECEIVER 
MEDllM-RESOLUTIOt4 IR ~ 1 LMIGMUIR PR08£ 
NUMBEROf' 
PAft_ETEA 
MEASUi\EMENTS 
SATISFIED 
3 
-« 
-I 
1 
1 
1 
5 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
3 
:.c~=~~E:ADIOMETER ~Ij ~~~'Sif:·= 
POLARIMETER J 
~----------~4 ~~----~ 
Instruments for {j SImilar t~?/.~ 
Eddy Current Diagnosis Imoglng Retlar 
Supplcmcmtcd by (Socond AUOSTA 
Crew ObHnatlona Pay'.oad Group} 
time, the cells are transferred to a production medium which enhances the 
production of the biological. Cells are removed and the biological. invariably 
protein in nature, is then separated from the medium and from other byproducts 
~f cell metabolism. The biological is. tinally. further purified and 
preserved. 
It has been hypothesized that the weightlessness of spaceflight will 
considerably enhance the manufacturing pr'ocess, increasing both the purity and 
yield of the biological. The process of electrophoresis, which will be used 
both in the initial cell isolation and in the separation of the biological 
from the production mediums. is adversely afffected by convection currents 
produced by thermal gradients in the fluids and by separation of the sample 
from the carrier fluid because of density differences. when the process is 
conducted in terrestrial laboratories. Since both adverse effects are gravity 
dependent. the separation is expected to be more complete and the throughput 
significantly increased when the process is conducted in space. In addition. 
techniques are available for cell culture which take advantage of the 
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continuous suspension of the elements. significantly increasing the rate of 
cell production. 
Despite the advantages offered by space, establishing a production plant on a 
space vehicle is an expensive and difficult undertaking. The resulting 
product. therefore. must be carefully selected to warrant the output of money 
and effort. Figure 2.7.3-1 identifies some of the products that are current 
candidates for production in space. All are medically valuable; all are 
produced only in small. expensive quantities in terrestrial laboratories; and 
the production process of each should benefit from weightlessness. 
2.7.3.1 !he Role of Man in Biological Processing 
It was earlier stated that the production process of a biological in space 
involves a number of subprocesses. each an important contributor to the final 
product.- In the development of a space production facility. it ;s expected 
that each subprocess (e.g .• electrophoretic separation. cell culture. 
biological production. biological separation) is expected to be the subject of 
Figure 2.7.3-1 
PRODUCTS BE!NG INVESTIGATED FOR 
BIOLOGICAL PROCESSSING IN SPACE 
VfPS33 
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individual Spacelab experiments in the early 1980s. The subprocesses are, 
next, expected to be combined into a pilot production plant and tested on 
vehicles available in the mid-1980s. Finally, it is hoped that actual produc-
tion plants will fly onboard a space platform in the late 1980s. The involve-
ment of man will be essential for conduct of the early experiments and for 
tending the pilot plants. The various techniques will not yet be established 
sufficiently to warrant their automation and man will be needed for adjust-
ments. corrections. sample acquisition. fluid transfers and other operations. 
Uhen the production plant is established and automated, man will probably be 
required only for loading and unloading of materials, maintenance and quality 
testing. Figure 2.7.3.1-1 illustrates, in a matrix form, the role of man in 
various aspects of orbital biological processing. Figure 2.7.3.1-2 shows the 
potential mother-ship role of the manned platform for an eventual free-flyer 
pilot plant. 
The pilot plant phase is considered to be still experimental with man 
intimately involved in most of the included processes. The following two 
Figure 2.7.3.1-1 
ROLE OF MAN IN 
ORBITAL BIOLOGICAL PROCESSING 
Sustained, 
Process Quality-
Research Development Controlled 
Experiments Tenting Production 
(Early 1980's) (Mid-1980's) (late 1SSO's) 
Fully' 
Protein Manned Semi- Automated 
Purification Automated (Man-Loading, 
(Man-Tended) Unloading and 
Malntenanca) 
Semi- Same 
Cell Purification Manned Automated or as 
Manned Above 
Cellincubationl 
Dissolution and Manned Manned Manned 
Protein 
Production 
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Figure 2.7.3.1-2 
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTIOr~ 
• Unmanned 
• Low GravUy 
• Tanded by 
Mann" Platform 
·ile 
Electrophorosls 
Facility 
T.loeperator 
McnfXIvcrlng 
System 
Parallel 
Fllcht Paths 
Periodic Docking 
lor Product Batch 
Eachanco and 
&.rYlclng 
VfRla' 
figures, 2.7.3.1-3 and -4. sUllIllarize the important steps in Mological processing 
and what man's involvement is in each. The letters A through G on the first 
chart (2.7.3-1-3) correspond to specific manned activities. identified on the 
second chart (2.7.3.1-4) and indicate where in the process each will occur. On 
the second chart an approximately timeline for two production cycles is also 
shown. Not shown on the charts is the important role that man will play in 
quality testing of the final product and in pyrolysis testing of the various 
media during the process to prevent contamination. 
2.7.3.2 Continuous Flow Electrophoresis in Space 
Electrophoretic separation is not only the most inlportant individual process in 
the production of biologicals. it is also the process that is expected to most 
benefit f"OIll weightlessness. The McOollnell OOU91,lS Corpol'ation in conjunction 
with NASA has developed a continuous flow electrophoresis system (CFES) which 
is scheduled for testing ollboard Shuttle/Spdcelab, Figure 2.7.3.2-1 
illustrates a lJbo"cltot'y model cf the system "Ill! indiccltes the advantages 
expected f"om the ope"cltion of such a system in space. The flight model of 
the system is e~pccted to be tested initicllly on eM'ly Shuttle flights prior to 
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Spacelab missions. On these early flights the CFES will be installed in the 
Orbiter middeck in the location which is occupied by the galley on later 
flights. Figure 2.7.3.2-2 illustrates this installation as well as the 
location of CFES support equipment. 
Following extensive tests of the CFES on the middeck. the system is expected to 
be expanded and isntalled in three to four racks in the Spacelab module or 
automated and operated out of the cargo bay. In either case. a sufficient 
amount of the product is expected to be produced to anow subsequent testing 
and clinical trials. If the trials are successful. a commercial production 
unit, consisting of 100 or more chambers, will be developed for use on a 
manned space platform. Figure 2.7.3.2-3 identifes the steps in the develop-
ment of a commercial electrophoresis production unit for space. Two potential 
programs are shown, both commencing with middeck flights and continuing to 
operations on a manned space platform. A conceptual drawing of an electro-
phoresis system on a manned space platform is illustrated in Figure 2.7.3.1-4. 
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Figure 2.7.3.2-3 
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Manned missions of the Space Platform are expected to involve crew sojourns of 
liP to 90 days and continuous manning of the platform for indefinitely extended 
periods. Such missions will be of significant benefit to life sciences research 
because of (1) the capability to collect medical. PhYSiolOgica~ and psycho-
logical data on the crew for much l~nger periods than those possible on Spacelab 
missions and (2) the ability to mai~tain biological s~c1mens in a weightless 
environment for one or more life cycles or until the completion of slowly 
developing phenomena. 
• Priorities in this sci~nce. as defined by MSFC. are as follows: (1) man's 
problems using man himself where feasible. (2) man's prOblems using non-human 
models and (3) basic biological phenomena and principles using a wide range of 
test species. 
2.7.4.1 Biomedical Reserach 
This important discipline will. at least during €ariy missions. no doubt 
involve studies that are associated with physiological changes either observed 
or investigated onboard Skylab. Sky1ab research remains. eve.,. considering the 
very long-duration Russian missions. the most extensive and carefully performed 
studies on man in space. and has bequeathed to us a rich legacy of questions to 
t be resolved and follow-on experiments to be performed. Table 2.7.4.1-1 
illustrates the major physiological studies conducted on Sky1ab crewmen and 
some of the candidate future studies recommended by Skylab PIs and associated 
scientists. 
r~any of these recommended studies involve compensatory changes that occur early 
in flight or involve test materials that would deteriorate by the mid- to later 
stages of longer duration missions. Such investigations are most appropriate 
for conduct on Spacelab missions. Many of these experiments are already 
designed and scheduled for Spacelab flights. Even after the successful comple-
tion, however. of all biomedical research suitable for Spacelab conduct. there 
will st111 remain unanswered questions regarding the mechanisms and character-
istics of slowly developing adaptations and regarding the complete time-course 
of potentially debil itating changes. A manned platform will supply the ideal 
facility for the research needed to answer these questions. Table 2.7.4.1-2 
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Table 2.7.4.1-1 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES STUDIES IN 
S"YlAB CHEWMEN 
VF0435 
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Table 2.7.4.1-2 
RECOMMENDED STUDIES USING MAN 
ON fUTURE FLIGHTS 
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Table 2.7.4.1-2 (cont;nued) 
RECOMMENDED STUDIES USING MAN 
ON FUTURE FLIGHTS 
VfCM33 
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identifies on which vehicle (Spacelab or Manned Platform) the research recommended 
in Table 2.7.4.1-1 should best be performed. Table 2.7.4.1-2 also ident;ffes 
some of the measurements that would be made on the crewmen ;n conjunction with 
the biomedical studies on the manned platform. 
It may be noted that regular medical measurements onboard the manned platform 
conSisting probabl/ of ECG. blood pressure, body temperature. some pulmonary 
function measurements and neurolog;cal tests will satisfy a number of research 
requirements. Additional measurement activities consist primarily of the 
acqu;sit;on and preservation of blood and urine samples. Although they are of 
high priority interest. pred;ctable biornedical procedures are not expected to 
require a large amount of crew time, allowing, thereby, ample opportunity for 
other research activities ;n either the life sciences or other disc;plines. 
Extensive biomedical data will of course be amassed over the many months and 
years of station life. 
2.7.4.2 Research in Space Biology 
For the purposes of this report, all life sciences research utilizing sub-human 
life forms as the experimental subjects is regarded as space biology, regardless 
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of whether the specimen serves a a'human model or as the representation of some 
specific biological characteristic. 
2.7.4.3 Long Duration Experiments - Increased Facility Requirements 
This section is designed to call attention to the increase in research 
facilities generally required by long duration experiments. If we wish to 
derive maximum value from a long duration experiment, it is not sufficient 
merely to select an exp~riment designed for a short-duration mission and 
conduct it over a longer period. Usually, the entire experiment approach as 
well as the experiment requirements change in order to produce optimal results • 
To illustrate this thesis, an experiment, typical of those selected and funded 
for a five-day Spacelab mission, has been chosen as a strawman. 
The objective of the strawman experiment, identical for both the short-duration 
and long-duration approaches, is to determine the effect of weightlessness on 
rat liver function. Although the objective remains the same, the approach and 
requirements are significantly different in the two situations. These 
differences are illustrated in Figure 2.7.4.3-1. The experiment procedures 
, specified on the chart are exemplary only and have not been derived from actual 
experiment protocols. 
On a five-day mission the rats are typically not removed from the holding 
facH ity in fl ight but are all returned intact for post fl ight studies. No 
m:mipulation of the animals by the crew is required. only minimal waste handling 
and presentation would normally be need~d. All inf1 ight measurements such as 
food and water intake and movement patterns are determined automatically by the 
holding unit. 
If the above procedures were to be extended over a gO-day period, only minimal 
additional information would probably be gained. If, however, the crew 
examined and weighed the rnts at frequent intervals and if some animals were 
periodically sacrificed anj liver samples obtained and preserved, then a wealth 
of additional information would be realized. These additional procedures would, 
however, extensively alter facility requirements and crew time requirements. 
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.12 RATS RETURNED fOR POSTfLIGHT EXAMIN~TION 
• "VERAL ElU'ERI"(NT~.L DIIETS INVOLVED 
The periodic sacrifice of rats would, consequently, increase the number of 
e~~eriment specimens used and require a second RAHF unit. Rat examination, 
we:ghing, sacrificing and tissue sampling would all be perfonned on a 
surgical facility such as a general purpose workbench furnished with pertinent 
instrumentation and supplies. The preservation of liver samples would require 
both a cryogenic freezer for the tapid preparation of frozen samples and a 
-70oe freezer for their long-tenn storage as well as for the storage of rat 
carcasses. Increased requirements are expected to be typical for almost all 
space biology experiments converted from short-duration to long-duration 
missions. This condition is summarized in Figure 2.7.4.3-2. 
Not only will facility requirements, in this case, be increast!d by a factor of 
six but the demands on crew time per week will almost double. Figure 2.7.4.3-3 
illustrates that the specimen monitoring and support activities perfonned by 
the crew on a short-duration mission will require only a little over six hours 
for the total mission, whereas, the activities required for the 90-day 
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experiment would require almost 11 hours for a comparable period or about 194 
hours for the total mission. EXilmples of crew time requirements for other 
typical life sciences experiments are shown in Figure 2.7.4.3-4. 
2.7.4.4 life Sciences Research on Early Manned Platform Missions 
The preceding section discussed the increased requirements that are typical of 
converting from short- to long-duration missions. Early manned platform 
missions are not expected. however. to be able to afford the iuxury of large 
enclosed volumes and extensive crew time devoted solely to experiments. life 
sciences or otherwise. The initial manned platform is expected to incorporate 
only a short module dedicated to crew habitation which may include. at most. 
two double racks for experiment equipment. For such configurations. experiments 
will have to be carefully selected to prevent their overburdening available 
space and crew time and yet be appropriate for long-duration missions and be 
able to yield information of value over the full 90. or more. days of the 
mission. 
Figure 2.7.4.3-4 
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Figure 2.7.4.4-1 presents ~hree space biology experiments that exemplify the 
characteristics discussed above. The experiments are maintaine~ in three 
relatively self-contained modules; they require only a minimum of support 
equipment and supplies. all of which share the double rack with the experiment 
modules. Any required specimen manipulation and examination can be conducted 
on the surface of the General Purpose Workbench which is part of the habita-
bility module equipment and will require a maxfmum of eight manhours per day. 
Figure 2.7.4.4-2 identifies the major activities t.vpica1 of the three 
experiments and group them into experiment periods included in a 24-hour crew 
timeline. 
Figure 2.7.4.4-3 depicts the timelines for three manned platform creY~en for a 
typical day of an early mission. The daily timelines allocate eight hours for 
sleep. eight hours for experiment activities. one hour for station-keeping. 
three hours for meals. two hours and 30 minutes for leisure time and 30 minutes 
each for medical measurements (sustained for months. maybe years), pre-sleep 
activities and post sleep activities. The activities identified on 
Figure 2.7.4.4-1 
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Figure 2.7.4.4-2 for the three life sciences experiments are shown as 
experiment periods on Figure 2.7.4.4-3 as part of the timeline for Crewman 
No.2. 
Detailed definition of the character or accommodation of individual payloads 
was not called for in the Statement of Work or possible 1n this size study. 
Therefore, any follow-on efforts on the space station should begin with the 
following: 
• A list of medical research hardware needed. 
• An accommodation analysis showing where equipment should be located 
on a priority basis. 
• A timeline analysis of crew time requirements to do the research. 
• A confinnation of the residual accommodation\ available for space 
biology research equipment. 
• A discussion of options and advantages of locating medical and/or 
space biology research equipment in various modules of the station. 
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Such an activity should of course be coordinated with the ongoing MSFC/Ames/ 
JSC planning for Life Science flight experimentation for the 1990s. 
2.7.5 Rendezvous Sensor and Control Testing 
Future operations in low earth orbit will involve a considerable amount of 
remotely-controlled vehicle operations including the following: 
• Excursions of Teleoperator Haneuvering System (TMS) for modular 
assembly ahd replacement, sensor target deployment and retrieval and 
remote environment measurement. 
• Unmanned logistics vehicle rendezvous (and relaunching of reentrable). 
• Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) dispatching to remote location before 
engine firing. 
• Unmanned spacecraft acquisition for servicing. 
• Subsatellite payload vehicle redocking for servicing or materials 
processing product remcval for return to ground . 
Although the U.S. has had considerable experience in the rendezvous and docking 
of manned vehicles, considerable development and test activities are in 
prospect to acquire a routine unmanned rendezvou~ capabil ity. 
For several years now, the U.S.S.R. has been usiWI unmanned Progress spacecraft 
as well as Soyuz manned spacecraft which havE! been converted for logistics to 
support the Salyut 6 space station. International news media reports indicated 
troubles in early flights of the Progress which can be an indication of the 
challenge of development involved. 
In any event, as shown in Figure 2.7.5-1. the manned space platform can serve 
as a flight test base for the development of rendezvous sensors. controls, 
techniques and prototype spacecraft . 
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Figure 2.7.5-1 
RENDEZVOUS. RECOVERY AND 
CONTROL TESTING 
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• AcquIre, TrACk and Control .......... .......... • Subealelille of Platform 
• Develop Dilts Baaa on ~. Setolllttt Dcpfoyment and 
_ VehIcle DylUlmics ....... Recovery for ~antlflc 
_ Control Senaltlvltles " Measurements CI Satellite 
- SIgnatures end BAckgrounds " ServIcing 
_ ltan!Uachlne Factors \. • OTV Recove:y/Serthlng 
- Refueling \ 
- Malntonance \' Ground - Launched 
Unmonrnxt 
logIstics Vehicle 
The development/prototype testing to be performed on the manned space platform 
would progress from early tests on subsystems and sensors to eventual vehicles 
for the determination of performance envelopes. interface constraints and 
safety precautions. 
The on-orbit test activity requires an exterior berth for equipment. special 
control console and data acquisition system (including telemetry antenna and 
perhaps a TV antenna for closed-loop visual-based control) and viewing ports 
and documentary TV and camera coverage much like a test facility on earth. 
The role of man in such testing is as Significant as that in dynamic flight 
simulations on earth and would include such functions as those defined in 
Figure 2.7.5-2 . 
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ROLE OF MAN IN RENDEZVOUS TESTING 
FOR APPROACHING IN-FUGHT TARGETS 
(GROUND OR ORBITAL LAUNCHED) 
. II Activate Sensor (Rodar or IR) and Initiate Autotrack Mode; 
Initiate Control of Approaching Spacecraft 
• Observe Sonsor Output on Display Screen 
(Sensor In Autoscan Mode Based on Tracking Data Input); 
Monitor Spacecraft Status 
• Differentiate Target from Clutter 
II Adjust for Any Sensor or Envlronmont Problems 
• Documentary Photonraph Incoming Spacecraft 
II Coordinate Operations with Auxiliary Tracking 
• Modify Measurement and Control Approach as Required by 
Anomalies or E}{perimental Objectives; Repeat Tests as 
Required 
FUNCTIONS FOR ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND/OR 
RETRIEVAL OF SATELUTES 
II Manipulate Subsatellite From Stowage Position to Docked 
Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TrAS) 
VFPIlO 
II Checf(out and Deploy SubsateilitelTMS to Set Distance From 
Manned Platform, Orient as Required 
• Activate Radar or IR Sensor, Tracking Support System, and 
TMS/Payload Control System and Control Flight 
.. Activate Payload and Perform Operation 
[Retrieve Satellites with TrAS if Conducting Servicing] 
• Monitor Status of TMS/Satelllte for Control and Safety 
II Return TMS/Sateliites to Manned Platform for Berthing 
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2.7.6 Environmental Control and life Support (EClS) Technology 
Although the initial configuration of the manned space platform (MSP) 1s 
conceived to have an elemental EelS subsystem capability, later growth 
configurations will have increasingly more efficient but more complex 
equipment. 
It ;s further conceived that much of each subsystem 1n the manned space plat-
form will be highly modularized not only for on-orbit servicing and/or replace-
ment in the event of failure, but also to permit modular upgrading of capa-
bilities when needed for growth without returning the vehicle to earth. 
Part of the activity on the manned space platform w;ll be dedicated to 
development testing of advanced subsystem modules, such as' EelS, putting them 
temporarily on-line in the system to test performance and sensitivities 1n 
zero-g plus other real environments and loads, before commitment to final 
design. 
Figure 2.7.6-1 illustrates one candidate approach to progressive, modular 
develo~~nt of an advanced EelS capability. Figure 2.7.6-2 presents an 
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Figure 2.7.6-2 
VAPOR COf'lf~PRESSION URINE 
\~ATEA RECOVERY 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE: SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE 
EXPENDABLE RESUPPLY 
MtSSION PURPOSE: VERIFY DESIGN CONCEPT IN ZERO 9 
PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS: 
- DOUBLE RACK MOUNTED 
- WEIGHT 302 LB 
- POWER 70'{l AVG. 211W PEAK 
- COOLING 297 BTY/HR AVIONICS 
491 BTU/HR CABIN AIR 
- PROCESSING 20.5 LB/DAY 
VfMll6N 
overview of one possible technology development payload, namely, vapor 
compression urine water recovery. The objective for eventual incorporation of 
such a capability into the manned space platfonll is to reduce the storage and 
logistics involved in handling of many pounts of waste water produced each 
day. 
As part of their s~bcontract. Hamilton Standard also provided material on 
subsystem flight technology verification for EClS as presented below. 
2.7.6.1 EClS Subsystem Demonstration (Hamilton Stannard Input) 
The evolutionary growth concept of the Manned Sapce Platform offers the 
unique capabil ity to perform verification: and demonstration testing of growth 
EelS concepts on Shuttle and early MSP missions. It is anticipated that 
subsystems would flrst be demonstrated on SpJcelab or Orbiter and followed by 
life verification on early MSP. In this manner, zero-gr'avity compatibility 
is demonstrated on a short-duration mission where modification and retest on 
subsequent launches is possible. The use of early 11SP for 1 ife verification, 
rather than just demonstration. will save extensive and redundant ground 
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testing as well as provide an early improvement in crew amenities. The 
demonstration subsystems do not provide primary functions during the early 
missions. They are intended to establish certification and confidence for 
later missions. As such, these units may be scaled or modularized ~o provide 
only a portion of their ultimate performance. 
The following discussion is divided into three sections. The first presents 
the candidate vehicles and their advantages and limitations for demonstration-
type hardware testing. The second section presents EClS functional groups and 
preliminary rationale for an in-orbit demonstration program. The third section 
describes how the demonstration and evolutionary subsystem can be physically 
implemented into the MSP vehicle. 
2.7.6.1.1 Vehicle Considerations - Shuttle Orbiter: The Shuttle Orbiter 
represents the most advantageous vehicle to perform certain subsystem and 
zero-gravity demonstrations because of numerous flights and availability of 
critical resources such as food preparation, hygiene, commodes and greater 
water storage capability. 
The Orbitar would be the primary vehicle to demonstrate hygiene subsystems 
such as a shower and clothes washer. The wash water produced in those units 
could either be stored or used to demonstrate wash water proceSSing equipment 
such as TIMES or VCO. Urine is also available for processing in the Orbiter. 
The MSP CO2 removal subsystem (SAWO) is competitive with the Orbiter CO2 
removal subsystem (liOH) in weight and voluem for baSeline Shuttle missions. 
As such. use of SAWO as the primary CO2 system on Orbiter could accumulate 
sufficient hours on the many Shuttle missions anticipated prior to MSP to 
provide the life verification needed for the initial platform For this reason, 
Orbiter is recommended as the primary vehicle for SAWD. 
Spacelab: The Spacelab is designed for experiments and experiment packages. 
Experiments. in general. must be self-contained. Convenient interfaces are 
mounting support structure, power. air-cooling and data acquisition. 
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The Spacelab missions of up to seven days limits its use to zero-gravity 
demonstration only. life certification for MSP requires much longer missions 
than Spacelab will provide. 
Spacelab is ideal to evaluate condensate processing and water quality 
monitoring because of the availability of condensate water. Air systems such 
as SAWD and catalytic oxidation could use Spacelab as a demonstration vehicle. 
Maintenance demonstrations on components and component subassemblies would 
also be conducted in Spacelab. 
Early MSP: As previously discussed, the early MSP missions are ideal to 
provide life verification of subsystem needed for the growth platform. 
Demonstration tests are not reconlnended for the MSP because unacceptable 
performance would result in the having to carry the subsystem as dead storage 
for 90 days or until the next resupply period. 
Incorporation of Shuttle d~nonstrated hygiene subsystems such as a shower and 
clothes washer on the early platform together with wash water processing will 
have direct crew benefits even if these subsystems are only aVdilable on a 
limited basis. 
Subsystems, such as Solid Polymer water electrolysis and Sabatier CO2 
reduction, whi,h are not required until t~e final HSP growth step, can be used 
for 1 ife verification on the early platfonn without prior demonstration on 
Shuttle or Spacel~b. 
2.7.6.1.2 Subsystem Considerations - A pre1.iminary scenario for in-fl ight 
verification of each EClS subsystem is presented in the following tables. The 
subsystems are divided into four major functional groups: Atmos!,>here, Water 
Process ing. Hygiene and ~laintenance Demonstration. Integration between water 
processing and hygiene is required. as discu-sed in the tables to balance the 
inlet/outlet flows of both subsystems. The other major integrated test occurs 
during th~ intermediate MSP configuratior. where the demonstration electrolysis 
and CO2 reduction subsystems will be integrated with the baseline CO2 removal 
subsystem to perform closed loop atmospheric testinu. 
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2.7.6.1.3 Implementation Considerations - Two major options are being con-
sidered to physically install the demonstration hardware and final growth 
hardware into the MSP. The first option requires designing the in~tial plat-
form with adequate provisions (mounting, plumbing interfaces, power and 
control interfaces) to install the growth hardware during the evolutionary 
phasing and demonstration test missions. This option. recognizes that 
considerable consumables are launched with the initial platform since no 
logistics module is planned until the first resupply period. For example. 
the consumable tanks might be located where the growth EClS subsystems could 
eventually be installed. All packages and tanks must then be designed for 
transfer and easy installation. As demonstration and growth hardware packagas 
are launched, they will be installed in their predesi~ned locations. The 
empty tanks will be transferred to the logistics mo:. Ie for return to earth. 
The second option uses special EClS modules to puckage the demonstration and 
growth hardware. A module can be tailored for each mission phase. The module 
would attach to the Airlock Adapter and be replaced as mission needs and EClS 
configurations change. The EClS module option becomes attractive if a 
logistics Module is used on the initial platform and equipment volume is not 
available for evolutionary equipment growth within habitable modules. 
Sketches of the two options are shown in Figures 2.7.6.1.3-1 and -2. The 
first option uses the space allocated in the Airlock Adapter to package the 
EClS equipment. The main complexity of this approach l~es in the requirement 
to front load significant engineering effort associated with the design and 
installation of growth systems during the preliminary design phases of the 
~1SP program. The major drawback of the second option is the requirement for a 
new module. However. one-segMent modules are planned for many platform 
experiments and its use for EClS subsystem could represent a minimum develop-
ment cost. Initially. the EelS module would attach to a port on the Airlock 
Adapter. In its final configuration. when reliance on clQsed loop EelS has 
been certified. the logistics requirements are reduced to a single segment 
module size and both modules are installed in tandem. The logistics Module is 
replaced at its normal schedule period. Replacement of the EelS module is 
easily achieved at the same time if a major overhaul or significant hardware 
improvement is scheduled. Otherwise. single subsystem replacements would be 
accomplished in orbit . 
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Figure 2.7.6.1.3-2 
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2.7.6.1.4 Technology Verification Logic - The following charts 
(Table 2.7.6.1.4-1) describe the MSP requirements and technology verification 
logic for each functional group of ECLSS hardware. 
2.7.7 Deployable Structure Technology 
The growing size of space vehicle sizes create a continuing need for various 
approaches to compacting structures into the Shuttle cargo bay for delivery to 
orbit. 
Although many innovative mechanism approaches to compaction have been ventured, 
the integrated performance in the or~it environment. for deployment. rigidiza-
tion and sustenance of design rigidity. is difficult to model analytically and 
most assuredly require in situ testing. 
In Figure 2.7.7-1 a representative deployable structure is shown along with 
all of the attendant test functions and sources of problems defined in a 
recent in-house MDAC study. In addition, '".n approach is shown for measuring 
deformation of such a beam with a dual-iaser instrumentation setup. 
This particular type of deployable structurr; \Ias designed for use in compact 
delivery of sections of a very large. (Advanced) Science and Applications 
Space Platform which were studied for NASA/Langley through MSFC (MDAC report 
G8533. July 1980) to accommodate those extremely large payloads id~ntified by 
the science community for the mid to late 1990s. The concept is illustrated 
in Figure 2.7.7-2 and features individual structural arms of 60 meters and an 
overall span of 125 meters. The design of an individual section is shown in 
Figure 2.7.7-3. The performance accuracy budget elements for such a structure 
are as follows: 
• Materials 
- Short-term E. variations 
- Long-term E. variations (radiation) 
- Creep 
• Structures 
- Thermal distortion 
- Stiffness 
- Dynamic response 
Damping 
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Table 2.7.6.1.4-1 
MSP/rClSS REQUIREMENTS AND VERIFICATION lOGIC 
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Table 2.7.6.1.4-1 (continued) 
FUNCTIONPl GROUP MSP REQUrREPENTS 
SIIRSY~TE/'I Hllml NTERI"lEDIAH GRMll 
WATER PROCESSIHG 
QUALITY MONITORING X X X 
CONDENSATE PROCESSING X X X (MULTIFILTRATION) 
WASH WATER X X 
(VCD/TIMES D,STILLATION) 
ALL WATER X 
(URINE, WASH WATER, 
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~--- ----~-
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.... \. 
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Table 2.7.6.1.4-1 (continued) 
FU~(TIONAL GROUP ASP REQUIREPENTS 
StJBSYST~ INITI,\L NTEPrEDIAn CiROOlf 
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Figure 2.1.1-1 
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DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY 
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DEPLOYABLE TRUSS FOR COMPACTION IN CARGO BAY 
MOTOR DRIVE PLUS 
EVA MANUAL BACKUP 
• Hechanical Systems 
- Deployment techniques 
- Joints 
- Hinges 
- Actuators 
• System Alignment 
- POinting 
- Haneuvering 
- Surface measurement/alignment 
/ 
It is the division of error among these elements that are almost impossible to 
model for assurance of design propriety. On-orbit tests must be performed 
with extensive instrumentation, such as the laser mentioned above, in a mode 
and installation much like an earth-bound structural test laboratory. The 
packaging of the type of experiment envisioned here {for the structure shown 
in Figure 2.7.7-1} to be Shuttle-delivered and later mounted\on the manned 
platform for testing is shown in Figure 2.7.7-4. Note that this type of early 
development testing would precede the use of such structures in larger systems 
(later on the manned space platform) such as those described later in 
Paragraph 2.7.10. Large ~lu1ti-mirror Reflector Assembly/Al ignment. 
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2.7.8 Propellant Handling Techno~ 
The results of numerous studies have indicated potential advantages for 
operating an OTV from a manned orbital facility because extensive checkout and 
launch services could be made available and the desirability for economical 
reusability. This section discusses the evolution of the OTV technology needs 
and the utilization of the space platform to accomplish the technology experi-
ments in early" years of a manned space platform. Presented later in this 
report (in Paragraph 2.7.11) is a discussion of the operation of an OTV from 
the platform and the description of facilities required to support such an 
operation in the .later years of the manned space platform. 
The performance requirement for the OTV is such that large quantities of 
prope11ants are required to deliver the rather large payloads to high earth 
orbits. It is possible to build very large OTVs that use storable propellants 
to deliver the necessary impulse. however, the higher performance of the 
cryogenic propellant combination. LH2/L02' makes this the more desirable 
propellant combination. A space-based OTV using cryogenic propellants 
requires a number of technological advancements before it can be successfully 
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developed. Figure 2.7.8-1 depicts the evolution of cryogenic OTV technology 
dev210pment. A number of MOAe, MMe, BAe and RI studies and ground/flight 
experiments have led to theories and design concepts that indicate feasibility 
or value from an optimized, space-based OTV. These studies and ground experi-
ments have led to concepts of experiments that could be conducted with the 
Space Shuttle. However, these experiments are limited in size and scope du~ to 
cargo bay space and on-orbit time limitation of the Space Shuttle. Therefore. 
these experiments have generally been designed to subscale sizes with the 
primary objective of demonstrating the concept. Before the design. manufacture 
and deployment of a space-based OTV fleet can be accomplished with confidence 
it is necessary to perform full scale experiments to verify the design 
approaches. The space platform very nicely provides the base from which large 
scale and long term testing can be done in the low-g on-orbit environment. 
The technology needs for a space-based OTV as shown in Figure 2.7;8-2 are not 
limited to on-orbit development. The reusability and long term usage requires 
that the OTV reliability be very high and the maintainability be very simple. 
Figure 2.7.8-1 
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ORBIT-BASED OlV TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
• Propulsion Subsystem Must Includo Additional Redundancy 
to Preclude Falluros 
• Electrically Powered Propellant Pumps 
• Automated System CIO or Self-Checking 
• Automated Launch Sequence With Minimum Data Output 
or Crew Support 
• Long-Life OTV Engine End Multiple Reuse 
Without Refurbishment 
• Leakfree Quick Disconnects 
• Propellant Transfer 
• Long-Term Cryogenic Propellant Storage 
• Propellant Mass.Gaglng (Loading Accuracy) 
• Modular Replaceable Units 
V'0732 
Reliability enhancement can be accomplished by use of hardware whose reliability 
has been established by rigorous testing and by designing the various subsystems 
with additional redundancy. Ease of maintainability can be accomplished by 
designing subsystems into modular replaceable units. The checkout of the OTV 
and the launch sequence have to be automated in order to reduce the support 
needs of the platform crew. These technology needs do not require in-orbit 
testing to verify the design. however. the hardware must be designed for the 
low-g environment. 
The development of an electrically powered propellant pump is dependent on the 
system concept selected for the OTV. That is, this technology is needed only 
if the OTV engines are pump fed. However. if the OTV engines are pressure fed. 
the most likely option although the pump fed system has better performance, 
this technology development is not required. The technology for long life and 
multiple reuse is currently being demonstrated On the Space Shuttle engines . 
However. these engines have the advantage of undergoing ground refurbishment 
after each use as the need arises. For the OTV engines, refurbishment will not 
be possible except when they are returned to earth. Therefore. they must be 
designed and rigorously tested to assure long-life capability. 
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The OTY technology needs that require on-orbit demonstration and thus I space 
platform are the (1) propellant transfer, (2) ·long-term cryogenic propellant 
storage, (3) propellant mass gaging and (4) leak-free, quck disconnects. 
Figure 2.7.8-3 lists the type of experiments that could be conducted on the 
space platform to verify the design concepts related to the technology needs. 
The propellant fill and drain experi~ent consists of a number of areas. The 
transfer line chilldown is critical because of possible overpressures due to 
boiloff of cryogenic fluids as it contacts the warm hardware. The chilldown of 
the propellant tanks require a significant quantity of liquid, therefore, it 
may be desirable to groudn chill the tanks and keep the tanks chilled through-
out its on-orbit life. The propellant loading accuracy of the OTY has a direct 
effect on OTV performance capability because a 1% loading error translates 1nto 
a six to 13% loss of payload capability. 
The maintenance of chilled tanks and the long term storage of propellants 
require experiments that will characterize the perfor.mance of the OTY insulation 
Figure 2.7.8-3 
CRYOGENIC OTV EXPERIMENTS 
Propellant FlU and Drain 
• Transfer L1na Chllldown 
• Tank Prochlll (In·Orblt ChllldoWD 
vs Ground ChlIIdown) 
• Tank Fill Without Venllng 
• Loading Accuracy 
• Loading Times With Partial AcquIsition 
Davlce on Tanker 
Propallant Storago (Long-Term) 
• Insulation - MLI vs MLlIVCS 
• Zero·G Vent System 
Tank Assembly 
• Latchiljg 
• Umbilical Sealing 
Monitoring and Maintenance 
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system. There are a number of insulation types and techniques available. 
~herefore. detail analyses and actual testing to support the analyses and 
verify the design is required. Two typical insulation systems are all MLI and 
''-I/VCS. In order to successully store cryogenic fluids for long periods of 
time in the low g environment •. , vent system that precludes liquid vent is 
required to minimize fluid loss. 
Figure 2.7.8-4 illustrates a typical OTV technology experiment conducted on 
the space platfOrM. In this particular case. the test objer.tives are (1) 
multiple tank assembly procedure and techniques. (2) propellant transfer from 
a storage tank to the OTV tank. (3) transfer line and tank chlldown and (4) 
long-term storage of cryogenic fluids to character"ize the insulation system 
and verify the vent system design. 
2.7.9 EVA and Remotely Controlled Servicing Technology 
EVA is a matUl'e technology and it can contribute much to the rel iabil ity and 
flexibility of the manned space platform and its payloads. Considerable 
--' 
-::: 
Figure 2.7.8-4 
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equipment and tested techniques exist now but considerable development and 
on-orbit testinr is required to prepare for major operational use of this 
valuable capability. 
In the 15 years since the first EVAs in 1965 (23 minutes by Soviet Cosmonaut 
Leonov and 59 minutes by Gemini Astronaut White). major advances in EVA 
technology have been made. Pressure suit developments include increased 
mobility and dexterity, significant decreases in the energy required to main-
tain body position by the astronaut and improvements in suit life support 
systems. Airlock technology has been developed to eliminate the need for 
depressurizing the entire spacecraft prior to EVA. Major advances have been 
made in restraint and mobility aids as well as support equipment such as 
remote manipulators and astronaut maneuvering units • 
Even prior to the first EVA, neutral buoyancy water immersion and parabolic 
aircraft flights were used to simulate the zero-g space condition but it was 
not until later Gemini. Apollo and Skylab flights that the true value of under-
water simulation for EVA procedures testing and training became apparent. It 
has now become standard procedure to practice all EVA activities under water. 
The Johnson Space Center for instance has been performing simulations of 
Shuttle contingency EVA modes (e.g., payload bay door failure and thermal tile 
repair) and the Marshall Space Flight Center has performed extensive underwater 
simulations of Space Telescope on-orbit servicing. 
EVA by the three Skylab crews, which transformed that mission from almost 
certain failure to an unqualified success, demonstrated the maturity of EVA as 
an acceptable way of achieving mission objectives. 
On the manned space platform, the following types of functions can be 
substantially aided by the use of EVA: 
• Large structure deployment 
• Large structure assembly/alignment 
• Film and tape replacement 
• Focal plane instrument exchange 
• Subsystem equipment exchange 
• On-orbit checkout 
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• Experiment calibration/alignment 
• On-orbit mainte~ance (scheduled and unscheduled) 
• Payload deployment/retrieval/exchange 
• Gas/cryogan replenishment 
• Observation/inspection of experiments 
• Contingency operations 
Hopefully standardized techniques and equipment can be developed and utilized 
on many different payloads and platform subsystems. Certain techniques and 
equipment are of course available now but the scale of major future operations 
on the manned platform call for considerable new developments for the world of 
EVA. 
EVA by the Skylab crew was a key to mission success. The difference between 
planned Sky1ab EVA (29 manhours in six EVA periods) and actual EVA (82.S man-
hours in 10 EVA periods) illustrates not only the effectiveness of EVA but 
also its flexibility. ~'ost of the 13 unplanned in-flight repair tasks were 
performed at locations where workstations had not been provided, to which 
preplanned translation paths were not available and at which crew and equip-
ment restraints were non-existent. 
Deployment of the 0 W5 solar array and thermal shield, as well as installation 
of the rate gyro package, are dramatic in that failure to accomplish anyone 
of them could have meant loss of the mission. Of almost equal significance, 
however, are the unplanned EVA tasks which saved numerous experiments from 
e~r1y failure and contributed to the scientific success of the mission • 
• The following EVA functions were perfon~ed on 5ky1ab: 
e Scheduled EVA - 29 manhours (six EVA periods) 
- ATM film retrieval 
- DO 24 sample retrieval 
- 5230 collector retrieval 
• Unscheduled EVA - 53.5 manhours (10 EVA periods) 
- Deploy OWS solar array 
- Deploy twin-pole thenllill shield 
Install rate gyro cable 
Repair charger battery regulator module (CBRM) 
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- Repair 5193 antenna 
- Replace SOa2A film magazine 
- Secut'e 5054 and 50a2A aperture door open 
- Repair 5054 filter wheel 
- Clean 5052 occulting disc 
- Install and retrieve samples 
Install and retrieve 5149 experiment 
Install, operate and retrieve T025, 5020 and 5201 experiments 
- Remove S055, S056 and S082A ramp latches 
- Obtain temperature of 5020 experiment 
, "'j 
• 18 extra mission objectives 
• 13 in-flight repair tasks 
EVA Equipment Available 
The following equi~~ent is available or under active development for use 1n 
the support of EVA. 
A. Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) 
The Shuttle EMU is an anthropomorphic pressure suit containing its 
own back-mounted life support system. Compared with some earlier 
suits such as the Gemini suit. an umbilical is not required. A 
Liquid Cooled Ventilation Garment is worn undet' the basic pressure 
suit. 
The Shuttle airlock. through which the EVA crewman exhs and enters 
the Shuttle pressurized middeck. may be mounted inside the crew 
compartment or extenral in the payload bay attached to the forward 
bulkhead. Support equipment in the payload bay includes handrails for 
translating to various payload bay locations. lights. TV carnaras and 
EVA tools. 
Two EMUs are carried on each Shuttle flight. They will ordinarily be 
used by the Pilot and Mission Specialist. both of whom will have 
extensive training in EVA. The EMU can support six hcurs continuous 
EVA at an average metabolic rdte of 1,000 BTU per hour. Suit press~re 
is nominally 4 psi and t~us with a 14.7 psi Shuttle cabin prebreathing 
of approximately three' hours is required. Following a six-hour EVA 
the suit can be recharged in one hour. 
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The ~~U is a propulsive modular backpack device used with the Shuttle 
EMU to provide EVA working range and accessibility beyond the reach 
capabilities of the Rf>IS. As illustrated and described in Figure 2.7.9-1 
the MMU is designed to interface with the EMU and as such its 
continuous operating time is constrained by the six-hour per EVA limit 
of the n1U. To a large extent the EMU is a self-contained work 
station since it provides worksite lighting, outlets for power tools 
if needed and a capability for automatic attitude hold at the work 
station. How~ver, if large forces and torques must be exerted at the 
work station, additional worksite restraints must be provided. 
Figure 2.7.9-1 
• Development Status: Production 
• Weight: 240 Ib 
• Propulsion: Noncontaminating Dry GN2 
• Control: 6 OOF Manual Translation and Rotation 
Automatic Attitude Control 
• Power: 2·28 VDe Outlets 
• Lighting: Two Spot Worklights 
e Stowed in Payload Bay (Xo 582·636) 
MMU Donned 
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Manned Remote Workstation (MRWS) is a generic tenn for a family of 
manned work platfonns, the first of whkh is the Open Cherry Picker 
(OCP) and includes closed work modules, railed work stations and 
free-flyer work stations. These future versions are planned primarily 
to support large space construction activities. 
The OCP, illustrated in Figure 2.7.9-2, attaches to a standard RMS 
end effector and its work volume is therefore constrained by Rl>lS 
reach. The EMU-suited crewman is restrained on the platfonn by a 
standard Shuttle foot restraint system. He operates the work station 
including the ru1S itself, if desired. from a control and display 
C&D 
Console 
Figure 2.7.9-2 
OPEfl CHmny PI Cf{En r·1RLJS 
Payload 
Handling 
Device 
Foot Restraint (Platform) 
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console located on the work station. The OCP work station is 
completely self-contained, providing electrical power via the RMS end 
effector, work site lighting, bins for EVA tools and a payload 
handling device for securing and transferring packages such as 
replacement instruments or subsystem components. An electro-
mechanical manipulator (stabilizer) is provided to secure the OCP 
work platform to the work site. 
Figure 2.7.9-3 illustrates various EVA arrangements in prospect for the 
emerging Shuttle/Manned Space Platform era. 
Figure 2.7.9-3 
EVA ARRANGEMENTS AND EQUIPMENT 
EMU WITH MMU 
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It is important to note that, as shown above, an RMS will most likely be 
mounted on the Manned Space Platform to support many payload support operations 
as well as aiding the loading and unloading of modules during Shuttle visits. 
2.7.10 Large Multi-mirror Reflector Assembly/Alignment 
Ames Research Center and the Jet Propulsion laboratory are planning a 10- to 
30-meter diameter, optical quality reflector spacecraft for infrared and 
submillimeter astronomy (Large Deployable Reflector (LOR) technology develop-
ment plan; November 1981). Moreover. the 000 has great interest in these 
types of reflectors for IR and laser applications. Technology and study 
programs are currently aimed at a 1993 launch for a concept for ~~ignment 
mounted on supporting trusswork. There is a possibility that such a capa-
bility could be compacted into the Shuttle cargo bay and deployed as shown 
in Figure 2.7.10-1, however, assembly of some elements in orbit is also a 
possibility. One contractor indicates that 12 meters diameter is the break-
pOint 1n going from deployable to assembleab1e structures. 
Figure 2.7.10-1 
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Regardless of the activation approach, an orbital base of some sort is needed 
and most likely one which flys much longer than the delivery vehicle, namely 
the Shuttle. Rigidization, alignment and checkout of this complexity-class 
type of spacecraft will most likely take on the order of many weeks, perhaps 
even months. The only reference point for estimating such operational time 
consumption is the "Six-pack," (six-segment) reflector of the University of 
Arizona Kitt Peak Observatory which has taken many months to align and 
particularly to understand the performance envelopes of the system under 
varying thermal loads. 
In space, of course, this type of setup work is more challenging as is the 
environlilent and the cycling thereof. Therefore, although this type of space-
craft will fly ulIlI;anned in some particular orbit to satisfy its viewing 
objective, it requires a manned platform for activation and alignment as 
pictured in Figure 2.7.10-2. 
Figure 2.7.10-2 
LARGE MUL TIMIRROR OPTICS 
SETUP AND ALIGf~MENT 
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The reasons for estimating on-orbit setup times of week, perhaps months, are 
listed in Figure 2.7.10-3 in terms of operations and structure challen~es. 
The very high numbe.r of parts and jOints inherent in this class and siza of 
configuration create a set of challenges which integrate a large variety of 
automated EVA and IVA functions. Although seemingly "crude" for tho sophis-
ticated systems involved, the practice of EVA volting of numerous crtttcal 
joints appears a reasonable prospect here. since automated latchos with 
sufficiently high-loading capacities would be prohibitively expensive and 
heavy. ~Dreover. the structural dynamicists advise us that analytical 
modelling and thus any substantiable prediction of on-orbit performanco is 
barely feasible with highly-loaded bolted joints. let alone ones involving on 
automated mechanism. 
Figure 2.7.10-3 
LARGE OPTICAL-CLASS REFLECTOR 
PAYLOADS 
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Therefore. although boling of joints seems an elemental function for astronauts 
it will provide a very important. cost-effective and most likely "only-way" 
servicf! for high-accuracy large reflectors. 
Figure: 2.7.10-4 illustrates one concept for a jOint in a substructure for the 
segmented mirrors on a large deployable reflector. Crew access is available 
for relatively simple tool bolt tightening after automatic deployment has 
taken place. The EVA functions necessary for this type of operation is only a 
nine-hour portion of each of eight days of an overall deployment timeline of 
some 30 work days estimated as shown in Figure 2.7.10-5. Although this is a 
seemingly long time for a relatively simple bolting function. there is 
structural dynamic theory behind the suggestion that there is nothing more 
effective or performance predictable than bolts for key parts of these complex 
structures. 
Figure 2.7.10-4 
EVA LOCI(-BOL T INSTALLATION 
(DEPLOVABLE REFLECTOR) 
." Hinge Pin 
~. 
1TOO towed r:l P~'llIo~n .....;;;:~,,,'Vi"r,.p 
Cap live Nut 
Inalallallon 
--EVA Inltr.lled 
Taperod Bolt 
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DEPLOYMENT TIMELINIl: 
(10-M TO 20-M-DIA REFLECTOR) 
Position For Deployment 
Deploy Reflector Segments 
Crew Rest Period (01her Duties) 
Pre-EVA Preparation 
Prepare Equipment and Install 
20 Attachments (1 EVA Shift) 
Post-EVA Activities 
Crew Rest Period 
SHr 
4 Hr 
12 Hr 
1.6 Hr 
6 Hr 
1.4 Hr _ a Days 
12 Hr 
Pre-EVA Preparation 1.6 Hr 
!nstall 32 Attachments and 
Inspect Total Assembly 6 Hr 
Post-EVA Activities 1.4 Hr 
Crew Rest Period 12 Hr 
Check Out and Verify Reflector 
Surface Alignment, Controls, and 20 Days 
Spacecraft Subsystem Performance (Details T8D) 
Final Checkout, Launch, Recheclt, and Departuro 2 Daya 
fj5-~~] .. Total 130 Work Cayml 
The 20 days allocated for optical surface element alignment and other checkout 
assumes that considerable ground test and simulation have preceded the on-orbit 
activity and that the extent of deformations (not the nature or correction 
modes thereof) will be the only new phenomenon to be dealt with. Certainly 
the overall challenge of complexities here in prospect could increase on-orbit 
operations times significantly. 
The sources of errors in segmented mirror surface contours in the space environ-
ment represent a composite of effects of ground manufacturing as well as on-orbit 
imposed variabil ities, including deployment mechanism inaccuracies as well as 
the effects of thermal cycling and dynamic excitation impacts. Figure 2.7.10-6 
illustrates these sources of error and Figure 2.7.10-7 illustrates one approach 
to roeasuring and controlling the onctours of the segmented mirrors as an 
integrated optical element. Here a laser scan of retroflectors distributed 
over the surfaces, creates error signals by virtue of computer comparison with 
an ideal model of the contour. Then appropriate comnlands are sent to actuators 
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on the backs of the mirror segments to bring them into integrated alignment. 
As in the case of other highly-conlplex, future space operations, the program 
planned by NASA calls for early technology demonstrations in space to assure 
soundness of design approaches. Figure 2.7.10-8 shows (in the upper right 
hand corner) NASAls plan for such space tests of "certain" concepts which 
would constitute early experimental payloads on the manned platform in the 
late 1980s preceding eventual system activation in 1993. 
2.7.11 Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) Basing 
The performance and utility of an OTV may be enhanced by operating it from a 
manned space platform. The many operations and facilities available to an 
OlV/platform combination are itemized in Figure 2.7.11-1. The platform 
provides the on-orbit base to which the Space Shuttle delivers the segments 
(i.e., multiple propellant tanks and propellants) of a large OlV in order to 
assemble an OTV capable of transferring large payloads to high earth orbit. 
Figure 2.7.10-8 
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Figure 2.7.11-1 
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The platform provides a base for the OTV to be stored and resupplied. The 
resupply consists of propellants. gases and other expendables. The platform 
performs the checkout and maintenance of the OTV. The checkout is performed 
with facilities attached to the platform. The maintenance consists of simple 
functions such as replacing a modularized electronics box. Any complex repairs 
such as replacement of engines is performed on the ground unless the technology 
is developed in the future to safely perform these functic.ns. 
The following paragraphs describe the operating scenarios of the OTV and the 
facilities used to perform the launch. retl.lrn and resupply of the OTV with the 
platform as a base. 
A typical sequence for launching the OTV is illustrated in Figure 2.7.11-2. 
The sequence is OTV and payload checkout. paylodd installed On OTV, OTV 
separated from platform and OTV main engine fired after the OTV is a safe 
distance from the platform. The checkout and launch is performed by a crew 
stationed in a dedicated ORV te~t/launch module. The types of checkout and 
the facil ities used to perform such a countdm1n an:.! operation are described in 
the following paragraphs. 
Figure 2.7.11-3 itemizes the checkout associated with the propulsion, thermal, 
mechanical, electrical and avionics subsystem. Because of the on-orbit limita-
tions. there are several differences between the checkout on the platform and 
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Figure 2.7.11-2 
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the gr'Dund. These differences affect the design of the OTV and the platform 
facilities. For example, the small platform crew size means that the OTV 
checko~t and launch operation should be automated to the maximum extent 
possible with backup support from earth-based crew. 
Figure 2.7.11-4 defines the basic operational, safety and reliability interface 
requirements bet\.een the platform and the OTV. The design must establish 
communication links ,between the platform and the orv, permitting the platform 
crew to control, monitor and evaluate the various systems of the orv. Included 
among these activities are the operations required to verify pr~~er platform/ 
OTY mating and interfaces; the operations needed to verify deployment readiness; 
th~ deployment operation; the post launch operations and the docking operations. 
These activities al'e controlled and monitored by a two-man crew and support 
equipment located in tha test/launch module (TLH) shown 1n Fi~ure 2.1.11-2. In 
addition, the OlV design must permit communication with the ground during post 
Figure 2.7.11-4 
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deployment operations. A block diagram indicating the major interfaces 
between the OTV, LTM and the connecting berthing unit is presented in 
Figure 2.7.11-5. 
The basic OTV systems are shown including the propulsion system, guidance and 
navigation and control system, pow~r system and telemetry and communication 
system. An interface unit, digital computer and signal conditioner unit 
complete the OTV avionics. The interface unit (IU) fu~ctions asa central data 
processor, controller and timing unit. It interfaces with the digital computer 
via a bidirectional parallel data bus; receives analog and digital data from 
the guidance and navigation sensors; receives OTV instrumentation and status 
data from the signal conditioner via a serial-digital data link; outputs 
control signals to the propulsion and vehicle control system; outputs serial-
digital data to the telemetry/communications system for transmittal to the 
platform (after separation); and outputs serial-digital data to the LTH via a 
hardline data link (prior to separation). All data transmissions are 
coordinated by clock signals originating in the interface unit. 
Figure 2.7.11-5 
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The OTV signal conditioner unit (SCU) accepts analog data from the OTV sensors 
(thermocouples. strain gauges. pressure transducers. etc.) plus bilevel status (, 
d1sc:retes from other OTV systems. The SCU then conditions and/or amplifies 
~he data as required. time mUltipiexes the composite data. performs analog to 
eUgital data conversion. then outputs serial-digital data to the IU. 
The guidance. navigation and control system (GN&C) contains the sensors 
required to detect changes in OTV body rates and attitudes. This data is 
provided to the onboard computer via the IU for computation of the control 
signals required to correct vehicle position and rates. The corrections are 
affected by varying the engine burn pulse rates and duty cycles of the 
attitude control engines. 
In addition to containing the control system algorithms, the computer serves 
as the OTV timer. For example, the computer inhibits start of the OTV thruster 
engine until sufficient time expires for the OTV to achieve a safe distance 
from the platform. 
The OTV power system includes a solar ~rray affixed to the periphery of the 
vehicle surface plus storage batteries. The system also contains all equip-
ment required to regulate. manage and distribute the available energy resources. 
Prior to separation from the platform, power is provided from the platform 
power system and controlled from the LTM. Subsequent to separation the power 
system is controlled from the ground via the cOl11l1unication system and the IU. 
The telemetry/communication system (TeS) includes the transmitters, receivers 
and antennas required to cOl11l1unicate with the ground tracking station(s) and 
with the platform. It is anticipated that the primary cOl11l1and and telemetry 
1 ink wi 11 be with the ground stat ion(s) with the platform 1 ink required only 
during near vicinity (post deployment and predocking) operations. The 
communications 1 inks. operating in conjunction with the IU will provide the 
capability to control predetermined functions aboard the orv including engine 
burns. power control switches, valve operation, etc. In addition. all data 
required to monitor and evaluate orv performance and status will be trans-
mitted to the ground and/or to the platform. 
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(' The test/launch module (TLM) includes the equipment· required for control. 
test and monitoring of the OTV by the two-man crew. An interface unit similar 
in function to the unit in the OTV receives serial-digital data from the OTV. 
The data is displayed on the CRT and/or limit-checked by the LTM computer. 
Selected status data, including critical safe/arm functions are displayed 
permanently on the control and monitor panel. The crew also has the capa-
bility. to control the OTV systems via the keyboard. interface unit and 
serial-digital data link. In addition. software and data is transferred from 
the TLM computer to the OTV computer in response to keyboard entered commands. 
The TLM computer. operating per the test software entered in the mass memory 
(magnetic disk or tapes) controls the automatic test routines required to 
functionally verify and evaluate the OTV systems. These test routines may be 
changed on-orbit by the crew entering new or revised software into memory. 
Permanent records of the test results may be recorded on the printer/plotter 
and/or the data storage unit. In addition to command and monitor capability 
of the OTV via the serial-digital data link described above. the crew also 
interfaces with the OTV systems through hardwires terminated at the control and 
monitor panel. These provide a permanent control and monitoring capability of 
functions critical to systems operation and crew safety. 
Size estimates of the OTV test/launch support equipment are shown in 
Figure 2.7.11-6. Based on these estimates approximately five racks of equip-
ment are required or one short module. 
Table 2.7.11-1 itemizes the TLM/OTV checkout operations for each of the 
operational configurations. Due to the limited crew size. test complexities 
and limited available resources. the tests are automated as much as possible. 
In general, the tests consist of exercising one or more of the OTV systems per 
a program resident in the LTM computer and comparing the resultant data with 
predetermined limits, also in the computer. Audible and visible indicators 
alert the crew to unsatisfactory results and may result in termination of the 
program depending on the nature of the failure. 
Figure 2.7.11-7 illustrates a typical OTV return sequence. In this example. a 
teleoperator maneuvering system (TMS) is used to retrieve the OTV. It is also 
possible to dock the OTV using cold gas jets located on the OTV for maneuvering. 
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Figure 2.7.11-6 
SIZE ESTIMATES OF OTV LAUNCHITEST 
MODULE eQUIPMENT 
VFom 
W x H x o (In.) 
Interface Unit 20x20x40 
Printer/Piotter 20x30x20 Vertical Rack Avallablo In CRT/Keyboard 20 x 20 x 30 
Computer 20 x 20 x 40 Module = 650 In. 
MDsaMemory 20x20x40 Therefore, OTV 
Power Switch. Unit 20 x 10 x 20 Equipment Requires 
Control & Monitor Panel 20 x 30 x 10 Approximately 5 Rscka 
Data Storage Unit 20x40x30 or One Side of Short 
Resupply Unit 20x20x30 Module 
Telemetry Unit 20 x 20 x 30 
Rendezvous Radar Unit 20x20x40 
Total Height of 20 In. Racks Reqd = 240 In • 
+ 60 Contingency 
300 In. 
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PLATFORM/OTV CHECKOUT OPERATIONS 
Postmate Checks of OTV With Launch/Test Module (L TM) 
• Load Launch Test Module With Test Software 
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Vf072I 
• Apply Test Power to OTV From Test Module 
• Verify Communication Between OTV and L TM Computers (Auto Test) 
• Limit Check OTV Instrumentation (Auto Test) 
• Functional Tesl/Callbratlon of Guidance and Navigation System (Auto Telt) 
• Control System Verification (Auto Test) . 
• Propulsion System Checks 
• RF System Checks (Manual Test) 
• Power Transfer Check (Manual Test) 
• Ordnance Systems Check (Manual Test) 
• Simulated Launch Sequence Test (Auto· Manual Teat) 
Static Health Checks 
• Minimum Power and System Operation 
• Limit Checks By LTM Computer to Verify 
- Safe/Arm Status·· 
- Environmental Status 
- Power System Status 
Prelaunch Checks 
• Limit Check of OTV Instrumentation (Auto Test) 
• Functional Test/CaUb of GN&C System (Auto Test) 
• Open-Loop RF Checks 
• Simulated Launch Sequence Test (Auto/Manual, 
• Transfer OTV To Internal Power 
• Launch Sequence 
Post Launch 
• Maintain Communication Via Link 
• Verify All Systems Normal Via Limit Check (Auto, 
• Verify Normal Engine Start Sequence 
• Monitor OTV Performance During Mission 
• Record Data For Postmission Analysis 
Predocklng Checks 
• Verify OTV Safe To Dock Via Auto Limit Check 
• Monitor OTV Docking Sequence 
Postdocking Checks 
• Establish Hardline Comm Link Between L TM and OTV 
• Transfer OTV To L TM Pc.wer 
• Perform Functional Postma Ie Checks 
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ASSEMBLY 
RANGE OF MANIPULATOR 
• Mu.lIPULATOR PLACES OTV 
ON LAUNCH STRUCTURE 
OTV WITH LAUNCH 
IYITEM STOWEO 
I 
The TMS is used to position the OTV within the range of the manipulator system 
which does the final docking of the OTV to the platfonn. Before the OTY is 
retrieved, a full system shutdown and checkout of the OTV is made to verify 
that all hazardous systems are safe. A primary concern is the propellant 
containment and the propellant feed to the engines. Therefore. system 
redundancy and adequate instrumentation is required on the OTV to assure a 
safe OTV. 
The next phase of OTY operation is the resupply of the OTV for its next 
mission. Figure 2.7.11-8 lists the options that are available for resupply, 
propellant transfer umbilical and propellant transfer method. The selection 
of a preferred method requires additional trade studies and engineering data 
from on-orbit subscale and full scale testing described earlier. 
A typical propellant resupply sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.7.11-9. In 
this OTV operating scenario, the Space Shuttle transport the resupply 
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Figure 2.7.11-9 
OTV OPERATING SCENARIO (PROPELLArlT RESUPPLY SEQUENCE) 
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propellant tank to the platform as required. A possible alternative is to 
tram.port and dock the resupply propellant tank to the platform so that the 
Space Shuttle is free to perform other missions. The resupply propellant tank 
is r'emoved from the Shuttle and docked to the OTV launch support system for 
propellant transfer. This technique minimizes propellant transfer line lengths 
and the problems associated with transfer line chilldown. After the resupply 
is completed. the empty resupply tank is returned to the Space Shuttle and the 
OTV is ready for its next mission. 
2.7.12 Spacecraft Servicing 
In general. the primary justifications for on-orbit serviceability of space-
craft is derived from the extension of spacecraft life (repair of failed 
components). payload resupply or changes and spacecraft modification. Further. 
the repairability policy can be extended to include a preventive maintenance 
program via periodic on-orbit servicing. 
Requirements for on-orbit serviceability can also arise from objectives not 
associated with the repair or prevention of failures. Periodic recovery of a 
spacecraft can be of great benefit to the payload program. Figure 2.7.12-1 
describes the frequency of revisits which might be expected from requirements 
to update a primary optical sensor package. such as the type on a space 
telescope for example. In addition. other desirable changes which involve the 
qualification of new sensors, improvement of support subsystem components and 
mission modifications can also be implemented by recurrent servicing. 
Figure 2.7.12-2 illustrates the prospect of a space telescope spacecraft which 
has been acquired and brought to the manned platform for servicing by a 
teleoperator maneuvering system. 
The hardware changes planned for the servicing of (1) optic-based sensor 
payloads and (2) a highly-complex vehicle such as the space telescope will 
require considerable involvement of the crew on orbit supported by the Payload 
Operations Control C~nter. Calibration of several optical sensors and support 
elements could require considerable crew time which is of course the capa-
bility available on the manned platform. However. the operational impact of 
acquiring and bringing the spacecraft to be serviced to the manned platform is 
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Figure 2.7.12-1 
DUAL OBJECTIVES FOR Vf04ll 
ON-ORBIT SERVICING OF SPACECRAFT 
I Spacecraft I 
Unplanned Contingency Repairs and Adjustment 
Planned Preventive Maintenance 
I Payload (Example: Laro~ Optical Sensor) I 
Experiment Change 
Spectral Resolution of 
OptiCAl Channels 
Change Spectral fre-
quenCies of Optical 
Chsnnels 
Change Number of 
Optical Channels 
Improve Sensitivity of 
Measurements 
*Could Be One or Both 
Hardware CttImgU Required 
- New F11tera 
- Processing Electronics 
- Amplifiers 
- Change entire Optical 
Chains 
- Add Optical Chains 
- Add Detectors 
- Add processing Electronics 
- Modily Output Data Format. 
*- Replace Detector. 
* - Add Supplementary COOling 
Capability 
- Modify Detector Electronics 
- Modify Data Formats 
Figure 2.7.12-2 
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grossly estimated to be less than that of even 20% of a Shuttle flight 
(equivalent to payload servicing unit mounted in cargo bay) assuming reason-
able co-manifesting of a Shuttle cargo load. However. the spacecraft to be 
serviced must of course be in an orbit location that ;s favorable to acquisi-
tion by a TMS based on a manned platform. 
In basic fact, the primary justification for on-orbit servicing of spacecraft 
is increased cost effectivity and utility of the spacecraft. The servicing 
can be repair of failed elements. preventive maintenance to minimize failures, 
and/or modifications to change or improve features of the spacecraft. 
Considering these general approaches. on-orbit servicing can provide signifi-
cant increase in the cost effectivity of the entire national space program. 
Future spacecraft specifically designed for on-orbit servicing capability will 
benefit the most. while earlier spacecraft will have to be evaluated 
individually to determine the feasibility and practicality of on-orbit 
servicing. 
2.8 SYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA 
Appendix C contains a 56-page compilation of detailed system design guidelines 
and criteria that were developed by MOAC over 20 years of contracts for NASA 
on studies and hardware (Skylab) of long-duration low earth orbit manned 
systems. 
These were used as basic manned system requirements for the conceptual work in 
this study. They were compiled specifically for this study and were submitted 
to NASA/MSFC for review in August 1981 and revised in November 1981. based on 
NASA comments and in-house updates. 
The information is divided into the following categories: 
• Program General 
• Platform General 
• Interface Adapter/Airlock Module 
• Habitability Module 
• logistics Module 
• Subsystems 
• Flight Support 
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2.9 MISSION ANALYSIS 
The Mission Analysis effort included orbit selection and performance analyses 
of the Orbiter- HSP combination. 
The orbit selection factors considered are shown in Figure 2.9-1. The primary 
influencing factors for inclination selection were mission requirement and 
payload capability; for altitude selection Orbiter payload capability and 
orbit decay. The initial orbit design selection envelope is shown in 
Figure 2.9-2. Inclination from ETR includes the 28.5 to 57° range, from,WTR 
~700. Those payloads not requiring a particular inclination (sensing, coverage, 
etc.) would probably b~ best accommodated at 28.5° because they could take 
greatest advantdge of the planned Orbiter traffic. Support of geosynchronous 
bound missions would also be best accomplished from 28.5° because of the 
traffic, maximum Orbiter capability and minimum LEO to GEO velocity. Those 
missions requiring earth coverage or solar observation time would benefit from 
increased orbit inclination. A 50° orbit would allow coverage of the conti-
nental U.S., a 90° global coverage. Long term global coverage is reduced with 
Figure 2.9-1 
ORBIT SELECTION FACTORS 
Mission Requirements 
Payload Capability 
Orbit Mechanics 
Reboost Requirements/Capability 
Lifetime/Contingency 
Environment 
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increasing inclination from a maximum at 28.50 to about 73% at 57 0 and 50% at 
900 for altitudes convnensurate with integral Orbiter or~s capability. Since 
the 57 0 capability of 40,000 lb from Figure 2.9-3 is adequate for the intended 
MSP launches a 57 0 orbit was selected since it would provide the desired 
cov~rage for Science and Applications Missions such as solar-terrestrial. As 
mission requirements mature in definition and funding other selections would 
be made. For example, 28.50 to serve the GEO bound missions and 900 for earth 
coverage mission. In any case the design of MSP for an ETR launch (28.50 to 
570 ) would not be effected. A polar mission configuration would tend to' be 
reduced in size because of the redu(~d Orbiter payload and the more dedicated 
nature of the mission. 
The altitude selection was based on net Orbiter performance and orbit lifetime. 
Figure 2.9-4 shows the Orbiter delivery capability as a function of altitude. 
The performance is relatively flat till 20+ nm and is then reduced by about 
1000 lb/nm as the altitude increased beyond 200 nm. Sirce reboost propellant 
needed to negate the effects of aerodynamic drag is reduced with increasing 
altitude there is a maximum net payload capability altitude as shown in 
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Figure 2.9-4. For the conditions shown for solar maximum activity and a 
one-year' resupply increment the optimum altitude is about 200 nm. Also note 
that the net payload change wit~ altitude is quite flat. This condition also 
holds' for other conditions of orbit inclination, solar act;vity, vehicle mass 
and resupply frequency. 
The orbit lifetime of the MSP is maintained by periodically reboosting as 
needed. Figure 2.9-5 shows the altitude decay over a 30-day period for various 
solar conditions and as a function of initial altitude. A more frequent 
reboost cycle would reduce the altitude excursion as needed. Consideration of 
the-orbit lifetime 1n the event of the resupr1y vehicle (Orbiter) being 
incapacitated for some reason is important. The Sky1ab experience would like 
to be avoided if possible. In the event of forced abandonment, the MSP 
could be boosted about 50 nm in altitude by the onboard system assuming it was 
at capacity. From an initial 210 nm a1tit~de this would allow a 30-day decay 
of less than 4 nm or a lifetime in excess cf 8 months for a solar maximum 
condition and several years for a lesser solar activity (ll-year cycle). Thus 
Figure 2.9-5 
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a suggested orbit altitude of 215 nm was selected for study purposes. A 
final determination based on refined calculation of specific mission require-
ments (overfly. orbit repp.ats. resolution. etc.) and actual orbit contin-
gencies that need to be considered. 
The ~1SP mission will involve co-orbiting elements for purposes of extending 
the measurement baselines. presenting controlled targets for testing and 
periodic revisits for resupply or maintenance. The capability of the tele-
operator maneu~ering system from an orbiting MSP is shown in Figure 2.9-6. 
For example. the TMS can deliver a 10.000 lb payload to an altitude greater 
th~n 500 nm beyond the SAt1SP orbit. Similarly the retrieval capability is 
1drge. for example. even a space telescope could be retrieved from its 320 nm 
orbit if need be. 
The relative trajectory of potential co-orbiting elements is shown in 
Figure 2.9-7. As seen. the trajectory is dependent on initial deployment, 
relative drag (ballistic coefficient) and ~mount of periodic reboost applied. 
Figure 2.9-6 vtMJ'" 
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Figure 2.9-7 
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In any case the relative trajectory is far ahead and behind the SAMSP compared 
to its above/below excursions--on a ratio of about 60:1. This would influence 
the tracking. TH. pointing requirements placed on HSP. 
The potential advent of a later more capable launch vehicle such as a Shuttle-
derived vehicle (SOV) was considered. The payload would increase from the 
65.000 lb class to the 146.000 lb class as shown in Figure 2.9-8. The 
volumetric envelope would be dramatically increased as shown. The major effect 
would be that an SOY-launched MSP would be configured to take advantage of 
the large diameters. Host of the e1~ents would be reconfigured. 
The analysis effort has resulted in the MSP summary requirements as shown in 
Figure 2.9-9. An IOC date of 1990 would be compatible with the growing 
demands of both Orbiter and Orbiter-Sracelab missions. The orbit selections 
made would be initial placement at 57° with follow-on activity at 28.5° and 90° 
as warranted by planned and budgeted mission payloads. Altitude selection 
would be in the range of 215 nm for ETR missions (23.5° to 57°) and under 200 
nm for 900 missions. 
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Crew activity analysis has revealed that a two-mun capability would be adequate 
for system activation with four men needed as a science and applications 
program would begin. The four men are needed to provide the skill mix, man-
hour per day and two-shift operations that are required. Growth to additional 
crew would be needed as operational missions such as OTV support were added. 
Simultaneous multiple viewing is needed from the outset to satisfy solar-
terrestrial observations. 
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Section 3 
CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION (TASK B.2) 
Based on the requirements for payloads and interfacing systems plus the needs 
of man for sustenance and effective activity in space, the effort described 
in this section developed a number of basic concepts for a manned platfonn. 
Then an evaluation was made of the prospective features, benefits and 
constraints of each candidate concept, narrowing down to two for detailed 
system analysis and definition in the subsequent section (Section 4). 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the intermediary nature of this subtask in this 
Phase A-type study. Here preliminary assessments were made of the potential 
advantages and disadvantages of using existlng or advanced technology. 
Configuration, subsystems and operations speCialists previewed options within 
their respective areas and then supported the identification of integrated 
concepts of merit. 
A conceptual building-block approach was used to create concepts which ful-
filled basic needs as well as progressively more ambitious payload and .mission 
objectives. 
By contract direction the Space Platform (Power System) was used as a packaged 
source for power, thermal control, communications and data management, 
attitude control and reboost propulsion. This unitized provision of such 
key resources was quite beneficial, as in the unmanned platform (SASP) con-
figuration, because it could be conveniently install~d on one end of the 
configuration to avoid interference with the many functions required for 
payload viewing, servicing, launching, retrieval and exchange operations. 
3.1 CANDIDATE CONCEPTS 
In order to shape and bound the activities 1n prospect for the manned plat-
form, a profile of the complete spectrum of activities had to be defined. 
This included not only a great variety of interior and exterior payload 
operations but also the crew habitation and operations support functions. as 
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well as the initial activation and periodic Shuttle-based logistics visit 
functions that created significant interface considerations. Also, in view 
of a given reference Space Platform, specific interfaces and operating 
relationships were prescribed. Exterior operations would be substantial in 
number and would grow more complex through the years, which created signifi-
cant forcing functions as to congregation or dispersal of functions and 
constraints on the size, shape and perf0rmances of vehicle elements involved 
or effected. Figure 3.1-1 lists the broad spectrum of activities which are 
inherent in the type of payloads in prospect and the type of platform required 
to fulfill such needs, the crew and interfacing accessories and systems. 
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Figure 3.1-1 
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In order to develop a concept which effectively fulfills'not only basic needs, 
but programmatic econ~ics and growth goals as well, the various functions of 
the manned platform were congregated into modules. as shown in Figure 3.1-2. 
From past experience on Skylab and many NASA Space Station studies, much has 
been learned about the separate but complementary nature of certain congre-
gated functions. In particular, basic subsystem functions, central buildup 
functions, habitation functions, logistics functions and payload functions 
are best modularized into separate entities for many reasons such as: 
packaging volume limits of the Shuttle cargo bay. RMS loading constraints, 
activity isolatior.. contingency retreat requirements, early-low-cost-minima1 
capability goals, payload exchange and mission scope growth plans, etc. 
Since the she of the crew will most likely grow gradually from an early R&D 
activity level to eventual major operational activities, the habitats should 
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be small (two- to three-man) in size and replicated for growth. Payload 
modules, incorporating different dedicated payloads or shared mixes of pay-
loads. should also be sized so as to permit great flexibility, i.e.~ probably 
the smaller the better. 
Goals of upgrading subsystems through the years indicates the need for modular-
ization at a "black box" level. The greJt increase in scope of exterior 
operations indicates modularity of increasing size to suit larger payload 
assembly and OTV and related propellant storage. payload assembly and launch-
ing. All of which indicate numerous berth-or docking port requirements. 
multiple remote manipulators and dbove all. an effective plan for growth. 
The study plan called for two basic modes of operation. namely Shuttle-tended 
and Free-Flyer. Figure 3.1-3 illustrates the vehicle Dptions of escalating 
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VfK4 ... 
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Shuttl. T .nded F ..... Fly ... 
EI.m.nt. A B C 0 E F 
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• Geo·Staglng - - - - (1) (2) 
Growth Scenario Option. 
capability, interior and exterior payload installations, mission support cate-
gories and logical growth step options. This chart was used as a skeleton on 
whith to build the design envelopes for the various modules seen to be needed 
for the initial and growth roles of the system. 
Note that the initial crew size affects not only initial module sizing but 
also the potential and logical escalation step sizes. Therefore, it is 
extremely important to develop a plan for the crew size progression. In 
general, the plan which developed in this study, reflected an intent to 
establish a basic manned presence in space and to very gradually increase 
same. This plan was based on a philosophy which pervaded all study partici-
pants in NASA and MOAC, namely start small, and be flexible for growth even 
to large scope activities. This philosophy most likely was born not only of 
the general concern over available budgets in the time period of interest 
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(late 80s), but also of the relatively selective nature of the early candidate 
payloads plus the sketchy nature and timing forecasts for the large scale 
operations such as large structure assembly and OTV basing. 
As a sequel to congregating functions and assigning them to categorical modules. 
the elemental grouping of modules was mapped as shown in Figure 3.1-4. Reflected 
here are those constituents needed for a basic manned capability, an expansion 
thereof and major growth additions. Inherent in this modular map, therefore, 
are the berthing and subsystem interface functions created by the location and 
role of each module. Here then, we have the basic framework on which the evolv-
ing concepts will be based. Note that initial expansion is provided by adding 
a habitat module and an interior payload module. This is fundamental since th~ 
basic capability of the manned platform consists of long-term manned involvement 
in pallets of instruments as well as unmanned modules (i.e., pharmaceutical 
processing) mounted on the exterior of the vehicle. These payloads are most 
likely solar-terrestrial and MOAC electrophoresis phannaceutical experiments 
flown earlier in the sortie mode for seven days on the Shuttle. The expansion 
BASIC SYSTEM 
I GROWTH SYSTUI ) 
Figure 3.1-4 
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addition of interior payloads is thus considered second in sequence because 
of the most probably dominant availability of exterior payloads in the early 
years. Broader growth is shown via the addition of a.near replica (ideally) 
of the original basic central module. additional interior payload modules 
(now containing control centers for R&D testing or full-scale support opera-
tions for remote missions). 
The size of the exterior payload module. envisioned as a beam of some sort 
(length. number of berth and umbiliral types) is now increased. modularly. 
to handle larger size structures (reflectors. antennas). more vehicles such 
as OTVs. propellant storage facilities. payloads. etc. 
Note that supplemental subsystem additions are schematically planned here for 
the Space Platform via the addition of more solar panels. radiator elements. 
batteries. CMGs. etc .• to accommodate the greater resource needs of major 
operations in the later years of the manned platform • 
3.2 CONCEPT CHARACTERISTICS 
The next step in developing a configuration consisted of gene~al shaping of 
the physical character of the modules mapped schematically in the preceding 
study process. Here. as shown in Figure 3.2-1. the provisions planned are 
divided into Basic and Growth categories. Payload accommodations are divided 
into habitat-shared as well as dedicated-internal and palletized-external. 
The payload (or habitat) module concept here began to take on the sh3pe of 
the maximum diameter cylinder stowable in the Shuttle cargo bay. namely around 
14 feet. which brings into candidacy the Spacelab segmented modules for 
consideration. 
The Basic Central Module. which is shown to be a broad capability element of 
the configuration containing a safe haven (and with it the bathroom). major 
central docking ports and passageways and a mini-control center. not jYst for 
the Space Platfonn and Central Module combination. but also for a few pallets 
of experiments. Moreover. an airlock is considered to be a further necessary 
accessory to provide in one (and the first) module a mini-manned space plat-
fonn capability. for intedm periods. a few months that is. of residence. 
probably comfortably for two and in emergencies for four. 
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Figure 3.2-1 
PLANNED CAPABILITIES V'Mll1ON 
I BASIC I 
I PAYlOAD ACCOMMODATIONS I 
• HABITAT INTEGRAL 
• PRESSURIZED MODULE 
• PALLET 
BASIC CENTRAL MODULE 
• SHUTTLE PORT 
• SPACE PLATFORM PORT, 
• TRAFFIC INTERCHANGE' 
• FOOD, STOWAGE AND WASTE MGT 
• SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT 
• SAFE HAVENIAIINI-<:ONTROLS 
• ONE LOGISTICS PORT 
• THREE PAYLOAD PORTS 
HABITAT MODULE 
• ACCOMMOPATIONS FOR CREW OF 3 
• NOMINAL PAYLOAD ACCOMMOOATIONS 
• AIRLOCK/ADAPTER PQRTS 
LOGISTICS MODULE 
• AIRLOCK/ADAPTER PORT 
• PLATFORM/CREW SUSTENANCE STOWAGE 
• PAYLOAD STOWAGE 
• ONE CREW BUNK 
• PRESSURIZED/UNPRESSURIZED SECTIONS 
r 
0:, .. '.' 
GROWTH 
CENTRAL 
MODULE 
I GROWTH I 
-'iI. ;r!: 
II," 
.--l/' 
I PRESSURIZED ~'ODULESI 
• HABITAT 
• PAYLOAD 
-SCIENCE OR A!'PLiCATIOH 
- OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
(WORK SHACKI 
(BLOCKHOUSEI 
I~ 
IEXTE RIDR OPE RA liONS ~IODULEI 
-t.ARGE STRUCTURE SETUI' 
- GEO·MISSION STAGINO 
-I'ALlET PAYLOADS 
- TELEOPERATOR OPS 
The Habitat Module adds a better class of crew accommodations and a supple-
mrntal number of payload racks. 
The Logistics Module is seen to provide pressurized and unpressurized stores 
sections with the pressurized volume being in line for consideration as a. 
maximum-diametLr cargo bay unit, again conceivably a one- or two-segment 
Spacelab or U.S. mode if all new. 
For Growth, a modified (simpler) version of the Basic Central Module should 
be possible; pressurized modules--like those used earlier--and a truss-like 
beam (similar to SASP because of similar berthing and service provisions) fer 
the numerous and coolplex exterior mission operations anticipated. 
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Here then. the shape and fundamental character of each module is outlined 
conceptually. Exactly what they are like remains for subsequent steps. 
With certa;n physical shapes in mind. various buildup options were defined 
as shown in Figure 3.2-2. Here. because of an early (later dimini~hed) 
interest in a Shuttle-tended mode. coordinated buildup plans were developed 
for that as an introduc~ory mode to the solo free-flying mode. 
Envisioning crews of two to four and modest numbers of fully interior experi-
ment buildups of one. two. three equivalent Spacelab segment modules were 
devised. Again. if not Spacelab units. then U.S. versions. but still of 
roughly the same dimensions because of modular freedom interests and relega-
tion of the same cargo bay length for the simultaneous delivery of exterior 
(pal1etized) payloads. 
Figure 3.2-2 
EARLY SPACE STATION BUILDUP OPTIONS VfK5Cl6NRR 
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More specifically. as to the character of the first and probably most important 
module. Figure 3.2-3 illustrates an open rac~:/center T-tunne1 configuration 
approach to the Adapter/Airlock or Basic Central Module. A fundamental. low 
cost approach to supplying most basic needs. A similar approach is carried 
out in the Logistics r~odu1e with features described for both. 
Figure 3.2-3 
ADAPTER/AIRLOCK AND LOGISTICS 
RACK DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
[Adapterl Airlock I 
Facto,. 
• Orbiter Interface. 
• Platform Interface. 
• EVA Actlvltle. 
- Planned and Unplanned 
- EVA Stay Time 
- No. of EVA Crewmen 
• U., 0' Adapter a. 
Emergency Sh,lter 
• Crew Trllfflc Pattern. 
Loglltlcs Rack 
f!£t2rI 
• Platform Retupt)ly Cyc ... (Determine. Volume 0' 
Expend.sble. Required) 
• Size and Weight 
• Crew Acee .. to Suppll .. 
• Crow Sa'oty 
• Platform Interface. 
• EVA Ace, .. V. IVA Acced 
VfKIMN 
A systems-level philosophy. d€~eloped at that time in the study. involved the 
concept of (1) an initial mini-capability manned platform via a single unit 
add-on to the Space Platform and (2) a safe haven/mini-control center. up 
initially. and ever after remains as the primary entry point and contingency 
retreat. Here then, more volumes and capabilities were called for compared 
to the approach shown carlier in Figure 3.2-3. Thus, Figure 3.2-4 illustrates 
the broader capability Basic Central Module. A higher capacity/volume Logis-
tics Module is also shown based on the concept thJt resupply water, interior-
type payloads and/or control units, food and possibly a field bunk-type crew 
quarters could be installed for a one-person added capability without t~e 
assembly of an entire new habitat to the configuration; a reasonable thought 
in a tight budget environment. 
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LARGE PRESSURE VOLUME CONC~PT 
FOR ADAPTER/AIRLOCK AND LOGISTICS 
MODULES 
/1/' 
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" .-... ... ~ .......... 
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Uoctu" 
"'·Loglstlc. Modu .. 
I =JAIMck t 
• FaIr.f1ow ~ 
• ComfcMtobb Set. Haven 
II Wnl-Control Center 
• Wnl-Two~StaUon 
(SALYUTS) 
• MultI-Ooc:tI PeNta 
• Shutt .. Aktock 
[ LogI5ttcs Modu" , 
• PrHwriHd end 
UnpfeUuftled SIowe;e 
• Aulllliary Payloed 
ap.atlon. or FIetd-Typo 
Crew 0u5rten 
• Convenient IVA Log1altca 
Therefore. an array of major elements were thus identified and grossly shaped 
and outfitted. Then it was possible to outline a number of candidate approaches 
as shown in Figure 3.2-5, including the important gradations in scale or scope 
of ultra-low. low- and medium-cost start options. Basically, the approaches 
coupled various types of central modules, habitats and logistics modules (the 
• types having been described), a variety of cost-to-start options and some 
special features applicable to the main options. Recall that the central 
module options involved a rack/tunnel approach as well as one with greater 
pressurized volume. Also. the logistics module options were similar. minimal 
tunnel vs. significant pressurized volume. R(,C,lll further that habitats (and 
payload modulcs)"could be 1-, 2- or 3-segment Spacelabs or U.S. built equiva-
l('nts. The [xtcriol' r,\ylo,\d Ml'dule (l1t.>,l",) W,lS considered in any option to be 
a SAsr deriv,1Uve bec,\Use of the consid('rable (OI11110nality of services provided 
and uses and, thl'l't'fon', not ih111t'd as 3n ('pdon. t'lut as given. Three special 
featuI'c opt ion~ WCI'(' ,\ 1so intl'oliucl'd ,It this time, namely (1) lateral expansion; 
i.e .• p,\r,lllel I',lthel' th,lIl nonn,ll to the $01.11' art'dys to probe possible cluster 
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CANDIDATE APPROACHES 
TO SYSTEM EVOLUTION 
25 kW Space Platform Plus: 
<D • 3 Sagment Wodule. • Aft expansion 
• Integral Ha"" Habitat • TunnelJRack Adapter 
• EVA/UmbillcallRock and UocIuIar LogIsUca 
® • 2 and 1 Segment Modules • Aft ExlUlnsion 
• Integral Haven/Adaptor • IVAlUmblllcalr'Modular LogJatlca 
• "Ultr.LW' Coat Start (2 Modules, Shuttle-Tended) 
® • Same.. @ Exccp& "Lew" COlt Start (3 UCMluIee) 
® • same ca ® ~'''Uedlum" Coct 6 .. rt 
(4 Mociulos) 
® • SpecIal Feature: Latera. upanslon 
® • ~c"l F .. ~u .. : 
Ealervmcy Craw Return 
"0 • SpecIal Foature: 
Emergency 
Unmanned 
LogIstics 
YFAOg' 
advantages, (2) emergency crew return (same sort of reentry capsule), and (3) 
an unmanned logistics vehicle (akin to the USSR Progress vehicle which supports 
Salyut 6 frequently), but really conceived in the 1968 MOAC study for HSFC on 
the S-IVB Space Station. 
Here then, are the candidates from which two are to be chosen for detailed 
study. General configurations of the assemblages represented in this array 
of approaches are shown in Figures 3.2-6 and 3.2-7. 
A matrix of the features and sequential-capability growth is shown in Figure 
3.2-8 as a format aid in evaluating the merits of each approach. 
3.3 COMPARISON CRITERIA 
The com~rison of major vehicle configurations (born of different assumptions 
and approaches) as to effectiveness potential is a complex process involving 
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Figure 3.2-8 
CANDIDATE APPROACHES TO 
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IVAJUMeIL""""'L lOGin "ACE LOGISTICS EXPANSION PAYLOAD IT_ 
LOot COST STAlIT REVISIT PlATFORM MODULE HAJIITAT UOOULU IIIOOULU 
ADO 
2. , SEG MODULES/AFT EX" CENTRAL. ADO AOO IIAJOII 
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objective and subjective reasoning. Since all of the configurations proposed 
were based on reasonable and feasible approaches, and since they were being 
evaluated in relatively gross form, some very basic criteria were applied for 
a comparison. ~Ioreover, it was deemed important to select two approaches that 
represented a fair physical difference, so that a broadness-of-view would be 
inherent in the judgment, as opposed to two similar approaches. 
As a consequence of the above, the following criteria were established for 
the comparative evaluation of the four basic and three accessory option 
approaches defined in Figure 3.3-1: 
• Develo~nent Cost/Unit Capability 
• Low Cost Escalation Potential 
• Flexibil ity 
Crew Act ivit ies 
Payload Operations 
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- Stage and Spacecraft Services 
• Safety 
These criteria were thus to be applied in the comparison as described in the 
next section (3.4). 
3.4 EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION 
The results of evaluating the various concepts (in light of the evaluation 
criteria just defined in Section 3.3) are shown in Figure 3.4-1. In brief. 
the evaluation narrows the field by (1) disposing of the special feature --
lateral expansion -- because of the potential crowding of elements and related 
operations; (2) adoption of the four-man. MDAC in-house concept of a low-cost 
rescue vehicle special feature; (3) adoption of the MDAC in-house concept of 
a Delta upper stage-based Skylab reboost vehicle for the unmanned logistics 
vehicle special feature; (4) relegating the Shuttle-tended mode to the low-
probability situation wherein only internal payloads such as unmanned/manned 
life science are available for the first step; and (5) relegating the "low-
cost start" also to a special situatio:l case which should probably be inherent 
as an option in any event. but certainly not an entity which is to be studied 
as a major system example. 
Thus, the considerations described above and the ratings given to each case 
for the eight key evaluation criteria listed in Figure 3.4-1. combined to 
result in the selection of Concepts #1 and #4 for detailed systems analysis 
and definition in the subsequent task. 
Figure 3.4-2 illustrates the configurations of Concepts #1 and #4 recommended 
for further study •. 
At a level lower than overall configuration conceptualization, various tech-
nology utilization options were also considered at this point in the study. 
Figure 3.4-3 illustrates the matrix of considerations addressed, ranging from 
existing, through near-term. to maximum advanced technology. 
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Figure 3.4-1 
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TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION OPTIONS· 
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Note that in any approach such items as the Shuttle airlock and hatches, ECLSS 
and communications/data components would probably be used. The only near-term 
technology choices would be from the forthcoming Space Platform development. 
In the Advanced Technology, all optional approaches require an all new central 
module. thermal radiation shields and docking/berthing mechanisms, the latter 
being needed in considerable quantity regardless of approach. 
In the communications/data area, there is also the high probability that the 
explosive r.ature of developments would force the logic of using whatever the 
latest technology is in the mid-80s in favor of the 19705 technology of the 
Spacelab or even Shuttlp. 
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In Summarizing this section. therefore. the objectives of creating and shaping 
various concepts have been achieved. as has the narrowing of candidates for 
selection of two for the next task 1n the study. 
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Section 4 
SYSTEI~S ANALYSIS ANO OF-FHIITION (SUBTASK B.3) 
The major activity in this subtask w~s to study in detail the two system 
approaches selected in the prior subtask (B.2). namely approaches ,1 and #4. 
Such information was to be used to support i\ comparison of the two in the 
next subtask (8.4) for the selection of one for' recommendation. 
Subsection 4.1 outlines the approach to the in-depth analysis, namely the 
concept-formulation of each of the modules of the configuration followed by 
system-integral considerations such as operations, maintenance and safety and 
finishing with a detailed treatment of each sobsystem and the interfaces 
inherent therein. Subsection 4.2 develops approaches #1 and #4 in greater 
detail and various configurations and sizing tradeoffs. Subsection a.3 deals 
with Ground and Flight Operations. Subsection 4.4 addresses Maintenance, 
Reliability and Safety, and 4.5 covers th('l analysis of the subsyst'Z:TIs. Finally, 
Subsection 4.6 defines th(· interfaces from a $ubsystem perspective. 
Figures 4-1 and 4-l illustrate the task relationship within the study and sub-
task flow. respectively. 
4.1 IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS (MODULAR PLAN) 
. 
The format for this analysis is based 011 th(~ fdCt. that both approaches (#1 and 
#4) are made up of five basic elements, nam(~ly: 
• Space Platform (12.5·and 2~ kW) 
• Central Adapter ~1odulc 
• Habitat Module 
• Logistics Module 
• Exterior Payload ~odulc 
Since the Space Platfonn Wd~; spec ifi!'d ill till' ~.llJ"'y and since the interior 
payloads are vi cl'lcd primal'i I.Y flO; cqu il~IIl'1I1 ill~.1.r111ed in a habitat. the study 
focused prilllarily on modules for" Cl'lItr,1l/J\cI,1pt.ion. Habitation, Logistics and 
Exterior Payload operations. 
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Th'ls subsection is arranged to first of all qiv(' overviews of the basic charac-
teristics of the two approaches (#1 ,md #4) and lhen to address the central 
adapter, habitat (including crew siling impact) and logistics module concepts 
. in detail. 
4.2.1 Overview of Approach #1 
This approach begins with the configuration show" in figure 4.2.1-1 and 
incorporates the Space Platfonn as a utility resource. A minimum-capability 
adapter was used and incorporated a tunnel, an dirlock for EVA and a small 
select amount of external stores: The adaptp.l"I ~ 111.1 in passageway function was 
to provide the pressurized access from Orbiter ttl Platform. However, two 
payload ports were incl uded for gt"owth cons ide!"nt ion. The habitat was a three-
segment Spacelab with accommodations for ur, to four crewmen. The three-segment 
was considered in order that a substantial alllClllnt. of mission payload equipment 
could be incorporated. The initial logistics ~i!,t(,111 was an unpressurized rack 
Figure 4.2.1-1 
BASIC MANNED PLATFORM 
(APt'i:.()AC,t\1k I) 
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configured to fit within the Orbiter cargo bay and contain high pressure con-
slJl'1ables, potable H20 and spares. Food and other crew-related items or specimens 
requiring a controlled environment would be delivered in the Orbiter mid-deck 
area, Access to the logistics rack was via EVA. Two palletized payloads are 
berthed to the First Order Space Platform :!: axis payload arms. 
Growth capabil;ties are primary factors in concept fonnu1ation. Growth alter-
natives for Approach (1) is shown in Figure 4.2.1-2 and is accomplished by the 
addition of one or more of the basic Platform elements. Addition of a second 
adapter offered the opportunity of adding a payload support beam and manipulator. 
A considerable growth step can be accompl ished with the addition of one three-
segment module berthed to the initial adapter. However, addition of other 
Figure 4.2.1-2 
ALTERNATIVE 
GRO\VTH CONFIGURATIONS 
(A pnOACH ~ I) 
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types of units as shown on Fi9ure 4.2.1-3 provides many options for growth, in 
this case lateral. The philosophy here is to add modules in standard steps of 
considerable volume each. as opposed to smc111N volumes. i.e .• one-segment or 
two-segment modules, or some of cacho Configurat;on of the payload beam is 
predicated on the mission elements required to satisfy tI,r. missicn objective. 
Figure 4.2.1-4 identifies some of those elements such as a t,uge, space-
assembled payload and the OTV required to plf1Ce H on-orbit. Space assembly 
suggests berthing requirements for palletil~d components within easy reach of 
the manipulator system. As a result. the ;nit liil beam configuration incor-
porated folding and rotating ele1l\ent:~ is dlso ~h(l\'m iii Figure 4.2.1-4. enabling 
it to service OTVs. satellites, large anl1 small diameter antennas. A cursory 
evaluation of an alternate latel'ill eXI,"nsiol1 ","I'ilngcment shown in Figure 4.2.1-5 
was made to determine if space assemtdy of lill,,\t~ reflectors could ~e accomp-
lished with the initial platfon" I'lcll1cnts. 1-!"IIllt.inq the beam on the adapt£'!" 
+Y axis appeared feasible; howevp.I', the cOllcel'! ,lppeared impractical from a 
control standpoint and solar array shcldnwinfl. rilJLJre 4.2.1-6 illustrates the 
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possibi1 ity of growth to a complex Space Center with multiples of the basic 
three modules. shown here for the assembly of J geosynchronous platform and 
later service as an OTV staging hase fat' pel'iorJic visits to such a platform. 
4.2.2 Overview of Approach #4 
The basic Approach #4 Platform shown in FigUl'e 4.2.2-1 is sized for gO-day on-
orbit life with a 30-day conti'lgency and assumps that the Power Systetn and the 
Electrophoresis Unit were launched t0gether. The ?dapter and habitat are sized 
for launch as one payload, As a n~su1t. with two Orbiter launches. the Platform 
is fully manned conducting phanndceutical experilllf'nts, Extended duration 
beyond 90 days is accompl ished with iH1dition ot il gasil iquid resupply pack as 
shown in Figu,'e 4.2.2-2. Also l.lUnrht'd with till' !'t>slIpp1.V pack would be a life 
Science Research lab and a life Scienc(> SJl(\r~"It~tt !!oldillfl Facil ity each berthed 
to the Platform as shown. In addition to th!' dHlCl~ph(~ric supplies. other crew-
related expendables would be d(~l lV('n'll ill till'- :;;-hit'>r mid-deck area. The 
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Figure 4.2.2-2 
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position of the Hclding Faci I ity was select.cd llue to its functional relation-
ship to the Research lab and the f.'eQuency of rp.ptacement. Figure 4.2.2-3 
shows the addition of a crew rescue vehicle. G,'owth of the I inear configura-
tion is accompt ished with the addit iClIl of a nl(ldifipd Adapter Module. manipu-
lator and payload assembly beam. as shown in figul'e 4.2.2-4. integrated as a 
single unit and launched together. The (llatfollll has t.hus the added capabil ity 
for spacecraft servicing and retriev.lbility. payload assembly. OTV testing and 
large experiment accOll1l1odations. as shown in , igurE' 4.2.2-5. 
FigurE' 4.2.C'-J 
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Figure 4.2.2-4 
MANt~ED PLATFORM GROWTH STEP NO.1 VFMI.,. 
4.2.2.1 Approach (1) With lBO-Day logistics 
The concept shown in Figure 4.2.2.1-1 is the basic linear platfonm configured 
for a crew of three perfonming life Science Experiments. Study results have 
indicated a large percentage of crew-related expendables as well as experiment 
specimens requiring a controlled en.ironment during all phases of the mission. 
Also. volume requirements indictlte a need for a sepal'ate pressurized resupply 
module. The concept shown combines the gas and liquid resupply pack with a 
one-segment Spacelab. Use of the Spacelab segment provides enough volume to 
allow 180 days of expendables to be stored and used from or transferred to 
platfonns at crew discretion. With addition of paylthlds shown in Figure 
4.2.2.1-2. the platfonn is fully operational. 
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4.2.2.2 Initial Shuttle-Tended Option 
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This concept can be operated initially on-orbit in a Shuttle-tended or sortie-
like mode. Berthing of the airlock-adapter module to the Power System, shown 
in Figure 4.2.2.2-1, provides the capability of performing selected experi-
ments in a shirtsleeve environment. 
T~e configuration shown incorporates a Life Science Research Facility which 
could be launched in the cargo bay as a non-deployable payload and used on-orbit 
for research during the short orbit stay time. then returned to earth for 
further study. The specimens would remain on-orbit until revisited by the 
Orbiter. With this configuration, man can be added on a permanent basis as the 
program or mission requirements dictate. Detailed efforts on this option were 
not pursued further in the study (after midternl) by agreement with HSFC because 
of the higher interest in the autonomous. long-term manned mode. 
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4.2.3 Concept Development of Modules 
Since 51z.1ng and configuration of the various modules depended on the allocation 
of functions to be performed by each element, each element was assigned sub-
system functions to be incorporated within that element. as shown on Figure 
4.2.3-1 and related interfaces on Figure 4.2.3-2. From this list, subsystem 
interfaces, between elements. were identified and subsystem schematics identi-
fied hardware components that would be required in each module. The next task 
was to define the physical characteristics of each module or element each with-
in delivery, assembly and operations parameters. Figure 4.2.3-3 ~ummarizes 
and Figure 4.2.3-4 depicts the variety of options studied. 
Figure 4.2.3-1 
ALLOCATION OF SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
IpOWER SYSTEMI IAIRLOCK/ADAPTERI IifABITABIUTY/PAYLOAD MODULEl 
• ITRUCTUREIUECHANICAL • ITRUCTUREJUECHANICAL 
- PAYLOAD INTERfACE STRUCTURE lSI - OR"lT£R IlERTHIHGIOOCKING 
- PAYLOAD ""E"fACE a;lCHAH""III INTERfACE (PASSIVI!, 
IACTlVi'll'LACES, - ~ER tiYITEU/ilERTHINO 
- ORBITER BERTHINQ MECHANISM INTERfACE I'ASSIVE' 
IUNMANNEO GORTIE UOOl, - PRI!&:U:lIZED VOLUl.tE feel 
IEC«»IDARY IItI£L TEft 
• ELECTRICAl. POWER IYIIUSI - PAYLOAD B£RTHINQ PORTS IACTIVE, 
_ IlCONDARY WffORT STRUCTURE 
- POWER SOURCE _ PRERlIRlZEO VOLUME fOR EVA 
- BATTERIES, CHARGERS, ANt> (AIRLOCK' 
REQULATIOH _ E..eERGENCYVENTSYSTEM 
- PONER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL _ flESTRf.INTI AND LOCOMOTIVE 
AIDS 
• THERMAL CONTROL SYSITCSI • ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
_ HEAT REJECTION RADIATOR - POWER SYSTEM STATUI AND 
MONITORItIO 
- INTERfACE HEAT EXCHANGERS _ POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL 
Al40 DISCONNECTS 
- TEMPERATURE CONTROLS - INVERTERS· 
f ·1 L""" - LIGHTING 
- '6 .,..... _ EMERGENCY POWER DISTRIBUTER 
• THER'AAL/ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTROL. LIfE liUl'l'OftT IYS 
- REPRESSUr.'ZATION TANKS 
- ATMOSPIIERE REVITALIZATION 
_ ATMOSPHERE CONTROL 
_ AVIONICS CoolltlG LOOP 
- WATER lOOP AHO ruw PKGS 
- EVASUI'f'ORT 
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Figure 4.2.3-1 (Cont.) 
ALLOCATION OF SUBSYSTEM 
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Figure 4.2.3-3 
CONFIGURATION ELEMENT OPTIONS 
( 8s,lc (And Growth) Central Modules 
• A Through I Options 
Habltot Module 
• 2-and 3-Segment Spacelabs 
I Payload Module 
• 1-and 2-Segment Spacelabs 
Logistics Modules 
• Unmanned 
• Unmanned + Manned 
• Unmanned/Manned 
• 90Days 
• 180Days I Exterior Operations Module I 
• Short 
• Long 
o Long With Aux RMS 
Figure 4.2.3-4 
CONFIGURATION ELEMENT 
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Table 4.2.3-1 lists the numerous activities included in the overall concept 
formulation for the system elements. Table 4.2.3-2 lists the operational 
sequence options for growth porting. 
4.2.3.1 Central Adapter (Airlock) Module 
During the initial concept formulation of the study. interface parameters 
between the Power System. Orbiter and MSP were established. On-orbit clear-
ances required by the Orbiter and RMS to prevent contact were established and 
each concept was measured against these various r~quirements. Figure 4.2.3.1-1 
shows the clearance requirements at the SP Orbiter interface. 
Final configuration of adapters wi 11 depend lcll'gely on the final design of the 
Space Platform (SP) and the SP/Orbiter berthing mechanism. Their design estab-
lishes the distance from the Orbiter interface at XO 619.0 to the SP interface 
in both the (+Z) and (-X) direction. 
The 3S.0-inch clearances are established by the Orbiter to prevent contact 
between it and RMS attached payloads. The RMS is required to stop within a 
2.0-foot distance. Therefore, a configuration selected must be outside the 
clearance line shown. 
To place ~ full diameter on the (-V) port. the centerline must be a minimum of 
1.8 m (70.0) from Sta. Xo 619. This permits the RMS to maneuver into position 
and rotate 1800 for attachment to payload on the (-V) port. 
Nine adapter configurations, shown in Figure 4.2.3.1-2, were evaluated. The 
concepts range from a minimum configuration, providing only shirtsleeve transfer 
and airlock functions, to a cO"lplete "workshop" that would provide many services 
to the complete MSP. Each concept was evaluated based on requirements from 
early Task B, allocation of functions, interface parameters, logistics require-
ments and Orbiter/SP configuration parameters. Two concepts, a Z-axis config-
uration and an X-axis concept. shown in Figure 4.2.3.1-3, emerged as candidates 
for further study. Both concepts. shown in Figure 4.2.3.1-4. are attempts to 
configure integrated air10ck/adflpte,'s with lIIinimulll distances between interfaces 
and maximum diameter within Car!IO bay 1 imitat iOrls. 
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Table 4.2.3-1 
MSP CONCEPT FORMULATION 
Orbiter Physical Interface Parameters Established 
. • Keel Fittings end Longeron Fittings Availability 
• RMS Envelope Restrictions 
• Orbiter Cabin Clearancos 
• Orbiter Berthing Envelope 
MSP/Orbiter and Intrasystem Interface Requirements Established and 
Evaluated 
• PStoMSP 
• MSP to MSP Elements 
• MSP to Orbiter 
• PS to Orbiter 
Subsystem Functions Allocated to Major Elements of MSP 
• PS, Airlock/Adapter, Habitability Module 
Optional Approaches To Initial Capability 
• Primary Unmanned (Manned During Shuttle Visit) 
Provides Increased Internal Experiment Cablllty 
Enables lifo Science, Etc., Specimens and Equipment 
to Be Evaluated On Ground Minimizing On-Orbit 
Logistics 
Life-ScIence-Type Lab Occupies Large Portion of Cargo 
Bay WI and Vol On Each Flight-Limits Payload Logistics 
Enables Design of Maximum Sized Alrlockl Adapter For 
Future Growth Con!';lderations 
Does Not Require Pressurized Logics System Until 
Later In Program 
• Sustained Manned Residence From Outset 
After Second Launch - Cargo Wt and Vol Allocated 
100% To Payload (Except For Logistics Flights) 
Internal Experimentation Limited During Early Phase Of 
Program 
Design Characteristic.3 Of Airlock! Adapter Module 
Influenced By Cargo Bay Space Allocation 
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Table 4.2.3-1 (Cont.) 
MSP CONCEPT FORMULATION (CaNT) 
Nine Candidate Airlock/Adapter Options Investigated 
Two Airlock/Adapter Configurations Selected For Further Study. 
Concopts Measured Against Identified Requirements and Parameter. 
• Z-Axls·Orlented Concept 
• X·Axlo.Qrlented Concept 
X-Axis AlA Concept Selected For Detail ConOguratlon AnalysiS 
• Maximum External Size and Shape Determined Within Established 
Orbiter Physical Parameters and Launch Envelope 
• Intomal Arrangements Investigated to Maximize Use of 
Available Volume 
• "1-g" Orientation Selected With Four Rsdlal Berthing Porta Dnd Two 
End Ports 
Two Candidate Habitability/Payload Modules Evaluated 
• A 2-Segment Spacelab 
• A 3-Segment Space lab 
A 2-Segment Spacelab Was Selected For Detail Configuration Analysis 
• Internal Arrangements Investigated to Maximize Use of Avalloble 
Volume 
- Four Crew Sleep Accommodations Concepts Eval1Jated 
- 1-9 and o-g Orlentotions I:westigated 
- Inlernal Volume Allocatlcn Options investigated 
- Crew Size and Subsystem Volume Requirements Established 
1-g Orientation With Private Quarters For Three Crewmen Was Selected 
For Continued Subsystem AnalYSis. this Selection Is Considered 
Minimum Impact on Current Space lab Systems and Makes Maximum 
Use of Current Space lab Equlpmp"'lt. . 
Detailed Equipment list Prepared: Habitat, AIrlock/Adapter, LogisticS Module 
Five Logistics Options Evaluated 
- All EVA Transfer 
- IVA Solids, ='VA Gases 
- IVA Solids. Press Transfer Gases 
- IVA Solids From Middeck. Tank Module on MSP 
- Tank Module for Gases, Pressurized Module For Solids 
• An Integrated Pressurized Module With External Mounted Gas Tanks 
Selected For Additional Configuration and Operational Analysis 
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MSP CONCEPT FORMULATION (CONT) 
Throe-Man Basic Sustenance Weight and Volume Requirement. 
Establilhed For a 9O-Day and 8 10o-Day Resupply Cycle 
Favored Logistics System Is As Follows 
• 1-Segment Spacelab Module With 
- Interior Water Resupply Tanks 
- Exterior Atnt('lspherlc Resupply Tanks 
• System Sized For 10o-Day Resupply Cycle 
• Crew Rotated At gO-Cay Intervals With Crew Equipment Transported 
InMlddeck 
• Interior Stowage Volume for Exchange of Tolal Payload In 
Habitability Module 
Table 4.2.3-2 
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
IN CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT 
- Aellwallon (Auembly 01): 
-I Pow.r Syslem I .. '-1 A-d-.p-I-.r-.A-ee-.-II-u..,-od-:"":ul.....,.1 } T.nded Fr.-
-I Pow., SysI.m I .. I Adlpl.r.Aee ... Module I .. I Ulnned Modul. II Fly., Onl, 
-, Power Systlm 1 .. I Adapler·Aeel .. Uodulel .. I Uanned Moduli II .. 'Logistlea Module I 
- ClPlbIUI, Explnslon (Add): 
-I Mlnned Moduli II. 1111 
-I DUll Adapl.r·Aee ... Modul.1 
-IExperlmenl MOdule(S)J 
-IE'llrlor Payload Support Beam I 
- P.ylold Addlllon/Removal/Suppo,t 
Iln'erlOf Payload. I 
I Exllrlor Payloads I 
• On Adlpllr Aeee" Modul • 
• On Ealerlor Paylold Suppo,I Beam 
• PIIUorm Resupply (Exchange) 
I LoglallC:I Module I 
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AIRLOC~(I ADAPTER 
CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS 
~E~~Jt-Z 
.v ~-. 
~~~ ..... / I,., 
+x 
-Z 
Olt8lTER -v 
ORBITER I INTEIlFACE +z IHf£IU'Aa 
+z INTERFACE .z: • C. Min Rack Concept .l 
A. z Ax .. Concept B. Rllck Concept .::&GtE PAYlOAD D. Tee Concept E. Sphertcal Concept 
• SELECTED SERVICU • :»R~~~L • ~~TEROIAL • NO INTEMAlRRVtC£1 • FULL RRVICU 
• LIMITED EXTERNAL • FULL EXTERNAL SlRVICfS • SELECTED EXTERNAL 
SERVICES SERVIaS • SELECTED EXTERNAL SUPPliES 
.NOC-Y)fORT .NOI-V'PORT EUl'PUES Z' .... T\JI;IN£LDIA -Z 
.... UUN$i£LDlA .IIIIfIITuraELDIA - -x, 
+z 
r. X : .. \11 Concept 
• FtiLL SEt VICES 
Ito. nR" .. t. AND EXTERNAL 
I 
+Z 
G. VfM1lcal 
configUration 
• FULL URVICES 
• NO C-V: :'ORT 
+x EVAAmLOCIC 
,.., SERVa OMnI:R 
C£NTER INTERFACI 
L WoB~ Concept 
.tMX DIA AIm UlGTN 
• FUlL SERVICES 
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~t is important here to define why !he rack-type adapter inherent in Approach 
(1) was dropped at this point in the study. 
The central module of the manned Space Platform is envisioned as the most 
important element of the configuration. It should be capable of supporting 
a basic crew. say two. so that some minimal payload activity can be sustained 
from the very outset of the buildup. With this concept then, utilization of 
that module can be expanded to include that of a basic safe haven or retreat 
in case of emergency. With the volumes associated with the foregoing features, 
it can readily be used as a multi-path passageway in between as many as three 
plug-in modules and the Oribter. 
Also, since it is our conviction that the waste management subsystem should 
not be in the habitat (based on Skylab complaints) and since a safe haven needs 
such a subsystem, it again needs some convenient installation volume outside 
of the habitat and early in the buildup--so. where better than in the central 
adapter module. Also. water storage mus~ be provided inside of a safe haven 
pressure volume and not too far from the logistics vehicle port (since the 
tanks are ECA transferred and installed on Shuttle revisits).again where better 
than the central module. 
Also. for many reasons a mini-control center and airlock is best incorporated 
in the "most" central module. 
Therefore. at this point in the study it is concluded that the rack-type central 
adapter concept could not fulfill many of our system requirements and it was thus 
dropped from further study. App' oach (1). therefore. hereafter \'/as assumed to 
have the same type central adapter as Approach (4)~ 
The lengths are established by observing the clearance requirements between SP 
and Orbiter. This dimension will vary according to SP design and launch packag-
ing parameters. 
Location of payload in the Orbiter cargo bay is 1 imited between Stations Xo 
663.00 and Xo 1302. The Space Shuttle Systeln Payload Accommodation document. 
JSC 07700. defines the space allocation reserved far the Orbiter berthing 
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system as being from Xo 582 to Xo 660.0. A three-inch c"I!'!arance is provided 
between the berthing system and the HSP elements. Available cargo bay volume 
f~r the adapter is further restricted by installation of the habitability 
module in an attempt to launch both modules in one flight. 
The JSC 07700 document also defines the location of active longeron and keel 
fittings that can be used by payloads to be removed from the cargo bay. The 
first available active keel fitting for the habitat module is at Station Xo 
T124.07. Hoving aft, the next available fitting is Station Xo 1159.47. This 
location placed the module outside the cargo bay envelope. Once the habitat 
module location was established, sequential development of the adapter, shown 
in Figure 4.2.3.1-5, established the maximum length. The favored cargo bay 
arrangement is shown in Figure 4.2.3.1-6. 
Figure 4.2.3.1-5 
CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT SeQUENCE VF03~~ 
AIRLOCI<I ADAPTER MODULE 
AVAILABLE 
CARGO BAY 
VOLUME 
POWER SYSTEM 
INTERFACE 
EXTERNAL BERTHING 
MECHANISM 
TWO-SEGMENT SPACElAB 
HABITAT INTERFACE 
EXISTING ORBITER 
EVA AIRLOCK·EXTERIOR MOUNT 
EXTERIOR CONSUNASlE 
TANK StOWAGE 
EXTERNAL BERTHING. MECHANISMS 
SEPARATED FOR ASSEMBLY CLEARANCE 
ENCLOSURE FOR MINI CONTROL CENTER. SAFEHAVEN. WATER. 
FOOD. BATHROOM. MINI BENCH. EVA SUPPORT ANQ PASSAGE 
ORBITER TRUNNION AND KEEL FITTING PLACEMENT 
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Figure 4.2.3.1-6 
CARGO BAY ARRANGEMENT 
AIRLOCI<I ADAPTER 
AND TWO·SEGMENT HABITAT 
ORBITER 
II£RTHING 
SYSTEM (REF) 
VF038t 
Following the sizing of each concept. an on-orbit assembly analysis was made 
using each concept. This analysis. shown in Figure 4.2.3.1-7. indicated that 
both configurations did satisfy all clearance parameters; however. the (Z) 
axis concept required the adapter be 5.4 m long without the (-V) payload port. 
The (X) axis concept satisfied all clearance parameters with both (+V) and 
(-V) berthing ports. The (V) port berthing is considered essential for perform-
ing routine logistics and Platfonm growth. With full berthing port capability. 
the adapter has multiple use potential. As a result. the (X) axis configura-
tion was selected as the favored concept for further detail configuration 
analysis. 
4.2.3.2 Habitability/Payload Module 
Early in the study B. top-level functional requirements for the habitability 
system were generated and are listed in Figure 4.2.3.2-1. Sizing and configura-
tion depended on the subsystem functions allocated to the module and the com-
ponents required in or on the module. Initially. an habitability module concept 
fonmulation diagram. shown in Figure 4.2.3.2-2. was generated to assist in 
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Figure 4.2.3.1-7 
AIRLOCK/ADAPTER CONCEPT 
FORMULATION 
VF0J82 
Orbiter 
Launch 
Parameters 
Favored Concept 
Figure 4.2.3.2-1 
TOP-LEVEL HABITABILITY 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Accommodate 5th to 95th Percentile Male and Female Crew 
Members 
2. Provide Windows for Earth and Space Viewing 
3. Provide Crews With Efficient Work Areas and Private Sleep 
Quarters 
4. Provide Private Washing and Waste Management Facilities 
5. Supply Food Consisting of 65 Percent Shelf-Stable, 30 
Percent Frozen, and 5 Percent Fresh Foods 
6. Provide Refrigeration System for Unconsumed Foods 
7. Prevent Objectionable Odors from Reaching Habitable Area 
8. Minimize Noise In Habitable Areas; Noise Levels Consistent 
With Criteria in NASA SP·3006, "Bioastronautics Handbook" 
9. Provide Exercise and Recreational Facilities 
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HABITABILITY MODULE CONCEPT 
FORMULATION (ELEMENTS) 
Yf03el 
identifying the multiple choices available and establishing trade considera-
tions required before a favored configuration could be established. 
4.2.3.2.1 Two- vs. Three-Segment Spacelab - The consideration between a two-
segment or a three-segment Spacelab is one such trade. The considerations in 
this trade are outlined in Figure 4.2.3.2.1-1 
This trade was pursued early in this subtask to determine the advantages. dis-
advantages and building-block aspects of each. 
Various analyses of volumetric relationships. impact on highly-impacted sub-
systems. such as the environmental control and life support system (ECLSS). 
crew size options and mission objectives. Figure 4.2.3.2.1-2 developed to 
highlight the relationship of the crew size (resident in a two- or three-
segment Spacelab module) vs. available payload racks. Note that for a basic 
crew of two or three in a two-segment module there are 12 to 18 hours of 
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Figure 4.2.3.2.1-1 
HABITAT AND PAYLOAD MODULE 
CONFIGURATION TRADES 
YFII15IN 
t- \IS 2- va 3-Segment 
Spacelab Modul .. 
Requirements 
• Payloads 
• Crew Quarter. 
• Dally Traffic 
• logistics Traffic 
• Oporatlons Control 
• Habitability 
• Cost 
It-segment (Short Module)' 
• Good For Dedicated UN (Payloads or 2-Man 
Habitat) 
• Minimal Element (Minimal Concept BIIN) 
• Minimal Use/Port (Constralna Toll!1 Use Factor, 
• 3-m-Long Froe Volume (Marginal, Rei 
Celentano: Crew 013) 
_I • least Efficient U.e 01 Shuttle cargo Ba, 
l' 12-Segment (Long Module) I 
FAVORED • Ponible D .. .:Slcated or Joint U .. (Payloada 
and Habitat) 
• Largost Standard Module 
• 6-m·Long Free Volume (Adequate, Re' 
Celentano: Crew 0' 3) 
• Medium Use 0' Port 
• Medium Efficiency UN 01 Cargo Bay 
13.Segment (New. E.tra-Long Module I 
• Extensive Modifications to Utility Inslallatlons 
• Bor~rline as to Crew Crowding 
• 9-m-Long Free Volume (Adequate, Rei 
Celentano: Crew 0' 4 to 5) 
• Too Big For Payload Dedication 
• Congregales Great Variety 01 
Equ!pmenll Acllvilies (Environment?, 
• Ma.lmL .... ' Use of Port 
• Most Elflclent Use of Shultle cargo Sa, Space 
F;gure 4.2.3.2.1-2 
EXPERIMENT VOLUME - CREW SIZE 
RELATIONSHIPS * 
Vl ... ·d~ 
• Appro.lmations 
® 
Crew ~ 
Size @ 0> 
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t50 50 
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illustrative I 
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e:<periment or payload time available per day with five to ten racks of controls. 
payload and support equipment to occupy such time. This was believed to be the 
range of interest for an initial Platfonm activation activity from an occupa-
tional standpoint. Also considered here was the assumption that the crew 
activities dispersed in dedicated payload modules as well as the central 
adapter (and in a logistics module) would minimize the need for large volumes 
in the habitat. 
Figures 4.2.3.2.1-3 and -4 illustrate the layouts of two- and three-segment 
Spacelab habitats. The two-segment layout is based on the waste management 
facility being located in the central module; a design assumption based on the 
negative experiences of Skylab crews with "too close" a waste facility, i.e., 
human and equipment" noises, odor. etc. 
Figure 4.2.3.2.1-3 
INTERIOR HABITABILITY 
ARRANGEMENT DESIGN fEATURES 
Considerations 
WORKBENCH 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
CANDIDATE FOR lOCATION 
IN AIRlOCK/ADAI'TER 
INDIVIDUAL CREW 
. :<,OtJARTERS 12.I",l EACHI 
. ,7 IlPLCS' 
', .. ORIENTATION 
SUBSYSTEM Af'EA 
• Crowding - Minimal (Crew Mostly Dispersed In Habitat, Other 
Modules, or Asleep) 
• Experiments - Only Nominal Capability In Habitat Area to Minimize 
Environmental (NOise, Odor, Motion) Impact on "Home" Arca 
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Figure 4.2.3.2.1-4 
HABITABILITY MODULE 
(INTERIOR LAYOUT) 
3·Segment Spacelab 
e Sublyalema 
e Experimentl 
e Crew Support 
e Food Mgmt 
eHyglene 
eMedical 
\ \ 
eCrew 
Accommodations 
Design Factors 
Crew Size 
MllSlon Duration 
Resupply Cycle 
Crew Comfort Level 
(Skylab Sleep Vol • 
t.37m' Min/Person) 
Conaumablee Uu~ Rete 
SlOra~ ProviSions 
Crew Traffic Panem. 
Cr_Safely 
On-Board Ualntenance 
Crew Conditioning and 
RecreaUon 
Planned EVA Operations 
and Characteristic I 
Plalform Subsystem Reqmtl 
Including location end 
Volume 
Experiment Reqmll 
Maximum Uae of 
Exlatlng Hatdw .... 
It was also believed at this point in the study that the three-segment approach 
represented ostensibly a "new vehicle" development because of all the subsystem 
impacts involved in adding one segment to a standard two-segment Spacelab. 
The EClSS is particularly impacted by such a segment addition as is described 
shortly. Thus, from an overall configuration crew, subsystem and programmatics 
standpoint, it was concluded that the smaller, more standard two-segment approach 
provide~ more operations, growth and cargo bay loading flexibility and overall 
less development cost than the two-segment approach. Several subsystern factors 
also entered into the decision proces~ 
The EClS subsystem impacts of stretching Spacelab to three segments is defined 
here. 
A survey was made of the EelS equipment list and a qualitative assessment was 
made of the impact. The results are sunvnarized in Figure 4.2.3.2.1-5. About 
one-third of the assemblies are not expected to he impacted in a Significant 
manner. Examples of these types of items are condens~te separators and pro-
cessors and water system assemblies. 
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Figure 4.2.3.2.1-5 
SPACELAB ECLS SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS OF 
THIRD SEGMENT 
ASSEMBLY 
CABIN FAN ASSEMBLY 
CON DENS ING Hx 
CO2 CONTROL 
CONDENSATE SEPARATOR 
CONDENSATE PROCESSOR 
CONDENSATE STORAGE AND DUMP 
CONTAMINANT CONTROL 
INTERCHANGE CIRCULATION 
ODOR AND CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
DUCTS 
O2 AND N2 TANKS . 
O2 ~~D N2 FILL AND RELIEF 
O2 (N2 CONTROL PANEL) 
RELIEF VALVE ASSEMBLY 
SENSOR PANEL 
LINES AND DISCONNECTS 
WATER PUMP PACKAGE 
COLD PLATES 
LINES AND DISCONNECTS 
AVIONICS FAN ASSHIBLY 
AVIONICS IlEAT EXCHANGER 
DUCTING 
WATER TANKS 
WATER DISTRIBUTION 
WATER MONITORING 
THIRD SEGMENT IMPACT 
INCREASED VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS 
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE (REDUCED SPIKES) 
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE (REDUCED SPIKES) 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE (REDUCED SPIKES) 
LITTLE 
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE (REDUCED SPIKES) 
LONGER RUNS REQUIRED - PERHAPS SIZE INCREASf 
SMALL INCREASE REQUIRE~ 
NONE 
SLOWER RESPONSE REQUIRED 
REDUCED PERFORHANCE (HIGHER CABIN VOLUME) 
SLOWER RESPONSE REQUIRED 
NONE 
POSSIBLE INCREASE IN PRESSURE DROP 
MORE MAY BE REQUIRED 
MORE MAY BE REQUIRED 
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INCREASED FLOW REQUIREMENTS POSSIBLE 
INCREASED PERFORMANCE HAY BE REQUIRED 
MORE REQUIRED IF RACKS IN THIRD SEGMENT 
NONE 
MORE LINES :~Y BE REQUIRED 
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Perfofnnance is expected to improve in about one-fourth of the items because of 
I· 
the larger cabin volume which will act as a capacitance for humidity, CO2, and' ~ 
contaminants. Therefore, smaller spikes will be noted thereby aiding perform-
a~ce of CO2 control, condensing heat exchanger, contaminant control and composi-
tion control assemblies. 
Depending upon the type design of installed equipment. the remaining EClSS 
assemblies may perfurm at lower levels or even require modifications. A key 
consideration is amount, location and type of equipment installed. An example 
is the avionics loop which may be inadequate if rack-mounted equipment requires 
air cooling in the third segment. This condition would result in less total 
avionics loop cooling-.Figure 4.2.3.2.1-6 shows several possible fixes which 
increase amount or size of hardware. A better solution is to use water loop 
cooling for third segment equipment because of reduced impacts. Higher water 
loop pressure drop can be accommodated by using Orbiter pumps and larger line 
sizes. Some air flow still might be required in the racks to facilitate smoke 
detection as in the Spacelab design . 
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Figure 4.2.3.2.1-6 
POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF ADDING THIRD 
SPACELAB SEGMENT-AVIONICS COOLING 
LOOP 
Operate 2 Fans 
or Increase Fan Size 
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Atmosphere ventilation will also be impacted because the minimum air circula-
tion rate must be maintained in a larger volume. Figure 4.2.3.2.1-7 shows 
sev&ral options which include hardware modifications or additions. Increased 
total atmosphere cooling loads would result in higher cabin temperatures or 
increased heat exchanger pe.-fonnance requir~nts. 
Figure 4.2.3.2.1-7 
POSSIBLE £MPACTS OF ADDIr,.~ THIRD 
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4.2.3.2.2 Internal Arrangement - Fo11owing the se1ection of the two-segment 
Spacelab as the basic module~ the decision process continued, as shown earlier 
on the formulation diagram (rigure 4.2.3.2-2). lhe inherent flexibility of 
the Spacelab permits selective rearran~ement of internal components to acc01ll1lo-
date crew requirements. payload volume I~quirements~ subsystem volume alloca-
tions and the results from the fonllulations analysis. 
Our major area of internal flex1bil ity is c"pw habitat ions. For long-term 
missions. the crew must be providpd with sl(,pping provisions. waste management 
system. personal hygiene systetll. trash management system. food. drink. 
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entertainment equipment, restraints. clothing. In this study we have con-
sidered crews of three or four for periods of up to 90 days with an additional 
30 days contingency in the event that the Orbiter is delayed. 
Various arrangements are conceivable for providing sleeping provisions within 
the Spacelab. Four significantly different approaches were studied. They are 
, shown in Figure 4.2.3.2.2-1. Of the four evaluated, the full volume compart-
ment concept providing 2.8 m3 of volume each. is favored as best fulfilling the 
following general requirements: 
• Provide private maximum size sl~ep quarters. 
• Provide stowage compartments for each crew man. 
• Provide soundproof and lightproof paddin9. 
• Provide cooler atmosphere within sleep compartJ,,,mt. 
• Provide adjustable lighting. 
• Provide maneuvering aids. as requin'd. such as toP. rails. hand 
and body restraints. 
Figure 4.2.3.2.2-1 
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Waste management and hygiene functions were also a major internal area of 
concern. The Skylab design combined both the waste management and hygiene 
functions in a single compartment with a combined free volume of 3.57 m3 
(126 cubic feet). This was satisfactory for three crew members for 85 days, 
but interference between crew members during both functions Simultaneously 
led to their suggesting separate compartments. Also. Skylab crews expressed 
desire to have the waste management compartment some distance from the 
sleeping compartments to reduce disturbing noise levels. As a result. the 
favored concept places the waste managl'fllent system in the adapter and the 
personal hygiene in the habitat. 
A Skylab-type food management system was selected and occupies a volume of 
3 3 
approximately 1.083 m (38 ft). This galley food storage was sized to 
accommodate up to 14 days of meals for three crew memb~rs with an additional 
0.418 m3 (14.758 ft3) of frozen food provisions. 
The favored interior arrangement. accommodating three crew men. will provide 
two double racks (rack 3 and 4) for incorporation of mission payload equipment. 
A complete detailed description of the favored habitability/payload module is 
presented later in Section 6, Recommended Concp.pt Sunmary. 
4.2.3.2.3 Crew Size Selection - Crew size for ~SP was determined by considera-
tion of those factors shown in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-1. The primary infh~encing 
factors were manhour capability. skill mix distribution and number of shifts 
needed. 
The net manhour capability. as a function of crew size, is shown in Figure 
4.2.3.2.3-2. This is based on a Skylab-derived set of activities for a basic 
eight-hour work day per crewman. 
manhours per day based on Skylab. 
Station operations were assumed at seven 
The net payload operations time could be 
increased by scheduling a lO-hour per man work shift. 
The MOSC Study. which used a detailed data base of payload requirements, had 
mission manhour requirements as shown in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-3. A four-man crew 
was selected on MOSC. The types of MOSC payloads are not unlike those planned 
for foISP, as shO\-m in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-4. Those ~,ayloads with larger cre\'J 
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requirements on HOSC are also the crew that were selected for emphasis on ~SP. 
The skill categories that were derived for the MOSC Study, Figure 4.2.3.2.3-5. 
were compared to the MSP needs. Four skill combinations would suffice. 
Figure 4.2.3.2.3-5 
YFOSl4 
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Crew work rest cycles were analyzed for one- and two-shift operations. Figure 
4.2.3.2.3-6 shows the potential for a three- and four-man crew. A three-man 
crew would allow a single-shift operation or a split-shift operation. Four-
man would allow a two-man, two-shift schedule giving payload coverage for over 
12 of the 24 hours in a day. These were based on concurrent sleep periods, 
found to be desirable from Skylab experience. 
The volumetric needs of a t'hree- or four-man crew are satisfied with a two-
segment module and the adapter volume as shown in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-7. Habit-
ability module layouts for three and four men are shown in Figures 4.2.3.2.3-8 
and 4.2.3.2.3-9. Figure 4.2.3.2.3-10 shows the arrangement for a two-man crew 
with two others in a separate module. The number of payload control racks in 
the module for given crew sizes are shown in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-11. The 
• I 
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2 + 2-man option provides a greater area for payload racks in the habitability 
volume. 
The logistics needs per 90 days as a function of crew size are shown in Figure 
4.2.3.2.3-12. Each crew addition adds about 2000 lb of logistics per 90 days. 
Cost factors that would increase with crew size are listed in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-13. 
These would need to be evaluated before a final crew size selection could be 
made. 
Historically, the crew size on past systems has varied from one to four as shown 
1n Figure 4.2.3.2.3-14. MOSe, which was nearest to the characteristics and capa-
bilities of liSP. had a suggested four-man crew. 
Figure 4.2.3.2.3-12 
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In summary, the crew size factors are illustrated in Figure 4.2.3.2.3-15. 
Based on these data, a four-man crew is recommended because of the greater 
manhours per day, the better distribution of skill needs and the ability to 
maintain a two-shift operation with coverage up to 20 hours per day if needed. 
Configuration candidates that resulted from this analysis are shown in Figure 
4.2.3.2.3-16. A three-man crew in a two-segment module is the first candidate. 
The other two are for a four-man crew with a three-segment module and with a 
two-segment module augmented by a smaller module, i.e., two-man for activation 
with a four-man capability thereafter • 
Figure 4.2.3.2.3-15 
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4.2.3.3 logistics Modules 
The initial !'lSP I'li 11 provide a 1 ilili tr!d alll(Junt of volume for expendables and 
consurnables for 90 days before rl'supp1y is r(>qllil·~d. A 30-day contingency 
supply will also be incorporated in UH! ill 11 iill HSP t.o illlow for Orbiter 
launch flexibil ities. However. the M~I' i'i 10 fir> routinely supported through 
a 1 09i s t i cs- resu pp 1 y sys tem wh i ell ;·Ii II provi dp. ho til rep I en i shrnent of ex i s t i ng 
storage, exchangE> of vehicle and ptly10,1I1 e!JlJiIHII{!nt and additional on-orbit 
storage capabi1 ity. 
During initial pllJ"es of the study. a lo~listir: <'Y'it.cm concept fonnulation 
diagram was prepcll"ed to assist in arrivinq <.If. " recolllnended configuration. 
The diagram shm-Jr1 in Figure 4.2.3.3-1 WIIS used to identify criticill require-
ments and candidate solutions. 
InHially, five methods of pr"ovidinq cn'~1 SUSlt'll.lllc:t~ resupply were evaluated. 
These options. shOl·m in Fi!lurl' 4.2.3.J-? involved total EVA, IVA/E-lIA. mixture 
and total !V/\ ::ll'thods. The merits of (!,lch ~/et'(' t~v<ll uated and a favored concept 
was selected to be used in thl' N~I' COIlCI'PI. ftwlJIlIl<lt. ion studies. The eval uat ion 
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data is shown in Figure 4.2.3.3-3. The early concept involved use of a tank 
module sized for a gO-day resupply cycle berthed to the MSP with liquids and 
gases transferred via umbilicals. A gO-day supply of solid material would be 
stored in the Orbiter mid-deck and transferred via IVA through the airlock! 
adapter into the MSP (see Figure 4.2.3.3-4). As program requirements increased, 
a Specelab-derived pressurized module would be introduced and berthed to the 
tank module, thus becoming an integrated logistics system. 
Basic MSP Logistic System - A Spacelab-derived Logistics Module with pressur-
ized and unpressurized storage areas was selected as the favored concept for 
resupplying the MSP (see Figure 4.2.3.3-5). The vehicle is described in detail 
later in Section 6, Recommended Concept Summary. As resupply requirements were 
defined, it became obvious that a large pressul"ized volume would be required. 
This is partly due to the potable water requirement. Study inputs to the 
logistics system specify a pressurized. controlled environment for the crew 
water supply. As a result, the Orbiter mid-deck storage volume appears to be 
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ESTIMATED ORBITER LOGISTICS STOWAGE VOLUME 
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FLIGHT DECK 
Rack Type Cargo Carrl., 
Tank Mlldul. 
Pr ... urlred Cargo Carrlar 
• 
..., ......... " .... "" ......... ' 
MtD-DECK 
• Figure 4.2.3.3-5 
CONCEPT SELECTION 
LOGISTICS MODULE 
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insuffic;ient for a complete' 90-day resupply and is not reconvnended for this 
L 
purpose. Use of Orbiter bunk area for resupply stowage is not recommended 
since MSP crew overlap time will require use of bunks by crew members. 
Current operations scenarios indicate that use of a logistic liIodule sized for 
lBO-day resupply cycle would minimize cargo bay volume impacts associated with 
resupply. Crew exchange, at 90-day intervals would be possible during resupply 
and/or payload launches. A l80-day logistic system minimizes cargo bay weight' 
and volume losses due to logistics. 
l80-Day Logistics Requirements - The volume and weight requirements imposed on 
the logistic system to provide sustenance for a three-man crew over an l80-day 
resupply cycle is shown in Figure 4.2.3.3-6. The early MSP configuration will 
provide limited payload accommodation internal of the habitability module. As 
a result, logistic volume of 82 ft3 is estimated as being required to completely 
change out this payload ~quipment. The trash storage volume indicated serves 
dual purpose since its requirement is for on-orbit storage only for returning 
to earth. thus it can be used for other items during delivery. 
Figure 4.2.3.3-6 
LOGISTICS WEIGHT AND VOLUHE REQUIREMENTS - l80-DAY RESUPPLY CYCLE - THREE-MAN 
Weight Volume 
(lb) (~) 
-----
Basic Sustenance 
.- ..... 
• Shelf Stable Food (3.6 Man·Day) 139 
• Frozen Food (1.0 Man-Day) 54 logistics 
• Water, (4620) 80 Module 
• Clothing (1.6 Man-Day) 54 Concept 
• Personal Gear (TBD) 6 (Est) '-..../ 
•• Trash Storage (TBD) 206 logistics (Compactetj to 0.38 Ft J MD) Module 
• EVA Supplies (TBD) 100 (Est) Design 
• Maint and Housekeeping Supplies (4.0'Day) 50 
• MSP Spares _ _ (TBO)_ , _ ... 1(';0 (Est) 
• EClS Supplies _(TBO) (TBO) 
Early Payloads 
('. lifo Science ,_, _ _ _ _ _ ______ . _" _ (TBO) _" ___ 50.0 (Est) 
+ ~. Material Processing, (TBO) 32.0 (Est) 
or \.. Solar. Terrestrial (TBO) 50.0 (Est) 
·This Volume Can be Used for Other Purposes During Delivery to Orbit - But 1s 
Reserved for De-Orbit Trash 
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• Crew personal gear is transported along with the crew in the Orbiter mid-deck 
on a 90-day crew rotation cycle. 
The crew-related items to be resupplied are as follows: 
1. Food - Dehydrated, Intermediate Moisture and Wet Pack 
Food packages to be transferrred from the logistics System and 
stored in various elements of the MSP as required. Assumptions for 
planning are: 
.' 1.01b/person/day 
ORIGfNl\l p"{!t,: m 
OF POOR QU/l.~llY 
Weights: Dry food = 
1.6 lb water 1n food weight 
Pclckag i ng . 1. O. 1 b/person/ day 
3.6 lb/person/day 
3 crewmen X 180 days = 540 man-days 
540 X 3.6 = 1944 lbs shelf stable food 
Volume: 0.17 ft3/3.6 lbs/man-day 
0.17 ft3 X 540 = 92.8 ft3 shelf stable food 
(2 ft3 contains 12 man-days) 
Storage: We elected to use a packaging efficiency factor of 
1.6. This factor is an estimate of the total 
volume that includes racks, shelves, etc •• for 
storing a cubic foot of food. . 
92.8 ft3 X 1.6 = 148.48 ft3 of storage required for 
an 180-day sup~ly for 3 crewmen. 
Food - Frozen 
Frozen food is to be transferred from the Logistics System and 
placed into a freezer/chillet' provided as part of the MSP food 
management system. Th:s also requires a freezer be provided as 
part of the Logistics vehicle. The asswnptions used for weights 
planning purposes are: 
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Weights: assume 1.0 lb/man-day = 540 lb frozen food 
• .. wt/ft3 = 10 lb/ft3 = 54 ft3 frozen food 
Volume: used 30 ft3 of storage space for the 22.5 ft3 of 
frozen food required for 3 people X 180 days. 
(Refrigerated Food) 
The refrigerator will be used to store leftovers or to thaw 
frozen food. Used a 10 ft3 refrigerator. T~is number was based 
on Skylab experience. 
2. Water 
The MSP will be required to accept water from the logistics system 
by (1) replenishing onboard tanks with a transfer system. (2) 
replacement of onboard tankage or (3) logistics system tankage 
connected into the MSP water dispensing system. Tankage connected 
into the MSP water system is favored concept. Assumptions: 
Weights: Drinking water = 1.5 lb/man-day 
Rehydration water = 4.0 lb/man-day 
5.5 lb/man-day 
Volume: Used 28 tanks (15.5 dia X 35 19) with a total volume 
of 80 ft3• 
3. Life Support GH2 and G02 
The MSP will be required to accept atmospheric gases in the same 
manner explained for water resupply. GN2 and G02 tankage onboard 
the resupply craft connected directly into the MSP atmospheric 
system is the favored configuration. 
4 •. Waste/Trash Disposal 
Ultimately. the logistics system will return the waste/trash to 
earth. A limited volume will be available in the MSP for trash 
management. To increase the efficient utilization of the available 
volume. a compactor is recommended. Assumptions are: 
Wet and dry trash compacted to 0.38 ft3/man-day. 
0.38 ft3 X 540 man-days = 205 ft3 storage required 
module. 
180 
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5. Clothing 
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Personal items such as clothing, washcloths and towels are the throw-
away type and will ultimately be returned to earth. Each MSP crew 
compartment includes storage volume for a 90-day supply of personal 
items with soiled elements being returned to the original storage 
position or placed in the trash management system. Volume 
assumptions are: 
1.7 lb/man-day 
1 crewman X 180 days = 306 lbs requiring approximately 18 ft3 
storage per crewman. 
18 ft3/man X 3 : 54 ft3 
6. Non-consumable/Expendable Items 
Initially, items such as batteries, black boxes, valves, pumps, 
etc., would be designed with built-in redundancy for high probability 
of completing the mission. However, the logistic system will be 
required to provide spares acconmodation to support the MSP 
subsystems at the LRU level to maintain 90 days operation with a 
reliability of TBD. EelS filters, chemicals, seals, etc., are 
considered scheduled replacement items and require resupply by the 
logistics system~ Assumptions are: 
Maintenance and Housekee~~p-lies 
4. 1 lbs/day X 180 days = 720 lbs 
estimated 15 lbs/ft 3 = 720/15 : 48 ft3 required 
The wide spectrum of operations in prospect for the Manned Space Platform must 
be defined, scoped and evaluated for criteria on which the supporting systems 
are to be designed. Figure 4.2.3.3-7 outlines the types of situations and 
corresponding accommodation co:.siderations ,1nticipated. Figure 4.2.3.3-8 
charts the flow of exchange or resupply items in the case of a Shuttle-tended 
mission. However, the same general flows apply to the case where the logistics 
module is removed from the cargo bay and attached to the Platform for a 180-day 
stay. Figure 4.2.3.3-9 illustrates the various sizes and types of equipment 
packages which must be accol11nodated in the loqistlcs loading and unloading 
procedures and modu 1 es. 
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Figure 4.2.3.3-7 
ON·ORBIT PAYLOAD 
EXCHANGE PROSPECTS 
I ObJectlvos 1 -. Efflcloncy In Planning Gnd Operations 
- Protection 0' Payloada, Crew, Platform, and Orbiter 
r"1 S-It-u-at-Io-n-D-II-'o-r-an-c-es-'1 _ Individual Versus Groups (Whole Module) 0' Payloads 
- Planned ObJectivos Achleved/Tlmo) 
VFK502N 
- Unplanned (Unrapalr.ble Mai~unctlons) (Interim Replacement?) 
- Dlfferencel In Replacement Payload (Volume .. Support) 
I Accommodation Considerations I - StrucluraliMechanlcal (Removal and 
Installation) 
- Transport Mode 
• earth to Orbit end Sack 
Platform Individual Locken (Cargo Bay) 
Interior Community Container (Cargo Bay) 
MId-Dock Locke,. 
• Orbiter to Platform and Back 
IVA andlor EVA 
Transport Aida 
- PoweriDatalCommunlcationa/Thermal 
(H:x;I;;.:,· ;,and CIO) 
- Crew (Preparation and Training) 
- Payload Modularity (Disassembly In Transit) 
Figure 4.2.3.3-8 
ON·ORBIT PAYLOAD 
EXCHANGE PROSPECTS 
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System Influences 
• Size of Replaceable Unit 
• Ease of Removal and Installation 
• Crew Time and Aids Required 
• Shipping Installation Flexibility 
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@ Payload Operating Location 
o Payload Shipping Location 
--- Relocation Route 
(Via RMS. EVA, and IVA) 
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Figure 4.2.3.3-9 
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.MSP eQUIPMENT CHANGEOUT OPTIONS 
([]J J!.!!M~I G:J @ 
Module or Pallet Le"el Subrack Component 
• Minimum Number of • Many Connections • Most Connections 
Connections 
• Dedicated Module • Too Small for Some • Too Small for Some 
Equipment Equipment 
• Minimum Crew • EVA for External • EVA For External 
Time/Training 
• Simple Operations • Complex DeSign • Complex Designs 
• Large Weight Penalty • Crew Time/Training • Much Crew Time/ 
Training 
Interfaces 
• Liquid - Quick Disconnects • Structural - captive Fasteners/ 
Release 
• Vacuum - Shutoff Valves • Cooling Air - Duetlng 
• Gases - "2. 02. N2. C02 • Ceblas - CDMS lind Power 
I 
Mission Payload Logistics - In addition to providing sustenance for the crew, 
the MSP logistics system must be capable of supportir.g the payload mission 
objectives. Logistics requirements for the payloads range from live primates 
for Life Science experiments, to OTV resupply propell,nt. A cursory evaluation 
of the type of equipment to be accommodated and type of carrier that may be 
involved was made to determine the impact on MSP design. This evaluation is 
summarized in Figure 4.2.3.3-10. The three types of carriers identified indi-
cate three types of resupply transfer: (1) IVA transfer from the pressurized 
module, (2) EVA transfer from palletized experiments and (3) remote handling by 
the Orbiter RHS and/or an onbo~rd manipulator. A composite configuration is 
shown in Figure 4.2.3.3-11 in an attempt to identify the impact anq to evaluate 
the basic MSP configuration in tenns of payload logistics. It appears that a 
growth version of the MSP utilizing a second adapter can provide adequate berth-
ing accommodations; however. access to these POl't.S is questionable and will 
require a detailed evaluation with specific payload elements and mission 
objectives. 
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Figure 4.2.3.3-10 
PLATFORt1 DESIGN DRIVERS FOR MISSION PAYLOAD LOGISTICS 
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Figure 4.2.3.3-11 
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There are numerous situations envisioned for the Manned P1atfonn wherein the 
Shuttle may not fulfill a logistics or contingency requirement. The Shuttle 
itself may be experiencing some problems which call for it to remain grounded 
pending resolution. This could, under unusual, but foreseeable, circumstances, 
apply to all Shuttles.· In this event, situations may arise wherein support of 
the Manned P1atfonn is in jeopardy and some alternate visit capi'bility would t-e 
requi~ed, to provide supplies or reboost propellant. Also, there may be 
occasions where some logistics are required by the Platfonn, but the investment 
involved does not warrant a Shuttle flight, shared with another mission or not. 
Here again, some low-cost logistics system is warranted. 
Figure 4.2.3.3-12 illustrates a concept based on the low-cost, quick reaction 
Delta vehicle, which could del iver apPI'oximate1y 65 ft3 of volume type cargo to 
the Platfonn. 
Thus, it appears advised to provide, as the Russians do, some unmanned, relative 
low-cost system to fulfill contingency needs of the P1atfonn. In the section on 
Recommended Concept Summary (Section 6), additional details of the vehicle desig 
proposed here are presented. 
Figure 4.2.3.3-12 
CONTINGENCY UNMANNED LOGISTICS 
ICharacterlSIlCS' 
• Modified Delta Upper Stage 
• MSP Raboost Capability 
.65 113 Emer Cargo Volume 
· (EVA Unloaded) 
• Remote Control 
Dock/Realtime 
(Salyut Usas Progress 
Vehicles 'or This Funcllon) 
1r.5 
I Noed l 
This System Provides Qulck·Reaclion 
Support In the Event That: 
CD The Shuttle Cannot Revisit 
the Mannod Platform In a 
Timely Mannor, or, 
® A Need Arises '"r Minor 
Logistics That Does Not 
Warrant a Shuttle Flight; 
MllSlon·Shared or Dedicated 
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4.3 OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
The success of the Orbiter and its payload programs depends on efficient ground 
operations. As this activity is developed for both Orbiter and Spacelab, it 
wa$ assumed, for purposes of this study. that the MSP would be similar to 
Spacelab in prelaunch and post mission support. Thus. the Spacelab ground 
operations can be immediately evaluated as a first step in the evolutionary 
growth to the Manned Space Platform era. However, an entirely new dimension 
for KSC Operations will be in the area of sustaining logistics and is touched 
on briefly here. 
In orMt, the fl'ee-flying Manned Space Platform wi 11 be involved in orbital 
rendezvous and berthing. addition and removal of modules and autonomous flight 
operations. The role of the crew will assume a new dimension in the continu-·· 
ing operation of a long-duration Space Station supporting a demanding payload 
program; therefore. crew safety techniques and orbital operations must be 
employed that are consistent with precedents and standards established on 
previous manned spaceflight programs. To ensure the early application and 
consideration of operational and crew safety factors. the operations analysis 
was conducted in conjunction with the developnwnt and selection of MSP 
configurations. 
4.3.1 Prelaunch/Launch Operati_~2. 
The ground operat ions phase of a manned space prO~ll'am encompasses many distinct 
tasks and operations including prelaunch ~Welh1I'ations. checkout. launch and 
post landing turnaround. Figure 4.3.1-1 illustrates the launch loading arrange-
ments for the activation and logistics of the t~anned Space Platform. 
SASP Manned Module lau!1.s1l.Jroc~.~.!!'iL~~!1l!11_ary 
Figure 4.3.1-2 summarizes the launch proressing activitirs for the three SASP 
flights required to establ ish the manrll'd module oPt'I',ltional configuration 
on-orbit. 
The first flight will follow a stantial'd vC'rtic<ll Pl'occssing flow due to the 
hazardous reboost module (hydrazine proppllant). Payload on-line operations 
are compatible with Orbiter assessed t.urnrlroUlld tilliel ines. 
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Figure 4 •. 3.1-1 , 
INITIAL OPERA nONAL LAUNCH 
SEQUENCE 
Figure 4.3.1-2 
MANNED MODULE LAUNCH 
PROCESSING SUMMARY 
I First Flight I 
• Standard Vertical Processing Flow Due to Hazardous 
Reboost Module 
• Compatible with On-line Turnaround Timeline 
• No Spee;ial Payload Operations 
I Second Flight I 
• Standard Horizontal Processing Flow 
• Expendables Lnaded in O&C Building 
• Compatible with On-Line Turnaround Timeline 
I Third Flight I 
• Modified Hori;rontal Proc~sing Flow 
(Life Science Payload) 
• Expendables Loaded in O&C Building 
• Cargo 'Bay Doors Opened on Pad for live Specimen 
Installation 
• Turnaround Timeline Extended 10 Hours 
187' 
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The second flight. will follow a standard horizontal processing flow with ~ ) 
expendables (oxygen. nitrogen. water and food) being loaded in the O&C build- -~ 
1n9. All payload activities are compatible with turnaround timelines. 
A modified horizontal flow is recommended for the third flight. The modifica-
tion requires the payload bay doors be opened at the pad for live specimen 
installation in the life science facility. This adds 10 hours to the horizontal 
turnaround timeline. 
The three payload elements (Space Platform. reboost module and solar scien~e 
payload) will undergo final assembly and system test in appropriate payload 
processing facilities at the launch site (see Figure 4.3.1-3). A Space Platform 
closed loop test will be performed via the ground control center communications 
systems. The reboost module will have propellant loaded in a hazardous servic-
ing area (i.e •• ESA-GO). Cargo integration and interface verification. via 
CITE. will be perfonned in the Vertical Processing Facility. The docking 
Space Platform 
Figure 4.3.1-3 
MANNED MODULE 
LAUNCH PROCESSING 
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=:~t ~ t. ~7':: Modul. OK....... :1i ~ 
. fID Payload proceSsl~g Facility ;Lla !;~'~~f.!:~~ 6 r.-::'~·-::':,'.;;Y;;;;;:m~:!JiI·~"'" 
• System Test Vertical Processing Fac1ity • Interface Vorlflcatlon 
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Payload 
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module would go directly to the Orbiter Processing Fadlity for installation 
in the Orbiter (assumes the module was utilized on previous unmanned Space 
Platforms). The cargo will be transported to the pad in a vertical position 
and installed in the Orbiter via the Rotating Service Structure. 
For the second launch. the three payloads (airlock module. EOS payload and 
earth science payload) will undergo final assembly and system test in appro-
priate launch site payload processing facilities in a similar manner as the 
first flight payloads (see Figure 4.3.1-4). Since all payload elements are 
non-hazardous. cargo integration and interface verification will be accomp-
lished in a horizontal mode in the Operations and Checkout (O&C) building. 
Airlock module consumables items will be loaded onboard as part of final 
operations. The cargo will be horizontally transported to the Orbiter Process-
ing Facility and installed in the Orbiter cargo bay. There are no payload 
operations performed at the launch pad on this flight. 
Airlock Module 
Figure 4.3.1-4 
MANNED MODULE 
LAUNCH PROCESSING 
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" • Cargo Integralfon 
EOS Payload ~ • CITE Test 
VfR225 
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~ ~ ~-;;~., Loading. jJ . Launch 
Earth Science -.. ' 
Payload Orbiter Processing 
It Final Assembly Facility (OPF) 
• System Test~~, 
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For the third launch (see Figure 4.3.1-5), the logistics module and life science 
facility payloads will follow a horizontal launch processing flow similar to the 
second launch. The only difference will be live specimen installations for the 
life science facility at the launch pad. This will require opening the Orbiter 
cargo bay at the pad, since there is no direct access capability from the mid-
deck to life science facility. 
Loglslics Module 
Figure 4.3.1-5 
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Launch Pad 
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• Launch 
Figure 4.3.1-6 presents the various manned module ground flow option on-line 
time1 ines appl icable for the first three fl ights. 1\11 timel ines were based on 
the Shuttle assessed timelines in STAR 020 . 
The flows for payload "Installation in the OPF" would dpply to Flights 2 and 3. 
Flight 2 would follow the 365-hour flow with all payload operations performed 
in the OPF. The Flight 3 flow is similar but adds 10 hours series flow time 
at the launch pad for live specimen installation {375-hour total flow}. 
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I 
Working Houra 
lr-:f~:;:"'I"cJ-'f~~%~,,%'7.l?j~~I'i@~~ 1(114) OPF Opa 
Installation 
InOPF 
r-----------,U155) VAS Opa 
l.-____ -lg95) Pad Ops 
365 
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Installation L.. JW_-';';';-.:.;wL---","""""--JD.0pa 
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l.-_____ ~1(109) OPF Ops 
Installation 
a\ Pad 
L..-________ ~U1S6) VAS Opa 
Module and Live, 1%%Ut:m mMi1(115) Pad 
Specimen Inatl ODS 
380 
~ Payload Operations 
Flight 1 would foliow the payload "Installation at the Pad" flow with a 380-
hour timeline. All payload on-line operations would be accomplished at the 
pad due to the hazardous reboost module. This flow option was also investi-
gated for Flight 3 (live specimen installation). but resulted in as-hour 
longer timel ine. 
The major role of KSC in the long term logistics support of the Manned Space 
Platform is outlined briefly on Figure 4.3.1-7. Involved in such activities 
are extensive planning. storage. checkout refurbishment and consumables 
handling. 
At least two ground operations tasks have a direct influence on the vehicle 
configuration. - These are the internal access requirements after installation 
in the Orbiter cargo bay and the checkout/lo~ding interface umbilicals. A 
cursory investigation of the internal access has been made; however. the 
umbilical locations are the subject of a preliminary deSign effort. 
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Figure 4.3.1-7 
KSC ROLE IN LOGISTICS 
• Manned Platform Loglsllcs Managemenl 
• Requlremenls Analysla 
• Planning and Schedul:ng 
• Faclllly Ullllzalion 
• Training 
• Operallons Conlrol 
• LogIstics Inlegrallon Operallons 
• Manned Module Support 
• Space Platform Support 
• Inlerlor Payload Modules 
• Exlerlor Payload Modules 
• Large Slruclure Build Up 
• OTV BaslnglResupply 
• Spacecraft ServIcing 
• Subsalolllle ServIcIng 
• 180 Day Loglsllcs Module Turnaround (Typical, 
• Unload • Load Payload Resupplies 
• Relurblsh • Load New Payloads 
• Load Internal/Externally • Load On-')rblt 
Slored Conllummablel lor Operations Aids 
Manned Modules and 
Space Plallorm 
• TrainIng lor On-Orbit Loglsllcs and Related Operations 
VFRzn 
The MSP vehicle has four individual elements to be considered: the airlock/ 
adapter, habitability/payload module, logistics module and payload modules. 
The logistics module should not require late access as it is relatively inert 
with regard to internal subsystems. Access to the other modules may be 
required during the prelaunch phase. 
The basic MSP airlock/adapter and habitat are positioned in the cargo bay as 
shown in Figure 4.3.1-8. The two modules are not attached and the adapter is 
not· attached to the Orbiter berthing system. As a re",'dt, direct access to 
the habitat is not possible in either the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) or 
at the launch pad. Indirect access to the habitability modules is possible in 
the horizontal or vertical position through the adapter berthing port locatcJ 
on the +Z axis. through the aft port and irto the habitat. Since neither of 
these modules require loading of live specimens, it is suggested that all 
internal access operations be completed prior to MSP/Orbiter integration. 
Size and location of payload modul~s indicate access will be possible in both 
orientations of the Orbiter including the launch pad. 
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Early platform launch options were investigated for two on-orbit cases: (1) 
Power System on-orbit and (2) no Power System on-orbit. A summary of these 
options is outlined in Figure 4.3.1-9. In addition. the favored MSP configura-
tion was derived from a series of operational considerations shown in Figure 
4.3.1-10. 
4.3.2.1 Requirements 
The major MSP on-orbit operationi'll requirelllents are shown in Table 4.3.2.1-1. 
These requirements must be satisfied for:all MSP configurations. 
4.3.2.2 HSP Operational Methods 
The primary requirement of any operational method is to access all payload 
attach points on any cluster arrangement. This is true for initial attachment. 
p~yload removal and/or exchange and for experiment maintenance. Since the 
Orbiter is limited to a single rendezvous/herthing operation. it requires that 
all MSP elements be accessible from a sinqle position. However. as the M$P 
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EARL Y PLATFORr~ LOAD-PER-LAUNCI~ OPTIONS 
r- I r·'f" 
.... -, 
. VFKSOON 
Power System on Orbit No Power Systom on Orbit 
Shuttle· launch <D Regular Adapter/Airlock, launch CD Short Adapter/Airlock, 
Tended Logistics Rack and Short Power Syatom and 
Platform 2·Segment Spacelab 2·Segment Spacelab 
Launch (j) Rogular Adaptor/Airlock l.cJunch (j) Rogular Airlock/Adaptor 
and 3-Segment Spacelab and 3·Segment Spacelab 
--------~-----.;..- [Power System Goes in] ET Rumble Seat Launch ~ logistics Rack and Launch CD Regular Adapter/Airlock, 
Reboost Module Reboost Module and 
12.5 kW Power System 
Launch CD Regular Adapter/Airlock Launch ~ 3-Segment Spacelab, 
Manned 
and 3·Segment Space lab Logistics Rack 
[RegUlar Adapter/AirlOCk] Free· and Payload Berth Beam launch (j) 3-Segment Spacefab, 
Flying In ET Rumble Seat Adapter Airlock and 
Platform Payload Berth Beam 
Launch ~ 3·Segment Spacolab and 
Logistics Rack 
Launch CD Ono 2·Segment Spacelab, Launch CD Regular Adapter/Airlock, 
Regular Airlock Adapter Reboost Module, and 
and Logistics Rack 12.5 kW Power System 
Launch ~ Two 2·Segment Launch ~ Two 2·Segment Spacelabs 
Spacelabs and Logistics Rack 
Figure 4.3.1-10 
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN CONFIGuRATION DEVELOPMENT 
• Activation (Assembly 01): 
·1 Power System I + r-I A~d~a-p-tl!-r.-:-Ac~c-e-ss--:-:M~o-:-du-:"Ie'l . . } Tended Free 
.1 Power System I + 1 Adapter·Access Module I + 1 Manned Module 'I Flyer Only 
-I Power System I + I Adapter·Access Module I + I Manned Module II + 1 Logistics Module I 
• Capability Expansion (Add): 
·1 Manned Module II. 1111 
-I Dual Adapter.Access Module I 
-I Experiment MOdule(s)1 
-I Exterior Payload Support Beam I 
• Payload Addition/Removal/Support 
1 Interior Payloads I 
1 Exterior Payloads I 
- On Adapter Access Module 
• On Exterior Payload Support Beam 
- Platll)rm Resupply (Exchange) 
1 Logistics Module I 
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Table 4.3.2.1-1 
~':SP ON-arlen OPERATIOflkl l~tQ;;IP.EMENTS 
• MSP ELEMEflTS TO BE REMOVABLE FROM CARGO BAY USING R~IS. 
• f.1SP INITIAL HABITABLE MODULES TO BE AUTOHATICALL Y VERIFIED 
BEFORE I1A:m lUG. 
• r'lSP TO BE DESIGr~ED CAPABLE OF ON-ORBIT CLUSTER RECONFIGURATIOrL 
• PAYLOAD CARRIERS ANDIOR MODULES TO BE INS7ALLED. REMOVED OR 
EXCHANGED USING SINGLE RHS. 
• BERTHING PROVISIONS TO BE WCORPORflTED ,0 PLACE ALL PAYLOADS 
WITHIN RMS CAPABILITY. 
• ALL PAYLO~D CARRIE~S TO BE EQUIPPED WITH UtlIVERSAL BERTHING/ 
UMBILICAL NECHANIsr·l Mm STANDARD Rt·:S GRAPPLE FITTING. 
• PLATFORM ORBIT-KEEPING FUNCTION 10 BE PROVIDED BY POWER SYSTEM 
ANDIOR ORBITER AS REQUIRED. 
• PERIODIC SERVICING ArlO MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED BY EVA 
CREl-IHAN WITH ASSISTANCE OF R~lS. 
• MAINTAH; A POSITIVE kiTACH~IENT BEWEEN ORBITER AND MSP DURING 
ASSEMBLY A~D/OR SERVICING OPERATIO~S. 
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grows in complexity, multiple berthing provisions will be required at discrete 
locations. The current favored operational method is using a single RMS with 
rotation capabil ity incorporated in the Orbiter berthing system interface 
mechanism. The first order Space 
on various figures, is defined in 
of a Science & Applications Space 
Platform rotating berthing mechanism, shown 
Document MDC G9246, "Conceptual Design Study 
Platform (SASP)," dated October 1980. 
A standard handling method will be required to remove/replace payloads in the 
Orbiter cargo bay and attach/remove payloads from the MSP. The RMS end effector 
and grapple fixture were selected as the standard system. A grapple fixture, 
as defined in the Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations Handbook, JSC 
07700, will be required on each module and/or pallet. 
The payload/MSP berthing attach pOints will not be visible to the eye of the 
RMS operator attempting to position the paYload. Therefore, some type of 
visual assistance will be required. The current favored concept is use of 
TV cameras mounted at each berthing port incorpordted in the design of the 
active interface mechanism. 
The method incorporated for placing the first order Space Platfonn on-orbit is 
shown in Figure 4.3.2.2-1, As shown, the Power System is berthed at Orbiter 
Station Xo 550 by means of a rotating berthing ddapter. This adapter inter-
faces with the Orbiter berthing system and provides rotational capabilities at 
both interfaces. Each payload berthing port can be accessed by the RMS with 
the SP in this location. Access to the (+V) port. is made possible with rota-
tion about Station XO 550 and/or Station Xo 633. 
Access to elements of the basic Manned Space Platfonll (MSP) is shown in Figure 
4.3.2.2-2 (sheets 1.2 and 3). The MSP is berthed to the Orbiter along the (X) 
axis and interfaces with the Orbiter berthing syst.em elt Station Xo 633. From 
this position, the RMS has access to the SP (-Y) axis payload and the (-V) axis 
payloads berthed to the airlock/adapter module. plus access to the adapter +Z 
payload. Access to payloads mounted on the (+V) axis of both SP and adapter 
require rotation about the interface at Orbiter Station Xo 633. The SP parking 
port on the +Z axis is not accessible ~y the Rr~S with payloads berthed to the 
adapter +Z port; therefore, a parking port is nlildI" clV,lililhle on the payload 
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Figure 4.3.2.2-1 
1ST ORDER .SP DEPLOYMENT 
• Deploy and Attech SASP 
Berthing Adepter 
To Orbiter Berthing System 
• Remove Power System 
From Cargo Bay and 
Position on Adapter 
• Deploy PS Components 
and Verify 
• Remove 
Payload Berthing 
Arms and Install 
on t.:Yand+XAxls 0' Power System 
• Remove Solar 
Terrestrial 
Payload end Position 
On-Y AX/II Berthing 
Arm 
a Verify Syotems and 
Place On-Orblt 
support beam. The support beam is berthed to the adapter +X port with rota-
tional features that enable it to be moved away from the cargo bay permitting 
access to items being deployed from the bay. Modules being replaced can be 
placed on the beam until space becomes available in the cargo bay and final 
exchange can be made. 
Access to the SP reboost module or other elements in that vicinity. requires 
the SP/Orbiter be berthed as shown in Figure 4.3.2.2-3. Reberthing of the MSP 
will be necessary if crew transfer is required during any phase of this partic-
ular mission. It is anticipated that reberthing can be achieved with the RMS. 
If reberthing is not practical, incorporation of a second RHS, aft mounted in 
the Orbiter cargo bay or an on board manipulator sized to reach SP c~~ponents, 
are feaSible alternatives. 
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4.3.2.3 Basic MSP Orbital Operations 
Ku Band Antenna 
Po&lUonod CIoar 
ot Cargo Bay 
The basic MSP operational buildup shown in Figure 4.3.2.3-1 begins with the 
launch of the first order Space Platform and one palletized payload. Following 
system verification and activation. the SP is placed on-orbit. The second 
launch delivers the airlock/adapter and th2 habitability module. Following 
deployment and verification of the Orbiter berthing system. rendezvous with 
the SP is accomplished and the SP is berthed to the Orbiter. Potter interface 
verification, the RMS removes the SP (+X) payload arm and positions it on the 
SP parking port. The airlock/adapter is then removed from the cargo bay and 
berthed to the SP (+X) port. ~ollowing verification of interface. the SP is 
released from the Orbiter with the RMS and the SP berthing arm is stowed. The 
RMS then berths the airlock/adapter to the Or·biter. Checkout of the adapter 
subsystems. etc .• can now be performed in a shirtsleeve environment. After 
checkout. the assembly is rotat~d to thp (+Y) axis and the habitability module 
is positioned on the adapter (+Y) port. The cluster is then rotated to the X 
axis and the MSP is manned. Followin9 <Ill systNTIs checkout. the cluster is 
placed on-orbit with a crew of three and suppli~s for 90 days plus 30-day 
contingency. . 
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Figure ~.3.2.3-1 
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After 90 days maximum, the resupply launch delivers the logistics module, one 
element of the life science experiment, and the earth-looking payload. Follow-
ing rendezvous, the RMS captures the MSP and performs operations to join the 
MSP/Orbiter. After verifying the interface crew transfer can be accomplished, 
I 
using the RMS, the logistics module is removed from the cargo bay and placed 
on the adapter (+Z) port and the life science module is placed on the (-V) 
port. No rotation is required to accomplish these berthings. In order to 
position the earth-looking payload, the RMS first removes the short payload 
beam from the SP parking port and places it on the adapter +X port. The pay-
load pallet can then be removed from the cargo bay and positioned on the short 
beam. On a subs~quent resupply flight the extended paylodd support beam is 
delivered and exchanged with the smaller first order arm. After the assembly 
sequences are complete, the crew will transfer between the MSP and Orbiter and 
begin the debriefing and information exchange between the rp.turning crew and 
the replacement personnel. Provisions are provided in the basic concept to 
permit several days of such briefings. The Orbiter will remain attached to 
the MSP during this period. 
Flight operations are based on a 90-day rotation of the flight crew; however, 
resupply cycle is based on a l80-day rotation. This permits full use of 
alternate flights for payload support. As a result, the fourth launch delivers 
the second portion of the life science experiment plus a material science pay-
load, as well as exchange crew. Personal supplies and unprogrammed logistics 
are delivered in the Orbiter mid-deck. 
Following delivery of the life science modules, earth, solar and material pro-
cessing experiments, the MSP is a complete oper'ating manned orbital facil tty. 
4.3.2.4 MSP Growth 
The basic concept provides a number of growth options leading to expanded 
facilities. crew size and operations. The basic design can provide for the 
support of satell ite servicing and/or the assembly of large space antenna/ 
structures. The crew-supported functions necessary to achieve these capabili-
ties are inherent in the basic concept. Figure 4.3.2.4-1 illustrates two 
possible growth concepts for the basic radial clustered MSP and Figure 4.3.2.4-2 
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illustrates the growth possibilities for the linear Cluster arrangement. In 
all concepts evaluated during the study. multiple berthing provisions for the 
Orbiter were required to minimize MSP/cargo bay obstruction. 
OlV operations on the Platform represent a very complex activity as spelled 
out in a previous section (Section 2.7.11). OTV Basing. Many details regarding 
the nature of such an activity and the illlPdct on the Platform were descirbed in 
that section. 
In order to highlight the unique operational considerations in prospect for 
OTV basing on the manned Platform, the following four fiyures are presented 
here to complement those given earl ier ill this rcpllI't. 
Figure 4.3.2.4-3 i Ilusl'ates the overall (onfigtwat ions for OTV basing and 
Figure 4.3.2.4-4 the launch sequence Pllvisioned. The various types of opera-
tions and facilities al'e given in Figure 4.3.2.4-5 and a comparison. for each 
subsystem, as to crew checkout ~n-OI'bit wi 11 Vill',V fl'('111 the classic methods 
used on the ground (Fi~lul'e 4.3.2.4-6). 
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Figure 4.3.2,4-3 
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Figure 4.3.2.4-5 
OW/PLATFORM OPERATIONS ANIl r AClUllES 
• Manipulation and Borthlng 0' largo 
and or Mulllple OlV Propellant Tanks 
and Payloads 
• OTV (RE)Fuoling 
• R •• upply Olhor Exp4tndables 
(I.E., GOI •• , eatterl •• , Hydraulic Fluid) 
• OTV Chockout - Maximize 
SeU·Chocklng 
• OTV Maintonnnce - Simplo 
Functions Only 
• ProJMllant Storage TrClnster TAnks 
• Propollant Tran"or Equipment 
• PranurDnt Tranafer Equipment 
• Platform OTV Umblllca' 
• Chockout Console 
• Checkout Support Equlpmctnt 
• Control Cantor 
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OTV CHECKOllT ON PLATFORM 
I Subsystems I 
Propulsion 
• Leak Checks 
• Valve Functional Checks 
• Instrumentation Calibration 
Therma. 
• Insulation 
• Heaters 
Mechanical 
• Engine Gimballng 
• Berthing Mechanism - Separatloil 
• Payload OTV Separation and Berthing 
Electrical 
• Power Subsystem Checkout 
• Guidance and Navigation Subsystem 
• Telemetry and Comm System 
Avionics 
• Data Management Subsystem 
• Computer C 0 
I How Different From Ground? I 
• Limited (or No) On-Line Replacement 
01 Hardware 
VF0733 
• Multiple Firing (Use 01 Cryogenic Engines 
with Minimum C 0 
• Limited Crew Size - Maximize Self· 
Checking and Computer C 0 
• On-Orbit Updating of Controls Software-
• Limited Onta Processing Capability 
• Limited Power Resources 
• Limited CApahility For Cooling Electronics 
4.4 MAINTENANCE. REllMILlTY, AND SAn.IV ANALystS 
Past space missions have delllonst,',lted Ih.,t oll-oddl lIIaintenance capability can 
significantly contl'ihute to dchievin~ I:lis~i(ln sllrCt'~!\. I/uwever. these missions 
have shown the nced for' inCr'cdSed l'llIph.bis on IIIctirrt"irhlble design of systems 
and equipment both inlernJI dnd l'xtenh11 of tile 1II"""l'd Pltltform. 
The high de~"ee of r'ci iald 1 ity lit'signed into I'l.ltfnl'm ".vstCllls c,,"not alone 
insure mission success. since it is impnssihle to cllllil'ipclte cve,'y failure 
which might occur. An on-orbit m,linlerJ.IIICl' \'I(l'lhilitv r,lIl\wovide d means 
of overcoming the effects of uIJanticip.lted t.lilul'l' or ddlll.lIle clnd can preserve 
the high inherent reI iabi I il.v of the systt'IlI'o "lid I'qllipl11enl. 
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4.4.1 Maintenance Philosophy and Assumptions 
----.. _--------------- --_._--
The criteria presented here and to be included in the -Manned Space Platform 
Design Guidel ines and Criteria" document (Appendix C). are based on the follow-
ing assumptions. concerning maintenance philosophy. and mission objectives 
relative to development of an on-orbit maintenance capability. 
A. On-Orbit maintenance will be performed on the manned modules and 
on" I'etrieved and/or revisited vehicles. 
B. The Manned Space Platform elements to be designed for ten-year 
mission with no maintenance. 
C. Subsystem design is to provide for orbital maintenance. 
D. Although planned maintenance will be minimized. scheduled 
on-orbit maintenance will be performed as a means of 
presel'ving system and equipment integrity through replace-
ment of life-linlited components. servicing dnd adjustment. 
E. Unscheduled on-orbit maintenance wi 11 be perfomed to restore 
system and equipment operations and to restore failed or mal-
functioning redundant items for which pre-planned maintenance 
sllpport requi!'ements have been establ ished. 
F. Where feasible. contingency on-orbit maintenance will be 
performed whenever unantic1pated damage or failure occurs 
which could jeopardize mission success 01' safety of the 
crew. 
G. The capability for module replacement for subsystem"main-
tenance to be considered as an unscheduled major event 
resulting from an accident. not a failure. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
l. 
M. 
Both EVA and IVA l11aintf'llilIlCf' wi 11 be considen~"d_ 
Manned Platfonn elements I'equiring EVA maintenance should be 
deSigned for two-man operation. 
Whenever praet ical. experiment or SUppOl't systen.s are to be 
designed such that on-orbit l'epldff'l11f'nt can be Imlde at the 
"black box" level. 
On-OI'bH mainten,lnce cc.1pahillt.Y in the form of tools. spares. 
repair I11dterials. maintenance equipment and procedures will 
be ~H'ovided for support of planned and conting('llllcy maintenance. 
Astrondut tr'ansports Ol.lint('lldnre itpms frolll stvllt'"clge to worksite. 
EVA dstrOIlt1ut ,,,ill a1so tl'dllspnl't tools/aide. dmcdl estclhlish 
personal work rrstraint. 
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N. All panels. cable trays, consoles. and equipment racks will be 
considered potential maintenance areas with the following 
criteda. 
O. On-orbit repair will be considered for non-critical components 
(cameras, recorders. etc.). Repair of other components will 
be considered if repair of the component would be less complex 
than replacement or calibration, alignment, and adjustment is 
not requ ired. 
P. Equipment determined to be critical for crew life support or 
MSP survival will require onboard spares. 
Q. MSP subsystem design concept to incorporate a fail operational/ 
fail safe philosophy thus increasing reliability with backup 
systems. As such. the maintenance of any given failure can be 
done on an as-required basis. 
4.4.2 Reliability/Maintainability Ap2!p'ach 
The objective of detail design effort will be to optimize the MSP in light of 
orbital maintenance philosophy, cost constraints, and Orbiter payload require-
ments. In order to accomplish this, an approach shown in Figure 4.4.2-1 will 
be used. Key analysis will include: subsystems, and system-level analysis to 
identify "weak 1 inks" of the system, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) 
to identify single failure points and component failure mode effects on the 
system, safety analYSis to identify safety critical equipnlent and design issues 
that meet the minimum requirements of NHO 1700.7, plus trade studies to support 
object ives. 
Since design concepts are developed in parallel with the reliability, maintain-
ability and safety analysiS efforts, it becomes necessary to develop and use an 
analysis method that will allow rapid evaluation of proposed design and design 
alternates in order to provide positive and timely design recommendations. 
The heart of the analysis consists of cl computerized lIIath modeling technique. 
Inputs include: failure rate and duty cycle ddla. Clnd d math model which 
summarizes and documents the equivalent impacts of a fonnal FMEA. This model 
is the equivalent of those described in MIL-lHlBK-217 ilnd can solve series, 
parallel, standby. binomial. Poisson or Buycs ljlles IIf reliability models in 
any combination necessary to represent the Sy"tCIII. 
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Outputs of the computerized models result in a direct calculation of the system 
reliability and number of expected failures with respect to any time inputs. A 
significant part of the solution output is a sensitivity analysis which indicates 
the direct change in the overall system reliability if anyone component failure 
rate were ten times more or less than the va.lue assumed in the basic input, data. 
4.4.3.1 Component Versus System Reliability 
Figure 4.4.3.1-1 indicates the varidtion in subsystem (or system) reliability 
than can be expected when a single element (component) of the system is treated 
as a variable. This general model assumes that the system consists of many 
components that will range from .9975 to .9995 reliability resulting in a mean 
system reliability of approximatl'ly 0.95. When the component reliability is 
less than the system mean. the cOlllponent hecollll's the "wpak link" or drivinq 
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4.4.3.3 Reliability Versus Failure Rate and Redundancy 
The most efficient way to achievp long-term system success is through lowered 
equivalent item failure rates. Figures 4.4.3.3-1 and 4.4.3.3-2 indicate the 
probability of system success of a system as a funct.ion of the weak link com-
ponent (equivalent item) failure rate and various designed-in active and stand-
by redundancy levels. The figun~s indicate trends fOl' 2 and 5 years. repsectively. 
4.4. 4 ~~n~!aJ. __ ~n5J..us i..o_~~ 
The following conclusions result from the above genl" .. ,l system analysis: 
A. A qU<lntitdtive I1ldth model coupled with a sensitivity analYSis 
wi 11 be calhlble of identifyillq S'yst('11l "weak 1 inks." 
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Designing redundancy into the hiqh risk elpments of the system 
can result in system improvr.ments. hilt are not as cost effective 
'as reducing the basic equivalent item failure rates (i.e .• strive 
for the largest practical MTfiF). 
low equivalent'failure rates can be achieved by requiring internal 
redundancy in addition tn potential lin it lp.vel redundancy applications. 
The most cost effective approach to rt sUI:cessfu1 system is selecting 
parts of a high reliability quality lp.v~l as practical. 
Trade studies have been conducted on other programs. to explore the cost effec-
tiveness of the "high reliability parts" appro~ch. These studies concluded 
that by adopting a "selective screening" rather than "100% high reliability" 
parts procurement program. the MSP can achievp. the equivalent to a high relia-
bility program with a considerable pdrts cost saving. 
4.4.5 Subsystem Evaluations 
It will be necessary during the early portion of a preliminary design effort 
(Phase B) to make subsystem model evaluations to e~tablish the basic charac-
teristics of the system·(i.e .• reliability versus time). and identify weak 
1 inks so that improvements can be consider'ed and evaluated. The current 
concern is the projected reliability of the baseline two-segment Space1ab 
which has been selected as the habitat/payload module. The Spacelab has been 
jestgned with high reliability parts and redundancy complying with a design 
goal of 0.95 for a seven (7) day mission. The projected reliability is pro-
jected to be 0.9539 for seven days. If we project the reliability of the 
baseline Spacelab. without any modifications. to a thirty (30) day mission. 
the reliability level becomes 0.8028. It is clear that to assure a successful 
extended mission with the existing Spacelab des;9n. chances to incorporate the 
capability for on-orbit maintenarre is required. Inasmuch as we are starting 
with an existing Spacelab design. we must achipvp. thp. llIost effective improve-
ment that is practical and economical. Thus. th(' approach should he based 
upon (l) making select design chclnges. (2) intnHiuce huilt-in redundancies in 
problem al"eas. and (3) provide "pdres for 1",:,plil(l~ment of equipment on-orbit. 
A detail analysis of the Spacelab subsystelll ~1<1~. pC',-fOrlllPd by ERNO. first to 
determine the hasel inp rel iabil it.y as a funct iOIl of time. It. was found to 
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be very sensitive to time. It also was determined that the COMS represented 
the most unreliability. 
It will be necessary to perform a detailed reliability analysis to assure that 
the selected Spacelab subsystem has all the proper changes to permit 4t to 
accomplish the longer mission. Other factors should be included in future 
analyses. These factors include: (1) definition of the essential and non-
essential equipment; (2) considerations of the operational cycle for the 
missions. reliability for a given item calculates to a higher value as it has 
less active mission time; (3) consideration of mass, volume, cost, etc.~ versus 
addition of spares or redundent units; and (4) considerations of degraded modes 
of operations for certain equipment - for example. if one key on the command 
keyboard fails, it is still possible to work around the problem. 
4.4.6 Safety 
In the early examination of new concepts such as MSP, safety awareness and 
consider~tions perform a very necessary function in alerting the deSigners to 
preventative design features that can be readily incorporated and can eliminate 
or contrql potential hazardS during flight operations. During the conceptual 
study mission, functional activities were determined and allocated to various 
modules. These functional allocations are sunmarized in Table 4.4.6-1. These 
functions involved the incorporation of subsystems with potential hazard sources 
which influence their loci:.tion. The proper support of il crew in a vehicle 
such as MSP requires a number of functions dedicated solely to crew support 
and safety including emergency provisions and hazard retreat areas. Contin-
gencies are provided for in the MSP basic configurdtion and remedial safety 
aspects as onboard warning systems, lBO-hour ~nergency supplies. 3D-day 
contingency supplies, escape routes, and Orbiter rescue are included. 
The approach to achieving an acceptable level of safety for the MSP has 
featured retreat-refuge (and recovery) rather than abandonment. Hazards 
have been nlinimized throughout design, operations and conceptual configura-
tion effort, with special attention to location of potentially hazardous 
material. Backup provisions will permit operation of the MSP from either the 
habitat/payload module or the airlock/adapter module with full recovery 
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possibilities if retreat from either module is required. Every pressudzed C. " 
module berthed to the MSP is a safe refugc area for a minim!.m of 180 hours. 
If recovery from a contingency is not possible. Orbiter rescue is always 
available as the final backup. 
A potentially catastrophic event which is always of concern in the environment 
of space is loss of atmosphere. Decompression can range from an explosive 
decompression to a relatively slow leak rate. Explosive decompression could 
result from a massive rupture of the pressure shall, blowout of a large view-
port, or failure of a hatch. 
The likelihood of occurrence of these events is extremely rare because of the 
safety factors incorporated in design which precludes operation of a hatch, 
and other fail-safe features. 
Loss of atmosphere from smaller holes (at a critical. but not catastrophic 
rate) is far more probable. Typical causes could be module relief valve failed 
in open positi0n. leakage at port or hatch. or meteor0id pLnetration. Table 
4.4.6-2 provides p~timates of probabilities for accidental loss of atmosphere 
of a module. 
Figure·4.4.6-l compares the time of pressure decay from 101 Ktl/m2 (14.7 psia) 
to 59.3 KN/m2 (8.6 psia). While this final pressure (equivalent to 94 mm Hg 
P02) is too low for sustained crcw operations without acclimatization, it is a 
reasonable lower value. The crewmen would experience very little impairment 
at this pressure as they moved out of the module. Any symptoms of hypoxia can 
be alleviated by donning an emergency cxygen mask which is readily accessible 
in each module. Decomrression sickness. the benOs. would be no problem since 
a drop to approximately 360 111m Hg total pressure from 760 mm Hg can usually be 
tolerated safely. Susceptibil ity to bend varir.s somewhat with the individual. 
The figure also shOl'ls the reaction times for evacuation of a module of various 
volumes. The 9552 cu/ft curve represent.> the total volume of the adapter. 
habitat. logistics and life science modules with all internal hatches open. 
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Tc\blc 4.4.6-2 
REASONS FOR O[COMPRESS 10:. or A ~~(lULE 
loss of sea 1 at pressure hatch 
loss of vlcwrort 
Dumb/relief valves open 
Serthin9 collision 
Space debris collisicn 
Meteoroid puncture 
OVct'pr('~suri:dt ion/rUPture of pr('ssut'C 
shell (e~rlosion) 
Corrosion ~f shell 
Intenlal puncture 
,: 
Probabi 1 i ty 
0.0005 
0.0010 
0.0016 
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0.0006 
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CREW REACTION TI?If,e FOR WALL HOLE 
2 3 
5 10 
74 Cu m (2,600 Cu Ft) 
107 Cu m (3.780 Cu Ft) 
156 Cu m (5,500 Cu Ft) 
Habitat Vol 
84 Cu m (2.968 Cu Ft) 
Pressure Decay From 
101 kn/m2 (14.7 psi) to 
59.3 kn/m2 (8.6 psi) 
312 CU m (11,000 CU Ft) 
5 
Hole Diameter (Inches) 
15 
Centimeters 
20 
9 10 11 12 
25 30 
No makeup atmosphere from onboard supplies is assumed for the decay rate. Note 
that a hole as large as 15 em (6.0 in.) (equal to loss of viewport from hatch 
area) would still provide approximately one (1) minute of reaction time. The 
estimated time for crewmEn to move the entire length of the habitability module 
would be eleven (11) seconds. This is considered the worst-case escape time 
since it assumes the crewman mU$t move to the opposite end of the module. _ The 
time represents movement at O.6m/sec (2 ft/sec) which could easily be accel-
erated under emergency all-out condl~ions. 
Closure of the appropriate hatch can be accomplished rapidly; an estimate of 
30 seconds or less is a conservativa assumption. Addition of this time to the 
movement times still provides adequate time to evacuate the module. For holes 
in the equivalent size range of 2 inches or less. time is available for repair 
and evacuation of the module might not be required. Time needed for repair 
is J function of the location of hole and wall accessibility. 
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Many hazardous situations requiring crew escape to a refuge area or requiring 
immediate corrective action for crew survival, will require detail safety 
analysis and operations hazard analysis to establish design and operational 
procedures. To provide an appreciation of a typical number of hazards that 
must be safely controlled, a hazard S~lmary is shown in Tables 4.4.6-3 through 
4.4.6-6. The following hazards are summarized: loss of module pressure, loss 
of O2• fire and smoke. contamination, radiation. toxicity, buildup/activation, 
EVA/IVA. and explosion. An attempt was made. based on previous Space Station 
studies, to sequentially select the options available to the MSP crewmen if a 
hazard should occur. These options are shown in Table 4.4.6-7. 
Ultimately, safety requirements must be imposed on all elements of hardware 
design and operational procedures. Figure 4.4.6-2 shows the general arrange-
ment of the MSP three-man basic vehicle relative to the crew safety equipment, 
and Figure 4.4.6-3 summarizes the key safety features of the basic MSP 
configuration. 
4.4.7 Meteoroid Protection Analysis 
,. \1 
The MSP is expected to have a pressure shell construction consisting of Spacelab 
elements or a design quite similar to Spacelab. Therefore, the amount of 
pressure shell meteoroid protection afforded by the Spacelab design is a 
relevant quantity. This paragraph discusses the design requiremens for Spacelab 
and MSP and presents results of analyses to determine their meteoroid protection 
ability. 
The design requirement for Spacelab is for a 0.9~ probability of no pressure 
shell penetration (two-segment) for an exposure period of 350 days. This time 
period corresponds to 50 missions of 7 days each. The same probability of 
puncture (0.95) was accepted for MSP. except mission time was increased to 10 
years (3.643 days) and number l,f two-segmE'nt n,odules was increased to four. 
Detailed analysis of Spacelab was performed using optimum bumper solution 
method by Burton G. Cour-Palais. The results show .1 probabil ity of no puncture 
of 0.9944 compared with the required 0.95 value. If this design is extra-
polated to MSP design requirements. a value of 0.79 results which is consider-
ably below the requirement. 
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HAZARD ANAlYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE 
Failure 
Event 
Dump and relief valves 
fail to open or inad-
vertently open. Air-
lock equalization 
valves or air ducts 
inadvertently opened. 
Rupture of pressure 
shell 
Berthing collision 
causing pressure 
shell or hatch 
damage 
How Occurring 
Human error. Seat con-
taminated or deterior-
ated. Galling or 
solenoid failure. 
Overpressure from 
broken 02 or N2 line. 
pressure control 
valves failed in open 
.position. 
Thruster failure. 
Pilot error. MSP 
orientation disturb-
ance. 
Recommended Action 
Provide capping or 
fail-safe design for 
valves which can open 
to space environment. 
~'anual closure 
possible. 
Provide for replace-
ment of embrittled 
seals. 
Provide for contingency 
procedure in the event 
valves fail to open 
(e.g •• use masks. move 
to other compartment. 
close hatch). 
locate pressure tanks 
in module isolated from 
habited modules. 
Provide redundant relief 
Jevice'Si. 
Backup sensing/control 
alarm system 
~'a nua 1 overr i de 
Size relief valves to 
handle condition. 
1"'essUt'c shell safety 
ftlttor.of 2 to 1. 
Fail-safe thruster 
design_ Independent 
hraking thrusters. 
Rcdunddnt berthing aids. 
Automat. ic shutoff of 
propellant flow to 
thruster if duration 
cxceecf.cd. 
---------_._. -- -.---- ------_ ......... --.'-_.'- _._._. --- ---..... ----
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HAZARD ANALYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE (continued) 
Failure 
Event 
------. __ ... -
Viewport seals. EVA 
hatches. uerthing 
ports. etc .• fail. 
f4eteoroid pune ture. 
space debris puncture. 
internal puncturc. 
How Occurring 
Seals degrade and 
embrittle. Rupture 
of viewport. 
Cargo-handling 
accident. Fragments 
from explosion. 
223 
Recommended Action 
Berthing safety officer 
Contingency (backoff) 
procedures 
Redundant seals 
Provide for scheduled 
replacement. 
Provide contingency 
procedure for closing 
off compartments in 
event of severe leaks. 
Monitor total pressure 
and provide audible or 
visual alarm if 
pressure deviates from 
certain 1 imits. 
Provide sensors to 
detect leaka~e of 
pressure through leak 
and pressure shell. 
Use large safety factor. 
Provide detectors to 
locate puncture. 
Provide patch kit. 
Contingency procedure 
which enables crew to 
egress rapidly fram 
compartmcnt. in event of 
large hole and rapid 
ventin~ to space. 
Provide shielding for 
pressure vessels. 
CargO-handling aids. 
! 
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Table 4.4.6-4 
ORIGINAL pr~G~ tt; 
OF POOR QUALITY 
HAZARD ANALYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE - EXPLOSION 
Failure 
Event 
Rupture or burst of 
following components 
located in Habitat. 
Logistics Module, 
Airlock/Adapter 
O2, N2 gas 
Pressurant lines 
Pr~ssure regulators 
Emergency 02 tanks 
Freon accumulator 
Portable life support 
system 
CO2 accumulator 
Batteries of black 
boxes rupture 
How Occurr; ng 
Relief valves fail to 
open 
Ding in tanks creates 
high stress point 
Human error - Crewmen 
hits tank with tool 
Damage by cargo 
movement 
Meteoroid puncture 
Poor weld joint 
Metal or weld fatigue 
Break in 1 ines 
RF energy present from 
RF filter failure 
Internal short results 
in overheating 
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Recommended Action 
High burst-to-operating 
pressure safety factor 
Redundant relief 
devices 
Subject components to 
(1) special handling 
and shipping controls. 
(2) double inspection. (3) labeling. (4) tight 
test controls 
Shield pressure vessels 
to avoid chain reaction 
if one burs ts 
Design anti-shrapnel 
pressure vessels 
locate in unpressurized 
compartment 
Isolate behind pressure 
bulkheads 
Fail-safe filter design 
Provide double stainless 
steel cases for battery 
and relief devices for 
black boxes 
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HAZARD ANALYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE - EXPLOSION 
Failure 
Event 
Combustible gases or 
powders in presence 
of ignition source 
How Occurring 
Static charge buildup 
Electrical short 
Gas leakage 
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Recommended Action 
Provide venting and 
purging for gases to 
preclude buildup 
Provide means to 
constantly ground 
crewmen 
Ensure that all 
hazardous experiment 
are conducted in 
controlled areas 
Provide for monitoring 
of gases 
Provide protection 
against any ignition 
sources 
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HAZARD ANALYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE-
FIRE, SMOKE, TOXICITY 
( , 
,,) 
Failure 
Event 
Battery fluid or gas 
leakage 
Electrical initiation 
Static electricity 
How Occurring 
Overheating or internal 
shorting could cause 
outgassing and leakage 
of KOH 
Power distribution 
wire short 
Electronic equipment 
boxes explodes or 
outgases 
Metal tools. etc., in 
contact with equipment 
Charge buildup in 
clothing 
Inadequat.e grounding 
of equipment 
Recommended Action 
Provide sensors in 
vicinity of batteries 
Contingency procedure 
to get rid of KOH if 
leakage occurs 
Protect with circuit 
breakers or fuses 
Desi9n boxes to 
prevent overpressure 
Use fire and smoke 
detectors near potential 
fire sources 
Provide automatic or 
readily accessible fire 
extinguishers 
Provide contingency 
procedure for fire or 
toxicity 
Arcproof tools or 
coated tools. Ground 
all equipment that can 
arc 
Procedure ground crew-
men before metal contact 
_______ .... 0 .. ____ •• _ •• _ ....... _ •••• ____ _ 
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Table 4.4.6-5 (continued) 
HAZARD ANAlYSIS - lOSS OF ~~DUlE PRESSURE -
FIRE. SMOKE, TOXICITY 
tlow Occurring Recommended Action 
Provide shutoff capa-
bility and the capa-
bility to purge area 
Vent all connections 
overboard 
Provide sensors to 
detect pr:essure 
Provide fire detection 
sensors and a fire 
suppressant system 
Minimum use and rigid 
control of combustible 
materials 
Toxic fluid leakage Piping breaks, plplng 
connector leakage, 
container rupture, 
spill 
Provide sensors and 
warning devices 
227 
No toxics in normally 
habited areas 
Provide shutoff capa-
bility and a capability 
to purge potentially 
affected areas 
Toxics in special 
isolation chamber 
._-----------------
.( 
, 
~. 
_, .~_.; u . 
Table 4.4.6-6 
HAZARD ANALYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE - CONTAMINATION (. ) 
Failure 
Event 
High toxicity buildup 
Pathogenic 
How Occurring 
Materials outgas and 
removal devices fail 
or are inadequate 
Caution and warning 
unit fails to indicate 
buildup 
Experiments 
Contaminated water 
Recommended Action 
Provide redundant 
contamination removal 
capability 
Provide redundant 
caution and warning 
capabil ities 
Use strict materials 
control during design 
Provide temporary 
(masks, etc.) 
emergency provi:;ions 
Provide monitoring and 
a 1 arm capabil i ty and 
crew escape procedures 
Isolate from space 
station habited areas. 
Separate or isolatible 
ECILS for specimens. 
Work in safety cabinet 
or enclosed hooded 
bench. Maintain lower 
pressure in work areas. 
Follow standard micro-
biological safety 
requirements 
Bacteria fil ter 
Pasteurization 
Puri ty tes t 
-------------_._----_ ... _---_._-- .. _---_ ... _--- ._-----
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I 
Failure 
Event 
CO2 buildup 
Trace contaminants 
Table 4.4.6-6 (continued) 
HAZARD ANALYSIS - LOSS OF MODULE PRESSURE - CONTAf.UNATION 
How Occurring 
Failure of CO removal 
unit (valves,2controls, 
etc.) and failure of 
caution and warning unit 
Failure of trace con-
taminant control unit 
(Li 2, C03' sorbeads, 
charcoal, fan, catalytic 
oxidizer) and failure of 
monitoring and warning 
unit 
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Recommended Action 
Redundant CO2 removal units 
Redundant trace con-
taminant units 
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Table 4.4.6-7 
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ANALYSES ( ) 
Possible EmGrgency 
Emergency Condition Reaction Time Respo.nse 
Inadequate oxygen: 
1. Loss of total Minutes to days Warn crew of emergency 
pressure in one 
pressurized module Evacuate module 
Seal it from other modules 
Don pressure suits, reenter 
module 
Locate source of atmosphere 
loss 
Effect necessary repairs and 
and repressurize 
2. Loss of total Mi nutes to days Warn crew of emergency 
pressure in Habitat condition 
and Adapter 
Evacuate to logistics Module, 
Payload Module or-Airlock 
Don pressure suits and reenter 
mndule 
locate sources of leakage 
Effect repairs and repressurize 
3. Shortage of 02 Hours to days Evacuate module and reference 
in a compartment other modules to other EC/lS 
with normal total 
pressure Don emergency O2 masks 
Reenter compartment and repair 
fau It in EC/lS 
Pen"it 02 level to increase to 
a safe level before reentering 
module. 
----_._.--
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Emergency Condition 
4. Failure open of 
dump and relief 
valve 
5. Failure of PlSS to 
supply viable 
atmosphere to EVA 
astronaut 
Table 4.4.6-7 (continued) 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ANALYSES 
Reaction Time 
Minutes 
Seconds to 
Minutes 
Possible Emergency 
Response 
Manually close valve 
Repressllrize compartment 
When it is impossible to 
immediately close valvp.. w~rn 
rema 1 ndt>" lJ1 .:r,!~: 
Evacuate module 
Seal off module 
Reference other ~odu~e~ t~ 
other EC/lS system 
Don pressure suits and reenter 
Close and repair dump ~a've 
Repressurize module 
Apprise b~ddy of emerger.cy 
situation 
Immediately head to EVA airl0c~ 
with assistance of ot~er 
astronaut 
Notify onboard crew to have 
emergency oxygen ready as soon 
as airlock opens 
While airlock is repressurizing. 
buddy plugs into umbilical 
outlet in airlock 
Administer oxysen to mJr. 
Take mall 4;0 first a;,j i'r"i! \'1' ... 
iI i r 1 cle k 01'P.11S 
------------------.. __ ._----- --_. -- ... - --
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Emergency Condition 
Astronaut becomes ill 
or injured during EVA 
Contamination: 
1. Compartment con-
taminated with 
substance which is 
filterable by EC/LS 
2. Compartment con-
tami na ted with 
substance which is 
not filterable by 
EC/LS 
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Table 4.4.6-7 (contined) 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ANALYSES 
Reaction Time 
Seconds to 
Minutes 
Minutes to days 
Minutes to days 
232 
Possible Emergency 
Response 
The buddy who is always in 
visual contact assists 
endangered man and assures he 
reenters via EVA airlock as 
soon as possible. 
Man then taken fer mcd i.:a i 
treatment. 
If man's condition is too 
severe to be treated, then 
sends hi~ down via Orbiter 
emergency flight. 
Warn crew of dangerous 
s ituitti on. 
Evacuate module and seal it 
from remainder of MSP. 
Don pressure suit and reenter 
compartment. 
Eliminate source of contaminat~on. 
Wait for EC/LS to clear the 
atmosphere (approx. 2 hr). 
Warn remainder of ~rew of 
dangerous condition. 
Evacuate module and seal it from 
remainder of MSP. 
Don pressure suits and re~nt2r 
compartment. 
( \ } 
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Emergency Condition 
3. Excessive CO2 in a module 
Radiation: 
Abnormal high flux 
of protons generated 
from solar flare 
activity 
Collision between 
Orbiter. HSP. 
logistics vehicle. 
Payload module. or 
space debris 
~. -
• - _. • .0. _ ." • ~ _ _ • _ .... _ 
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Table 4.4.6-7 (continued) 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ANAlYSES 
Reaction Time 
Hours to days 
Minimum of 2 
hours from 
onset to maxi-
mum flux 
Minutes to days 
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Possible Emergency 
Response 
Dmpty by opening dump valves. 
Eliminate source of contamina-
tion. 
Close dump valvps and 
repressurize. 
Evacuate module and reference 
other modules to other EC/lS. 
Don Oz masks and reenter 
module. 
Repair failure in EC/lS system. 
Vacate module and wait until 
COZ le~el is back to tolerable 
level before reentering. 
Personnel move to positions 
for additional shielding. 
Operating crew don EVA suits 
for additional shielding. 
See Item 1 and 2 under 
inadequate oxygen. 
r 
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Emergency Condition 
Fire: 
1. Small isolated fire 
suitable for auto-
matic or manual 
fire suppression 
2. large conflagration 
.. ,hich is beyond the 
scope of fire 
suppressant devices 
Nitrogen or oxygen 
pressure vessel 
rupture in unpres-
surized compartment 
in logistics Module 
Table 4.4.6-7 (continued) 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ANALYSES 
ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q' "\f.rTY 
Reaction Time 
Minutes 
Seconds to 
minutes 
Minutes to hours 
depending on 
damage 
234 
Possible Emergency 
Response 
Turn off equipment which may 
contribute to the fire. 
Put out fire by use of a fi~e 
suppressant system. 
ECllS purge compartment. 
Warn remainder of crew • 
Personnel don emergency 
oxygen masks. 
Turn off equipment which can 
contribute to the fire. 
Evacuate module and isolate 
from remainder of MSP. 
Purge compartment by remotely 
opening dump valves. 
Repressurize and reenter. 
If pressure integrity of 
pressurized section of Logistics 
Module is maintained. then 
Don space suits 
Enter pressurized section and' 
depressurize 
Open hatch and enter explosion 
area 
Effect repairs 
\ 
r 
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Emergency Condition 
, 
Table 4.4.6-7 (continued) 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE ANALYSES 
Reaction Time 
235 
Possible Emergency 
Response 
If the pressurized section has 
been ruptured. then 
Don space suits 
Go through airlock and enter 
damaged area. 
Repair damage to pressure hull •. 
Repre3surfze and complete 
repairs. 
·r I 
( ·is·· T 
Figure 4.4.6-2 
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BASIC THREE-MAN MSP SAFETY 
EQUIPMENT SUMMARY ILOCATIONS 
• :lOoygen ....... 
• :lPRS 
Figure 4.4.6-3 
• :1"'"-SuIIs 
• Eme<gefIcy KIt 
• :I Ox)'1l8ll"'" 
• :lPU>S 
• PrimMy FoocI RfIeUppIy (110 o.r-) 
• EIMflI"ICY KIt 
• (3..,." For 110 Hours) 
• :I Oxygen....,.. 
• :lPe~Ancw Syal_. (FRS) 
• 7·lo'4~FoocISIIppIy 
KEY SAFETY FEATURES OF 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 
• 2 Separate Pressurized Habitable Volumes 
• Separate Subsystems for Each Volume 
• Repressurization Stores For Largest Pressurized Volume 
• 3 Isolated Power Source Buses 
• Emergency Power Distribution Provided 
• Overpressure Protection and Emergency Atmosphere Dump 
Capability In Each Pressure Volume 
• Critical Subsystem Functions Are Fail-OperationallFail-Safe 
• EVA Rescue Routes Provided in Each Separate Habitable 
Volume 
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An ERNO-proposed modification. shown in Figure 4.4.7-1. increases standoff 
between wall and bumper and places a second fiherglass cloth on the bumper. 
MDAC analyses results are shown in Figure 4.4.7-2 for cases with and without 
viewports and windows and varying mission duration. The HDAC results give a 
value of 0.984 with no windows and 0.9697 with windows. The results are very 
slightly lower than the ERNO results. probably accounted for by small differ-
ences in assumptions. 
Past experience with past space programs has shown the difficulty of accurately 
predicting meteoroid penetration limits. Therefore. a ballistic test is recom-
mended early in the MSP program to more accurately determine the adequacy of 
the ERNO-proposed meteoroid bumper. This test is particularly called for 
with the Spacelab design which uses fiberglass cloth material whose behavior 
is difficult to predict. based on extrapolations to equival~nt aluminum sheet 
as required by the analysis. 
Figure 4.4.7-1 
VF06J8 
. SPACELAB 
METEOROID PROTECTION ANALYSIS 
IJOUBUO TH!CKNEIIS OF fiBERGLASS CLOTH T •• 0.011 IN. 
• ERNO.Proposed Configuration 
• Spacolab RequIrement Is 
0.95 Probability for 350 Doys 
• 0.95 Probability for Four 
2.Segment Modules for 
10 yr Roqulres 
0.987 Per Module 
• Analysis Method According 
to Burton G. Cour·Polals 
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Figure 4.4.7-2 
METEOROID PROTECTION ANALYSIS 
TWO-SEGMENT SPACELAB STRUCTURE 
0.887 D.slgn Goal 
\ 
• 
With Windows / 
and View ports 
2 4 6 12 
Mission Duration (yr) 
YFRI1l 
An analysis was also perfonned to estimate meteoroid damage to high perfor-
mance insulation around the exterior of the pressure Shell. The insulation 
was assumed to be positioned adjacent to the inside of the meteoroid bumper. 
A meteoroid which penetrates the bumper would make a small hole in the out-
side of the insulation, but the damage would extend out in a 30° core as the 
meteoroid passes into the insulation. 
The damage caused by the meteoroid is shown in Figure 4.4.7-3 as a function 
of shield (bumper) thickness. Results show for the ERNO-proposed design that 
less than 1 percent of the insulation would be damaged in 10 years. Based on 
this very small damage. it is believed that insulation damage by meteoroids 
is not a significant problem. 
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• 
HIGH·PERFORMANCE 
INSULATION DAMAGE BY METEOROJDS 
• 
(FlberglalS) 
VfOS37 
peno.rallon\ /shleld 
~1!!!I!!P-!PI!!l~-!!~~:-'n~MI~n 
Damage Cone Pre. sure Shell 
(30 dcg) 
0 8 10 12 
Shield Thlckn ... (mill) 
• 
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4.5 SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION 
4.5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
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This paragraph presents the detailed definition of subsystems for the Basic 
Manned Space Platfonn. Detailed hardware cha"acteristics are tabulated in 
terms of weight. volume. power and equipment arrangements. The extent and 
rationale for "use of existing hardware" is described with regard to applica-
bility. required modifications and availability in the platform era. Problem 
areas are discussed along with remainir.g issues and major program impacts of 
the subsystem designs. 
The subsystem design emphasizes use of existing hardware where practical in 
order to achieve low initial cost and program risk. Since the Spacelab module 
is being recommended as the basic pressurized module of the MSP. use of 
Spacelab subsystems is particularly attractive because these subsystems are 
already integrated and qualified as a unit thereby greatly reducing cost. 
Particular care was taken in the ~tudy to assure interface compatibility with 
the Power System and the Orbiter. Res~lts of the interface design are included 
in Paragraph 4.6. 
The Environmental Control/Life Support subsystem is designed around the 
existing Spacelab upgraded as indicated by the increase mission duration to 
decrease-the high expendable needs of the Spacelab approach. The extended 
mission time also requires other modifications for maintenance provisions. 
high reliability and contaminant control. This extensive use of Spacelab 
equipment results in a low-cost and low-risk program but the design is a "no 
throwaway" approach which adapts t:fficiently to the use of a more advanced 
closed-loop concept. 
;fo 
A CDMS concept has been defined that provides the necessary communications and 
data management support and services for the manned platform with low technical 
risk by making use of existing Spacelab and Shuttle h~rdware designs where 
possible. New hardware has been defined only in those cases where existing 
Spacelab or Shuttle hardware is not available for the needed function. These 
cases are mostly related to Power System interfaces. 
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Two concerns with the COMS approach remain: (1) the reliability that 1s 
attainable for long-duration missions with Spacelab and Shuttle hardware and 
(2) the cost and performance penalties that are associated with using 1970s 
electronics technology rather than the technology of 1985 or later. These 
concerns have not been addressed quantitativl,y. It 1s recommended that 
future manned platform studies investigate alternate COMS approaches with 
particular emphasis on these concerns • 
• 
The electrical power subsystem (EPS) concept is designed to satisfy the basic 
functional and program requirements to accommodate existing payloads and 
equipment in a nominal 25 kW Power System configuration. Initially, regulated 
30 VOC power will be delivered to the Airlock/Adapter (A/A) for distribution 
to the Habitability Module (H/M) and to specified attached payloads (Spacelab 
~'odule shown for reference). Power is also distributed to payloads (experiments) 
carried within the H/M. A three-bus 30 VDe interface is provided at the 
Orbiter berthing port to supplement Orbiter power in either a Shuttle-tended or 
sortie mode. 
In addition to the 30 VDe main power bus int~rfaces. two 30 vee auxiliary 
buses are provided at the A/A payload ports fol' essential and emergency power. 
Prov~sion is also shown for supplying emergency power from the A/A to the H/M. 
Ae power is supplied locally . 
• 
Interfaces shown for the initial version are suitable for either the 12.5 kW 
or 25 kW Power System. Growth provisions includp an additional 30 VDe bus 
from the A/A to the attached payload module and up to three 30 VOC and three 
120 VDe buses for payloads supplied via the H/M and second Airlock/Adapter. 
Emergency power is rederived from the 30 VDC main power buses in the second 
A/A for distribution to subsystems and payloads, as in the initial configura-
tion. 
The conceptual design for the structural/mechanical subsystem was directed 
toward the MSP primary and secondary structul'al configuration for three 
major elements: (l) Habitability Module. (2) Adapter/Airlock Module and 
(3) Logistics Module. Available hardware was selected for each possible major 
element. However, detail design analysis must be conducted to verify the' 
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structural integrity of the available elements and to identify any modifica-
tions required peculiar to the MSP. 
Concepts to provide habitability functi~ns were selected to assure the 
psychological and physiological well-being of the crew. This is accomplished 
without undue penalty to the MSP or without diluting resources available to 
experiments. Full use was made of suitable existing hardware and technology. 
Essentially, existing concepts are used in the design which have been proven 
on past programs or will be proven early in the Shuttle program. Food concept 
is a combination of the Skylab and Shuttle concepts of shelf-stable storage 
approach supplemented with frozen foods and limited fresh foods. An improved 
version of the Skylab full-body shower is also planned. Most of the remaining 
habitability provisions will be Shottle program derivative. 
4.5.2 Environmental Control and Life Support 
The Environmental Control and life Support (EClS) subsystem maintains a viable 
atmosphere for the crew and provides for thermal control of payload and 
vehicle equipment. Specifically the total pressure and composition of the 
atmosphere are controlled by the Atmosphere Supply and Control Section (ASCS). 
The Pltmosphere" Revitalization System CARS) maintains a viable atmosphere by 
providing cooling, carbon dioxide removal, humidity control, trace contaminant 
control and debris filtering. Continuous atmosphere circulation prevents 
stagnation and promotes forced convection cooling. 
Water is provided to the crew for food preparation, drinking and personal 
hygiene. Most of this water comes from resupply stores and a smaller amount 
is reclaimed from condensate for crew hygiene. 
Thernlal Control is accomplished actively by circulating fluid loops which 
collect MSP heat and transport it to the Power System where it is rejected to 
space. Passive thermal control devices are incorporated where appropriate and 
these include thermal coatings, insulation and electrical heaters. Support is 
provided for both Intravehicular and Extravehicular Crew Activity (IVA/EVA) and 
fire detection and suppression provisions are incorporatpd in the design. 
1- In this portion of the study, Hamilton Standard supported several tasks 
involving use of existing hardware, solid amine and water recovery trade data 
and mass balances. 
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In the following paragraphs, the selected EClSS design will be described 
along with the supporting trades and analyses which lead to the design. 
4.5.2.1 Subsystem Definition 
The Environmental Control/life Support subsystem is designed around the 
existing Spacelab upgraded as indicated by the increased mission duration to 
decrease the high expendable needs of the Spacelab approach. The extended 
mission time also requires other modifications for maintenance prov1sions and 
contaminant control. This extensive use of Spatelab equipment results 1n a 
• low cost and low risk· program but the design is a "no throw-away" approach 
which adapts efficiently to the use of a more advanced closed loop system. 
4.5.2.1.1 Description - The concepts selected and their arrangement in the 
initial configuration is shown in Figure 4.5.2.1.1-1. All key functions are 
duplicated in the Airlock/Adapter and the Habitability Module in order to 
satisfy the requirement for two separate pressurizable compartments with 
independent EelS. Each compartment is provided with a Spacelab EClS 
Figure 4.5.2.1.1-1 
~~ BASIC MSP EClS EQUIPMENT LOCATION VFOMa 
18 WATER TANKS 
SPACELAB EClS 
PLUS: 1 REGEN C02 ASSEMDl V 
, MUlTlFllTRATIONASSEMBlY 
2 COMMODES 
16WATER TANKS 
12 loOH CART. 
4 CO NT AM CART. 
11 02 GAS TANKS 
1 N2 GAS TANKS 
LIFE SCIENCES MODULE 
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HABITAT MODULE 
SPACElAB EelS 
PLUS: 1 REGEN CO2 ASSEMBLY 
1 CAT. OX ASSEMBLY 
1 MUlTlFllTRATION ASSEMBLY 
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consisting of an Atmosphere Storage and Control Subsystem (ASCS), Atmosphere 
Revitalization Subsystem (ARS) and active and passive Thermal Control 
Subsystem (TCS). 
The ASCS provides for supply and control of the module atmosphere pressure and 
composition and provides for positive and negative pressure relief. It 
maintains a two-gas oxygen/nitrogen atmosphere which approximates earth 
surface conditions and is compatible with the atmosphere of a docked Orbiter 
crew compartment. Specifically, the ASCS provides the following functions. 
• Storage and supply of gaseous nitrogen required for the makeup of 
module leakage and airlock operation. 
• Storage and supply of gaseous oxygen required for metabolic· 
consumption, leakage makeup arJ airlock operation. 
• Prevention of excessive module positive and negative pressure 
differentials. 
• Module depressurization and bleed in the event of contingencies. 
• Venting for evacuation of ~1periment chambers. 
• Provide signal outputs for monitoring and evaluating the performance 
of the equipment. 
Gaseous N2 and O2 will normally be provided from tanks on the logistics 
module; initial and contingency stores are located around the periphery of the 
Airlock/Adapter. The oxygen and nitrogen tanks are Orbiter-derived spherical 
tanks consisting of a metal liner with a Kevlar/Epoxy composite overwrap. The 
tanks will be arranged in two separate banks each with a separate supply 
system to the two separate compartments. Sufficient contingency supplies are 
provided to repressurize the largest compartment and provide for 90 days 
contingency supply. 
The air within the modules is maintained in a conditioned stage by the ARS 
which controls temperature. humidity. odor. contaminant. carbon dioxide. air 
clr~ulation and particulate matter. This subsystem also provides for the 
re~uired air circulation and fire detection and suppression. 
Air from the module is drawn through a 300-nlicron particulate filter by the 
redundant cabin fans. Normally only one fan is operating. backflow through 
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the inoperative unit is prevented by check valves. Downstream of the fans the 
air flows through charcoal conisters for odor removal. These canisters are 
contained in the Spacelab CO2 control assembly which in the platform applica-
tion is used for odor control. During contingency modes of operation, the 
charcoal canisters are replaced by lithium hydroxide canisters which remove the 
COZ' 
A portion of the downstream air is withdrawn to the,solid amine COZ control 
unit for CO2 removal. This is a water-save regenerable concept with steam 
desorption of the CO2 to space. The solid amine bed is the major component in 
the system. It holds the lRA-45 granular amine material. 
Air flow during adsorption is provided by a fan and controlled by three air 
valves. Two valves are either open or closed while the third is used to 
modulate canister flow by venting a portion of the air around the canister. 
During desorption, the two large canister valves close and the flow sensor 
loop is opened. Water is pumped to the integral bed steam generator which 
converts the water to superheated steam. The steam wave pushes residual air 
out of the bed at a low flow rate as the steam moves through the bed. As the 
steam reaches the end of the bed, a high purity (99%) COZ wave evolves off the 
in-flow and switches the COZ flow either overboard to to a CO2 reduction 
regulator in the COZ outlet. The desorption process is controlled to the 
saturation temperature of steam at the regulated pressure which is baselined at 
ZlzoF and 14.7 psia. 
A controller/sequencer is used to time and sequence the various valving, 
pumping and fan flow activities. The controller will also assist in fault 
detection and automatic shutdown sequencing. 
The ARS process air next passes to the condensing heat exchanger where it is 
cooled and dehumidified. The condensing heat exchanger is a cross-counter 
flow plate fin unit made of stainless steel. Cold water from the thermal 
control subsystem is circulated on the 1 iqllid side. As the air is cooled, 
condensation occurs within the air passages which are coated with a hydrophilic 
agent to promote "we tability." As a result the air flow forces the condensate 
to the exit end where it is removed by a "slurper" device. 
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Temperature control is obtained; by bypassing air around the heat exchanger to 
obt.ain the required heat exchanger exit air temperature. This control 
consists of a motor actuated flapper valve, a controller and temperature 
sensors. The electrical components in this unit are redundant. 
A catalytic oxidizer has been incorporated in the design to control 
contaminants not removed in the odor control canisters. The assembly consists 
of a presorbent bed, a fan, regenerative heat exchanger, a high temperature 
catalytic oxidizer and a post sorbent bed. Air is drawn into the presorption 
bed containing lithium hydroxide which removes acid gases which could pOison 
the catalytic oxidizer. The air then flows through the regenerative heat 
exchanger where the temperature is increased. Downstream an electrical heater 
increases the air temperature further pdor to passing through the catalyst 
canister where contaminants are oxidized. Post sorbent beds containing 
lithium hydroxide and purified remove the products of contaminant combustion. 
A mixture of condensate and air is drawn from the condensing heat exchanger by 
the water separator. This unit consists of two integral rotary drum/fan 
components; the fan draws the air through the unit. Condensate is separated 
from the air in the rotating drum, removed with a stationary pitat tube and 
directed to water management subsystem. Bac~flow of condensate is presented 
by check va 1 ves.· 
Normally only one separator is operating while the second unit is on standby . 
Backflow of air through the inoperative unit is prevented by check valves. 
A Spacelab avionics loop is provided in the ha~itability module for air 
cooling rack-located avionics. Cooling air is directed to the racks through a 
duct system to the racks. Flow bala~cing and flow to each rack is controlled 
by adjustable shutoff valves. Air circulation within the loop is provided by 
the a'/ionics fan assembly which consi~ts of two redundant fans with check 
valves to prevent backflow. Air leaving the fan assembly passes through the 
avionics heat exchanger where it is cooled prior to being directed back to the 
racks. 
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Mu1tifi1tration condensate recovery units have been added in each compartment 
to provide water for personal hygiene and sol id amine CO2 contt'ol desorption. 
This unit reduces the required water resupply by 34.3 1bs/day and also reduces 
waste storage and earth return requirements. The multifi1tration unit 
consists of filters. charcoal and ion exchange resin b~~~o remove impurities. 
Potable water needs are provided by resupply water which is normally stored 
in tanks located in the logistic module. A 90-day initial and contingency 
supply is located in the Airlock/Adapter. The contingency water supply is 
manifolded separately from the normal resupply so that a failure in one supply 
will not propagate to the second supply. 
The water supply tanks located in the logistics module also act as waste water 
return tanks. After fresh water is removed from the tanks, they are filled 
with waste water. This approach keeps logistic module volume and tank cost to 
a much lower level, however, development effort is necessary to ensure that 
fresh water supplies are not inadvertently contaminated by the waste water. 
This approach will also require additional ground servicing to render the 
tanks sterile and uncontaminated prior to filling with potable water resupply. 
water is supplied to the galley and water dispensers for food preparation and 
crew drinking. Also a small quantity of potable water resupply becomes 
makeup in the personal hygiene loop. 
Separate atmosphere revitalization subsystems will be provided in the experi-
ment modules. This will consist of a Space1ab EelS with regenerative CO2 
control and catalytic oxidizers. Separate water supplies will be provided if 
required by the payload such as in the case of life Science Payloads. 
4.5.2.1.2 Characteristics - ,able 4.5.2.1.2-1 gives the EelS subsystem 
chat'acteristics for the initial configuration consisting of the Airlock/Adapter. 
Habitability Module and the Logistics Module. The values given do not include 
supporting.structure and monitoring instrumentation. The equipment shown in 
the table weigh a total of 3316 1bs and consume an average power of 3584 watts. 
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Table 4.5.2.1.2-1 
EClS SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS - INITIAL CONFIGURATION 
Power 
No. Weight Volume Ave/Peak 
Equipment Req'd (1 b) (cu ft) (watts) 
N2 Tanks 6 336 28.5 
--
O2 Tanks 12 672 56.9 --
Fill and Relief Set 3 0.1 72/72 
O2//12 Panel Z lOS 4.6 34/52 
Vent and Relief Valves 3 33 3.3 84/90 
Sensor Panel 2 20 0.7 10/10 
lines and Disconnects Set 6 0.05 
--
Cabin Fan Assembly 2 82 5.8 790/790 
Condensing Heat Exchanger 2 86 5.6 
--
CO2 Control 2 134 8 210/420 
Odor and Cabin Temperature Control 2 80 13.4 68/68 
Condensate Separator 2 43 2.9 96/96 
Condensate Processor 2 330 6 90/90 
Condensate Storage and Dump 2 44 13.6 0/190 
Catalytic Oxidizer 1 32 1.5 190/190 
Interchange Circulation Assembly 1 20 1.3 50/50 
Avionics Fan Assembly 2 85.8 3.6 1340/1340 
Avionics Heat Exchanger 2 6S.6 1.5 
--
Fire and Smoke Detection 2 12 0.2 20/20 
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EClS SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS - INITIAL CONFIGURATION (continued) 
Power 
No. Weight Volume Ave/Peak 
Equipment Req'd (lb) (cu ft) (watts) 
Ducts Set 287 20 
--
Water Tanks 16 640 67.2 
--
Water Distribution , Set 7 I 0.1 
--
Water Monitoring t 1 20 0.5 50/50 , ! i 
Water Pump Package I 2 64 ! 2.5 480/480 
Cold Plates 15 87 4.5 
--
lines and Disconnects Set 16 0.5 
--
location I 
AlA, HM 
AlA 
A/A, HM. LM 
HM 
AlA 
AlA. HM 
A/A, HM 
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The major expendable requirement for the initial r('l':f'i~III' ~·.·on is shown in 
Table 4.5.2.1.2-2. The data given for the f irsl 90 daj<; ,'I"e t"'e expendables 
which must be placed on board to sustain the crf!W for C;O dil.V$ before a 
logistics module is launched. A lower atmosphere leaka(Jt' ,'ate (1 1b/day) and 
small repressurization volume (habitability module} i-.. lIspd for this 
condition. 
No.-ma1 resupply is based on 180 days of expendables normally used onboard. 
The 30-day contingency supply includes rletabo1 it oXY9pn and atmosphere 
leakage (2 1bs/day). EVA requirements are not included in the table. 
Totals are also given in the table for (1) onboard contingency including 
repressurization gas, (2) no.-ma1 resupply and (3) normal return to earth of 
waste water,mu1tifiltration cartridges and charr.oal. The values in the table 
show that no.-ma1 return is slightly lower than resupply because gases used 
and not returned are greater than metabol ic water' !Ienerated by the crew. 
The first 90 days' atmospheric stores will requil'e six nitrogen tanks and 12 
oxygen tanks. 18 total tanks, which will be lo~ated on the exterior of the 
Airlock/Adapter. During normal operation, ~ontingp.ncy and repressurization 
gases will require eight nitrogen tanks and five 01.\'yen tanks for 13 total 
number. Therefore, five tanks can be removed afte" the first 90 days and used 
in the Logistics Module or 18 tanks can be retained as additional contingency. 
Some tank recharging or replacement will be ne, t-~.:oS~l·y and cross manifolding 
can allow change in the ratio of nitrogen/oxy!)er' tct!lks. Extreme care is 
required, however, to preclude the safety hazard of nitrogen entering the 
oxygen supply potentially causing inadep,llatc t)v.YIJen ;'1 the atmosphere. 
Water requirements for the first 90 days will ue ~tored in 13 tanks located 
in the Airlock/Adapter interior. Thrc(' empty t;tn~s \'dll a150 be provided for 
storage of earth return waste water. l!:~ t'III~~ Hill he removable for return 
to earth for sterilization and reuse ill the LO~list.h<; Module. 
During normal operation. four water tanks wi ill (Jntil in tIle contingency water 
in the Airlock/Adapte,' and 24 tanks locat.ct \ 111 t"~~ : cIIJic:t:ics f10dule will 
supply/return normal use water. 
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Table 4.5.2.1.2-2 
MAJOR ECLSS EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS 
Weight 
(lb) 
First Nonnal 
Expendable 90 days Operation 
Repressurization Oxygen 53 117 
Repressurization Nitrogen 163 35B 
30-day Contingency Oxygen 173 
I 
lBO 
3~-day Contingency Nitrogen 44 67 
Metabolic and Leakage Oxygen 51B I lOBO 
Leakage Nitrogen 133 400 
30-day Contingency Water 531 531 
Nonl~l Use Water 1592 31B4 
Odor Control Charcoal Resupply 70 140 
(Wast~ Water Return) 1876 3751 
Total Contingency Onboard 997 1276 
Total Normal Resupply l313 4B04 
Total Nonnal Return 1946 3391 
NOTES: 1) Normal operation includes lBO-day resupply. 
2} Tanks and store provisions not included. 
\ 
\ 
Volume (cu ft) 
.. -
First Normal 
90 days Operation 
---_ .. _-
-_._ .. _._-
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4.5.2.1.3 Remaining Issues - The EelS ~llb:.y~,I:CIl1 I".~,~U!I ;"'csented in the 
paragraphs above can reliably and saff'l.v pr('vilif; !.'II'IlITt (,f the operations 
envisaged for the MSP. However, there Ilre se .... ~~'-.!1 I .'llt'" remaining that merit 
further attention and these will be discussed ip 1. 1' I'. pal'(trjl'aph. 
No Dump Requirement - The current basel ine for I.hr H~;I' USE'S a solid amine CO2 
control system which dumps about 2.1 lbs:hlan-day ot CO - '\vp.t'board. This;s a 
• dipolar molecule and concel'n exists that this t:'ff:I;(;IIt ((IIJld interfere with 
some experiment operations. 
There are severa 1 prad i ca 1 des ign and OPCI'ilti (III~! ~,(ll II t ions to tlli s dumpi n9 
of CO2, First, an expendable material, such .1<: l ill!I, ,fJuld be used which 
chemically absorbs the CO2 to be later' retul'l!ed '.(1 HII h. This is identical 
to the Orbiter/Spacelab concept. Tha main rJro)\"L.I~J· 'f. this approach is due to 
the large resupply/return expendables requin·': a~I(""I,. iWl to alJout 1300 lbs 
launch and about 1600 lbs return for eM;" n?~,\lp!',ly r'''I'il)~, Also L iOH has been 
detennined to be considerably morc CO(~t1y. (),!:.dl,',: t.r.H1~ dat.a for LiOH and 
solid amine CO2 control concepts are !Jiven ill 1"'"';'1.\'<11'1; 1I.!>.2.3.2. 
If the no CO2 dumping times are relativl?ly ~,hGi t., i :011 can be used to adsorb 
the CO2 only during the no-dump period wit!: the ;;(,; id ~lIlinf.' being used during 
other times. Since the baseline design hao.; l.iOH :1,1' .'III~r~lenc.y use, the only 
impact of its use is the need for resuppIY1fI~1 II,! : :1111 ... ~rtridges amollnting to 
about 14 lbs/day. 
CO2 dumping can be avoided for short. dlll'at i(',,~ bi 'I\.!. I!p~I'at,in9 the CO2 
removal systems and letting the CO2 dcu"lIIl1dte "I '.t.,\ ,<\O;li. As an example, 
if the CO2 contl'ol units were shut do\';n, it ~vl"::,1 :, :" ,1oout 15 hours for the 
CO2 level to rise fl'OIll the nOlilinal I !llltrol 1\,\,,' '.It ','1 !'iIIlHIJ to the maximum 
level of 7.6 IlIlIlH9. 
Use of a completely closed O>'j~lf~1l ';y:~ll'iII II. (I'I"~I',l' htl tilt, 1111sdl concept 
\'/ould also eliminate CO" dUllIp, hm'/cvl'l", tid'. I :' '. ,:1'\'1'0,\,1\ h (1)lIsi rl erably 
lIlore costly, complex Jnd \'/0111.1 inc n·.I'~f' ~~. I;.'.!d I 
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Based on the options and considerations discussed above, combined use of CO2 
buildup in the cabin plus short-term use of LiOH are the planned methods of 
avoiding CO2 dump during sensitive experiment operation. As more specific 
experiment data becomes available, further analysis will be necessary to 
determine adequacy of tllis approach. 
Initial gO-day Expendable Stora~ 
The current MSP is designed to operate for the first 90 days without a 
logistics module. This requires storage of 90 days' expendables plus 
contingencies onboard the initial operational configuration consisting of an 
Habitability Module and an Airlock/Adapter. As discussed in Paragraph 
4.5.2.1.2 above, this requirement results in waste water being stored onboard 
the :~SP thereby compl icating earth return and tank sterilization. The 
solution currently planned is to make the tanks physically removable for earth 
return. Additionally, the number and ratio of gaseous oxygen and nitrogen 
tanks required onboard initially is not the same as required for later opera-
tion thereby requiring reconfiguration or inefficient use of the tanks. Further 
study is needed to determine if the Logistics Module should be introduced . 
earlier in the program. 
4.5.2.2 Existing Hardware 
Table 4.5.2.2-1 indicates the applicability of existing hardware for the Basic 
Manned Pla~form. The first six items in the table represent the basic Space-
lab Atmosphere Revitalization System (ARS). Installation and much of the air 
ducting will be identical to Spacelab in Habitability Module and Payload 
Modules. Reconfigurrtion of the ARS will be necessary for the Airlock/Adapter 
because of the smaller diameter of the primary structure. 
The LiOH/Temperature Control Valve package will normally contain charcoal 
cartridges for odor control wln~n used in the MSP. During emergency mode of 
operation the charcoal will be removed and LiDH installed for emergency CO2 
control. These LiOH cartridges are identical to those used in the Spacelab and 
Orbiter. 
Most of the Spaceli.'b Atmosphere Storage and Control Section will be used in 
the MSP, however, the smaller nitrogen tank will be replaced by a larger 
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Table 4.5.2.2-1 
EXISTING HARDWARE 
APPLICABILITY FOR BASIC MSP 
'-c-o-n-de-n-S-In-g-H-e-~-:I-:~-I:"':::-aln-t:-:-r-··---~· '.: =. ···~.P~:?;8~~1·~--~~lter 
Fan Separators •. , 
Cabin Fan Package ," 
Avionics Fan Package ~. /1 
Avionics Heat Exchanger 
LlOH/Temperature Control Valvo Packao" " 
Oxygen/Nitrogen Control Panel 
Cabin Pressure Relief Assombly 
Experiment Vent Assembly 
Water Pump Package 
Potable/Wastewater Tanks 
N2 Tanks 
I 
I 
I .' 
Miscellaneous Valves, Sensors. Etc. I " ".. 02 Tanks 
----_ ..... - - ...... -- ... .• .1 ..• --. 
VfHI2Il 
Orbiter tank. This is necessary becall:>"~ ot Hit:: mll:" Ioi·,her· storage require-
ments in the MSP. The Orbiter gaseous oxy~en :~n~ i~ d150 used. 
Both Spacelab and Orbitel' water pump par ka~w!. I'IN'(' I :!lI', idered for the MSP, 
however, the Orbiter design appears more dPpl i:.'111I(' f,':cdu<;e of its high 
pressure drop and flol'l capallility. A w~ter flOl~ I"lOqllirentcnt of about 
590 lbs/hr are anticipated for MSP which is lIil1h,'!' thall t.he 500 lb/hr capa-
bil ity of the Space 1 ab but well withi r the capritd Ii I.y jl f Orbiter. A 1 so, 
pressure drop requirements are expected to 1)(1 hl'.I!:'!'· i.hitn Sp<1relab but well . 
within Orbiter capability. The Ol'biter unit, 11O~/':!v"r. t1ppei\rs to be somewhat 
overdesigned resulting in a relatively lli~lh POW! ,;! ;'40 watts compared with 
66 watts for Spacelab. Orbitel' pUlllp llIo:lifil.ltir",'. f" 101'11'1' IweSSUI'e drop 
and rate is a candidate as a pOI'/e,' rp.t!l/\ I. iOrl IIlt',·.11I ". 
4.5.2.3 Supporting Trades and Analyses 
This paragraph presents tile truc1es and ,\l1,lly';t", \./Ili " ;-.{:I'(! performed leading 
to the se 1 ec t i on of ttle recommended rel :)~) ,fp':; i fiJi . 
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4.5.2.3.1 Trade of Carbon Dioxide Removal Concept - Current methods of CO2 
removal on Spacelab and Orbiter use lithium hydroxide (liOH) to chemically 
absorb CO2, Expendable liOH requirements for seven-day Shuttle missions are 
reasonable. less than 100 lbs for a four-man crew. However. when extended to 
MSP conditions. the extended duration results in much larger quantities 
amounting to over 1000 lbs for 90 days' resupply. Therefore. regenerative 
concepts are attractive for MSP to reduce this large resupply. The trade 
reported on in this paragraph trades liOH CO2 ~ontrol versus regenerative 
concepts including solid amine water desorbed (SAWD). molecular sieve and 
electrochemical depolarizer concentrator (EDC). 
The regenerable solid amine system offers significant advantages for the 
initial MSP compared to the Spacelab baseline liOH system. The solid amine 
includes two three-man packages capable of supporting a six-man crew. The 
only expendable is .12 lb/day of H20 dumped as saturated CO2 (14.5 1b B20 in 
120 days). 
The Spacelab liOH system was used for comparison to the regenerable solid 
amine. The non-regenerab1e liOH chemical is consumed at the rate of 1.1 lb 
LiOH/lb CO2, The liOH expendable was sized for three-man continuous removal. 
The iritial liOH weight requires a 30-day contingency period (+300 lb penalty 
compared to SAWD). The weight penalty increases to 2000 lb at 120 days (see 
Figure 4.5.2.3.1-1). Return weight is shown because of its impact on the 
landing cargo weight limitation of the Orbiter. The liOH is converted into. 
the heavier Li 2C03 compound and therefore returns 25% heavier than at launch. 
The 30-day contingency stays in orbit. 
Volume trade curves would be similar to the weight curves. LiOH requires 
78 ft3 more volume for a 120-day period. liOH return volume is the same as at 
launch minus the 3~-day conti •• gency (17.2 ft1). 
Molecular sieves. HS-C type solid amin~ and electromechemical regenerable CO2 
removal concepts were considered and rejected in favor of the steam desorbed 
solid amine concept. The molecular sieves. configured for the future growth 
requirement of water and CO2 save. require high temperatures and excessive 
power for regeneration. The HS-C type solid amine cannot be grown to have CO2 
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Figure 4.5.2.3.1-1 
~ REGENERABLE C02 YF~' 
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save capabil ity and discharges valuable wat.er \'II .. m 1 t. is desorbing its CO2 to 
vacuum. The electrochemical system w:')uld re4uin! additional oxygen suppl ies 
and otherwise unneeded hydrogen supplies since elc<.l.rolysis which would 
nromally supply the gases is not required until the final growth step for the 
MSP EClS system. For the above reasons and in t.rdde> ~tlldies the steam 
desorbed solid system has been shown to be safer. tf.' t'i\ve lower system weight 
and volume impacts and uses less system power. il Wd~ ~ele~ted for the MSP. 
4.5.2.3.2 Parametric Solid Amine CO2 Control Study· This paragraph presents 
the detailed results of a study to dev~lo\l sub<;Y';!.f!\!' dc1f.(I for variable crew 
size. 
Introduction 
The sol id amine. \~ater desorbed (SA\~O) systelll i~. 1"';"flll~l"!nded for all growth 
steps of the Manned Space Platform (MSP) inc1udlnq lite initial MSP. The SAWD 
concept uses a conmlercially available ion CXd'dllllt~ I't"'sin. lRA-45. to , . 
selectively remove CO2 from the cabin atlllo"(ll;el't~ 011'\ ei t.het" dump the CO2 over-
board or deliver the CO2 to a CO2 I'eduction ~uh.,ys!t~I~~. The SAWO system is 
being specificd"Y developed for a solar cell I'L'wrY',! ~'Pdle station and should 
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not be confused with the HS-C solid amine which WdS specifically developed for 
the fuel cell powered Shuttle Orbiter. The HS-C amine cannot selectiveiy 
concentrate CO2 and is, therefore. not applicable to space station. 
In the following sections, the SAWO system is described, recommendations are 
justified and the parametric trade data is provided. 
System Description 
The SAWD system for MSP is shown schematically in Fi~ure 4.5.2.3.2-1. The 
solid amine bed is the major component in the system. It holds the IRA-45 
granular amine material. 
Airflow during adsorption is provided by a fan and controlled by three air 
valves. Two valves are either open or closed while the third is used to 
modulate canister flow by venting a portion of the air around the canister. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.2-1 
MSP-SAWD 
FLOW BYPASS 
HZOI/l~ 
CONTROll£R 
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During desorption, the two large canister valves close and the flow sensor 
loop is opened. Water is pumped to the integral ~ed steam generator which 
converts the water to superheated steam. The steanl wave pushes residu. 1 , 
. out of the bed at a low flow rate as the steam mOles through the bed. As the 
steam reaches the end of the bed, a high purity (99~~) CO2 wave evolves off the 
bed, sharply increasing the flow rate. The flow sensor picks up the increase 
in flow and switches the CO2 flow either overboard or to a CO2 reduction 
subsystem. The bed desorption temperature is controlled by a back pressure 
regulator in the CO2 outlet. The desorption pl'ocess is controlled to the 
saturation temperature of steam at the regulated pressure which is baselined 
at 212°F and 14.7 psia. 
A controller/sequencer is used to time and scqueno' tt.e various va1ving, 
pumping and fan flow activities. The controller hill also assist in fault 
detection and automatic shutdown sequencing. 
Conc1usions/Reconmendations 
The ~eight, power and volume for a complete MSP CO2 j'emoval system (two SAWn 
subsystems) is shown in Figure 4.5.2.3.2-2. The weiqht and volume curves are 
the total for two SAWD subsystems. The power l.urve is the total for one 
subsystem adsorbing plus the other subsystem desorbinlj. The subsJstems are 
synchronized so that the high power desorption cyl.lr:; do not coincide, thus 
averaging the power draw and heat rejection den·an.b. 
Table 4.5.2.3.2-1 presents a list of the trade dat.a I/!>ed. 
Fixed Weight: The fixed weight totitl is for t\\O SA\lO subsystems, one 
installed in the Airlock/Adapter and the other ill the Habitat. 
logistics Weight: logistics weight defines the amount of water lost 
overboard during CO2 dumping that must be rcpla,:ec1 at the l09istics 
resupply period. The quantity equals 14.4 pound', for a four-man crew 
every 90 days. 
Fixed Volume: This is the volume of the t"/Il in~tal1ed subsystems. 
logistics Volume" This is the volume of wilter' that must be resupplied 
and equals 0.25 ft 3 every 90 days for' a four-III.1" (r~. 
Power_: The power is divided illto tWI) '>t:dllli\'. nr.rn;ill power and full 
crew power. 
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Parameter 
Fixed Wei Qht 
SAWO Subsystem 
Total MSP 
lOQistic WeiQht 
Total MSP 
(H20 Dumped w/COZ) 
Fixed Volume 
SAWO Subsystem 
Total MSP 
lOQistic Volume 
H20 Dumped w/COZ 
Power - Normal 
-
Adsorb/Subsystem 
Desorb/Subsystem 
Total MSP 
Pow~r - Full Crew 
Max-Desorb 
CoolinQ load - AveraQe 
Adsorb/Subsystem 
Desorb/Subsyste~ 
Total MSP 
Reliability 
MTBF 
Table 4.5.2.3.2-1 
·SAWD TRAOE DATA 
Units 2 
lb 62 
lb 124 
lb/day .OB 
ft 3 4.2 
ft 3 8.4 
ft 3/day .0013 
watts 45 
watts 215 
watt!> 260 
watts 370 
Btu/hr (1) 710 
Btu/hr (2) 145 
Btu/hr 855 
hr 16500 
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510 770 
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(1) 80t latent 
201. Sensihle 
(2) 100% Sensjble 
rhO 
( ) 
8 
150 
300 
.32 
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16.6 
.0051 
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860 
1015 
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3275 
16500 
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Normally the crew load is split between the two subsystems. each handling 
half the crew at a pe02 level of 3.8 mmHg. The two subsystems are 
synchronized so that one desorbs while the other adsorbs. As such. the 
total power at any time is the total of two powers. 
During a condition where all the crew is isolated in either module. a 
full crew operating mode is used. The adsorb and desorb cycles are 
shortened to handle the increased load. The desorb power draw increases 
to the maximum value given in the table. During adsorb the total power 
drops back to the normal adsorb value. 
Cooling/Heating loads.: Only cooling loads are presented in the table 
because heating of the steam is reflected in the desorb power numbers. 
If a 250°F temperature source heat transfer loop becomes available on 
MSP. the desorb power can be converted to a heating load. 
The cooling loads are divided into two categories; adsorb and desorb. 
The majority of cooling is required during adsorb because the latent 
heat. added to the bed during desorb, is transferred to the cabin 
coolant loop during the adsorb cycle. Durin desorb. the heat loss is 
considerably lower being comprised of the sensible loss from the warm 
bed and steam controller. On MSP, these loads appear cyclically on the 
separate coolant loops but because of the synchronization of the cycles. 
the total MSP load is relatively constant. being the sum of absorb plus 
desorb loads. 
Reliability/life Data: The Mean-Time-Between-Fai1ures (MTBF) for each 
SAWD subsystem is calculated to be 16.500 hours. 
Certain components are co~sidered life limited. These are the rotating 
pump and fan. Replacement is recommended every 2-1/2 years. However, 
because of maintainable designs and availability of spares, an on condi-
tion maintenance philosophy should be considered for MSP. This would 
allow these components to operate until failure. whereby the second 
subsystem and large habitable volume would allow sufficient time to 
isolate. schedule and replace the failed component. 
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Trace Contaminant rerfonnance: The ability of the solid amine chemical. 
used in SAWO. to concent.rate and desorb t.rare cont.aminants has not been 
tested in enough det.ail to forccast pcrfonnanc:e. Testing of a similar. 
but vaccum desorbed. amine showl!d excellent trMe contaminant perfonnance. 
Testing by the French Navy showed the SAWO amine (IRA-45) would adsorb 
",ater soluble contaminants (ethanol and areton!") at high concentrations 
(1000 ppm) and desol'b them during steaming. It .1lso determined that 
CO2 perfonllance was not affected hy typical a it'borne contaminants. 
4.5.2.3.2A Condens,' te Wa tel' Recovery 
Because of ~'SP gl'olmdrules of minimum initial lost and program risk. full water 
recovery is not indi(",lted. Howevet', cOlldenc;,It.l' w,lt.l'r (:.1n br. processed and 
used for hygicn(' w,llel' liSt' with a t't'l"Uvely ~,ir:ll'll' nlu1t.ifiltration process. 
Thi s tl'adc COllll'clred I'CSUPP I Y i ng wa ter vet'SUS (Il1hO,ll"ll ("(\nl1ensate process i Ilg 
for hygiene watel' usc. 
Figure 4,S.2.3,2A-l shows the relative weight lld'i,'''ldge of using proces!.ed 
condensate water r .. ,thel' than potable water fOl' hY~liC'nf', The weights shown 
reflect w,lter plus t,\nk,lge which muc;t he 1,1UIKllt'd .Hld I'cturned to earth. 
The return wei9hts fOl' either option ,we hi~lher th,H1 their respective launch 
weights because of the additional Welter obl.linl~d fnlnt wet food and the water 
produced durin9 the met.lbol iSI1I of t.ht~ food. 
For the opt.ion lIsin~J cOlldens.\te wall'I' pl'on's~"'lli lor hYllit'IlC'. the launch 
weight includes t.he wei~ht of ntu1ti~"i1tI,,'tion h,lI'dw.u·€'. Sinet' this is a one 
time only pen.llty, t.he line I'lould be ltlWc,'cd by :'00 pound .. for subsequent 
launches. It is anticipated that a rost break-cvC'n roillt for incorporating 
nlultifiltration I'/.lter processin!] I'lill he Ilt'h'lel'tl 911 ,md I~O days. Until a 
cost per pountl \tH'.\ ,,1:,t Pi'l" ,"ubil !"l'!~ i~ ~tdl'!'P"I"t ,\ ",","" hot' ll'~t l",ll1c 
cannot be detl'rmined. It should ht~ nlltt'li th,ll ,1 V()I\IlIlt.' difh'I'ellte of ';!7 ft3 
exists betWl'l'l1 till' two ,nlh"I'plS fo,' ,I 1~'ll''',IY n~q',i"'IIIt'l\t (11:~ ft3 with no 
conl1t'ns,lte PI"OII'Ssitl~l vs ~,5 I t 3 with (1l11lft'ns.ltl' P' Olt'ssinU)' 
Till' u St.' 0 f 11111 1 t 1 f i It"" t ilHl f tll' ("ollll"I1' .. " I' I"'llll'~'" i "'1 I"'ov i .1t's cl firs t s tel'. 
ill·orbit t'V"llhl! it'n. l,r \\,Itl'" "t't"Y, I illq will, 11I'lIil ... 1 t i,,~"" 
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AD~ANTAGE FOR BASIC MSP 
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~ ~ ~ ~ 100 1~ 1~ 1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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VF0642 
The multifiltration design being considered here is similar to the unit which 
wo~ld be required to clean up processed water in a full water recovery system 
being considered for the growth MSP. Therefore. the condensate processing 
unit would be incorporated in later more advanced concepts for a no-throwaway 
approach. 
4.5.2.3.3 Atmosphere Humidity and Tenperature Control Trade 
This trade compares several methods of integrating the condensing heat 
exchanger with the water t~ermal control loops. The Spacelab unit. which is 
a prime component. uses a sinyle condensing heat exchanger to both control 
humidity and cabin air temperature. An alternate is to use separate heat 
exchangers; a condensing heat exchanger with low air flow for humidity 
control and a higher air flow unit for controlling cabin air temperature. The 
advantage of the a~ternate approach is that it allows a centralized unit to 
provide humidity control for several modules thereby reducing the amount of 
more complex condensate handling units. Therefore, the functions of humidity 
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and temperature control are accomplish£!d by unit, ""tilllilt'd for each separate 
function. On the other hand. the single unit $pdleldt. Jpproa::h requ~res 
condensate collection in each module. 
An important consideration in this t"ade is the I11M .. illiUln .-atJin cooling which 
can be obta-ined. The theoretical limit can be ~Pl:" '" Fi~Ju,"e 4.5.2.3.3-1 and 
this occurs when-the air outlet temperature cquJh tI,,~ cooling water inlet 
temperature. This condit i on toul d oecUl" in a conden~ jng heat exchanger with 
unlimited capacity. The fi!JUloe shows the result fOI" tdhin temperature of 65 
and 75°F and two levels of latent loads. Also shown .HI !:hf> figure is the 
range of concepts studied. al i cor,oespondin~l til .! '~I \'abill temperature. As 
can. be seen. the theoretical limit could be "\I'IH·I)J.hcd rec\sonab1y close which 
means that based on MSP cool ing water and .lir \"Ilndi t i(lll',. hi~lher capadty heat 
exchangers could not 91'eatly increase al.lllosphl'rf' !(lol ill~l. 
Low load capability "efc"s to the miniOlum .It.I11()~;l'h'''re ';I'0Iin9 load required to 
maintain cabin temperature and humidity. If lile 10<1<\ f.-d Is helow this minimum. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-1 
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the cabin temperature will be reduced or additional heat must be added. low 
load capability is an important aspect of the design to obtain high levels of 
operational flexibility. 
Capability to gl'ow refers to the dbi11ty to maintain atJllosphere humidity and 
temperature in all modules in the growth versions. In most cases there will be 
less coolin9 water available to each module and thet'efore the humidity and 
temperature contt'ol function will be more critical. This consideration is 
addl'essed for eMh candidate in the paragrallhs below. 
Ql'.H.ons f~.f...B!,!!1j~JJY __ "-nE... Tempera t!!!e Cpntro l_ 
In the paragraphs below. five different heat exchanger arrangement options 
will be desnibed and their basic rharllcteristics will be compared. Three of 
thl' optiolls consist of the Spdl"cl,lb sin~le unit approach and two options 
cons i s t M sepal',He hea t E'XChdn~lel's fOl' humid ity and temperature control. The 
pl~I'form..'nce is based on a 75"F ,'"bin tt.'I11perlltm'c. a wllter supply of 43"F lind 
latent loads rouesponding to a th,'ce-man crew sJ,Ut equally in the three 
modules plus a specimen latent lo,'d in the "ilyload module. 
Series Arl'~,!l~!11~!'_~ of . .pl~al:.f.!1!'~~ti~!UI~_a.!. EXl".han.9..c.':S.. 
Figure 4,~.2.3.3-2 depicts this option which llrranges Space1ab condensing heat 
exchangers in sCl'ies in each cool ing ",.\ter loop. This circulating water from 
the Power System interface flows fh'st throu9h the heat exchangers so that the 
coldest fluid can be used for the hllmidity contl'ol function. The llmount of 
sensible cool ing obtained in the first condenser flIUst bl' 1 imited to about 
1. 74 kW so tlMt a water supply tempet'tlture of 53"f or lower is available to 
the second hl',tt c,<dhlnger in thc loop. This is nCl'css,wy to en$UI'C humidity 
rontrol in the serond modu1c, A tot,,1 rool ing CJl'clcity of 5.31 kW (0.66 kW 
1 a ten t) i $ oM" i n('d in the Air I (lrkl Ad,'ptl'r and (\"lodd Modlll e. 1 he wa ter loop 
$ervicin9 tht! h"bit"bility modr 1c will pnwide 4.05 kW (0.23 kW latent) of 
c(lol ing. Oth('I' 1lL',\I 10,\(\s arc l!ll",tl'd dm'lnst.l'e.lm of thl' condensing hl~4t 
CXdhl"9t"'" . 
The Pl'I'form,lIKI' shown in ri~ll1re 4.!J.~.3.3-2 is bdsrd on the highest anticipated 
wHe,' flow ,'dt" of !lll;' lb/hrl111llp. This flol'l will ill' lowe,' if the MSP is not 
us i n9 t hl' l'n t i 1'1' ~':, J..W I~ 11'd,' i r.11 P(lWI'I' f"(ll1l t ht' ftlWl'" Sys ~e",. If SOniC of the 
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Figure 4.5.2.3.3-2· 
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cool il19 must be dedic~t~d to p~yloads att,h hed Iii I',', tty to the Power System. less 
water flow will be ,\V"il,'bl~ to thc MSP. The imp.'1 I nf rr.lhlll~d wAter flow on 
humidity and tem~'cl·,ltul·c ,ontl'ol is shoWIl ill lit,lll'" ·1.~,.;).:;.J-3. The d~t" 
shows th4t a watt'!,' loop now of tlt le.tst .lOll Ih/h" j, IIf:Il'~S.H·y to control 
humidity to 60"F dt~w point tCll1per,lttll'l' ill till' "l',',,",1 ,I'llllllh'. At that flow. 
howeve,', Illl (001 in~l would be .w,li1.lblc '" Ih~ 111':,1 h""t ('!\d",ngCl' 50 hi~lhl'l' 
wa tel' fl ow i 5 nee cs s,lI'y . 
OU"ing gI'OI'lth. ,," "ddit illlh\l Ail'1o(k/Ad"pt~l'. h.I\d 1.11 '\111 1I111"u1.' and payload 
modulcs a,'c (itt~d on thl' init i"l (ollfi~ltII"lt h'll lu ill, "t'.l',t" t,lp.,bil ity. In 
th is opt i 011. .Hmo!'.l'he'·t' hUI1\ i d it Y ,Uld I t'llll't' , .. , I Ill't' ,(1111,,\, t 1~1'"1 d be prov i deli in 
these 9,'owth modull'~ by J11.11'ill~1 ,lddit illll., \ tlllhlt'II\'"'1 111',1: l'\I.h.\IIl.Jt"'S in ~eries 
with thL' nmdcns('" !'-l',· ... '.lll!l tilL' initi,1I 1I.lhit.llill" Mlltillh'. Sinl'C three 01' 
mort' hl'.1t 1'\r1h1I\~lC"~ l~t'"1t1 then l't' It'I','lt~,1 ill tH'l' Iv.lll'I' ""'p. thl' flow would be 
inrl'cdsed in th.lt hll'!, .1Ilt! \let"ea~cd ill till' 111',1 !I "I' 't' tl:,lt w,Het' loop flow 
,\lId hc,lt hhlds .ll't' \l"I,lIhl'd. Ann!hl'" .,1Il"'II.'tl~ '''tlltl'' ,,1.''1' "PP"llxinhltcly 
l'qU,1 I 11111111'1'1' of hl'.lt t'\I·h,"I~l("·s ill t',I' II lnu", 
-,~-----.......I------.----= _ ...... __ _ ?d' W·. 
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Figure 4.5.2.3.3-3 
PERFORMANCE OF SERIES ARRANGER:1ENT Yf0862 
OF DUAL-FUNCTION HEAT EXCHA"~GERS 
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Parallel Arrangement of Dual-function Heat Exchangers 
This arrangement. shown in Figure 4.5.2.3.3-4. is similar to the concept 
discussed above except the heat exchangers are located in parallel. The 
advantage of this concept is that 43°F fluid is available to each condensing 
heat exchanger for control of humidity. Likewise. about the same amount of 
cabin air cooling can be provided at each heat exchanger, so the system is 
well balanced. The main disadvantage can be seen from Figure 4.5.2.3.3-5 
which gives performance of varying numbers of heat exchangers. When the 
number approaches four condensers. the cabin dew point starts to exceed the 
60°F maximum allowable. This is caused by insufficient cooling water flow 
rate to each condenser to lower the air temperature to about 58°F as required 
for allowable humidity level. The figure also shows the total sensible 
cooling available and amount for each heat exchanger. The range of performance 
shown is due to range of anticipated cabin air temperature and latent loads. 
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Figure 4.5.2.3.3-4 
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Growth is severely limited for this option because only about four modules at 
most can be accommodated based on the Spacelab approach of a single dual-
function heat exchanger located in the module. One possible solution to the 
problem is to limit the total number of heat exchangers to three or four and 
cool the remaining module' by interchanging air between modul~s. However. 
this approach a 1 so has perfornlance limi tations and fan powers would be large 
for the .relatively large interchange flows required. 
~lternate Concev.t- §er:ies Arran~lcnt of Oual..:!.!!nction Heat 
Exchangers w_~ th Interchange. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-6 shows an alternate to the concept shown in Figure 
4.5.2.3.3-2. This concept is identical to that shown before but interchange 
is provided between modules. This allows more cooling to be extracted from 
the first heat exchanger in the loop. thereby avoiding the restriction of 
531)F maximum allowable water t('mperature to the downstream condenser. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-6 shows conditions for illaximllm cooling in the upstream heat 
exchanger. 4.06 kW cooling available. Adequate interchange is provided to 
keep the dew point in the Payload Module below 60"F. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-6 
ALTERNATE CONCEPT Vf(*3 
FOR SERIES ARRANGEMENT 
OF DUAL-FUNCTION HEAT E)(CHANGERS 
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Separate Function He~t Exchang~~.!U~~J~_Jo0l', .r.e.n;p.l'!.aj!J.!e Control 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-7 depicts this concept widell lOC,cltt'!i a humidity control 
condenser in each separate compartmcnt "lid d non-t:ondl'nsing scnsible air 
cooling heat exchangel' in each module. The l.ond(!n~,(,I- "(>t:eives the coldest. 
43°F. fluid from the Powel' System inle,'f,ll:e d:; l't~qllil'i'd to maintain a low 
outlet dew point tempel'ature. The uutlat telllllel'atur'l' frol" the condenser is 
61°F to ensure no londensation in downstl'edl11 hedt 0.1 hdllqers at or below the 
maximum cabin dew point of 60"F. 
These conditions I'esult in d total cool ill~1 of .3.17 kW 1n the condensers or a 
sensible cooling 10al1 of 2.51 kW in the flit'hld;ffl'-'dl'lpt' dnd 2.94 kW in the 
Habitabil ity Module. The maximum sellsible l:onHll!i "'hiclt (an be obtained witt; 
Spacelab equipment is also shm'm in the fi!llIl'('. The (0I1dell5er load cannot 
fall below the 3.17 I..W totdl ill ol'li'~r tIl "I't'\·I'·~t. lI'li<hmsation in the sensible 
cool ing heat exch,ulgers. 1 f inadt:'qll,'t(~ I.lhill i:l'." llJ".1~ are present. a cabin 
air heater must be providt!d or a tcmpel·"tlln~ contl'ol is nf't:('ssary in the 
water loop. This appro,ll'h is discussed ill tlll~ th!\ I p,"';I!1I',1rh. 
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Figure 4,5.~,3.J-7 
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1ieparate Function Heat Exchangers - Water loop .Temperature Control 
. The condenser heat exchangers in the option discussed above had relatively 
large minimum heat load requirements in order to avoid condensation in the 
sensible cooling heat exchangers. In the option presented in this paragraph, 
,a t~perature con~ro1 is placed in the water loop to add water loop pump outlet 
fluid' to the water flowing to the sensible heat exchangers (see Figure 
4.5.2.3.3-8). There are two major advantages to this approach. First the 
minimum load in the two condensers can be reduced from 6.34 to 3.69 kW. This 
corresponds to a reduction in minimum sensible cooling load from 5.45 to 
2.8 kW (nearly 50%). The second advantage is that the performance of the 
sensible heat exchangers 1s improved because larger water flow rates occur in 
the units. This raises the total sensible cooling available from a single 
Space1ab heat exchanger from 1.37 to 2.36 kW (based on two units on the loop). 
The total sensible cooling for the initial MSP is reduced very slightly 
because the condensers are providing less cooling with this option incorpora-
ting water loop temperature control. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-8 
PERFORMANCE FOR SEPARATE-FUNCTION VFOO5I 
HEAT EXCHANGERS "JITH 
COOLING \VATER TEMPERATURE COi'lTROL 
I AIRLOCK/ADAPTER I 
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Two major disadvantages of this option is due to the t:omplex"ity of the control 
valve and the higher pump power associated with the increased water flow in 
part of the water loop. The control valve requit-ements are to maintain a 
constant water flow (592 lb/hr for 25 leW MSr) to the Power System interface 
and then split the pump bypass flow to the inlet anJ outlet of the sensible 
heat exchanger. This split is established by the valve control logic to 
maintain a 60°F temperature to the sensible heat exchdnger inlet. 
Comparison of Concept~ 
Table 4.5.2.3.3-1 compares the concepts based on the rrit~ria discussed in the 
preceding paragraphs. Distinguishing data is t'ndo~,:,"f in a box. 
The results show that the dual-function units have the adv~~tage of having no 
minimum load and represent small penalties. Existin~l Spacelab unit can be 
used with no changes. The parallel arran~l£'d unit,.; have poor growth capa-
bility with the addition of more modules bec.du~c Ulf: (·OIlCP.pt is very water 
Table 4.5.2.3.3-i 
SUMMARY OF TRADE STUDY RESULTS 
ATMOSPHERE HUMIDITY 
AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
---- --~- .. _ ... -
Oual·Function HXs Separals·FuncUon HXs 
-- -- No 
T \'mperntuls Temperature 
Criteria Sorles Parallel ContIni Control 
-."._-.-- -- ._-----1 
Sensible Cooling 
Per Compartment (kW) 11_511·3.59 2.84·3.13 1.31··196 3.06-3.98 
Total (kW) 17.591 9.11 11.2l 10.08 
Mlnlmul1' Load (kW) 0 0 WU 1.63(1) 
Cabin Dew Point Temp (oF) 48·59 53·57 56-60 60 
Penalties Small Small 2 Add HXII IHlgh\ 
Growth Single [Limited1 
Module 
Ml!dium Medium 
Limits • 
----- .w~2'l.l Water Flow Sensitivity Sensltlvo Modi"m Minimal • - -_ •. •. _._-'-___ ..J 
(1) Function 01 Water Pump DeSign Flow 
2l'l 
t 1 rtJ'tt •• -., 
-F 
r 
! 
I 
I 
~-
( 
------ ... _- --.-. 
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flow sensitive. The series arrangement has limited cooling performance per 
compartment and for the entire MSP. 
The main disadvantage of the separate-function heat exchanger approa:hes is 
that more heat exchangers are required. Also both of these concepts have a 
large minimum load requirement and is high (3.17 kW) when there is no water 
loop temperature control. The concept with temperature control requires a 
complex control and pump power will be high, perhaps double the other conceptJ' 
The simpler concept using dual-function 1s adequate. Interct!nge air as 
depicted in Figure 4.5.2.3.3-6 can be used to improve perfotulance by 
(1) increaSing total sensible cooling from 7.59 to 8.23 kW and (2) increase 
minimum sensible cooling load in the Airlock/Adapter from 1.51 to 3.59 kW. 
Growth Concept for Atmosphere Humidity and Temperature Control 
Figure 4.S.2.3.?-9 shows how the recommended concept can grow with the 
addition of modules. In the case shown, an Airlock/~dapter and experiment 
~igure 4.5.2.3.3-9 
GRO\,'VTH CONCEPT FOR ATMOSPHERE 
HUMIDITY AND TEMPERATURE 
COOling Available 
Loop 1 - 5 to 0 kW Total 
Loop 2 - 5.5 to 8.2 kW Total 
lOOP 2 
Initial Conllguratlon 
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module are added at the end of the Habitability Hodul~. The dual purpose heat 
exchangers of the growth modules are added in series with the unit in the 
Habitability Module. Air interchange is provided between the modules. The 
total cooHng available in this confi9ut'dt ion is ~hown on the figure which can 
provide up to 12.2 kW total cooling for both lOllps. fhis value is higher than 
the maximum available in Figure 4.5.2.3.3-1 because a higher inlet temperature 
of 80c F was used to account for fan and under-floor hpat loads. 
Figure 4.5.2.3.3-9 shows interchange between Habitability Module and the 
growth Airlock/Adapter and between the growth Airlock/Adapter and the growth 
payload module. This will result in a slightly higher humidity level in the 
Airlock/Adapter compared with the Habitability Module and the growth Payload 
Module can be even higher. For cases of high Habitability Module heat loads. 
the humidity can be excess ive in the gt'owth Payload Motiule when high latent 
loads exist there. One solution to this problem is t.o run the interchange 
duct all the way between Habitabil ity Module and growth Pilyload Module. 
however. fan power will increa,se. This desi,!" I~\·tisicm ir, c:ontingent upon the 
detailed Payload Module design loads. 
4.5.2.4 Degree of Oxygen and Water Recovery 
The degree of oxygen and water recovery froltl \oIit~,t,: pnll1u~ts has a major system 
level impact because ,-erovery concepts il'C:"'~.be lflit Itl1 costs and program risk 
but reduce resupply needs. 'he savinQs in "CSlIPI·l,\t 'i'll be shown with mass 
balances for various levels of closure ao; will t·\~ :.i.l.Il"n ill this section. 
As a point of departure. it should be noted th.tt lIue :'f the past manned 
programs have recovered oXY~len or Wd tel'. Cons id~rab Ie development effort has 
gone into recovery concepts. howevel'. and 'Ildn,\' of 1 !·.,:.I' have reached a 
sufficiently advanced state so as to be considc,'pl, t~·, use in the timeframe of 
MSP. 
Spacelab and Orbiter at-e relative1y st'tort dUI-aUII" lIli ; ... ions and have an ample 
supply of fuel cell product water, Therefore. lonp • Insure shows 1 ittle 
benefit so open-loop concepts are used, An exalllple of a mass balance for open 
loop is shown in FiguI'e 4. :'.2,4-1 which u!>e,> L lOll 1\jl' (0., control and recovers 
L 
no water or oxygen, The flIfljOI- expE:nrl,\blcs U~l·tl lJ'l tit .. four-man crew are 
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figur~ 4.S.~.4-1 
MASS BALANCE FOR INITIAL .MSP 
ORBITERISPACELAB SUBSYSTEMS 
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7.l14 lb/d"y of OXY9cn. 33 lb/d"y of l l't'W tlt'i"" jnfJ And hY9iene water and 
78.48 lb/d,lY of food. Also. abllut 9.tl9 1t,/tI"-,, (ullpAlkaged) of liOH is required 
for CO" ~'ont"l". ~~lst of thesl' t!x"clld,'bl~~ dl'C dlso returned to earth in the 
'-
fonn of CO.) ,'l:l~lll"bt'd on LtOH; W.l .. tt' W,lh!I' .,,,11 .. oltds. Since return (landing) 
(.l,'..lbtl ity of tht' (It-biter is It'ss n"", l.Hlnth. thh la'"ge return could be 
crit h'" I und,'r somc 0Pl'I',' t i n!l ,'onl! it Hl"~. 
Fi9U1'C 4.~,,:,4-~' is stmildr to tht' Sp,'IP1"h/lkldtt'" ,·onct'pt except for the 
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Figure 4.5.2.4-2 
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As MSP operations become more diverse. crew acco:nmodations will increase and 
more use of EVA is anticipated. This;s reflected in the mass balance for an 
"Intermediate System" as shown in Figure 4.5.2.4-3 whel'e one shower per 
crewman every two days and limited clothes washinq i!. provided. This increase 
in water use is accompanied by a water recovery concept which can recover wash 
water. Competing concepts for wash water recovery include Vapor Compression 
Distillation (VDC) and Thermoelectric Integrated Memhl-ane Evaporation System 
(TIMES). Either of these concepts can be al~o llsed tnr urine water recovery 
and as indicated in Figure 4.5.2.4-2. a valve and line are provided to allow 
testing of the system with urine water supply. Veritilation of the process 
will allow later routine urine water procpssiW), 
No significant change occurs ill expendable l-eslipplY/I('lllI"n between the Basic 
and Intemediate Systems. However, watCl' IJSC ha~ inn'eased by 53.25 1b/day, 
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Figure 4.5.2.4-4 shows the "Growth System" where water is recovered from all 
sources except fecal water and partial oxygen recovery is provided with a 
Sabatier system. Hygiene water has been increased for better crew accommoda-
tion, one shower/man day, and increased clothe~ washing. Solid polymer water 
electrolys is produces oxygen for makeu~l and hydrogen for use in the Sabatier 
reactor. 
Use of the Growth System concept will reduce expendable supply and return 
needs to vel'y low levels; the main resupply items are food and nitrogen. 
The groundrules of low intial cost and progral1l risk and maximum use of 
existing hardware results in the recon"lIendation of the Basic System for the 
initial MSP. The additions of a regenerative CO2 control and condensate 
processing are sufficiently cost effective and low risk to merit their inclusion 
in the Basic System. 
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Figure 4.5.2.4-4 
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As the program proceeds. the des i gn tan be upl)rac1ed fir's t to the I ntermeci ia te 
System prior to adoption of the Growth Syst.em 01- :)rowth lIIay be directly to the 
Growth System in one step. The selected path ~lOlJlri dl'('fmd on the precise 
gro\':th path of the MSP program. 
4.5.2.5 Avionics Equipment Cooling Method 
Equipment located within the habitable volume of t.t1!! platform can be tooled by 
forced air circulation or by cold plate Hlountinl). lrl He latter' method. 
cooling water is circulated in the cold plate pas5a~~s thereby providing for 
the equipment cooling. This trade compares the paMlties involved in these two 
cooling methods in tenn's of l'Ieil)ht. power' and vol:/l!'f:. TI'I!) lcvels of pouel' 
density (heat per unit area) I'ICI'e considel'l:d. 
Figure 4.5.2.5-1 shows the result of the trade for a Space1ab-type of design. 
Cold plating resulted in lower penalties ill all l'ilses. however. weight and 
volume advantages were small fot' low density appl i,_al inn". For high density 
applications. weight and volw::e penalties WI'I"e ~I"'O ~(' fOUl' times less for 
27n 
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Figure 4.5.2.5-1 
AIR COOLING 
VERSUS COLD PLATE COOLING 
Avionic. Loop Cold PI.t. 
High Denatty Low Density High Density Low DensIty 
Conslderallon (PorkW) (Per til) (Pot kW) (Pit' .t3) 
Weight (Ib, 37 1.8 18 1.5 
Power(W) 164 4.1 0.7 0.1 
Volume (u3) 5.4 0.4 1.4 0.1 
Other Considerations: 
1. Unh:;ue Dcolgns for Cold Plating 
2. Wator.Loop Pressure Drop Consldoratlona 
3. Alr·Cooled Avionics Run About 15 to 20°F Hottar 
4. Fire Dotoctlon 
Conclusions: 
Recommend Ccld Plates Where Practical, EspoclaUy for 
High Power Density Applications 
VfOl3O 
cold-plating. The greatest differences existed in power penalty which was over 
200 times greater for high power density air cooled avionics. Additionally, 
because of the higher heat transfer coefficients. air-cooled equipment will 
operate 15 to 20°F hotter. 
Although coldplating is strongly favored from a weight, power and volume stand-
point. this approach requires special packagin~J designs which physically 
interface properly with the coldplate so most of the heat is conducted from the 
equipment to the coldplated side. This is nearly always a special space design 
which is diffe,"ent for ground or aircraft desi!.)ns which rely on free or forced 
convetion cooling. Therefore. fur new applications, a design for convection 
cooling usually impacts cost and schedule. 
Coldplating does not necessarily eleiminate the need for air flow since some 
forced circulation is needed for effident fil"(' and smoke detection. This 
ensures that any smoke will be transported to d detector where it can be 
sensed. 
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As a result of the lower penalties, col plated coo11n9 is r~commended where 
cost and sChedule impacts are not overriding. Coldp1ating is especially 
preferred for new designs of very high density designs. 
4.5.3 Comnunications and Data Management Subsystetl! 
The concept for the manned platform COMS is based on the utilization and 
adaptation of existing Shuttle and Spacelab COMS hardware. New hardware 
designs or major design modifications are used only for (1) increased mission 
duration, (2) accomnodation of the Space Platform (SP) interface or (3) imple-
mentation of functions unique to the Hanned Space Platform (MSP). The 
requirement for increased mission duration (with respect to Shuttle/Spacelab) 
has been approached by revising the COMS architecture to include additional 
units and by taking advantage of crew capability to tt'oubleshoot and replace 
faulty units with units from an onboard spares stock. 
The key features of the COMS design concept are shown in Figure 4.5.3-1. 
Because the overall platform concept is an evolutionary one, an important 
Figure 4.5.3-1 
VH,.,,1 
MSP CDMS FEATURES 
• Utilizes Developed Equipment 
• Provides Flexible Crew Accommodation 
• Accommodates SP and Orbiter Interfaces 
• Exhibits Improved Reliability 
• Accommodates Platform Growth 
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feature of the COMS is its capability to support this evolutionary growth 
with minima1 on-orbit reconfiguration and integration •. This capability is 
enhanced tt:rough standardization of hardware and software interfaces and by 
placing emphasis on functional modularity in the hardware and software design • 
.... 
Figure 4.5.3-2 shows the allocation of COMS functions among the major elements 
of a full-up piatform. This allocation is based on several key assumptions 
and driving system level characteristics: 
1. All ground communications are via the Space Platform (and TORSS). 
2. In a Shuttle-tended mode, crew control will be exercised from the 
Orbiter aft flight deck, supplemented or backed up by the Airlock/ 
Adapter. 
3. In the free-flyer mode, the Habitat Module contains the primary 
control center, with a contingency capability provided in the 
Airlock/Adapter. 
Figure 4.5.3-2 YF064l 
CDMS FUNCTION ALLOCATION 
VI\""liI'Ca ""sl' Platfonn 
s",.q Airlock Pllytood L03I.tl:a 
Function ""~ Adlptlr "'odilia HlbU11 UCK!ula Bum 
Communlc.t!onl and Tricking 
VoICI Intercom X X X 
EVA X 
DellcMd Vehicle XCG) 
Ground (TDRSS, X 
Dill Hlndllng 
Acqulslilon X X X X X X 
Dlslrtbullon X X X X X X 
Proc."'ng X XCI) X(PIt, X 
Slorlge X X(P/L, XCI) X(Fllm, 
DI.plly/Crew Inpul X X 
Clo'ld·Clrcull TV 
Camlraa X X X X X 
Monitors X 
CAW/Slllng 
Annunclallon X X X X 
Conlrols X X X X 
Proclllln; 
TIming 
XCI) 
Olno,.lIon X 
DI.lrlbulion X X X X X 
Timing DllpllY' X X 
(0, Growth (I) Inlllil 
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The CDMS description that follows assumes an early ft'ee-flyer configuration 
consisting of an Airlock/Adapter, a Payload Module. "a Habitat Module and a 
logistics Module. COMS for later modules added in configurations are 
extensions and/or replications of the basic COMS. 
4.5.3.1 COMS Definition 
The COHS definition h:ts been divided into separate descriptions of the data 
management, voice communications, closed circuit television, timing and caution 
and warning (C&W) functions for convenience. 
Data Management - The data management equipment concept is shown in 
Figure 4.5.3.1-1. This concept uses Spacelab data mallagement hardware in a 
configuration that accommodates the primary and backup (ontrol center in the 
Habitat Module and the Airlock/Adapter. At the sawe lime. the configuration 
includes more redundancy than the Spacelab configur~Lion to improve the capa-
bility for longer missions. 
Figure 4.5.3.1-1 
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The data management concept provides flexibility by allowing data display and 
control in either the Airlock/Adapter or the Habitat Module. Two Spacelab 
computers are provided in each module. At any given time, one of the four 
computers would operate as the subsystem computer, one would be available for 
experiment support and two would be backup units. Dual mass memory units are 
provided, one in each of the main modules. 
An experiment data bus and a subsystem data bus are provided for data distribu-
tion throughout the p1atfonn. These operate in the same manner as the Spacelab 
data buses with Spacelab Remote Acquisition Units (RAUs) for data acquisition 
and command and timing distribution. 
A high-rate data acquisition capability is included consisting of a Spacelab 
High Rate Multiplexer (HRM) and a High Data Rate Recorder (HDRR) from Spacelab. 
These units collect, multiplex and provide temporary storage for high-rate 
data and transmit the data across the SP interface to its high-rate communica-
tion channel. 
Two areas in the data management equipment group require significant modifica-
tfon. The I/O units will require reconfiguration to allow the unit-to-unit 
data communication necessary for the expanded architecture and to support the 
flexibility needed. The system software wi1l need to be revised to handle the 
hardware configurations. In both cases. however. it is expected that the 
basic Spacelab concept and many functional modules can be utilized. 
The I/O units must be extremely flexible to support the data management 
concept. It is envisioned that either I/O unit can be aSSigned to drive either 
bus and can communicate with anyone of the four computers, either of the ~~Us 
and either of the DDU/FBs. In addition. it may be expedient to provide some 
safehold mode control in the I/O units to hanale computer failures. 
Voice Communications - Figure 4.5.3.1-2 shows the MSP voice communication 
concept. Internal voice communications are straightforward and pose no 
particular development concern. Hardware from Shuttle and Spacelab can be 
used with very little. if any, modification. 
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Figure 4.5.3.1-2 
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Voice communications to the ground are through the sr cOl111lunil:ations 
equipment. The audio signal processor in the Adapter/Airlock provides the AID 
conversion (downlink) and D/A conversion (uplink) required to use the SP 
digital communication channels for voice. This is similar to the Shuttle 
'Joice communication system and poses no particul,lr te(,hnical challenge. On 
Shuttle. a voice channel normally occupies 32 kbps of the digital channel 
capacity. It may be desirable to use less bandwidth felt' voice on a long-
duration platform mission so that TDRSS capacity is uspd efficiently. 
An EVA communications set is provided to allow ('I'cw personnel inside the 
platform to contnunicate with EVA crew. The EVA 1 ink ti\n also be tied into the 
ground communications 1 ink. EVA COll1nunication<; e'1uipmr.nt would be the Orbitel' 
equipment to avoid new development and to asc;ure I omp,'\tibil ity with EVA 
equipment. 
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Closed Circuit Television - Figure 4.5.3.1-3 shows the MSP closed circuit 
television concept. The hardware for this subsystem is also straightforward 
and is available from Shuttle and Spacelab. To allow the picture signal to be 
sent to the ground via the Power System communication link, AID conversion is 
required. This is pro~ided in the Video Processor Unit. Digital transmission 
of commercial bandwidth tel~vision signals uses a large portion of the Ku-band 
downlink capacity. If the television downlink requirements result in 
excessive communication channel loading, several options are available, 
including TV data compression techniqu2s and SP modifications to provide a 
non-digital FM mode for TV data transl:1ission. 
An uplink television capability has not been included in the concept because 
no clear requirement was established. If such a requirement is established in 
the future. a slow-scan television uplink can be implemented using the base-
line reference PS uplink capability. However. that uplink capability (300 kb~sJ 
will not support a fast-scan TV uplink. 
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CAMERA 
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Figure 4.5.3.1-3 
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Timing - The MSP accepts timing signals from thel1aster Timing Unit in the SP 
or the Orbfter, distributes the signals to the pdyload equipment and platfonm 
subsystems and provides time displays for the crew. Time displays include 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and Mission Elapsed Time (MET). This time data (in 
IRIG-B format) are distributed throughout the platform along with precision 
frequency signals. Controls to allow crew updatin9 and resetting of GMT and 
MET will be provided. Figure 4.5.3.1-4 shows the platfonm timing distribution 
concept. 
Caution and Warning - A caution and warning (C&W) capabi!ity is required to 
alert the crew to immediate or impendin9 hazards. Associated with this capa-
bility is a safing capability to allow immediate renedial action for certain 
hazards. Figure 4.5.3.1-5 shows the design concept for providing this capa-
bility. 
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Figure 4.5.3.1-4 
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A key feature needed in a C&W subsystem is autonomy so that it retains its 
capability to detect. alert and safe hazards even though other subsystem 
elements (e.g .• data processors) are not operating. 
The C&W annunciator provides both visual and aural warnings of hazardous 
conditions. The aural warnings are also tied into the voice communication 
network. Safing controls are locattd so that they would be readily accessible 
to one or more crewmen at any time. 
Figure 4.5.3.1-6 summarizes the equipment items required to implement the COMS 
design concept. The quantity of each item required per module 1~ shown. Also 
shown 1s the pedigree of each hardware element. 
The emphasis was placed on using existing equipment for several reasons: 
1. This demonstrates a feasible approach to COMS development and 
provides an indication of the low development risk. 
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One of the most interesting areas of technical development is in microprocessor 
capability. Sixteen-bit microprocessors are readily available that have the 
speed and throughput equivalent to minicomputers and small main-frames of 
several years ago. The hardware cost of such microprocessors is almost trivial. 
This capability provides the opportunity for a distributed data processing 
system on the platform, where each subsystem provides its own data processing 
capability rather than all subsystems relying on a common central capability. 
A distributed data processing approach may provide several important potential 
advantages such as lower software development costs, simplified system 
integration and graceful failure modes. 
Figure 4.5.3.1-7 shows potential benefits of other technical advances that 
could enhance a platform COMS based on new hardware designs. 
A major concern for a COMS based on Shuttle/Spacelab hardware and a major 
f~ctor in any COMS approach is the reliability goal for long mission durations. 
ESA studies of long-duration Space1ab missions have identified the COMS as the 
least reliable subsystem. These studies have identified several ways that the 
CDr4S rel iabil ity can be improved including (1) system reconfiguration for 
increased redundancy. (2) on-orbit unit placement and (3) reliability upgrades 
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to the design and manufacture of existinu hardware units. The first two of 
these three have been included in the platfol' .. (OMS concept. However, a 
quantitative rel iabil ity assessment has not bcell made and further reliability 
improvements may eventually be needed. 
Figure 4.5.3.1-8 sunlna.-izes these two I1ldj('r ccnrel'ns in tile COMS as open 
issues. Future platform defini tion studies should aLl..1I'e!.s these concerns in 
deptt 
4.5.3.2 Existing CDI.,S Hardware 
As discussed in previous paragraphs. the COMS L1esign (.oncept is largely based 
on existing Shuttle and Spacelab COMS equipment. This hardware will be 
developed and f1 ight-proven and can be appl ted t.o " platform progrhm with low 
development risk, Many andllary costs. such i\!- dpp1ic"ations software develop-
ment and crew training. wi 11 be lower if eltist illll equipment from Shuttle and 
Spacelab can be used . 
• Figure 4.~.3.1-8 
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Modifications required to the existing equipment designs are classified as 
major or minor as shown in Figure 4.5.3.2-1. The major modifications Ire in 
the data processin~ group where some modifications are needed to allow a 
system configuration suitable for long-duration missions. Minor modifications 
may be required to other units to adapt them to the platform system configura-
tion and operational concept. 
It is expected that all of the existing COMS designs can be available for b 
late 1980s MSP development. However. the probable lack of a production base 
for many of the units will mean that a production capability will have to be 
re-established. alternate sources located for some components and design 
changes made to substitute for unavailable components • 
4.5.3.3 Supporting Trades and Analyses 
Several approaches are available for implementing the communications and data 
management requirements. A trade study was done to identify the most 
Figure 4.5.3.2-1 
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appropriate COMS design concept. The hardware approdthes were categorized as 
shown in Figure 4.5.3.3-1. A number of the required functions of the COMS 
are uniquely related to have man aboard. Examples of this are voice cOOlllUni-
cation, data display and entry and caution and warnin~. Existing space-
qualified hardware to provide these functions is available only from the 
Shuttle/Spacelab program. Qualified hardware to provide data acquisition, 
data distribution and data conditioning are availabl~ from other space 
programs. This hardware is represented in Figure 4.5.3.3-1 by the Standard 
Telemetry and Control Components (ST.'\CC) hardware and the Flexible Multi-
plexer-Demultiplexer (FMOM) hardware. Other existin~1 hardware is avaUable 
that performs the same general functions as STACC and FMDM but were not 
included. 
Figure 4.5.3.3-2 lists the criteria that were u';erJ ill f.he COMS hardware 
selection. Emphasis was placed on the "Cost/Cost rn ~~." "ReI iabil ity" and 
Compatibil ity with Other Subsystems" factors. Spauddb equipment has an 
obvious advantage in that its use would as~ut't! (ompatibil ity with the Spacelab 
Figure 4.5.3.3-1 
CANDIDATE V, f JfA,4 
CDMS HARDWARE APPROACHES 
• Spacelab/Shuttie Hardware 
• STACC Hardware (Ref.sp 'Appro:-;r.h) 
;. FMDM Hardware 
• New·Technology Hardware 
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Figure 4.5.3.3-2 
CDMS SELECTION CRITERIA 
• Requirement Accommodation 
• Flexibility/Growth Capability 
• Cost/Cost Risk 
• Reliability 
• Volume, Weight, and Power 
• Compatibility With Other Subsystems 
• Availability/Schedule RIGk 
YFOCI6S 
type module, with the environmental control subsystem and with the Orbiter 
interface. This equipment. however. does not provide proven. long-term 
reliability. since it has been devp.loped for short-duration missions. 
Other existing equipment. such as the STACC or FMOM hardware. provide better 
reliability but would require more extensive adaptation to meet the functional 
and interface requirements for a manned platform. The STACC hardware offers 
compatibility with the reference Space Platform data management equipment. 
This advantage. of cours~depends on the ultimate PS COMS configuration. 
New hardware may end up being the most appropriate approach for an HSP. This 
approach offers several potential advantages such as better accommodation of 
functional requirements. improved reliability. lower software development 
costs and lower weight and volume. These potential advantages are difficult 
to evaluate at the present state of the program, however. 
Figure 4.5.3.3-3 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the candidate 
COMS hardware approaches for application to the manned platform. The maximum 
use of Shuttle and Spacelab hardware has been selected as the most appropriate 
approach at the current stage of program and system definition. 
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Figure 4.5.3.3-3 
COMPARISON OF YfOtilMl 
CDMS HARDWARE APPROACHES 
Approach Advantage. $advantag .. 
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• " 
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MllSlon Life • No ManlfolllChlne Interface 
FMDM • Potentl.1 for DI.trlbuted ' • No ... nIMachlne Interface 
Proce •• lng 
• Flexible e 
N ... ·Tochnology • Potential Improvements • Require. Development and 
H.rdw.,. In Performllnce, QualillcaUon 
Rellebillty and Packaging • Coat Rlak 
The computer selection can be c~nsidered as a separate issue. In addition to 
the selection criteria previously discussed, the software development impacts 
associated with the choice of computers must be considered. Another important 
factor will be the eventual allocation of subsystem proceSSing functions 
between the central data processor and the subsystem equipment. This distribU-
tion of processing functions warrants additional stlldy. 
Figure 4.5.3.3-4 compares the primary characteristics of most of the available 
space computers. The Spacelab computer has been selected for the current 
study design concept to provide a consistent COMS approach. The subsystem , 
reliability has been enhanced by IIsing a 2 of 4 computer approach rather than 
the 2 of 3 that is used in Spacelab. Onboard spares can also be used for 
rel fabil ity improvement. 
4.5.4 Electrical Power Subsystem 
4.5.4.1 Subsystem Definition 
The Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) distributes rC'\lIlated 30 VDC power from 
the Space Platfonn to all MSP subsystem Jnd payload drcas. Provision is also 
2~4 
(J 
-~ -) 
~\ i 
/: 
I J 
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Figure 4.5.3.3-4 i 
l , 
SPACE COMPUTER STATUS . ~ 
! .: 
.. 
MDAC IBM IBM LITTON ITEK ROCKWELL : , 
771 NSSC-I NSSC-II 4516 E ATAC-16!1S DDF-224 ~_~fI~!,R 
STATUS Developed Flown Developed Qualified Qualified Flown Qualifierl 
WORD LENGTH (Bits) 16/32 18 16/32/64 16/32 16/32 24 8/16/3~ 
FLOATING POINT Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
eO 
.,:u " MEr·lORY SIZE 128Kx22 16Kx18 192Kx8 128Kx22 64Kx22 48Kx24 64Kx18 ~ ~ I'~ 
~ o~ . ~ 
U'1 ;0 ,.... .' 
r1EHORY TYPE cr~os RAM CORE RAM CMOS RAn CMOS RAM PLATED COr.E .0 ~. 'I 
WIRE f ~ : 
,.. "., ; 
SPEED-GIBSON MIX 550K NA NA 5~9K 375K 3~OK 350K ~ Ci J 
(Operations/Sec) (Flxed Pt) (Flo Pt) (Fued Pt) (Fl. Pt) .J 
HIGHER ORDER LANGUAGE PASCAL NONE HAL-S FORTRAN HAL-S NONE FORTRAti ;, 
FORTRAN FORTRAN FORTRAN ; 
RELIABILITY . j 
(2 yr.) NA 0.96 0.998 0.98 0.999 NA LOW :,: 
I 
. -~ 
WEIGHT (Lbs) 28 17.4 58 26 25 100 73 11 
-- I.,. I • 
i ! 
POWER (Watts) 79 31 130 77 63 100 370 1i 
- 1-1 
I . A 
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made for supplying and distributing 115/200 volt three-phase 400 Hz AC power 
and 30 VDC emergency power. The EPS functional requirements are summarized in 
Figure 4.5.4.1-1. 
Thl allocation of EPS functions in the Space Platform, Airlock/Adapter and 
Habitability Module is shown in Figure 4.5.4.1-2. In addition, EPS functions 
are allocated to the logistics mosule, payload modules and payload pallets. 
The option for inverters in the AlA. as noted on the figure. is the subject of 
a trade in Paragraph 4.5.4.3. In the baseline subsystem configuration, two 
identical inverters are provided in both the A/A and the H/M. An option 1s 
also shown for batteries to back up the emergency power buses which are 
derived from the main power buses. Batteries are not included in the baseline 
configuration but the option is retained. 
An overview of EPS design considerations can be ~Iivpn as follows: I 
• The design is Spacelab-derived to make maximum use of existing equip-
ment. 
.... -
.' . 
Figure 4.5.4.1-1 
ELECTRICAL PO\VER SUBSYSTEM 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Supply 30-VDe Power to Orbiter Docking Port 
Supply 30-VDe Power to MSP Subsytems and Experiments 
• Habitability Module 
• Payload Modules 
• Logistics Module 
• Adapterl Airlock 
V'MD5N 
Retain Capability to Supply Additional Power For Growth Versions 
• 30 VDC 
• 120 VDC 
Supply Emergency Power to Critical Loads 
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Figure 4.5.4.1-2 
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and Control 
·OPTIONS 
Adapter/AIrlock 
8 
• Power System Statu. 
and Menltorlng 
I • Power Distribution 
and Control 
.Invmers· 
• Lighting 
• Emergency Power 
Distributer 
HabltabllltylPayIoad Module 
• Power Distribution 
and Conlrol 
• Emorgency Power 
Distribution (BatterlG.,· 
• Lighting 
• Invertera 
• The impact due to extended duration on orbit is minimal. Mainly, it 
will consist of increasing fault isolation capability to the lRU level 
and improving access to equipment to perform maintenance. 
• AC power is supplied by dedicated inverters at the platform module 
level. 
• Power management is implemented by a combination of manual and remote 
automatic control. 
• The charger/battery option for backing up the emergency power bus is 
retained. 
• Growth capability at 30 VDC is provided. Alternate approaches using 
regulated high voltage (120 VDC) or possibly unregulated high voltage 
DC from the Power System interface are also considered. 
• Grounding is referenced to the Space Platform single-point ground, 
switchable to the Orbiter single-point ground when the Orbiter inter-
face is operational. 
Average power requirements for the platform subsystems are given in Table 
4.5.4.1-1. Total average power required for subsystems in the baseline 
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platform configuration is 11.4 kW. This is ~ substantial part of the 25 kW 
power available and consideration of means for reducing subsystem power 
consumption appears warranted. 
Peak power demands range up to approximately 1.5 times average for subsystems 
in the Habitability Module. On the other hand. peak power demand for experi-
ments on the earth-science pallet can go to nearly three times average power. 
Typically. power distribution systems are sized for 1.5 times average power. 
This correlates well with the subsystem requirements. In the case of th~ 
earth-science pallet. when the pallet subsystem loads are taken into account. 
the peak power demand is about 1.8 times average. This reduction. coupled 
with relatively low total power demand minimizes the effect on distribution 
design. 
A block diagram sowing the basic elements of the ~PS with provisions for 
growth and options is given in Figure 4.5.4.1-3. For the baseline configura-
tion. the Habitabilitv Module would be supplied as indicated by the solid 
POWER I 
SYSTEMI 
I 
I 
I 
I L. _ 
F -
Figure 4.5.4.1-3 
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lines. When adapted for use in growth versions ot th~ platform, the HIM would 
additionally provide bus extension power feedthrough (apabilities as indicated 
by the dashed lines. 
Power is distributed radially from a main 30 VOC distributor in the AlA to 
attached payloads, the HIM and logistics module and the Orbiter interface when 
active. Emergency power is distributed radially from the emergency 
distributor in the A/A to attached paylcads and to the HIM. Subsystem DC and 
AC loads in the AlA and HIM are supplied from dedicated SIS power distributors. 
Experiment DC and AC loads are powered from dedicated experiment buses in the 
HIM and payload moduler.. The potential use of high voltage power distribution 
is identified for growth conditions where loss penalties for low voltage 
distribution may be unacceptable. 
Figure 4.5.4.1-4 develops the distribution arrclOYf::llent for the Hi"bitability 
Module in more detail. This is essentially the Spacelab EPOS with the 
exception of the 30 VOC distributor and a third prim~ry bus. Also. there is 
Figure 4.5.4.1-4 
HABITABILITY MODULE 
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{ 
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( 
--~ ..... -.. __ .. _.-... -. .. _- ~. 
only one Experiment Power Distribution Box (EPOB) in the Experiment Module 
instead of two as provided for in Spacelab and only three Experiment Power 
Switching Panels (EPSP) instead of six. These reductions result from removal 
of equipment racks to make room for crew accommodations. 
The 30 VDC distributor is the single package equivalent of the Power Control 
Box (PCB) and fuse box with the principal exception of the shunt regulator 
provided in the PCB for bus overvoltage protection. A shunt regulator is not 
required in the platform application because bux overvoltage protection is 
provided by the Power System. The distributor power throughput capahility is 
increased over that of the PCB to facilitate bus extensions for platform 
growth. A similar distributor is used in the AlA as indicated in 
Figure 4.5.4.1-3. 
The Habitability Module for the baseline configuration does not require feed-
through capabilities and, therefore, could use a PCB and fuse box instead of a 
new distributor if this were more cost effective. Either approach would allow 
distributing the maximum power available for experiments in the H/M 
(approximately 11.7 kW as oeve'oped for the baseline configuration). The main 
considerations for proposing a new distributor are deletion of the requirement 
for a shunt regulator, provision for switchab1e bus and circuit protection, 
n~re commonality with the distributor in the A/A and increased power handling 
capability for growth. 
The subsystem inverter and expel'iment inverter are isolated from each other in 
the Subsystem ?ower Distribution Box (SPOB). If either inverter fails, the 
load it normally supplies can be switched to the remaining unit. 
The emergency power distributor is supplied from two auxiliary buses which are 
tapped from the main power bu~es in the A/A 30 voe distributor. In Spacelab/ 
Orbiter applications, the allocation for emergency power has been limited to 
400 watts. For platform applications this can be increased as required up to 
the power handl ing capabil ity of the emergency distribLltor itself and to higher 
levels with a new design. 
Main power for experiments is available at outlets on the EPSPs, in floor 
cutouts and in the center aisle. Direct connections to the Experiment Power 
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Distribution l~o\e!". ,11<'0 l'an be made. $ubje, t to opt'r,ltio",,1 procedures. In 
addition. oiltl('t~ ,H't' .lV.,i1,\blt~ elt tl1l' .Ill vile ,ihtl'i!lutOI' 1'01' c)(l'('riments 
whh~h ('xhihit unll~IMll.v hi~lh I"\WI'I' IIt'I11."H1-., 
Power dhtl'iblltioll ill th,' 1\,1'111tl./I\,I"l'tt'I', ,'~ IlI"cvi(lu .. l.v illd;,att'd in 
figun' 4,5.4.1-3. h .. ;mil.'" h\ thl' II/~' with 1'("1,\1',1 t" sub"Y$tt"m usage. There 
M't" no pl'lwi$illll!". fl'" f-'PI'I'lllll'llts in tht' AlA. hOWl'Vt'I', PllWt"I' is avanable for 
di!>tl'ibut i(lll to ,t ".,ylp.h1 1'.' lId. Subsy~tt'lll Ar hhhh ;n til{' A/A can be served 
fl'I''" eitht'I' of th,' h~,\ ;\lVt'l·tel·' !".h{1Wn ill 'hl~ fhlUI'I' 
Tht' rrs is 1II0Illtl)I'I',1 ltv thl' C[)MS ,'Ollll'lItl'l' Vl,I RAil', til ,1t'lI'1 t malfunctions and 
to pt>rf"lll'lII I'I)WI'I' ,Ill.! l'III'I',W 11l,'IlMlt'IIlI'nt, 1\ Illlllli to"; II!! .H'ci ,'ontl'ol panel wi 11 
b(' lnc.lll't! in th,' Ai{\. hll' ,1il'I', t 'l'I~W illlt'I'LII I' 1~11t' till' Irs. " 
A SUllllldl',V llf II'S t'qUil'!1h'l1t b lliVI'n ill 1.Ihll' ·1.!' .. 1.1.', rI1WI'I' (on!".umption 
1i~t('d f(lI' I· ... " IIIllt ,:' 1"'<.I'd 1111 !t,,,t II.It,\ ,I" \li\,I'11 111 Sp.l, t'l,\11 El("trieal 
l'llwel' $t,\tu .... RI'I',"'t. I'll. 1I!'1.'nt N,I. Rr·1 R-I'lllll. 1'.~.lIt' Nil. ;'J. NMI' that no 
distl'ibutlll' h ,\11", .ltl·.1 fl l ,·. tIlt' 1,111i';t i ..... M\l,1ul,'~ ·.tlh.\'~.tt·1lI 10,\ds dl'(' fed via 
din~\t 1'lllln~d{\I' ,nt,·,'1.10 ,'" h'ltll 111\' A:A. Suh·'.\'.It'ill "lVI,,·tl'l''; dnll ('xperilllt'nt 
invl'l·h"· ..... 1" ;,"1".11\'.1 \'.11'1 il'I' .11'\' ilknl" .11 1'111 11111, ,,"h~ •. \'~.h'l1l inv('rters are 
indut!l'd ill Iht' !.,td.·. 
rl'{)hll'llI ,"·1'.' ..... ,'1'11",'1111101 I·.·.IIL .. ,111,1 III.I.hl ,· '· ... 11"·.11:1 1111!' ... t,; ,.11,111' 111\1'" 1~lhtt'll 
,\~ folll)w~: 
• With.\ l;',!. \..W ~1'.1,,·I'1.III,'n\1 "ll"I'f.",'. "",,,,, .• 1\·,li1.II>1I' fl1t' payJt1dds 
is lllllitt',l t,l Ihl' :-3 \..W ,,,,n>ll'. 
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ground which could be replaceable in fli~ht using existing software. 
• Growth Options 
- Extension of 30 VDC distribution buses. This approach may be 
constrained by powe,' 10ss/volta~e drop limitations depending on the 
amount of load and length added to the buses. 
- Distribution of regulated 120 VDC from the Power System interface 
to 30 VDe regulators on the platform. This approach reduces 
distribution losses and eliminates voltag(' drop problems but incurs 
losses in the Power System 120 VDe re~ulators which are in addition 
to losses in the platfonn 30 VDe regulators. 
- Consideration of the possibil ity of distdbuting unregulated high 
voltage power from the interface to 30 VDe regulators on the plat-
form. This would avoid losses othen.,i~e i'lcurred in the 120 VDe 
regulators. However. a direct intertace with unregulated high 
voltage power is not presently an option in the refersnce Power 
System (NASA Document PM-001). 
4.5.4.2 Existing Ha"dwd"e 
Host Spacelab EPDS is usable without ntodHkdtion f(lI" platfonn applications. 
However, requirements for additional intel'fMC" and increased power handling 
capabilities will exceed the design capallility of tilt> Power Control Box for 
use in the Airlock/Adapter and Habitability Module, New 30 vue power 
distributors are needed in these areas. Simild,'lY,1 new higher capacity 
emergency power distributor is needed fo,' use in the AlA. Modifications of 
the existing Emergency Box also are probably for application in the HIM. A 
summary of the appl icabi 1 i ty of Spacelab [POS hal'dwarf' for use in the platform 
EPS is given in Table 4. ~.4,2-1. Only Ill.ljnl' i t"IIIS .11'1: shown in the t3ble. 
As pointed out previously. impl'oved arce~~ til ~()JlIt· ~qllipment will be required 
for on-o,'bit maintenan,'e, The expel'illlt'llt iI1Vl"'!t'r', fcll' (·xdll1ple. cannot be 
replaced in f1 igllt under' n01l1111,11 Sp.\cf'1.tb londi t lOll; l"stallatlon design of 
the new 30 VDC distr'it>utlll'S .Hi,j t.'lill.·I'qt'1l< Y di·.!I';t.llll:1l1 I)/)x will facilitate 
on-ol'bit removal dnd r'l'1'1.1cCl1Icrrl. 
For a special pUI'pns\~ Payload NodulI' !"!'l)lIil'il1'1 1111111' pO\~ •• " thdl1 t.he Power 
Cont!"ol Box ,.an SUI'P:.\', tile .lJ'III'O.I: II (1',',1!,", .1 IH'W '.,',,, hI/X bllt allol'ls use of 
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the Power Control Box as is. Total experilllent power wllich can be supplied by 
this configuration is in excess of 12 kW. 
The shunt regulator in the Power Control Box is not required in the baseline 
platfonm EPS because the bus overvoltage protection it affords is provided by 
the Power System. The new 30 VDC distributors which replace the PCB, there-
fore, will not include a shunt regulator. lIowever. for possible alternative 
distribution schemes which would utilize 30 VDC regulators in the A/A and H/M 
as discussed in Paragraph 4.5.4.3, the shunt regulator function would be 
required. In this case, separate shunt regulators or other means of providing 
bus overvoltage protection would be provided. 
4.5.4.3 Supporting Trades and Analysis 
This section addresses approaches to supplying AC pnw~r. distribution alterna-
tives for accommodating platform growth and considerations for emergency power. 
Figure 4.5.4.3-1 shows several possibilities for ~upplying AC power in the 
Airlock/Adapter and Habi tabil ity Module. In each ",chell1e, the subsystems and 
experiments are normally suppl ied from separate invl""ters as is the case in 
Spacelab. In Scheme A. a Spacelab inverter suppl if!'~. eXJjcriments in the H/M. 
A new inverter supplies the subsystems in thp AlA dnc1 HIM. If inverter No.2 
is lost, the experiments must be curtailf'd since flO power is available from 
Inverter No. 1 (neglecting reserve capacity for handl ing subsystem peaks). 
Similarly. if Inverter No.1 is lost. the experiments IIIUSt. be switched off and 
subsystem loads transferred to Inverter No. ? but I"IJI't.ailec1 so as not to 
exceed the nominal 2.7 kW rating of the inverter. 
In Scheme B, three Spacelab inverters al'e used. with two in pal'allel to supply 
the subsystem loads. If Inverter No.3 fails. up Ie 1.7 lW of experiment load 
can be transferred to the subsys telll !Jus. 111111 t.f!d IIv .1: lm"ances for subsystem 
and experiment peaks. TtllS scheme offers SOllie iIllP"oVt'1l1cnt over Scheme A for 
contingency modes but intl'oduces the addl~d complexity of operating inverters 
in parallel. 
The third approach, Scheme C. tl'; lds 011 tire ill'rdnq('m'!flt in A but avoids 
paralleling invertel's. Le~s pOlo/Ct' h dVrlildIJ!(! Irll' ':);p(~rilllents if 
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Figure 4.5.4.3-1 VFODa 
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• COUI'A Tlau WITH III. DUlGN 
Inverter No.1 or No.2 fails. By moving Inverter No.3 to the optional 
location indicated on the figure. the redundant bus and bus switch in the HIM 
can be eliminated. ·This also results in improved voltage regulation at the 
loads. 
Scheme 0 builds on the location option in C by adding a second inverter in 
the AlA and eliminating the bus extension from the HIM. This allows full 
operation of the subsystems when any inverter is lost but requires curtailing 
experiment power under specified conditions. An additional scheme. not shown. 
would modify the bus connections between the AlA and HIM to permit utilizing 
the fourth inverter as a comnc.~ off- tine backup for all three on-line 
inverters. This would avoid the need for curtailing experiment power but 
would require changing the Spacelab Subsystem Power Dlstrib~tion Box (SP08) to 
modify the AC power transfer bus and to bring it out·of the box for routing to 
the A/A. Scheme 0 is baselined on the assumption that it allows use of the 
SPDB without modification. If Inverter No.4 falls, experiment power will be 
limited until the failed inverter is replaced. 
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AC power for payload modules is supplied froUl local inverters. This 
simp1 if;es interfaces and gives maximum flex ibil i ty to payload design, i.e., 
use of AC power is not constrained by platfonn core-lIIodule converter loading 
allocations. However. where AC power requirements are relatively low. as 
indicated for the payload pallet subsystems in Tdble 4.5.4.1-3. provision is 
made to supply power from the designated Airlock/Adapter inverter. 
Power distribution options for accor.rnodating platfonn qrowth as shown earlier 
. 
in Figure 4.5.4.1-3. provided for extensions of the main 30 voe power buses 
and utilization of the Power System 120 VDe interface. An example of growth 
at 30 VDe is illustrated in Figure 4.5.4.3-2. Subsystem loads are shown for 
each module. A 5 kW experiment is assumed to be ser'ved from the distributor 
in the top module on the right. Resistancp (R) values are based on data in 
the Spacelab Payload Accorrrnodation Handbook. adjusterl for higher capacity 
buses as needed. Circuit breakers (CB) have been ildrlt>d for isolating a 
faulted bus section in any of the core modules. FIISf!~ (F) are shown for bus 
protection in the payload modules. 
Figure 4.5.4.3-2 
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As a first approximation, when distribution losses are added to the subsystem 
loads, slightly over 6 kW is available for users. This assumes a 25 kW Power 
System interface. Distribution losses chargeable to the 5 kW experiment as 
noted on the figure are 1093 watts or nearly 18% of the total power available 
for this experiment. Voltage drops through the system result in low voltage 
at the experiment bus. Reduction of voltage drop by increasing bus sizes is 
one approach to improving this condition. Adding boost or buck-boost 
regulators at the loads is another. However. this introduces losses which are 
in addition to losses in the 30 VDC bulk power regulators in the Power System. 
A third approach utilizes the Space Platform 120 VDC interface to bring power 
to distant loads at high voltage. thereby reducing losses. The high voltage 
power would be conditioned by regulators near the load as indicated in 
Figure 4.5.4.3-3. Losses in these regulators in turn would be in addition to 
losses in the Space Platform 120 VDC regulators. This suggests the possi-
bility of bypassing (or eliminating) the 120 VDC regulators and interfacing 
directly with unregulated high voltage power from the Space Platform. as noted 
at the bottom of the figure. 
Figure 4.5.4.3-3 
TRANSMISSION VOLTAGE 
CONSIDERATiONS FOR DISTANT LOADS 
90ft + 
• Voltage Drop 
.. High-Current Flow 
.. Increased Wire Weight 
-----. 1120 VDcl 
90 ft + 
• Voltage Drop Resolved 
,sPAt. ~ • Lower Current 
M~ • Adds Reg~lator(s) 
• Regulator TJ "" 95% 
__ ~ • Reduction in Wire Weight 
• Consider Bypassing 120·V 
Regs to Avoid Double Regulation 
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By extending this approach to include .s11 primary power and not just that for 
df~tant loads, a system along the lines shown in Fiqurc 4.5.4.3-4 could be t_./) 
considered. While not shown, this would .1lso permit ~upplying high voltage 
power directly to special payloads if required. At present, however, an 
unregulated high voltage interface is not provided by the Space Platform 
(reference NASA Document PM-DOl). 
To obtain maximum economy from such an interface. the 30 VDC regulators in 
the Space Platform would be removed and installed on the platform to the 
extent necessary to supply platform loads. The 30 VDC distribution system 
would be the same as described in Paragraph 4.5.4.1 with the exception of the 
emergency bus supply which would come directly from the Space Platform 30 VDC 
buses. This would more closely parallel the Spacelab distribution system 
where the emergency box is powered from auxil idry ltllc.l\~ separate from the bus 
supplying Spacelab primary power. 
Unregulated 
High Voltage 
DC 
Regulated 
3liVDC 
Figure 4.5.4.3-4 
CONCEPTUAL UNREGULATED 
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSIONI 
CONDITIONING INTERFACES 
VF040I 
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--- Adapter 
SIS PIL 
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In the baseline platform distribution systen, consideration has been given to 
providing emergency batteries to back up the emergency power bus. The 
emergency bus is derived from the primary bus in the A/A 30 VDC distributor. 
Any failures in the supply ahe-ad of the emergency distributors would result in 
either partial of total loss of emergency'power, dpending on where the failure 
occurs. If the failure resulted in loss of primary power to loads normally 
backed up by the emergency bus, i.e., critical loads, then a critical situa-
tion"would develop. A worst-case occurrence would be loss of all power from 
the Power System. 
The baseline emergency bus system provides backup power to critical loads in 
the event the primary supply to these loads fails. As a minimum. this is 
intended to assure continuous operation of critical monitor and control 
functions for a non-catastrophic failure. The battery option shown previously 
would as a minimum extend en.ergency capability to include the more severe case 
of a temporary loss of both primary and (baseline) emergency power to a 
critical load or loads. The batteries would supply relatively low power until 
either primary or baseline emergency power is restored. A system such as that 
shown in Figure 4.5.4.·3-4 would be less prone to these faUures since the 
emergency supply is isolated from the primary supply all the way back to the 
Space Platform high voltage buses. 
To provide emergency power for an extreme event such as complete and permanent 
loss of all interface power would require additional batteries. The crew 
would now be faced with a rescue operation. Some part if not all of the 
additional batteries should be output isolated from those shown in the base-
line option and become part of a survival/rescue kit. 
4.5.5 Structural/Mechanical 
The conceptual design in this ~echnical area was directed toward the MSP 
primary and secondary structural configuration for three major elements; 
(1) Habitability Module. (2) Adapter/Airlock Module and (3) logistics Module. 
Available hardware was selected fo" each possible major element. However, 
detail design analysis must be conducted to verify the structural integrity of 
the available elements and to identify any modifications required peculiar to 
the MSP. 
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The MSP Habitabil ity Module consists of t.wo SpJc.elab Lyl indrical segments 
each 13.32 feet (4.06M) outside diameter x 8.79 feet (2.5 8M) long as shown in 
Figure 4.5.5-1. The cylinder is stiffened with equally spaced integral 
longitudinal ribs and rings spaced every 7.28 inch£'s (1BS nJII) along the length. 
Integral end flanges provide a bolted and sealed interface with cylindrical 
segments and with the conical end domes. All stiffe~ing ribs are located on 
the inside providing for equipment attach points. ThE' membrane is 0.062 inch 
(16 em) and the internal stiffeners are 0.98 inch (;,.50 em) high. Integrally 
stiffened conical structures are used to make the transition from 4.06M 
(159.8 in) to the 1.68M (5.51 foot) berthi!lC) inteda! E'. Each segment is 
equipped with a flange ring of 1.3M (51.18 ill) int~'1 'Iill diameter on the top to 
provide accotmlodation for an optical window/viewporr .f~:embly. When not used, 
the opening is closed with a coverplatc. 
The structural integrity of the Spacelab pre:'slll'e <,llt'll ;llUSt be verified to 
assure its ability to resist penetration by mi!ro-Illet.(!oroi.ts. to determine its 
Figure 4.S.!.i-l 
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damage resistance to pressure shell cracks and for assessing the module 
material resistance to time-dependent thermal cycling fatigue. 
Habitability Module Secondary Structure 
The internal main floor. shown in Figure 4.5.5-2. consists of a load-carrying 
beam structure designed to carry the equipment racks. The floor is covered by 
panels on the walking surface providing also for noise att~nuation from the 
--_ .. 
subfloor area. __ J.he-floor also contains openings equipped with debris traps to 
allow cabir(iir return flow. Except for the center panel. all panels are 
hinged to allow underfloor access. 
Modifications to the Spacelab floor will be required in the crew section 
(Experiment Segment) to accommodate structural support for the crew quarters. 
New hinged floor panels will be required to provide access to the trash 
management equipment mounted on the subfloor. 
Figure 4.5.5-2 VF0949 
MAIN FLOOR SEGMENT 
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The racks installed in the operations c;ect fOil (COrt ~eYlllent) are standard 
19-inch Spacelab racks designed to accollillodilt.e strlndJrd/non-standard labora-
tory equipment. The tot"l number of racks is t.wo double and two single in the 
Operations Section. Figure 4.5.5-3 indicates th~ locations and the numbering 
system of the racks. Rack~ 1 and 2 are reserved for 3ubsystem equipment as 
shown in Figure 4.5.5-4. Three dimensional views of a single and double rack 
is given in Figure 4.5.5-5. Double Rack 4 is different from other double 
racks due to the accommodation of the experiment. heat exchanger and cold 
plate. The galley structural design is simil~r to the Spacelab rack design 
except it is confi~lUred to occupy the remaininq volwlle shown in Figure 4.5.5-3. 
Interface attachments to module floor will be strlrl'.'Md. 
The overhead structure supports the expCriUIJllt r,lLY.' and overhead storage 
containers as shown in Figure 4.5.5-6. All of t.he Iloseouts. light supports. 
etc .• are provided by Spacelab. The Crew COllllhlrtrl ... :t structure favored for 
Figure 4.5.5-3 
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Figure 4.5.5-5 
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for this study is a foam-filled isogl"id p.wtitiLIIl ,;.:", iqned to provide smooth 
surfaces for easy cleaning and provide ,) SOIlIl.t :11),1 I igtlt barrier. 
Airlock/Adapter Primary Structure 
The adapter primary structure, shown in 11~ill'" 't ~,,:j 7. I"ust transfer the 
launch inertia loads to the Orbiter Car(lll 1".1)' ,tI ~." ~, points in accordance with 
the criteria defined in O"biter lCll No. ? 1'l:vl1 ""d I,l'.!·!, ,\150 contain 
atmosphere with negligible losses fron' 11,:«IL''il 
The flight loads are d'""it:d through fou,' '«lIlltH'UII til~in'Js at Orbiter 
Sta. Xo 711.07 and ~o 939.~·(l and one ~'~I~1 t,il l l1'l ,II PriJiter Sta. XO 825.13 
into an integrally stif~t'ned prcsslJl'(' ~,h('ll. ~lil' 'Jvllr~d design is a 2219-T87 
aluminum shell with all stiffenin~1 ritJ~, inl.:i'llc" to pruvide equipment attach 
points. The membral't' is sized for a ntllllill,d '11'1,,',,'iIlQ pr~ssure of 10.15 _1!.z 
(14.7 psi); 10.:'; .. J~.? (15.0 psi) is 5(!]"t I(~d .I' I!,·' t:I'P('r lilllit of the em 
relief valve settih~rso ttl-It norlllal 1111' !Ut': iUII'. ), 'ii,' I'ff'S5Ure control 
system do not e>.crLis0 tl:t' \1.:11\,(;'. Tt:,~ ir"i'i,' ,I'I", ,,' nf tile enbin shell is 
It";;' 
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Figure 4.5.5-1 
ADAPTERI AIRLOCK PRIMARY 
STRUCTURE 
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- ~End .. ~ rJ IJ 
Closure I:: Keel 
fitting 
304 em (120.0 in). Using the minimum guaranteed tensile ultimate for 2219.T87 
alum 42,700 ~ (62,000 psi). and a factor of safety of 2.0. the minimum wall 
thickness Cm for the cabin cylinder is 
t = S.F.(PR) = 2.0 (10.34) (152) = 0.074 em (.029 in) 
f tu 
An integral end flange provides a bolted and sealed interface with the end 
dome. 
The Airlock tunnel portion of the Adapter is a 160 em (63.0 in) dia x 304 em 
(121.0 in) long section configured to interface with the Power System and the 
Airlock. An integral end flange provides a bolted and sealed interface with 
the passive berthing mechanism end closure. Also. a sealed/bolted integral 
interface is provided between the tunnel and the Airlock. The tunnel section 
is welded to the cabin end dome which is also welded to the Cabin Cylinder. 
The .074 em wall thickness is adequate for pressure only. however. the damage 
resistance of the pressure shell must be sufficient to preclude explosive 
decompression from any reasonably conceivable accident. The desired damage 
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resistance can be achieved by use of a 5ufficil>ntly thick membrane or by the 
addition of integral ribs to increase tile total henrhng stiffness and impact 
tolerance. 
Critical crack length is a measure of tt~ ddU~9P resistance of the pressure 
shell membrane. An accident which produces d rupturE> or tear smaller than the 
critical crack length will result in a leak rather than explosive decompression. 
If minimizing the pressure shell cost has primary importance and the pressure 
shell weight is secondary. the wall thickness of the optimum cylinder will be 
the thickness required at the longitudinal welds. Tlte weld thickness 
selected for Spacelab is 4 IlIl1 (0.157 in). Till> optillllJm configuration will 
result from future detail design analysiS based on <UITertt meteoroid/critical 
crack length data. 
Airl?ck/Adapter Secondary Structure 
The cabin section floor beam structure is d~"ifln( .. d "IIJdl like the Spacelab 
floor and covered with hinged panels for d('(CSS tu lip subfloor area. 
The racks are standard 19.0 inch wide rads. c;iudld' to the Spacelab deSign. 
configured to acco!11Tlodate standard equircnent. ·fLE· '''I,j,S are mounted to tl1e 
floor and installed as an integral unit. 
rhe rack design for the tunnel section it, dll oct,l'IO"ill shaped structure 
jOined to the pressure shell at the inte!)ritl ellr1 c l.)~u"e ring by hanger 
support fittings. The rack is contained radially b" sV1l1~t!'iCillly located 
shear fittings on the cylinder wall. 
Airlock Structure 
The Airlock's primary structure. shown in FiqUI'I~ .~.r,,')_u. is composed of· 
machined aluminum sections welded togelhel" to tlWIII d I'yl ind .. ~r with hatch 
mounting flanges. The upper cylindrical S~Lti()n .11l~1 blJlkheads are made of 
non vented aluminum honeycomb. 
Two semicylindrical aluminum sections al'!! \'iellkd t,· U.(' J\irlock primary 
structure to house the EClSS and avioni,,; ~1IJ1I'O"1. "qlll(Jlllent. Each senti-
cylindrical section has th,'ee feedthnlUtjli pldl( .... I,!" plillllbin!j and cable 
routings from the Adapter" to support thl! i.jl"l·~· ~ ',u:',(<;f.f·m:,. 
( 
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AIRLOCK PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
Aluminum 2211 Welded 
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Bulkhead 
InnerW ... 
MKhined From PII1. 
Md DII.C Panel 
Mldllned From HInd 
Forging 
The Airlock is mounted to the tunnel via a series of bolts. using dual 
pressure seals around the hatch flange. 
logistics Module Primary Structure 
The logistics Module primary structure, shown in Figure 4.5.5-9, consists of a 
single Space1ab cylindrical segment 13.32 ft (4.06m) outside diameter x 8.79 
feet (2.68m) long plus a 9.3 ft (2.84m) long x 14.16 ft (4.32m) dia 
unpressurized section. Integral end flanges provide a bolted and sealed 
interface with the cylinder and two conical end domes. The pressure cylinder 
stiffening ribs are located ins ide providing atta,:h points for internal 
secondary structure. Integra~ly stiffened co~ical structures are used to make 
the transition from 4.0&n dia to the 1.63m berthing and tunnel interface. A 
1.14m (45.0 in) dia pressurizable tunnel extends from the aft end closure 
through the unpressurized section to the berthing system end closure. The 
tunnel is supported by an aft closure support structure. 
The unpressurized section is an aluminum skin-stringer design attached to the 
aft conical pressure cyl inder/end dOllle bol t joint. 
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Figure 4.5.5-9 
LOGISTICS MODULE PRIMARY 
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The internal rack structure is an octagon,,! Sildlll'd ... , !"IlI'tlll"e jointed to the 
pressure shell at the integral end flan~le ~y hdn~J!'r <;"Iwort fittings weld~d to 
the inside of the shell. The rack is (nntaillcd t .. ~"i,!lly by sytnetrically 
located shear fittings on the cylinder wall. Th~ :'il1I'1" surface of the rack is 
configured to accommodate standard 19.0 in. h wide \'qlJipl1lp.llt. with flexibility 
to accommodate undefined non-standard equipfllt'nt. Till' ':'dfet'icll (Ind structural 
concept will be similar to the Spaceldb desiqll. 
Hatches and Viewports 
Two types of hatches are incorporated in tllI'IN', the Ottdter-type hatch and 
the Spacelab hatch. Elements of the ,-lSI' th.11 illt OI·\'('L·,tP. c;egll1en l.s of the 
Spacelab wi 11 use hah;hes developer! for Ilu' 1.011 it (i I \'lId dOilies used on Spacelab. 
The other elements will lJse Ot'biter-type h,ll.ehl'·, .IS <,hown in Figure 4.5.~.-lO. 
Each hatch contains a gearbox with Idtl.h Inclhlllli~.III~ to allow the crew to open 
and/or close the hatch dUI'ioq tl"an~fel'c; ,llld I 'JtI "IH'I\" inn. The ~Iearbox and 
Idt,-hes are mounted 011 ttle hll" pl'e~sIJrl' '. hit· (II e.I' It ".1 t. Ii \'Ii t.1t a qearbox 
handle installed on bottl sides to pl!rlnil. opl'rtll.icm 111111' \!il.hcr· side of the 
ha teh. 
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ORBITER TYPE HATCH 
Each hatch has six latches. as shown on Figure 4.5.5-11; three are double-
actuating to force the hatch away from the pressure seal surface during gear-
box handle rotation and therefore. acts a~ a crew assist device. The latches 
are interconnected with "push-pull" rods and an idler bellcrank installed 
between the rods for pivoting of the rods. Self-aligning dual rotating 
bearings are used on the rods for attachment to the bellcranks and latches. 
The gearbox and hatch open support struts are also connected to the latching 
system. utilizing the same rod/bellcrank and bearing system. To latch or 
unlatch the hatch. a rotation of 440 0 (7.7 rad) on the gearbox handle is 
required. 
A mechanical indicating system. displaying latches are locked and safe. is 
incorporated in the linkage mechanism on each side. Two pressure seals are 
incorporated on the hatch-side of the interface. one on the hatch cover and 
once on the structural interface. Pressure relief valves and differential 
pressure gauges are also incorporated on each hatch. Each hatch incorporates 
a 4.0-inch (101.6 mm) diameter window. as shown in Figure 4.5.5-12. Two types 
of hatch wovements are considered for opening and storing the hatch cover. 
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F;gure 4.5.5-11 
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Depending on the location and local clear area stowage envelope. a swing hinge 
or a translate mechanism will be used. . 
In addition to the viewport located in each hatch. two identical ports are 
provided in the Habitat Module. One is permanently installed in the aft cone 
while the other is incorporated in the 1.3 m diameter Adapter plate on top of 
the cylinder. 
Berthing Mechanism 
The berthing mechanism selected for this study. shown in Figure 4.5.5-13. is a 
modified version of the system developed by MOAC under Contract NAS9-l600l for 
the Johnson Space Center and documented in Report MOC G9346. dated February 
1981. The concept would be modified to incorporated a pressure sealed inter-
face between halves. During the development of the selectea system. two major 
structural requirements were derived as part of the design criteria. They 
were: 
Alignment 
Grooves 
Figure 4.5.5-13 
BERTHING MECHANISM 
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1. Structural Stiffness - The structural stiffness of the berthing 
system shall be a 4 x 106 ft-lb per radian in both bending and 
torsion. In the deployed position, the sy~telll shall exhibit no 
looseness of backlash in joints or drive actuators. 
2. Structural Loads - The structural design bending and torsion loads 
applied at the berthing interface mechanism shall be 16,000 ft-lb. 
Because of the fluidity of the platform's design and wide variations in mass 
and moments of inertia (MOl), the condition of two Orbiters berthed together, 
as shown in Figure 4.5.5-14, was used to establish load ranges. As illustrated, 
the interface moment produced by berthing the two Orbiters with an impact 
velocity of 0.1 ft-sec and a structural spring constant of 3.46 x 106 ft-lb/ 
radian, would be 15,469 ft-lb. An interface moment. of 16,000 ft-lb was used 
for the preliminary design of the system. 
The platfor.rl studies assume that during the period when the Orbiter and plat-
form are berthed, the stabilizations will be aLcom~lished by the platforms 
Figure 4.5.5-14 
BERTHING SYSTEM LOADS 
PITCH TOROUE RCS (ONE FWD AN!) AF TI 144,715 fT l!t 1 
PITCH TOROUE VRCS (ON~ FWD ANI) AFTI I 1,?~] F r tn) 
PITCH TOROUE IMPACT CLOSINti Af 0.1 F IISlC 1)~,CI}9 F! f!!J 
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using CMGs. The control system frequency response dictates that structural 
natural frequencies should be above 0.1 Hz. Figure 4.5.5-15 shows that as 
the platform MOl increases the structural natural frequency becomes almost 
constant for a given spring rate. The structural stiffness for the berthing 
systems was established at 4 x 10 ft-lb/radian which maintains the structural 
natural frequency above 0.1 Hz for any platform regardless of MOl. The MOl o~ 
17.62 x 106 slug ft2 represents two Orbiters berthed together. 
Based on the above analysis. the selected interface berthing mechanism is 
considered adequate. from a structural standpoint. to be used at all berthing 
interfaces regardles of the platform's configuration. 
The passive half of the mechanism consists of a simple hexagonal frame with 
three alignment grooves in the face. The active side consists of a hexagonal 
frame with three alignment keys to match the grooves in the passive frame. 
Three triangular capture guides provide guidance for the passive frame to be 
Figure 4.5.5-15 
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nested wah the acthe frame. Contoured within thp. . ;lpture guide is the 
capture/structural latch mechanism. 
Solenoids in each latch are activated by proxilllH.v swi tclles in the fact of the 
active frame. The actuation of the solenoids release the capture/structural 
latches to contain and hold the passive frame. DUell motor actuators retract 
the latches to provide structural rigidity and alignment. 
Figure 4.5.5-16 shows the mechanism in three states--ready, capture and 
structure latch. In the ready position, the spring-loaded latch 1s retracted 
below the surface of the capture guide. When the passive frame activated 
three or more of the six proximity switches, the franle is within the capture 
range of the latches. The capture solenoids are a,tuated and the latches, 
driven by springs, move to the capture position. The latch drive actuators 
pull the latch drive link down and clamp the two frames together and engage 
the alignment keys. The drive actuator springs and solenoids are dual to 
Figure 4.5.5-16 
CAPTURE AND LATCH MECHANISM 
Frame (;ve 
Switch 
Linkage 
Ready 
Actuator 
Dual 
Capture 
Guide _ 
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provide operation after one failure. The mechanism may also be driven 
, 
manually by rotating the eccentric with a crank. . 
Alternate Berthing Considerations 
Prior to selecting the favored berthing system, a cursory evaluation of other 
candidate systems, shown in Figure 4.5.5-17, was mdde. Effort was made to 
select a system that would satisfy berthing requirements at all interfaces. 
Key issues such as weight, mechanical complexity and physical envelope, were 
of prlme lmportance. The six concepts were compared and given positive and 
negative grades for a set of 10 evaluations criteria. Configuration 6 was 
selected. The international docking assembly is one of the viable candidates, 
however, the clear passage through is approacimately 80 cm (30.5 in), plus the 
envelope restricts its use on all known interfaces. Modifications to the 
international system to make it acceptable for use on the MSP are possible and 
a detailed trade analysis is recommended before a final selection is made. 
Figure 4.5.5-17 
EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR 
BERTHING LATCH INTERFACE MECHANISM 
VFE622N 
CONFIGURATION {SELECT ED 
Z :I • I • 1 RMSEND V·JOURNAL SOUAlIE BAlLCASTEA HEXAGONAL 
EVALUATION CRITERIA ASTP EFFECTOR TRUNNION FRAHE ANO SOCJC ET FRAME 
'0 DEVElOPMENT STATUS + + - - - -
Z. CAPTURE MECHANISM + - - + - + IMPLEMENTATION 
1 UMBILICAL 
- + + + + + ACCOMMODATION 
4. ADAPTABILITY TO + + + + - + ANDROGYNOUS SYSTEM 
I. C""-URE MISMATCH + - + + + + CAPAOILITY 
.. WEIGHT TaD TBD TID TBD TBO TaD 
7. TOLERANCE AND 
- - + + + + THERMAL SENSITIVITY 
.. LOAD TRANSfER + - + + + + CAPABILITY 
t. MECHANICAL 
COMPLEXITY ICOSTI + - + + + + 
10. SIZE IENVELOPE) 
- - + - + + 
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The system selected for this study provides a 1.0 m (40.0 in) diameter clear 
passage between interfaces and the physical envelope permits its use on all 
interfaces such as MSP/Orbiter. Pallet/MSP, Module to Module, Power System/ 
MSP and Power System/Pallet.· 
Berthing Umbilical Interface 
The favored berthing umbilical interface shown in Figure 4.5.5-18 consists of 
three mechanisms mounted behind the three clear side5 of the hexagonal frame 
of the active half. The mating half of the umbilicals are fixed to the 
corresponding sides of the passive half. Two mechanisms are required to 
carry the electrical power, data and coolant fluid lines. The third mechanism 
position is available for potable water, waste water and atmosphere. 
The engagement sequence of the active side of the ulIlbilir"l is Hlustrated by 
Figure 4.5.5-19. The 'Jmbilical mechanism on the active half is stowed behind 
the face of the berthing frame and the mating conne .. tors are fixed on the 
outside of the passive frame. The umbilical carrier is mounted on linkage 
Figure ".5.5-18 
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Figure 4.5.5-19 
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UMBILICAL INTERFACE ENGAGEMENT 
SEQUENCE 
1 
Retracted 
2 3 
Electrbl Poww 
cable 
rn 
..... : 'I! 
which is rotated by cam followers. As the links' pivot points are moved down 
by the jackscrew the umbilical carrier is moved outboard and down engaging the 
fixed side of the umbilical. Figure 4.5.5-20 shows the carrier retracted and 
two active halves mated which is also a requirement of the design. A clearance 
slot in the center of the carrier is proyided to allow engagement of the 
structural latch. 
Dual motors are used to drive the two worm gears and jackscrews. A clutch is 
provided in the drive shaft to allow operation by an EVA astronaut if both 
motors fail to operate. 
Internal Vs External Umbil ical 
Installation - The favored external umbilical system was selected primarily for 
two reasons: (1) overall envelope of the berthing system and (2) clear 
unobstructed access between berthed modules. Also, the concept selected 
accomplishes structural berth before the umbilical engages, thus eliminating 
the misalignment tolerances and physical behavior of berthing from the umbilical 
system. In addition, cutouts are provided in the Spacelab conical dome for 
interface services that penetrate the pressure shell, thus services can be 
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Figure 4.5,5-20 
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Side View 
provided to the umbilical with no modification to th~ end dome. In addition. 
failure of a liquid or gas interface connector would not contaminate the 
pressure volume adjacent to the problem since space 1 imitations will require at 
least one hatch to be open to repair an internal system. Maintenance of the 
external system is via EVA. Since EVA is a stdndard method to be employed for 
maintenance of ma~or elements of the MSP. umbilical m~intenance would not add 
to the overall support requirements of the MSP, 
An internal design, shown in Figure 4.5.5-21. is a viable alternative and could 
be sized to accomplish the desired interface mating, l:nlarging the diameter of 
the pressurized portion to permit a 1.0 m clear paS5it~e. may require a 
modified Spacelab and dome. Also. a lar~l('I' envelope U;c'l'y negate use of the 
berthing mechanism on all berthing application" 
~ detailed evaluation and impact study will be rC4uil',~1 before a final concept 
cou 1 d be ret orrrnended , 
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Figure 4.5.5-21 
INTERNAL UMBIUCAL CONCEPT 
Nominal Maintenance Contingency Maintenance 
Structural Analysis 
\ 
\ 
An overall assessment of the MSP st~cture was made to surface concerns that 
must be addressed in the future. Figure 4.5.5-22 lists the concerns for each 
of the MSP modules and the assembled platform. From a systems standpoint, 
docking joint compliances and thermal distortion effects on pointing are the 
most significant items. 
Docking joint comp1iar.ces require an in-depth analysis to ascertain dynamic 
response/t~P attitude control interaction. Attention must be paid to design 
details that affect joint comp1;ance and an itp.rative design/analysis process 
may be required t~ solve the compliance problem. 
Thermal distortion is a pointing problem because orbit position and structural 
temperatures are related and are transient parameters. Estimates of stable 
temperatures. temperature gradients and repetitive temperature changes are 
necessary to adequately predict structural deformation and the capability for 
fine pointing. Experiment location on the platform is also a factor in 
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Figure 4.5.5-22 
STRUCTURAUMECHANICAl CONCERNS 
Spacelab Module 
• End Dome Strength For Docking loads 
• 10-Yr life limitations 
Airlock! Adapter Module 
• High Pressure System Design Assurance 
- Design Factors of Safety 
- Fracture Mechanics Analysis 
- Meteoroid Penetration Protection 
• Airlock Fatigue life 
Assembled Platform 
t 
• Docking Joint Compliances Increase Assembly Aexibllity 
(Dynamics/Control Problem) 
• Thermal Distortions Affecting Pointing Requirements 
• Design For "leak-Before-Failure" Condition to Preclude 
Catastrophic Pressure loss 
• Reboost Loads on Modules and Connections 
• 
~, ... -- ~- . - -,. -~. -, .. - " ... 
VFOIJi 
pointing when more than one experiment is point in!} lit the same time. A design 
1 imit needs to be establ ished for platfonn lont"vlled pointing. A systems 
study of experiment pOinting requirements is needed ttl define the limits. Any 
requirements exceeding the limit will necessitate dlP:iliary pointing equipment 
on the experiment. 
Figure 4.5.5-23 shows the ana lys i s tasks tlla t need t.l) he performed to assure 
good structural definition of th~ platfonn future trl~~§ deal with long plat-
form life and crew safety. Figure 4.5.5-24 desl."ilw', fr .. ,cture mechan;cs 
analyses used to evaluate long life and 5afet.y. f, ·,ture analyses on the 
Spacelab Module could bE.> pe"fonlled in the II!!.!" j:II:.!·,· ,>imp Spacelab strulture 
is already well defined. 
Preliminary platform factor's of safety hilv€> b,~',:" :1"1 ined in Table 4.5.5-1. 
These factors were d~dv(·d from s illli la,- fdl.tor< .. llf "j.rety for the Orbital 
Work StlOp (OWS) prOi)ra!lI. A document ... inti 1.11' to iJI\C 1(f-lJort 566l2B. Loads and 
Structural Design (,-iterid. fn)':! the OW'; prOrlr,l!~1 i. r"',.u1I1t1endf!d for the plat-
fOllll program as it evol ... ~s into full ~,,_.11e rfe·/,~ll)l'l;., I.'.. 
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Figure 4.5.5-23 VFO~ 
REQUIRED STRUCTURAUMECHANICAL TASKS 
(ThIs Contract) 0 Define Desslgn Factors of Safety For All 
Platform Components 
(Follow-On) o estimate Maximum Hole Diameter In Spacelab 
Module lor "Leak·Befo~Faliure" Design 
(Follow-On) 
(Foilow-On) 
• Review Spacelab Module Design For life 
Umltatlon Components 
• Perform Preliminary Fracture MechaniCS 
Analysis on Spacelab Module 
(See Example Statement of Work Provided to 
ERNO For FOD Study. Analysis Not Perlormad 
Since US Capability Is Required) 
Figure 4.5.5-24 
FOLLOW-ON FRACTURE 
MECHANICS ANAL VSIS· 
(ONLY PRELIMINARY TYPE REQUIRED) 
I ObjectIve I Assure That No Major t.Ioda Are Requked for Spec:eIab Module 
• establish the IIIIxlmum Flaw sae That Can Exist Aft ... Proof Tests 
• Determine the Design Fatigue Spectrum For the Pressure Shell, Umh Design 
Streuoa, Temperature, and CycleslTlme For tho following Minion Regimes: 
.) Ground 
b) Prelaunch 
c) Launch and Ascent 
d) On-Orblt (As 8 Function of Duration and Repeat flights) 
• Determine the Maximum Flaw Growth After the Proof Testa Using Available 
Matertal (MDAC) Flaw Growth Rate Characteristics Md the Design Fatigue 
Spectrum (Ualng a Factor of 4 on Design Cycles) 
• Demonstrato Either of the FollOwing With Analyala Resuha: 
8) Maximum Flaw After Proof Test Does Hot Grow Through the 
thickness or Become Critical 
b) The Flaw Does Grow Through the Thickness But Does Not BN:Ome Critical 
(E.G., Leak Beror" Fall Condition). If This Condillon Oceura. Show That 
Spacelab Atmosphere Leakage Is Very Low and C4n Be Detected Before 
Endangering tho Crew 
'Uslng MDAC-Modified MSFC Code (Used Recently on SRB) 
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PRELIMINARY FACTORS OF SAFETY AND STRENGTii REQUIREMErnS 
1. GENERAL REQUIREMEtlTS 
1.1 DESIGN YIELD LOAD 
At design yield load, there shall be no yielding of the structure wMch may 
result in impairment of functional requirements of ilny OWS system. 
1.2 DESIGN ULTIMATE LOAD 
At design ultimate load, there shall be no fdilurt' \w instability of any 
structural assembly. 
2. FACTORS OF SAFETY 
The following factors of safety shall be used for l:!'! ricsign andanaiysis of 
all existing. ,modified and new structural clcmcnts_ 
2.1 GENERAL STRUCTURE 
These factors of safety are applicable t.o <.111 9Cnp.f.t! ~tructure except where 
specifically defined. 
A. Manned Vehicle 
1. Yield factor of safety 1.0 
2. Ultimate factor of safety = 1.40 
B. Unmanned Vehicle 
1. Yield factor of safety ; 1.10 
2. Ultimate factor of s~fety = 1.25 
2.2 HABITATION AREA - PP.ESSURE ONLY 
The factors of safet'y for the Habi ta tion lireel pn::;'.IP'c are as follows: 
A. Unmanned vehiL Ie (prelaunch, lilunLh, bow.l j 
1. Proof pressure - 1.05 t imp', 1 ita; t pressure 
2. Yield IJI'esc;ure 1.10 lime', iunit pressure 
3. Burc;t pressure .,. l.?!l til'!I", 1 i,l.l, pressure 
( 
.. ------
-------.---------------
Table 4.5.5-1 (continued) 
B. Manned vehicle (on-orbit) 
1. Proof pressure 
2. Yield pressure 
3. Burst pressure 
2.3 WINDOW, INTERrtAL PRESSURE ONLY 
ORfGfNAl PA~~ rs 
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= 1.50 times limit pressure 
= 1.10 times proof pressure 
= 2.00 times limit pressure 
The factors of safety for the internal pressure of the window are as follows: 
A~ Proof pressure = 2.00 times limit pressure 
B. Burst pressure = 3.00 times limit pressure 
NOTE: These factors apply to the window pane (i.e., glazing) only. 
2.4 FLUID OR PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS 
The factors of safety for the fluid and pneumatic systems are as follows: 
A. Flexible hose, tubing, ducts, fittings, less than 1.5 in. diameter 
(existing). 
1. Proof pressure = 2.00 times limit pressure 
2. Yield pressure = 1.10 times proof pressure 
3. Burst pressure = 4.00 times limit pressure 
Flexible hose, tubing, ducts, fittings of 1.5 in. diameter or 
greater (existing) 
1. Proof pressure = 1.50 times limit pressure 
2. Yield pressure = 1.10 times proof pressure 
3. Burst pressure 
Flexible hOS2, tubing, 
1. Proof pressure 
2. Yield pressure 
= 2.50 times limit pressure 
ducts, fittings (new design) 
= 2.00 times limit pressure 
= 1.10 times proof pressure 
3. Burst pressure = 4.00 times limit pressure 
R. Actuating cylinders, valves, filters and switches (existing) and/or 
new design) 
1. Proof pressure 
2. Yield pressure 
3. Burst pressure 
= 1.50 times limit pressure 
= 1.10 times proof pressure 
= 2.S0 times limit pressure 
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c. Reservoirs (existing) 
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1. Proof pressure = 1.50 ti1nes 1 imi t pressure 
2. Yield pressure = 1.10 times proof pressure 
3 •. Burst pressure = 2.50 times 1 ilnit pressure 
D. Reservoirs (new design) 
1. Proof pressure = 2.00 times 1 imi t pressure 
2. Yield pressure = 1.10 times proof pressure 
3. Burst pressure = 4.00 t hnps 1 imi t pressure 
2.5 ASTRONAUT TETHERS AND ATTACHMENTS 
The factors of safety for the astronaut tethers and attachments are as follows: 
A. Yield factor of safety = 1.10 
B. Ultimate factor of safety = 2.00 
2.6 TEMPERATURE 
A factor of safety of 1.0 shall be applied to temper'dtures as applied to 
effects imposed on the structure. 
2.7 MALFUNCTION 
A factor of safety of 1.0 shall be applied to loads resulting from a malfunction. 
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4.5.6 Habitability Subsystem 
The Habitability Subsystem supports the crew by providing for food and waste 
management, medical provisions, personal hygiene, sleep provisions, exercise 
and recreation facilities and IVA/EVA support. Concepts to provide these 
functions were selected to assure the psychological and physiological well 
being of the crew. This is accomplished without undue penalthy to the MSP or 
without diluting resources available to experiments. Full use was made of 
suitable eXisting hardware and technology. In the paragraphs below, the 
design will be described in detail along with supporting trade and analysis 
data and rationale. 
4.5.6.1 Subsystem Definition 
. -; 
Essentially existing concepts are used in the design which have been proven on 
past programs or will be proven early in the Shuttle progran.. Food concept is 
a combination of Skylab and Shuttle concepts of shelf stable storage approach 
supplemented with frozen foods and limited fresh foods. An improved version 
of the Sky1ab full body shower is also planned Host of the remaining 
habitability provisions will be Shuttle program derivative. 
4.5.6.1.1 Description - The concepts selected to accomplish the habitability 
functions and their arrangement in the basic HSP are shown in Figure 4.5.6.1.1-1. 
All essential equipment are duplicated or a second method of satisfying the 
function is provided and separated between the two pressurizable compartments. 
In this way habitabl1ity support will be provided to the crew in the event one 
of the pressurizable compartments becomes nonviable to the crew. Essential 
function$ which are duplicated in this manner are waste mangement, food, water 
supply, IVA and rescue capability. 
The waste management system uses the Shuttle con~ode assembly which consists of 
a waste collector with integral slinger, two fan/urine separators, odor and 
bactaria filters and associated valves and controls. The conmode assembly 
collects urine, waste water, feces and vomitus. The urine and waste water is 
pumped to a waste storage tank. The feces and vonlitus is stored and vacuum 
dried in the waste collector. 
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Figure 4.5.6.1.1-1 
SELECTED CONCEPTS AND ARRANGEMENT 
- HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM -
AIRLOCK/ADAPTER 
-WASTE MANGEMENT 
• SHOWER 
_HYGIENE 
_IVA/EVA 
_ RESTRAINTS. LOCOMOTION AIOI 
AND TOOLS 
_ FOOD FREEZER 
.SHUF STABLE FOOD STORAGE 
• R[sTRAINTS AND LOCOMOTION AIDS 
LOGISTICS MODULE 
• CHEW OUARllH. 
• FOOD FREEZER 
• REFRIGERATOR 
• GALLEY 
-SHELf STA81.E FOOD,TORAGE 
-HYGIENE 
_MEDICAL TREATMENT 
• EMERGENCY WASTE 
• HRSONAL RESCUE SVSTEU 
_ RESTRAINTS. LOCOMOTION AI~ 
AND TOOLS 
_IVA 
_ EXERCISE AND RECREATION 
HABITABILITY MODULE 
vtllllO 
Collector nominal capacity is 210 man/days after which time the assembly must 
b~ replaced. Every 180 days the three-man crew woul~ require two to three 
units. Current design does not allow for easy replacement and the entire 
assembly comes as a unit whereas only the container unit requires replacement 
in the MSP application. Some redesign is recormlended which would allow 
efficient replacement of the container only. 
Another option considered would install the waste management assemblies in the 
Logistics Module. This would eliminate the need to replace the assemblies on 
orbit with the associated space vacuum connections. 
A whole body shower is provided in the Airlock/Adapt~r_ This is a modified 
Skylab unit which has been redesigned to reflect lessons learned from Skylab. 
Additional wash basin-type facilities are included in both basic c()!Tlpartments. 
The food diet selected for MSP is composed primarily IIf shelf stable foods 
and frozen food. The diet will be supplemented with fresh foods at Shuttle 
revisits. A caloric value of 2800 calorir!S/lIIdn-day \~as used for sizing the 
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diet which should be adequate in most cases; extensive and strenuous EVA will 
require larger amounts of resupply food • 
• 
Most of the food will be stored in lockers jnd freezers inside the Logistics 
Module. At least seven days of food will a'ways be kept in a smaller freezer 
and refrigerator in the Habitabil ity Module. In the event ,of Airlock/Adapter 
I . 
loss, this food will sustain the crew until,remedia1 action restores use of 
the Airlock/Adapter or until a Shuttle rescue vehicle arrives. Normal crew 
procedure will be to use the food from the Habitability Module area. 
:The Habitabll ity Module will be the crew "off time" area which contains the 
crew quarters, exerci.se and recreation. An emergency medical kit is al so 
located in this area. Also located near the crew quarters is the galley 
which con~ains a water heater, water dispenser, over and pull-out work 
surfaces and closure doors to provide meal assembly areas and "0" g serving 
tray mounts. Serving trays contain individual inserts that are k~pt at 
serving temperatu;es in the warming oven. The water system heater elevates 
room ambient temperature water to 160°F and dispenses chilled water at 50°F. 
Storage is also provided for food. trays. condiments. personal and galley 
cleanup wipes and trash management. 
Provisions are included in the design for the crew to be rescued by a Shuttle 
in the event either pressurized volume is lost and cannot be repaired. If 
the Airlock/Adapter is lost. the crew can be rescued in the Personal Rescue 
System (PRS). This is identical to the planned rescue mode of a crew from a 
disabled Shuttle. The MSP crew would enter the PRS and then be transported 
by a Shuttle EVA team through the rear hatch to the Shuttle. 
Rescue from the Airlock/Adapt~r would be with the EVA suits which are stored 
• in the Airlock area. 
4.5.6.2 Characteristics 
Table 4.5.6.2-1 gives the characteristics of the major fixed equipment for 
the Habitability Subsystem. The total fixed weight amounts to 1356 1bs, 
requires a volume of 163 cubic feet and will use an average of 318 watts. 
-', ) 
I-~ 
Table 4.5.6.2-1 
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS - INITIAL CONrIGURATlON 
• 
. . 
• 
Power 
No. Weight Volume Ave/Peak 
Equipment Req'd (lb) (cu ft) (watts) Location 
" 
Food Freezer 90 32 120/120 LM • 
- Food Refrigerator/Freezer 40 8 80/80 HM 
Galley 156 24 8311000 
w Shower 90 60 20/600 A/A 
~ 
0 Hygiene ? 60 4 101300 00 .. 
Medical Kit 20 HM "'11::0 .,,~ 
~aste Management 9'J ~2.2 51135 AlA oz O~ 
:or-
txercis~ and Recre3~ion V.it 8/j .: ~~, 
.g;g 
irA Masks 5 !'t .. , :'2 . AlA, H"'1 .. :. ):0(;) 
Extravehicular Mobilitv Unit (EMU) rP1 3 525 5.S N/,' AlA ~~ Trash Compactor 1 76 8 5/200 H~' 
Personal Rescue Spheres (PRS) 3 77 3 HM 
-_ .. __ . 
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The bulk of the expendables will be food, 1400 lbs for each 1 O-day resupply; 
Other expendables including waste management expendables, cl hing, bedding, 
wipes, trash bags and miscellaneous items will weigh about 8 0 lbs. Therefore, 
the estimated total expendables will weigh 2280 lbs and OCC! y 136 cu ft of 
volume. I 
4.5.6.3 Remaining Issues 
The H,lbitabllity Subsystem cont.:epts chosen for the Basicisp essent1ally 
repr(sent Skylab/Orbiter designs and as such do not exte, the state of the art 
significantly. Most of the remaining issues involve the extent that these 
esspntial1y first generation crew support concepts are replaced with more 
ad~naced concepts which reduce expendables and improve crew accommodation at 
the expense of higher initial cost and program risk. 
Clothes Washing 
Numerous items used by the crew which are expendable in the current concept 
could be washed and reused. These include such items as clothes, towels and 
bedding. Over a one-year period the resupply for these 1tems amounts to about 
1300 lbs. Expendables will be larger if extensive EVA i~ used because of the 
need to wash or replace the EVA under-garment after each use. This relatively 
large resupply amount makes the development of a clothes washer appear 
attract1ve and should be considered in subsequent studies. 
Waste Management Expendables 
The current Shuttle design of the commode assembly des1gned not to be replaced 
on orbit. Because of the Shuttle planned mission duration of seven days the 
commode, which is designed for 210 man-days, is ample for any crew size fore-
seen. However. this sizing will require two to three commode changeouts every 
180 days for the MSP. A more ~fficient design would use a removable liner 
which would be bagged for earth return thereby eliminating most of the large 
resupply requirement. Replacement at the tank level would also save signifi-
cant resupply/return weight but this would not be as significant as the replace-
able liner concept. 
Because of the high penalties associated with using the Shuttle commode as 
currently configured. this assembly is identified as a prime candidate for 
redesign. 
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I~any of the concepts selected for use in the Basic MSP is existing hardware 
from Shuttle. Table 4.5.6.4-1 demonstrates use of existing hardware and lists 
eight major subsystem elements whkh re(:uire no or little modification. 
4.5.6.5 Supporting Trades and Analyses 
This paragraph presents the trades and analyses which were performed leading to 
the selection of the recommended Habitability Subsystem design. 
4.5.6.5.1 Impact of Crew Size Variation - A design requirement for the MSP is 
the accommodation of 5th to 95th percentile male and female crew members. This 
paragraph presents the results of an investigation t.o determine the 'impact of 
this crew size variation on dimensions and expendable needs. 
Figure 4.5.6.5.1-1 shows and compares the variation in weight and height. 
Results show that the difference between a small 5th percentile female crew 
member and a large 95th percentile male crew member amounts to 97 lbs 1n weight 
Table 4.5.6.4-1 
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM USE OF EXISTHiG HARDWARE 
Item 
Galley 
Shower 
Hygiene Station 
Waste Management 
Exercise and Recreation Kit 
IVA Masks 
EMU 
PRS 
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Ilardware Source 
Shuttle 
Skylab (improved) 
Skylab (improved) 
Shuttle 
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Figure 4.5.6.5.1-1 YFIIZI7N 
VARIATION OF CREW WEIGHT AND HEIGHT 
e 
5 
4 
.-
6-
.. 
~3 
:! 
-' / -r 51h\/ 1 Ft " 
W~r UIIIIImum 
e/ Variation 
/95IhPorcentUe 
In. 
2 f-
1 f-
0 
Weight (Lb) J HeIght (Ft) I Wolght (Lb) I Height (Ft) I 
Female I Malo I 
and 1 ft, 1 inch in height. This height range and other key dimensions such as 
reach must be taken into account in the MSP design. Spacelab is des1gned f~r 
the same crew criteria but any modification to Spa<;elab must take 'into account 
this crew dimensional variation. 
Figure 4.5.6.5.1-2 shows the variation in crew expendables as impacted by crew 
percentile. Caloric values for male and fenale crew membet's were taken from 
"Bioastronautics Data Book," (NASA SP-3006) and represents moderately active 
earth-based men and women. Adjustments for crew size variations were made on 
the basis of body weight. The resultant caloric values amount to 2954 Kcal/day 
average for the male crew members which is over 200 Kcal/day higher than the 
design diet for Orbiter and as much as 944 Kcal/day higher than actual flight 
data from Ge~iil'i and VOSTOK. Therefore. the data used in the figure is 
probably high but should be a valid representation of variation with crew 
characteristics. 
Rest.Hs show a very large variation in caloric level ranging from 1560 Kcal/day 
for 5th percentile female to 3534 Kcal/day for 95th percentile male. This 
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Figure 4.5.6.5.1-2 
VARIATION OF EXPENDABLES FOR 5TH -
TO 95TH - PERCENTILE a'ALE'AND FEMALE 
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results in a variation in expendable needs of about 1 lb/day for food and 
oxygen and about 4 lb/day of water. This is a large variation and if not 
accounted for in resupplies could result in inadequat~ e~pendables available 
to the crew between resupplies. 
The MSP expendable requirements have been based on 2ROO Kcal/day which 
according to past data should be adequate even for an all male crew.' However. 
consideration will have to be given to increasing expendables for a particularly 
large crew member or for a crew where large an~unts of-EVA or other strenuous 
activities are planned. 
4.5.6.5.2 Crew Habitability -- Sleeping Acconll\odation - Initial definition of 
crew operations and requirements was established on the basis that the MSP 
would be a continuously manned operational space syst~n. Thus. the study 
evaluation of the ac:ommodations the crew must have fnr effective mission 
performance. was a composite of Skylab experience dnc1 other advanced manned 
space studies, Some of the accommodations the rr('I-1 rr'Quire include sleeping 
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, 
provisions. personal storage, entertainment equipment. clothing and proper 
restraints while dressing or sleeping. 
------------. 
./-
The SkYlab program has shown that in general. a unidirectional (one-g) 
orientation of interiors is the most habitable and perceptually adaptable 
approach. This approach was followed in the Spacelab program and allows for 
maximuq utilization of existing structures and facilities in the MSP. A 
general adherence to a one-g orientation. however, should not prevent the 
utilization of the weightless environment to provide the most effective use 
of the interior volume such as vertical bunks, overhead storage. and multiple 
orientation of crew quarters. 
Various interior layout and crew timeline studies have concluded that the 
optimum arrangement for spacecraft in the l4-foot diameter range is with the 
floor parallel to the longitudinal axis. This arrangement maximizes use of 
Spacelab interiors. As a result, the study ground rules established the 
Spacelab interior arrangement as baseline. 
In this study we have considered crews of three and four for periods of up to 
90 days with a 3D-day contingency capability. The general requirements used as 
a basis for acc~nodating the sleep quarters are listed in Figure 4.5.6.5.2-1. 
Variou!. arrangements within Spacelab are conceivable. Four different approaches 
were st:ldied and are shown in Figure 4.5.6.5.2-2. Of the four evaluated, 
Concept IV is preferred as best fulfilling the requirements. 
Concept I is a center aisle approach. Sleeping restraints would be attached to 
extendable structure in the middle of the floor area. Although this arrangement 
has minimum impact on existing Spacelab hardware. it does not prcvide privacy 
and requires much effort to assemble/disassemble. As a result. the concept was 
rejected . 
Concept II is a bunk bed concept similar to the Orbiter arrangement. The 
Orbiter accommodations provide 0.85 m3 per man as opposed to the 1.92 m3/man on 
S~ylab. Buk-type beds in Spacelab would provide 0.94 m3 using two experiment 
racks for three bunks. Access to the bunks is provided by slide in/out 
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HABITABILITY r,,10DUlE - SLEEPING 
ACCOMMODATION CONCEPTS 
P£~ 
:>O.J~" "'~--flYGIENE AND 
fOOD IIIGIIIT P£RSONNAI.: HYGIENE I 
fOOD MGMT SUEI' COIII'ARlIIEtfT 
II RIICk Coinpartment Concept 
n Bunk Bed Concept 
• EASILV ACCESSIBLE 
• USES DOUBLE R,t.C1C STRUCTURE FOfII COIII'ARTUEICT 
• PROVIDES PRIVACY AND R£DUC£S NOCU I'ROIILDII 
~VER: 
• PROVIDES SltYlAB stlt COIII'AR11IIOrT-.:H 
WASAOEOUATE 
P£RSOHNAL OYfRHEAD STOWAGE 
-STORAGE 
_Sl-EfPING BAGS 
IlPLCSI 
·'FAVORED 
\SLEEP V' 
COIII'AR1lI(N1' 
• USES ONLY 2 EXl'fRIMENT RACICS 
HOWEVER: IV FuU Volume Compartment Concept 
• ONLY O.MMl VOt..IUAN • PROVIDES NEW LIGHT ~IGHT CONSTRUCTION 
• REQUIRES MOOS TO RACK ETRUCTURE • MAXIMUM VOLUME fOR lOHG OURAl .. 
structure. This concept does not provide private quarters considered essential 
for long-duration space flightS. In addition, personal storage would be 
required elsewhere in the module. As a result. this roncept was rejected. 
Concept III is a rack-shaped private compartment conf iguration. Although this 
concept provides private quarters approximately the size used on Skylab, the 
shape is less than optimum for arranging the sleep restraint plus personal 
equipment. Without redesigning the rack basic strut tural system, volume 
utilization is poor. Also, personal storage would UP required elsewhere in 
the module increasing the volume required for II-ew sUPI'ort. As a result. this 
concept was rejected. 
Concept IV is a full volume compartment concept whit h I/~es all available 
volume in one segment of the module for crew aClOlmlodation. The compartment. 
shown in Figure ~.5.6.5.2-3. is 1.3~ meters long (4.,1 feet) x 1.03 meters wide 
(3.4 feet) x 2.38 meters higlJ (7.8 feet). The totet! volume is 3.3 m3 (116.7 
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SLEEP QUARTERS REQUIREMENTS 
I GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
• PROVIDE PRIVATE SLEEP QUARTERS 
(MINIMUM SIZE IS 0.71 M (28") X 0.96 M (3S") X 1.98 M (78") PER MAN) 
• PROVIDE STORAGE COMPARTMENT FOR EACH CREWMAN (SUITABLE FOR STOWING 
POCKET ITEMS, CLOTHING, BEDDING, TRASH). 
• PROVI~E ROOM FOR DONNINe CLOTHING. 
• PROVIDE SOUNDPROOF AND LIGHTPROOF PADDING 
(REDUCE ACOUSTIC LEVEL WITHIN COMPARTMENT TO 22 dB). 
I PROVIDE COOLER ATMOSPHERE WITHIN SLEEP COMPARTMENT. 
(MAXIMUM SLEEP TEMPERATURE • 23.9°C) 
I PROVIDE ADJUSTABLE LIGHTING 
(45 LUMENS/M2 MAXIMUM) 
• PROVIDE FOLD-DOWN WRITING PLATFORM WITH PENCIL, PAPER AND BOOK RESTRAINTS. 
• PROVIDE COMMUNICATION AND OFF-DUTY ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT. 
• PROVIDE STOWAGE FOR TRASH IN EACH COMPARTMENT. 
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Figure 4.5.6.5.2-3 
FAVORED CREW 
COMPARTMENT CONCEPT 
CENTER ISLE -"" OVERHEAD 
STOR"GE, 
VfAOM 
EACOM 
cubic feet). Selection of this concept pennlt!> consU'uction of a 1 ightweight 
structure with maximum noise and odor control. Each crew compartment is 
private and contains a sleep constraint (Skylab type) stowage provisions for 
personal equipment, adjustable lighting. adjustable vp.nti1ation. communications, 
a writing surface, restraints plus storage for clothing, bedding and off-duty 
equipment, trash and entertainment provisions. This concept. with proper 
design, can isolate the crew from sound, odor and li~ht and provide comfortable 
quarters in the long duration flight. Also. the size of the compartment makes 
possible temporary sleep provisions for the overlap (rew during crew changeout 
operations. 
As a result. the maximum volume concept wa~ ~e'eLl~~ ~s the favored configura-
tion for this study. 
---_._----
4.5.7 Attitude Control and Stabilization 
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Attitude control and stabilization will be provided by the Power System. 
However, related analyses were performed in support of configuration synthesis. 
These analyses are reported on in this section. 
4.5.7.1 Reference SP ACS Sizing Compatibility with MSP 
An orbital disturbance moment analysis was performed to assess whether the 
Reference Space Platform (SP) CMG and magnetic torquer sizing was adequate for 
a typical Manned Space Platform (MSP) configuration. The results are prelimi-
nary because the MSP flight requirements are not well defined nor is the 
momentum mangement operational scheme defined knowing the operational scheme 
is required to define the effectiveness with which the momentum storage 
capacity and momentum destination capability is being used. The results 
defined below were generated based on certain assumptions which are also 
defined below. 
The Reference Space Platform ACS uses three modified Skytab CMGs with a total 
of 9400 N-m-sec of angular momentum. The magnetic torquer system uses four 
electromagnets designed for the Space Telescope vehicle. Each electromagnet 
has a maximum of 4000 A_m2 dipole moment capability. The torquing capability 
of the electromagnets is used to counteract the average disturbance torques 
over on orbit (bias torques). The orbital average electromagnetic torquing 
capability is a function of the orbit parameters (altitude, inclination, right 
ascension) and the scheme used to command the electromagnet dipole moment. 
Since the electromagnet control law was not defined, a typical capability for 
the electromagnets was assumed. It was assumed that the electromagnets could 
compensate for up to 800 N-m-sec of angular impulse per orbit. 
The moment disturbances on the MSP which were analyzed were aerodynamic, gravity 
gradient and gyrosope (local vertical orientations). Past analyses have shown 
that aerodynamic moment can be significant at the orbital altitudes planned for 
MSP (370-435 km). The aerodynamic torque is a function of several parameters 
including altitude, angle between the orbit plane and the sunline (beta angle), 
orbit inclination, time of year (sun declination from the equator), position 
around the orbit (diurnal effects). vehicle configuraticn and orientation and 
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solar activity~ The solar activity has short- and long-tenn effects so past 
clS well as current solar activity parameters are required. 
Figure 4.5.7.1-1 shows the conditions of the above-mentioned parameters 
assumed in the disturbance analysis. Three atmospheric density conditions 
were assumed. "The density histories were generated with the Jacchia III 
atmosphere model (NASA SP-8021, March 1973) with the solar activity parameter 
values shown on Table 4.5.7.1-1. The values generate a medium, a high and a 
worst-case atmospheric density history. The solar ar.tivity tends to follow an 
l1-year cycle so the probabil ity of conditions occurring depends on the year 
of flight. The "COMMENTS" column of Table 4.5.7.1-1 gives some infonnation 
about the probability of occurrencp.. 
The MSP configuration chosen in the analysis is shown on Figure 4.5.7.1-l. 
The solar array size corresponds to a 25 kW electrical power capabilfty to the 
payloads. The Space Platform payload modules include a habitability/payload 
module (opposite end from solar. arrays). an airlock adapter {connects modules 
Figure 4.5.7.1-1 
REFERENCE SP ACS SIZING ANALYSIS 
Reference Space Platform (25 kW) 
Three Modified Skylab CMGs 
Four Space Telescope Magnetic Torquers 
Conditions Analyzed 
200 and 235 nml Altitudes 
0, 40, and 80 deg a-Angles 
57.5-deg Inclination 
Medium, High, and Worst-Case Atmosp'heric Densities 
June 21 - Time of Year 
Five Inertial Orientations 
Two Local Vertical Orientations 
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Table 4.5.7.1-1 
SOLAR ACTIVITY PARAMETER VALUES 
JACCHIA III ATMOSPHERE MODEL· 
Condition F10.7 F10.7 ~ Comment 
Medium 145 200 17 2a Values for 1989 
High 230 315 35 2a Values for 1991 
VF03IIII 
Worst Case 230 315 400 Short Tern. Peak Values for 1991 
to Reference SP), a logistics module (left side), a Life Science research 
laboratory (second from top). The mass properties are shown on Table 4.5.7.1-2. 
Aerodynamically, the vehicle was modeled as three fixed, mutually perpendicular 
flat plates with a fourth gimballed flat plate representing the ~olar array. 
Table 4.5.7.1-3 defines the areas and center of pressures of the four flat 
plates. The aerodynamic forces were generated using a free molecular flow 
model with a degree of diffuse reflection incident-particle emission. 
The results of the MSP external disturbance analysis are shown in 
Figures 4.5.7.1-2, -3 and -4. The results are in terms of how long an 
orientation can be maintained without saturating the CMG momentum capability. 
(Note that the orientation limitations are due to momentum considerations only 
and do not reflect other limiting factors such as heat rejection or electrical 
power.) Some assumptions regarding margins required had to be made to 
generate the orientation hold capabilities value shown in the figures. The 
approach was different for the following types of orientations. 
Type 1 - inertial with an axis pcrpendicu1ar-to-the-orbit-plane (POP) 
Type 2 - inertial with the Z-axis parallel-to-the-sun1ine (PSL) 
Type 3 - local vertical 
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TABLE 4.5.7 .1-2 
HSP ~lJ1SS PROPE RT I ES 
(ACS SIZING ANALYSIS) 
CEHTER_ll':-1:iASL (m ~OI:iEHIS-OF -INERTIA (I~G-r'i2) 
XCG = 13.17 Ixx = 1.Q374 X 106, IyZ = -79276 
YCG = -1.02 Iyy = 2.0554 X 106, Izx = -1017g2 
2,..,.. = 16 64 
,,-oJ I i~_ = 2.5172 X 106, IXY = 35355 ~-
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TABLE 4.5.7.1-3 
MSP FLAT PLATE AERO MODEL 
(ACS SIZING ANALYSIS) 
CENTER OF PRESSURE*(M) 
PLANE AREA<r12) X Y Z 
XY 95.5 13.56 -1.49 15.15 
XZ 178.2 9.66 a 24.48 
YZ 74.9 15.18 -1.92 18.56 
GHmALLED ABOUT 697.7 
Y-,4XIS 
0.15 a 14.72 
·COORDINATE SYSTEM REFERENCE POINT 
• 
CENTER OF SOLAR ARRAY Glf'1BAL: X = 0.15 M 
Y = a M 
Z = 14.72 M 
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< ~ nlJure4.5.7.1-2 Vf0725 
"'\ ,·'Il \ J,' •• :" z REFERENCE 25 KW PS ACS 
',nrfttU ~~: ijj~ fi':: ~ ORIENTATION HOLD CAPABILITY FOR MSP 
,'!H.lt!-, "'~'J'! " y , ~' ~",.,.,,' , I~ '.;;:~,,.;!~ Jr~ .. "~ , ~<;;~y:~~,x 
y ((~ Medium Atmospheric Density 
-- -
Orientation Hold Du ration (Orbits) 
Principal .' 
Axes 235 nml 200 nml 
Orientation I J3 (deg) 0 40 80 0 40 80 
--
. 
XPOP·YPSL 7- x. '£ X 'X. or; 
XPOP·ZPSL 7- l!. .~ or. 'X or; 
YPOp·ZPSL 120 '~, 'I. 4 550 'X. 
ZPOP·YPSL 44 'X ., 3 'X 'X. 
ZSI·XIOP :L 3 26 8 2 13 
ZLV-XPOP (YVV) 12 16 15 2 2 2 
ZLV·YPOP (XVV) x :L 'L :So x. x 
--
Three Skylab CMGs and Four Space Telescope Electromagnets 
". • Vf0723 
"\ 'Ill Flgur~c1.5.7.1-3 
\ ',..-(' 8 REFERENCE 25 KW PS ACS nrffl~ ,,;:= :I"'~ ~.,j z~ ORIENTATION HOLD CAPABILITY FOR MSP 
111i!~ ~~~~' J Y 
"  I \ 
, . ~ :&r{{,; High Atmospheric Density 
-
Orientation Hold Duration (Orbits) 
Principal 
Axes 235 nmi 200 nml 
-
Orientation I J3 (deg) 0 40 80 0 40 80 
---
-_. 
XPOP-YPSL -£,. ~, y. ,'1 x 'X 
XPOP-ZPSL 'I- I. I, ·1 x x 
YPOP-ZPSL 5 I. I, 1 5 :IC. 
ZPOP-YPSL 4 ", ~ , 1 23 x 
ZSI-XIOP 16 2 15 . 1 1 7 
ZLV-XPOP (YVV) 2 2 2 . 1 <1 <1 
ZLV-YPOP (XVV) .,- I I 29 31 23 
'---.- ---- ----_.,.-
------ ' -- -----
Three Sky lab CMGs and Four Space Telescope Elactromagnets 
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z REFERENCE 25 KW PS ACS 
.IA= ___ .-.. ~~RIENTATIO~ HOLD CAPABILITY FOR MSP 
x 
Worst-Case Atmospheric Density 
Orientation Hold Duration (Orbits) 
Principal 
Axes 235 nml 200nml 
Orientation I p (deg) 0 40 80 0 40 sn 
XPOP-VPSL oc oc oc <1 <1 OCI 
XPOP-ZPSL OCI oc OCI <1 OCI OCI 
YPOP-ZPSL 3 oc oc <1 <1 <1 
ZPOP-VPSL 2 :x: OCI <1 13 OCI 
ZSI-XIOP 5 1 13 <1 <1 7 
ZLV;'XPOP (YVV) 1 1 1 <1 <1 <1 
ZLV-YPOP (XVV) oc oc oc 8 8 7 
Throe Skylab CrAGs Dnd Four Space Telescope Electromagnets 
In all cases. a 25 percent CMG momentum margin was maintained (i.e •• it was 
assumed that only 0.75 x 9400 = 7050 N-m-sec of momentum storage'capability 
could be utilized). The cyclic momentum was assumed absorbed by the CMGs and 
any CMG momentum above the cyclic requirement was used to absorb bias momentum 
that the electromagnets could not compensate for. It was assumed that the 
cyclic momentum was centered (preconditioned) so that the plus and minus peaks 
were of equal magnitude. Tha centering was done for each momentum vector 
component. 
The hold duration was calculated using the following equation: 
T _ (0.75)(9400) - HCyclic 
hold - (Bias _ 800) 
where. HCyclic = peak magnitude of the centered cyclic momentum 
{
POP bias momentum (Type 1 orientations) 
Bias = Total bias momentum (Type 2 orientations) 
Total bias momentum (Type 3 orientations) 
Number of orbits the orientation can be held before 
the CMGs reach 75% saturation. 
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The total bias momentum requirement was not used for Type 1 orientations 
because it was assumed that the vehicle could be tilted so that gravity 
gradient and aero-induced lOP biases could be cancelled. This is not always 
the case and further analysis is required to define tne potential momentlJm 
management benefits from tilting (including local vertical orientations) and 
the potential impact tilting has on other functions such as heat rejection, 
electrical power generation and payload cperations. Note that the orientation 
definitions shown on Figures 4.5.7.1-2, -3 and -4 refer to the principal axes, 
not vehicle geometric or structural axes. 
In the equation, "ThOld" was assumed infinity if "Bias" was less than 800 N-m-sec 
and Hcyelie was less than (0.75)(9400). "Thol / was considered less than one 
orbit when "Hcyel ie" exceeded (0.75)(9400) = 7050 N-I11-sec. or when (Bias - 800) 
>[(0.75){9400) - Heyclic]' 
• "igure 4.5.7.1-5 summarizes the analysis conclusions. The Reference Space 
Platform ACS design of three Skylab CMGs and four Spare Telescope electromagnets 
Figure 4.5.7.1-5 
MSP/SPACE PLATFORM 
ACS CAPABILITY SUMMARY 
• Reference SP ACS Adequate For Many MSP Operations 
• . XPOP-VPSL Orientation Best Suited For Long-Term, 
High-Power Operations 
• ZLV-VPOP Orientation Is Acceptable For 
Low /j-Angle Operations 
• Orientation Restrictions For Low Altitudes and High and 
Worst-Case Atmosphere Conditions 
• Additional CMGs and Electromagnets Desirable To Increase 
Orientation Flexibility and Margins For Uncertainties, Failures 
and Maneuvers 
• Other Subsystem and Payload Requirements Also Impact 
Orientation Hold-Duration Capabilities 
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will allow operations of the HSP configuration studied. Operat~ons will be' 
restricted at times with respect to orientation hold duration especially at 
lower altitudes and higher atmospheric densities. The XPOP··YPSL orientation 
is relatively easy to control and is desirable for a number of reasons 
including good electrical power. heat rejection and payloJd viewing capabili-
ties. The ZLV-YPOP{XVV) local vertical orientation is also relatively e~sy 
to control, but electrical power capabilities degrade ap~roximate1y as the 
cosine of orbit a-angle and may only be useful for low a-angle orbits. The 
other local vertical orientation (ZLV-XPOP) has good electrical power and 
heat rejection at nigh a-angles but is relatively hard to control because of 
the large thermal radiator-induced aero torques. 
It should be noted that at 235 nmi altitude. all orientations studied can be 
held for at least one orbit and usually much more. Additional momentum control 
capability may be desirable. however. if a good orientation selection is required 
at lower altitudes. Also. additional momentum control capability may be desir-
. . . 
able to maximize operational capability in the vent a CMG or electromagnet fails. 
The loss of one Cr~G out of three has more operational impact than a 33% 
mementum storage capacity loss because of CMG gimbal rate requirements near 
t.he zero momentum state. If the CMG gimbal I'ate capability is exceeded. the 
. 
whole vehicle attitude is "jolted" which may not be acceotable to some payloads. 
The orientation hold duration data shown on Figures 4.5. 7 .1-2. -3 and -4 
reflect ACS capabilities. As noted above. other subsystem and payload require-
ments also must be considered when generating flight operational plans. 
4.5.7.2 Man Disturbance Analyses 
The presence of men on the Space Platform will result in spacecraft motion 
disturbances. The motions re~IJ1t from forces applied to the vehicle when the 
men move themselves relative to the vehicle. Fine pointing and low-g paylo~d 
operations may be impacted by the spacecraft motions and a simplified analysis 
of the man-induced motions was performed to evaluate potential problems. 
The vehicle configuration shown in Figure 4.5.7.2-1 was used for the motion 
disturbance analysis. The mathematical model assumed a rigid vehicle ~xcept 
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Figure 4.5.7.2-1 
MAN DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS 
(12.5 kW PS) 
z 
tc:' x 
RESULTS 
PEAK ACCELERATION 
SOLAR ARRAY 
DISTURBANCE 
ACCELERATION' 
FLEXIBLE 
SOLAR 
ARRAYS 
CO.MHz. 
CANTILEVER 
FREQUENCY\ 
O.02&G"S 
2.5 X 10-6 G"S 
IlERO·TO PEAK 
ATO.D42HzI t 
PEAK POINTING 
DISTURBANCE 
26 ARC MIN 
,-_.II'IIA,N 
-~ DISTUR8ANCE 
INPUT 
SOLAR ARRAY 11 ARC SEC 
POINTING IlERO·TO.f'EAK 
DISTURBANCE' AT 0.042 HzI 
'ASSUMES LOW I!AHOWIDTlt PS ACS 
. 
for the solar arrays which were assumed to have a Cdntilever frequency of 
0.04 Hz. The man-generated force was input in the Z-direction at the aft (+x) 
end of the habitability module (see Figure 4.5.7.2-1). The linear accelera-
tion at the top (+Z) end of the payload module (+Z-axis mounted module) was 
calculated as an indicator of the potential impact to payloads requiring a 
low-g environment. Also. the angular displacement of the vehicle was 
calculated to define potential impacts to pointing payloads. 
The man-generated force history represented a later~l translation of the 
astronaut from one wall of the habitabil ity module to the other. The assumed 
force history is shon on Figure 4.5.7.2-1 and reache~ a relatively high value 
though easily achievable by an astronaut. It was a .. 5umed that the Space Plat-
form attitude control system was low bandwith relative to the dynamics of 
interest and would not affect the motions at 0.04 Hz and above and was not 
modeled. Similarly. the solar array mass was not included during the 
disturbance application time because of the sola,' arrdy's low frequency 
relative to the 1.5 sec force input duration. After the disturbance input 
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was over. the solar array dynamics were included to define solar array low 
freq~ency vibration effects. 
The acceleration and pointing disturbances are summarized on Figure 4.5.7.2-1. 
Two values are given for both acceleration and pointing disturbances. One 
value corresponds to the peak value which occurs during the disturbance 
application period (1.5 sec) and the second corresponds to the residual motion 
after the disturbance is over. The residual motion is sinusoidal and is 
caused by the solar array flexibility and will slowly damp out due to attitude 
control system and mechanical damping effects. No damping was included for 
this analysis. The results show that the peak accelerations and pointing 
disturbances occur during the 1.5 sec disturbance input. After the disturbance 
is removed. the residual solar array-induced motions are relatively small. It 
should be noted that the peak values are rigid vehicle results and a vehicle 
. the size of the Space Platform will likely have vibration frequencies (other 
than the solar array frequency modeled) which are energized with the man 
disturbances and so affect the peak values. 
The peak values shown would be significant to many payloads. Typically, low-g 
payloads require a maximum' of 10-5 to 10-3 g accelerations which are well 
below the 0.026 g calculated. The residual solar array-induced accelerations 
would be acceptable to most payloads. The peak pointing disturbance of 
almost a half a degree is unacceptable to many pay10ds if mounted directly to 
the platform. If an auxiliary pointing system is used. the pointing disturbance 
seen by the payload would be less than the platform motion. An auxiliary 
pointing system performance is degraded primarily by linear accelerations 
rather than angular motions. As with Orbiter-mounted payloads. the man 
disturbances would likely be a problem for payloads requiring very fine 
pointing even when an auxiliary pointing mount is used. 
4.6 INTERFACE DEFINITION 
This paragraph describes interfaces between the MSP and the Orbiter and Space 
Platform and between the major MSP elements. shown schematically in 
Figure 4.6-1. Figure 4.6-2 summarizes the interfaces between major MSP elements 
for each utility. Figure 4.6-3 gives a design for physically performing the 
interface at the berthing port. The descriptions below will include physical 
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BASIC CONFIGURATION INTERFACES 
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:J i ~ U h ! t~ Intel'faco I> it ~~ ~ ]!:c -- -: < g.9 Utility 11 i,1ut 811 ok( :il 8g u { 
• u; uS: -i :5{;- ~S ~~ "C1: ~l "Co czcz co. 4lo. x~ 
Power. ~In Uua 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Communk:atkmo 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D:taJ~~t 0 0 0 0 0 
TMrfnziFluld 0 0 0 0 0 
AtmocphsnI (~":I and Oz' 0 0 0 
Controt Clrculta 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PotcbleH,O 0 0 0 
Pump Down System 0 
r.m Acc:ass (IVA) 0 0 0 0 0 
Atmosphere Interc~ (RCS) 0 
Figure 4.6-3 
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descriptions, performance requirements <lIld operations (onsiderations. Detailed 
description of the mechanical design of the interfaces are contained in 
Para~raph 4.5 under mechanical design of the berthing umbilical interface. 
4.6.1 Environmental Contl:ol and life2.!'pp2.~~ 
Interfaces defined in the EClSS area include thermal fluid (water), atmosphere 
(OzINz), potable and waste water and pumpdown system (air). Thermal fluid 
lines will exist between the MSP and the Space Platform and between MSP 
elements except the logistics Module. The thern~l fluid lines are expected to 
be between lIZ and 3/4 inch diameter stainless steel tube of thin wall (0.16 
inch) because of the low anticipated pressures of lcss than 1 atmosphere. 
Atmosphere 02 and N2 is normally supplied fl'OIll the I.ogistics Module and all 
other MSP modules v ia the Airlock/Adaptel', These wi I I he small diameter 
stainless steel lines (1/4 inch didl11etcr) which will nlll"llldlly operate at 215 
psid, This reldtively low distl'ibution pn~s"url~ i~ /lIdd~ possible by placing 
the high pressure regulatol's from the Spa! ('lah 021N? Pdncl and locating them 
at the O2 and N2 tank outlets in the logistics Modulp, 
Atmosphere inter(hange is also planned to the logisths Module and Payload 
• 
Modules for humidity <lnd cal'bon dioxide contl'ol, Tld~. \~i11 be a manually 
installed duct of about three inch diameter, 
There will al~o be some nHural int('rchdn~1l' between modules and between the 
MSP and Orbiter during open hatch operation, This will result in some 
atmosphere interchange by diffusion and "it' cinuldtion caused by crew move-
ment and forced circulation within the modules, 
Potable water and waste watel' interfd(ec; exist betwf'I'1I the logistics Module. 
Airlock/Adapter. HabiLlbil ity Modull'~; alld <;Ollll! P.lY).J,lrl Hodulec;, The waste 
water interface frolll rdylo.ld Modulcs \oJi II h,welle ollly I nndpllsate water. flow 
I'ates will be low .1110wll1g fo,' SIII.111 1/4 t(l :I/B inc Ii low p"e<,sure lines, The 
lines will be stdinless st~el bec<lll'lc of tllI~ lon'(I',iv,' l"lture of water. 
Incorpol'ation of .In ,11,-lod.. pUlllpdoWII sy·;t('1Il I'l";ults in an int-el'fdce between 
the Ail-lock dnd t.lll' ,'\i,'I()d.;Ad.lpt.e" 1(.1 <llll'Pt. pl/Illpdll\'ill .til', The dir will 
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~ither be pumped directly into the cabin thereby causing a slight variation" 
in cabin pressure or a receiver mounted on the Airlock/Adapter exterior. 
4.6.2 COMS Interfaces 
The COMS has interface circuits at all the module interfaces to allow the 
subsystem to expand and adapt in an integrated fashion as the platfonn 
configuration evolves. For the interface with the Orbiter. the emphasis is on 
being compatible with standard Orbiter data and communication service so that 
Orbiter modification requirements are kept to a minimum. This interface 
includes a data bus for the exchange of data between the Orbiter and the plat-
fonn. voice communication channels, timing di~tribution circuits, video data 
circuits and caution and warning {C&W} control and monitor circuits. 
The interface between the Airlock/Adapter and the Space Platform will be 
functionally similar to the Orbiter interface. Data bus, timing signal and 
C&W circuits will be provided, as well as high data rate channels to provide a 
path to the Space Platfonn Ku-band communications equipment. Voice and video 
data will be conditioned in the Airlock/Adapter to be compatible with the 
digital data channels of the Power System. The data bus and C&W hardwire 
~ircuits will provide the crew with Power System status data and a capa~ility 
to control the Power System. 
The remaining interfaces {Airlock/Adapter to Payload Module, Airlock/Adapter 
to Habitat Module, Airlock/Adapter to Logistics Module. etc.} will be 
standardized as to interface connectors, pin assignments, signal design and 
function so that overall platfonn configuration flexibility and growth capa-
bility to transfer data bus signals, voice. video data. timing signals and 
C&W signals. Unique circuit assignments, if required. can be accommodated 
with an interface circuit switr.hing matrix within one of the modules. 
An important provision of the interface design is the isolation capability. 
Circuit isolation is necessary and will be provided to ensure that critical 
hardware is protected from damage during demated modes and during mating and 
demating operations. The necessary isolation will be provided with isolation 
amplifiers and/or deadfacing switches. 
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The COMS interface functions will be carried in twisted shielded pairs 
arranged in two or more connectors at each interface. It is estimated that 
60 pairs per lnterface will provide the required interface functions with 
ample spares. 
4.6.3 Electrical 
Manned Space Platform main power is provided by the Space Platform at a 
nominal 30 voe via a three-bus interface with the Airlock/Adapter. The bus 
system handles the rated interface power of 25 kW average and 35.5 kW peak. 
The three buses are routed to the 30 VDC Power Distributor in the Airlock/ 
Adapter for distribution to platform subsystem/users in the core modules. 
payload modules and payload pallets. In addition, a three-bus interface 1s 
provided for the Orbiter at the A/A -Z port. Two buses are used for the 
payload interfaces. with growth provisions for a third. Power is transferred 
across interfaces via connectors on the standard berthing umbilical interface 
mechanism (on the active side) mating with connectors attached to structure 
on the passive side. Main bus interfaces are shown in Figure 4.6-1. In 
addition to main bus power. emergency power.(not shown} is distributed from 
the A/A to all interfaces except the Orbiter. 
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COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS (SUBTASK B.4) 
In this subtask. the two configurations studied in detail in the previous task 
(B.3) were compared and one selected for recommendation as a conclusion of the 
study. Figure 5-1 illustrates the relationship of this subtask to others in 
the study. 
Figure 5-1 
YFK4V4·3 
TASK B - MANNED PLATFORM CONCEPT 
B.1 Roqulrements 
I Customer I 
I Appro'lol I L ____ -1 
B.2 Concept Identification 
• Existing Technology 
• Advanced Tochnology 
B.3 System Analysis 
and Definition 
• System 
• Vehicles 
• Subsystems 
• Interfaces 
B.5 Programmatics 
Concepts 1 and 2 represented markedly different, but individual. logical approaches 
to fulfilling identifiable Manned Platform system and payload requirements. 
Since both approaches were conceived and developed to perform the same habitation, 
payload and logistics functions and to interface with the Space Platform contin-
ually and the Shuttle periodically, their overall configuration effectiveness was 
judged to be roughly equivalent. However, since the modules which fulfilled a 
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given function in each configuration were quite diff~rent. the comparison 
described here was conducted on a modular level. Nevertheless, a judgment 
was made relative to the intra-configuration level effectiveness of each 
module. namely how it interfaced with other modules ell1ft t.hose functions which 
they shared. 
The broad level of detailed definition of these two approaches, at the exact 
time in the study where the task was performed. permitted only a broad-view 
evaluation, but this circumstance was offset by the value-leverage of our 
group evaluation process. Team members from all disciplines and persuasions. 
and extensive experience in Space Station studies and Skyiab contributed to 
the evaluation. lending considerable qua I ification t.o the grading and selection. 
The criteria applied in this comparison was selected 10 broadly cover all 
aspects of major progl'ammiltic and operat forMl siCJllifiC"clnCl>. They were as 
follows: 
• Cost Effectivenpss 
• Mission Effectiveness 
• Safet.y 
• Deve 1 ormen t Requ ll"emen ts 
• Schedule Risk 
• Operational Complexities 
• Growth Potential 
The seven criteria were treated as if equal-wpiljhled since they would. in fact. 
all be of major importance in a progralll, dlb(~it ttt differf>nt times and from the 
differing views of various segments of ~he managerial ~tructure of NASA and the 
producing contrart1rs. 
Presented next is a SUl1l1l1dl'izat ion of the (()Il~, illpl',lt illt1~; which led to the grades 
given per modult' fOI" p.lch (If the sev('11 critp"i.I, r1~, '.tlliWIl in Figure 5-2. 
Cost Effectiveness 
Concept 1 WrlS judg('d to cost less than Concept 4 ~,i!l'l' the rack-tunnel approach 
to the adapter Clnd l09islics module was dl'finit.l'ly .,impler than the rack-
spaciOlls-cth1Illhl'l" appI'l1Mh of Concept 4. ltd', W.1C, off',el hy t.he s\Jbstanti~l1y 
we $,,* WMV·'y'ttr .. , ora 
.,;-,'weve., 'r-·· r t tni 
,,.. 'MSntf'" ( & ottO'?t P" M '0 t s'·'. fsr 10 
. ts', .. f'ri' w' "N-l'We- '" ~.' 
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Figure 5-2 
COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS 
(A, B OR C; A IS BEST) 
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.2S.gment A A NIl. B Moclulet 
• AedII~ment B A A .s Loglatlca 
B+ Aatlnt A- I. A B-
YfR1U 
Sled Op'. Growth 
Rbll CompIu Potont. 
8 8 C 
C B B 
A A C 
B 11+ C+ 
C C A 
a B A 
I B I 
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lower cost of a slightly (subsystem) modified two-segment module (habitat) of 
toncePt 4 as opposed to the heavily-modified (major added structure + subsystems) 
of Concept 1. Conclusion: Concept 4 slightly less costly than Concept 1. 
Mission Effectiveness 
Due to the restrictions of the rack-tunnel approach of Concept 1 in operations 
such as early central control, safe haven, inter-module transfer and outhouse 
(out of habitat) waste management, Concept 4 was graded much higher. Conclusion: 
Concept 4 much more mission-effective than Concept 1. 
Safety 
For much the same reasons given for mission effectiveness, the overall prospect 
of crew safety under routine and contingency situation r , Concept 1 was graded 
less than Concept 4. Conclusion: Concept 4 would be safer than Concept 1. 
Deve 1 opmen t Regu i remen t.s 
Here the added complexities of Concept 4's better performance of mission require-
ments than Concept 1, presented a less challenging development prospect for the 
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lattt!r, but only slightly so because of the considerable challenge of incorporat- (~) 
ing an added segment to the two-segment, standard Spacelab. Conclusion: Concept 
1 would be slightly less of a develoJX11ent challenge than Concept 4. 
Schedule Risk 
Grading for this criteria paralleled that of development requirements and is 
significant as a separately judgeab1e criteria becausp. of the serious impacts 
of J.:lays in vehicle develoJX11ent on payload and support function developments, 
and thus growth of costs in "out-of-basic-vehicle-programs." Conclusion: There 
is a sl ightly greater schedule risk inherent in the IHore complex (but broader 
capability) Concept 4 as opposed to the Concept 1. 
Operations Complexities 
The adapter of Concept 1 is designed to add very bd~ic manned access and supply 
provisions to the Space Platfonn to which their manned habitat and payload 
modules may be added. The Concept 4 adapter provides such basic capabilities 
plus a mini-control c!nter, an· EVA airlock, waste mandgement, repair kits, 
multiple berths and considerable volume for internal passage and long-subsistence " 
times in case of emergency. 
These features provide considerable benefits and fle<ibilities, but at the 
expense of extra operational complexity. The habitats (three- and two-segment 
modules for Concept 1 and Concept 4, respectively) \'ere judged identical in 
operational complexity since there are only capacity differences. The rack-
logistics module of Concept I was rated more desirable from an operational 
complexity standpoint since it did effectively provide the basic functions 
needed. The added pressurized volume of Concept 4 involved slightly more 
complex equipments internally. Also. due to its sile (length), it creates 
some operational constraints in init ial berthing and thereafter, some restric-
tions in reach-around. access for future buildulJ. Another Concept 1 variation 
to be considered (a SOI"t of comparative benefit) io; one wherein logistics items 
could be stored for asc~nt Ijescent in the Orbiter cockpit/lower floor or in 
an up/down stowage module in the cargo bay. ~!l~Lu~ion: Concept 4 (although 
desired over 1 in general) did have complexity th.1t could, in a very low-cost 
approach, be postponed, in favor of early II'>P I)f (oncept I and variants thereof. ( ) 
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Although Concept 1 would provide a significant basic capability for the conduct 
of internal and external payload activities, it is relatively restricted as to 
efficient growth potential. First of all, the elemental services nature of the 
Concept 1 rack adapter does not offer the flexibility and habitat/payload module 
interconnect and optional escape route/haven features that Concept 4 has. 
Secondly;. the three-segment Space1ab module is considered unwieldy for accommo-
dating the numerous payload functions wherein a dedicated, two-segment unit would 
suffice and be preferred by payload-function-cramming-avoidance interests. 
Lastly, the greater internal volume of the Concept 4 logistics module provides 
conSiderable flexibility for supporting growth in (1) small increments byoffer-
ing volume for (a) extra crew quarters on a bivouac tasis and (b) smaller dedi-
cated internal payload installations and (2) support of large increments of 
growth by providing in o~e unit a combined facility for added crew quarters 
and the complete sustenance for same for 180 days, permitting replication for 
packaged crew increases in three-man increments, or six with end-to-end berthing. 
Conclusion: Concept 4 has much greater growth potential than Concept 1. 
Therefore. in view of the above rationale, Concept 4 is recommended as a con-
clusion of this study, and a brief resume of details thereon is presented next 
in the following section (Section 6). 
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RECOMI"ENOED CONCEPT FOR MANNfO r't !\rrORM 
The basic configurat ion recommended, c;hown in F;cJ'JI'" il-l, incorporates a 25 kW 
Space P1atfonll berthNI in-line to a pressurized centl',al (adapter/haven) module 
with a two-segment Spacelab-type habitat and .1 pr~o;!;urized logistics module 
attached radially. It provides accommodations for i'I rrf'W of two to four for 
180 days. exterior and interior payload ,",(commodations, with Significant use 
of existing hardware and l1'uch potential for fUt.Ul'll (!r!Mth. 
• 25 KW Spa~ Plllttorm 
Fi9ure 6-1 
RECOMMENOEO CONc'rPT rOl~ 
MANNru rLI\TrOp.M 
• Moderate Start'Slow Growth Configuration 
I Central Module)- • ' .••.••.••..•. 
- 3 WilY Croll Pauage'Port Adapter 
- Mlnl-Control Center 
- Safe Haven 
- Wa.te tAaRIIQement 
- Shut1le AlrtoCk For EVA 
I Habitat Modulel • • • • . • • • 
- Supplemental Control Center 
- Compartmenla for C~ of 2 Cor 3°) 
- Wo", Bench 
- 6 Radla for Payload. cor CO) 
- Hygeule and food Centen, 
- 2 Soc9ment Spacelab Df Equivalent 
(LoglltiCS M~ . • •• • •..•• 
- 1 Segment Spacelab or Equlv. tor Intemll! SIOf1!' 
- Tunnel Center Radl tor External Storel 
. ............. . 
The 25 kW Space P1atf()I111 I""(lvicies POV/!."·, hp.<1t "f~ie(' ItllI. l.curlllunication/data 
management and dttitude st.abi1ization. rl·ovi~if)ll~ ;'h 1ude accommodation for 
exterior palletized rayloads as well ,IS illlf~dOl' pn",;ul'iled payload modules. 
The viewing payloac1s can be [Jprtileu to I,hl' 5p.II:1' Pl.tI.fnrm V-ports directly or 
to a t,'uss b£'c111l "Ploc,lted to till! dft. (X) ("!I·t 111' tilt' '.l'lllra1 adapter from its 
ori~linal posit ion Oil thp 2~) U~ SpacC' 1'1." for III TlJi', i,llt.el' heam provides 
necec;scll'y rotd!. ion fo,· cC'lll in;I.l1 ("Irl h 1'·,ICk ill'l. 
.l/1l 
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6.1 OVERAll CONFIGURATION 
This configuration is composed of a 25 kW Space Platfonn. a central (adapterl 
haven) module. a two-segment habitability module. and a logistics module. End-
berthing accommodations are provided for all modules and radial-berthing is 
provided on the central module. as shown assembled in Figure 6.1-1 and exploded 
in Figure 6.1-2. 
The Space Platform (SP) is the MSFC referenced aPower System" configuration 
defined in NASA document PM-DOl. dated September 1979. with rotating payload 
port extensions defined in MOAC document MOC G9246. .1ated October 1980, 
"Conceptual Design Study of a Science and Applications Space Platform." 
) . 
Figure 6.1-1 
RECOMMENDED MANNED PLATFORM 
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BASIC MANNED PLATFORM ELEMENTS 
logl!>tic:s 
Module 
HabUatIPayloedl 
Control Module 
'fr:" . ~ ::a-61~ 't: ( , Zl ,~I ~~~' ~., ...... ~~ ~~~_.'. v, 
• ,oo 
lsi O,de, \ • • goO 
Space PI.1Ita,", . ;' , ~{ . 
'. t 
1--( . Y) 
Ai,lock'Adaple. 
(ll 
The sr. by definlt h11l. is "C'qllll'l'd to supply PIl\~"I·. h'." "t>jection and rOlrrnuni-
In addition. th(' sr 
wi 11 I"'ovidt' .ltt;t lllil' st"l,; 1 i:,lt il'll In thl' I'll' in' (lIIIil il1l1 .,'\s(,lllh1y. 
Fi~uf'('S 6.1-3 ,"hi tl,l-ol 111ust,',1te tIll' huilll'II" ',"'j'" ".,' inhert·nl in the 
"t'COI1UI1t'ndl'J (lllKl'pt wi th "1'1 iOlls for i," n.',",1"_ if' • I "W si/I' nt' IMyl0.,ds or 
hot h. 
SP,Il't' r1"tf,Wl:l. 1f1l' f.HI'I"I',1 ll'nt",11 :1:(\.1"1,, 1 \lilt "I·;'.ltillll 1<; shown in FiIlU"C 
(\ . .'-1. The 1i11',Ll,' i" ,I .1. .;.'~' 111.1 , :;.l·tl ;"'''1 ',',,\. I !lI·,t1 l'h>ml'llt configul'ed 
t., !,!'llvid., t!I.' -.!I·lIo"tll!".ll 1I11t',·1.1II' h"!W"I'11 "~It· (,,";1·',' ,11111 rOWI'" Syst('fll plus 
fl\ill' t.n 1',·,·' .... "'·1 ','.1 :',,' ~l,l.··.. ~1I11 I' I hI' 011· ... ·\ " .. 'IlI'l1lt'lIl ,IIH1 11I0l11l1 .. 
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Figure 6.1-3 
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Figure 6.1-4 
~~' llJANNED PLATFORM BUILDUP Space Platform ~,.~~. • Palle' Payload C\~~~~ 
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Payload Module 
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PlMt 
relationships are based on the logic lh.)t this IIi"dl/:' i:! the key element of 
the t~Sp. critical elements of the ElLS. datd pr·c·Lp.s',illq. habitability and 
emergency systems have bpen all{lcated to this lIIodl:I". 
The module is configured in three sections: (I) n:di,: Labin. (2) airlock. and 
(3) ai rlock tunnel. The 3. 04M dia )( 3.P.Hf 1(ln" tTl" ;r. t'ilhin is sized to pi ovide 
four (4) radial. exte,·nal-mounted. herthing "orl", wilh Ihr! physical limitations 
of the Orbiter cargo bay, The + Y dxie; hel·thin" JlCII'I. arc offset from the + Z 
ports in accorda~ce I'lith interface par<Jmetf'r<, e~,l.dl·l,-.flcd by the Orbiter systems. 
The -Z port incorporates a passive intl~dac(> IIIct'hall'c;:II configured to mate with 
the Orbiter berthing/docking system. Th£' rPlllfdn ... ". r.tdi.t1 ports and the +X 
port incorporate activp bel·thing m(!r.h.lIlj~III· •. TIll' i!,f.'rn,,1 arrangement shown 
in Figures 6.2-2. 6"~-3 'dnd 6.2-4 inem"pm'atp Ihl"'" ~"":>ystem racks, portable 
water storagp. system. wt1SU, milllilgetllelll Cflmp.lrl.III1!III •. 1'1./ Ii maintenance workbench/ 
stot"age nck. The di.-lo(~ is ilO Orbiter dil"!(Jl.k "q;,jllped with all standard 
components necessary to S!Jpport EVA. The dit"lolk j. lI:(lunted to a 1.60M dia 
tunnel section with int.enlal '",leII.S c;izl'd to ,l/rIlI/PI.f.;! .. I., f'lIlerqenc.y provisions. 
backup food stordcw. rllld [Vf\ SIIPPOI"t P,!lIil"!I'·nt., :1;.: illllll'I al'io incorporates 
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AIRLOCK/ADAPTER INBOARD PROFILE 
OHHITEH IYPE 
HATCH ITY" 
VIEW LOOKING fORWARD 
t 
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' •. 01 I 
z 
VII IN LOOKING AfT 
-y 
a passive berthing IIl('ChdllislIl for lIlatinq to thp r(lUel' ~v<;t.(>IIl. The MSP atmos-
phere storage tanks are mounted extern., I to the .drln.;k tunnel. 
The airlock/adapter OVPI"dll length of H.I?M i<; thl' III • ., illlum len9th module that 
can be launched with a h'lo-seC)ment habitabil ity 1II()(Jo.II,>. l.ocat ion of the habitat 
in the cargo bay has a direct influcncp on Ihe <;ill' .H1If shape of the airlock! 
adapter. 
6.3 HABITABILITY!·10DULE 
The favored habitability lIIortule (onficruratiOl~ i" <,111 (IIi in ri~ures 6,3-1 and 
6.3-2. One of the key study ground rul{'r. Wei ... til II .... ,Ivdilahle hdrdware and 
technology insofar as 1ll'.lCticcll in on\pr to (It'Vl'ir,,' .1 co<,t-effective total 
system, FClI- th; s redson. tIll' l yl illdric.II 11I'(",r.lln· .IH'11 sections of the 
current [ur\lpcan Space lab wen' detf'rillint'd 1.11 1'I!IIl'I' ,('Ill f('a~ible basic building 
blocks fOI" the habitclhilit.v lIIodule hl'Lilll~.l' Ihl'"'' <;1'1 ti,ms were designed speci-
fically for USl' I'lith ttw OI'[1itl'I", 
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HABITABiliTY MODULE INBOARD PROF~LE 
(STARBOARD SIDE) 
RACK NO. 2 
CONTROL 
CENTER 
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Figure 6.3-2 
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Previous studies "~ve suggested that 200 cu.ft/nI~n h .In acceptable lower limit 
of free volwne for habitable vehicles. Accordinqly. at least 600 cu. ft. of 
free volume would be required in a three-man habitabi I ity module. 
Predicated upon an equirment packing density of 60 pf'rcent and the requirement 
for 600 cu. ft. of free vol ume. the volume of the three-man habitabil ity module 
should be at'least 2000 cu.ft. Utilizing two c'ylindrical sections of the 
Spacelab. a volume of 2450 cu.ft. can be obtained. As a result. a two-segment 
Spacelab was selected as the size of the habitability module. Two segments. 
the core segment and the crew acconrnodation segment. together with the end 
cones comprise the habitabil ity module. The exteriol- is covered with high-
performance ~nsulation. EVA mobil ity aids are al!>o located on the exterior. 
t.) 
Subsystem equipment is primarily located forward in t.he core segment. It is 
installed in the first double rack on each side (Hack No. '1 and 2) and on the 
sub-floor extending the entire length of the core ser.tion. The remaining 60 
percent of the core section accommodates two double racks (Rack 3 and 4) of 
mission-oriented equipment. Rack 3 accommodates tlw 1 ife science payload equip-
ment and Rack 4 accomnodates controls for the solar tprrestrial experiments. ) 
The food chi 11 er and freezer components of the food management system are 
installed in single Rack No.6. and Rack 5 has the pt~rsonal hygiene installation. 
The wor!<bench (Rack No.1) is primarily intf!nded to c;lIpport work activities that 
are general in ~ature and not associated with a unique experiment. The ~ork-
bench has storage facilities. such as utility drilWp.I·~. file cabinets and tissue 
dispensers. Also. lighting is installed in a rece<;~.f'd area above the work sur-
face. Tools and maintenance equipment are provided in t.he workbench storage 
containers and wi 11 be used to supplerne,lt th(' equ ip!lIf'lIt stowed in the airlock/ 
adapter. 
Three spacious well-equipped pl'ivate crew CClmpt1I'tIlU'l1t; (1115 c:u.ft. each) are 
located in the aft crew accoillmodation ~ecti()n. lrJch compartment has a privacy 
closure to somewhat isolate the crew frilll ('xl£'l'nal I irJht and sound. Also. each 
compartment has internal 1 ighting. cont.rolled t.clIlppralure. ventilation. sleep 
restraints, stol'Jge locker'S. trash bag~. COlll1l1tnlrtlt inn. fold-away writing plat-
forms and audio entel'tailll11ent center. 
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The food management subsystem is also incorporated in the aft section and 
provides for the storage, preparation and consumption of food as well as 
collection of food waste and·debris. 
Trash bags for temporary storage are located throughout the MSP in areas where 
high trash generation is anticipated. The trash bags are collected and placed 
in the trash compactor located under the floor of the cre~ accommodation section. 
The compacted trash is off-loaded to the Orbiter and/or logistics module for 
return. 
6.4 LOGISTICS MODULES/ROUTINE AND CONTINGENCY 
The initial MSP wi 11 provide a 1 imited 90-d.ay supply of expendables and con-
summables for a crew of three, plus a 30-day contingency supply. As a result, 
the MSP will be supported through a logistics resupply system which will pro-
vide both replenisllnent of existing stores and additional on-orbit storage 
capability. The logistics module is relatively inactive inasmuch as its main 
function is storage and to support transfer of Platform supplies. It also 
serves to return data, specimens, and accumulated trash to Earth. The favored 
logistics module configuration is shown in Figure 6.4-1. It is 4.32M i~ dia-
meter x 7.31M long and is configured to provide a pressurized, controlled envir-
onment for cargo requiring such an environment plus an unpressurized section for 
atmospheric resupply tankage. The vehicle is sized to su~ply 180 days of 
expendables to the MSP. The pressurized section is a one-segment Space1ab 
structure with a "birdcage"-type interior rack system. The racks are sized to 
accommodate 19.0-inch wide equipment and/or storage containers, making them 
interchangeable with various MSP internal racks. The unpressurized section is 
a 4.32M dia x 2.84M long structural element configured to house a total of 30 
G02 and GN2 tanks. A 1. 14M diameter tunnel is incorporated through this section 
to provide IVA access through the ,flodu1e to an adjacent module or 'to penuit 
rescue if required. The pressurized compartment incorporates the passive berth-
ing system which interfaces with the airlock/adapter, thus keeping the high 
pressur~ tanks the maximum distance from the cluster as possible. The tunnel 
incorporates the active berthing system. 
As described in an earlier section (Section 4.2, Logistics Modules). there is 
a need for some low-cost. quick reaction unmanned logistics module. Such a 
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LOGISTICS MODULE - 180-0AV 
CONFIGURATION 
INTERCOM REMOlt ACTIVE BERTHING 
rs r '::'NAGE CUsTOMiZED 1 HMS GIIAPPH 5T AT ION INStil A IIIIN MECHANISM 
~ER!!f.g!!! ___ J FITTING • SYSUM G02 AND GNl 
I , l.6!1Con \-! STORAGE TANKS --'- • -jl06.01l·· -' I I30PLCSI 4~OE~ ~_ -;:;~:;;::;:-~ .. -.. '-0 or- T j;, 
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SIORAGE 
VOLUME 
cryp, 
capabl1ity would be employed in the eVl,>lIt th.lt tll(: Shuttle cannot be launched 
fOl'd revisit in a timely manner 01' if the l09ist.il·~' need is not great enough 
to wart'ant J dedicated or even shan't! f1 i!Jht. Fi'lll!'l~ /).4-2 illustrates the 
desiqn of such a systelll, This capability is not irllluded in the system costs. 
6.S OPTIONAL EXTERNAL PAYLOAD SUPPORT Br/\M (NOt IN HUGIIT OR COST ESTI14ATES) 
This beam is nc.-.dNl fOl' technology expt'rinu~lIts nn J,'I'IJ~ payload structural 
elements. OTV tankJge. spacecraft servicin(J and pnr",ihty p.ven for berthing the 
Teleoperatol' r1aneuvering System, Fi~urf' 6,5-1 show, .. lOllf} articulating payload 
support beam with multiple pallet. bel'thill'.! peu'Is, 1\ ·'!)tating joint is incorpor-
ated to t1llow + ISO' 1'0t.1tion of t.ht' ann for Pllilltillq dnd I'ase of accessibility 
dUl'ing lO.1dinq .vHI unlll,Hling. The foldinCJ jllilll f.l,ilitates on-orbit assembly 
b'y ,·ot.atiIH) e1e,)1' of the IIdlitt'r Cilrqll ".ty. JlIP fO;"'''I) rotation feature 
illcl'l~ast's pdylotld vil'winq c(lp<lhilitj, lltl' '.truc!"'·,I! pll~lIif'nt of t.he beam is a 
,tJ1'<lpltic/epoxy tl'US~, (onfiqlJl'.ltion. 1.4M x 1.,1N "'1:1,)1"" x 'LOM long, Two payload 
[wI't.hin,! SLltillllS ill',' inUlI'IHlt',ltl'r! 10 .In onllllld,Ill' I : 11 .. , ill-'t! experiments and/or 
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THRUSTERS INSULATION 
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lila ,"RUSTI 
HZH. THRUSTERS IZ PlCSI- CH lRACTfRISTICS 
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assembly elements. 
exchange operations. 
RENDEZVOUS 
aOOCKING 
SECTION 
• .,001'1£0 DEL TA UPPER STAGE 
• No51' REBOOST CAPABILITY 
• 55 fT3 (tAER CARGO VOLUUE 
lEVA UNlOAOlOl 
• REMOTE CONTROL DOCICIREALTIME 
The inner port may be used as a parking port for module 
Note that this beam is an advanced use option which 
replaces the shorter, less capable "arm" (1 of 3) which is part of the 
basic Space Platform and is moved aft from its original position (on the 
Space Platform) to the end of the central module. where it serves as a rotating 
mount for Earth-viewing palletized payloads. 
6.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM (ECLSS) 
Key features of the selected ECLSS. highlighted in Table 6.6-1. include use 
of the basic Spacelab ECLSS which has been improved with the addition of con-
densate water recovery and a regenerative CO2 removal. These improvements 
reduce resupply and represent cost savings partly due to a reduced number of 
water tanks and LiO" expendables. 
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Table 6.6-1 
./ Wiring and 
./ Plumbing 
. Installation 
Active Intertace 
Mechanism 
(2 Pies) 
I ' 
1)MX 1.5Mx 1.~ 
Berthing Port 
(2 Pies) 
KEY FEATURES OF·MSP EelS 
VJ,,, .. :· 
• Regenerable C02 Removal 
• Partial Water Loop Closing 
a Fail·OpemtionaIlFail.Safe 
• Maintainable Equipment 
.100% Crew Overload Capability 
r; No Throwaway Growth Des:gn 
• Optimum Use of Existing Qualified Equipment 
• Low Cost and low Program Risk 
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Built-in redundancy for critical functions results in fail op~rat;onal capa-. 
bility for each of the two separate ECLSS subsystems. Since each ECLSS is 
sized to accommodate the full crew~ a 100 percent overlOad capability exists 
for crew turnover operations. Maintenance capability enables replacement of 
failed or outdated components so that the subsystem can be restored to initial 
or changed to improved capability. 
The design has a no-throwaway feature in that the solid Amine CO2 removal 
system can L~ used in the growth version. Instead of the CO2 being directed 
overboard, it will be directed to a Sabatier unit for 02 recovery. The con-
densate recovery unit will be used for cleanup of water processed in a vapor 
compress./distill. or thermoelect. integr. membrane evap. subsystem. 
Trade results indicated that an optimum design should include about 75 percent 
of Spacelab and Orbiter existing qualified hardware. This feature, along with 
no requirement for advanced technology, results in a low cost and low program 
risk design. 
The ECLSS equipment is arranged to provide for two separate and independ~nt 
units servicing the two separate compartments shown in Figure 6.6-1. The 
habitat module forms one compartment, the second compartment consists of the 
airlock/adapter, the logistics module and the payload module. No forced cir-
culation exists between the two compartments and each is serviced by a separate 
cooling water loop. 
Each major module contains a Spacelab ECLSS and a regenerative CO2 removal unit. 
The Spacelab CO2 control assembly is used for odor/contaminant control by replac-
ing the LiOH canisters with charcoal canisters. Twelve LiOH canisters are 
retained in storage for emergency CO2 control. Catalytic oxidizers are located 
in the life sciences module and the habitat module. 
Condensate processing (multifiltration) assemblies are located in the habitat 
module and the airlock/adapter. Contingency water is stored in the airlock/ 
adapter; normal resupply water resides in the logistics module. 
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Figure'6.6-l 
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'CAT. 011 ASSfMOLY 
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Contingency oxygen and nitrogen are stored on the ~xterior of the airlock! 
adapter; normal resupply tanks are mounted on the exterior of the logistics 
module. 
6.7 COMMAND AND DATA f1ANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM (CDMS) 
A CDMS concept has been developed for the Manned P1atfonn that accommodates a 
wide range of missions and crew ar:tivities ilnd ,,In be implemented with low 
risk. The key features of the Cor'IS concE'pt are shown in Table 6.7-1. The 
concept was based on existing equi~lent desiqn~ 10 show that such an approach 
is feasible. However, it is apparent that sicJnificant gains in performance. 
rel iabi 1 ity and \~eight are avai lable by usin~J CIJMS equipment that is based on 
current elecLronics technology. The selected concept uses hardware el~ments 
from the Ol'bite" and Spacelab CDr1Ss and enhances the subsystem reliability by 
usin~1 additiollclJ on-line "edundancy pili" onboilrd '.petrps that can be ills~ill1ed 
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Table 6.7-1 
CDMS FEATURES 
• Utilizes Developed Equipment 
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• Provides Flexible Crew Accommodation 
• Accommodates PS and Orbiter Interfaces 
• Exhibits Improved Reliability 
• Accommodates Platfonn Growth 
Platform growth is accommodated in the COMS through the use 
of multiple-access data buses for data acquisition and distribution and by the 
use of standard module-to-module interfaces for data exchange. 
Figure 6.7-1 shows that part of the COMS that acquirp.s, stores, processes, 
displays and distributes subsystem and experiment data. Spacelab COMS equip-
ment is widely used. Modifications are required to the Input/Output (I/O) 
units to accommodate the Power System interface and to be compatible with 
the additional redundant units (e.g •• computer and MMU). The data buses can 
be extended to additional modules as the platform evolves. These added modules 
could have Remote Acquisition Ur.its (RAU) unde~ control of the central computer 
complex or could have I/O units and processors to accommodate a more autonomous 
data processing approach. 
In addition to these services. the COMS provides capabilities for audio communi-
cations, both intra-vehicle and with the ground. Orbiter and other external 
elements. video acquisition. display and communication. timing Signal generation 
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and distr~bution and caution and warning display. Thr hardware required to 
implement these functions is not a difficult develoJ~nt and can. for the 
most part. be derived from Shuttle and Spacelab. 
Figure 6.7-1 
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MSP SOrnVARE - KEY FEi'.TURES 
• Standardized. Tightly Controlled Intarieco. 
• Data Fermata and ~flnltlon 
• Data TrDns'~r Protocols 
• Display Formats 
• Common E~ocuUve Des'gnod to Support Transportable 
Applications Modules 
• Single HOl 
• $(tlacted Us. of Distributed. Embedded Proceaaors 
II Eat'cnah,e Ground VaUdalion Prior to On·Orblt 
Configuration Chrmeos 
• Build on Spacolab Sottwero 
MSP SOFT\'VARE - KEY ISSUES 
• Multlplo HardWAro Configurations 
• On·Orblt Systom Intl'orfttior. 
• Flight Systom Autonomy 
• Dovolopmcmt Cost and Schodulo 
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6.8 POWER DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM 
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This subsystem must interface with the SI)dCC Platf{1I1!1 (Power System) and distri-
bute regulated 30 VDC main blls power t.o suhsvstell1s .lII't experiments in the SAHSP 
core modules and attached payloads. In (lddition. a tllt"pc-bus 30 VDC interface 
is provided at the O,"biter berthing port. The basic EPS must retain flexibility 
to accomnodate pldtfonn growth and to distribute pUwl'r over increased line 
lengths to subsyst~n and experiment load centers. 
The concept for this subsystem is sized to cl(cept th.~ 2~) kW rated output of 
the Power System at lhe t1wce-bus 30 VDC illled,lee. Ihe c1esiqn makes maximum 
use of Spdcelab equipment and subsystem dl'sil)n. rnll'rqPllcy power buses are 
derived from the 1ll.1in bUSt'S in th(' airlnck/<ld,tptf'r 11IlWt'r distributor. DeSign 
fea lures are SUlllnar i zl'd in Tab 1 t> 6.8-1. 
Table 6.H-l 
SELECTED ELECTRICAL POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN 
• Spacelab Derived Design 
• Nominal 25 kW Rating 
• 30 VDC Main and Emergency Power Buses 
• AC Power from Local Inverters 
II Combination Manual/Automatic Power ~anagement 
• Single Point Ground 
• Growth Provisions 
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Trades and issues studied include (a) impact of subsystem power requirements, 
(b) configurations for supplying AC power, (c) EPS growth options, and Cd) 
.. 
considerations of emergency power. 
Subsystem power consumption based on using Spacelab equipment accounts for 
nearly one-half of the power from the 25 kW Power System and over 90 perc~nt 
in the case of a 12.5 kW Power System. Average nc and AC power requirements 
for the Platform subsystems by module location are g;ven in Table 6.8-2. 
Possible means for reducing subsystem power consumption are identified in the 
study. 
The selected scheme for AC power distribution (distributed inverters) is based 
I 
on the use of Spacelab inverters and AC load transfer provisions that are 
compatible with Spacelab AC power switching. 
Table 6.8-2 
SUBSYSTEM AVERAGE PO\'VER IN WATTS 
LDgISllcs Airlockl Habitability 
Module Adllpler Moc!ule 
Subsystem oc(l! Ac(3) DC AC DC AC 
CDMS 19 1274 154 1232 154 
EClS 45 362 1502 416 1601 
HAB 120 2 10 153 6 
EPDS(4) 44 651 719 aa 
Subtotals 228 2326 1749 2483 1849 
Total DC 228 4075 4332 
.ndAC 
(1, Initial Version - Tolal for Two life Science Payload Modules 
(2128 Vdc 
(311151200 Vac 400 Hz 
Pa"oactC
'
) 
Modules 
DC AC 
179 
335 592 
429 3() 
i43 622 
1565 
(4) Includes Allowanetta for Sublyat"iii ~jn"11 end IMO"8' los ••• 
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Power distribution options for accommodatinq Pldtfo,n growth include extension 
of the main 30 VDe power buses and utilization of the Power System 120 VDe 
interface. Voltage drops through the system can rpsult in unacceptable low 
voltages at the experiments for an extended 30 VOC s),stem. Utilizing the 120 
VDe interface introduces a double penalty for regu1.1Ioion; i.e., 120 VDe reg-
ulators in thOe Power System and 30 VDe regulato'" Oil the Platform. The pre-
ferred alternative is to take power directly from the Power System unregulated 
high voltage buses. 
Provisions for emergency power beyond the en:p.rgency bus£!s in the baseline 
design depend on requirements for contingency opera t ion. Backup batteries 
could be added to assure continuous operation of c"jtical control functions. 
In the extreme. additional batteries could he requinorl as part of a crew 
survival/rescue kit. 
6.9 STRUeTURAL/HECHANIeAL SUBSYSTEM 
An overall assessment of the MSP structure was made to surface concerns that 
must be addressed in the future. Concerns for each of the MSP modules and 
the assembled Platform are listed in Table 6.9-1. Fro", a systems standpoint, 
docking joint ccmpliances and thermal distortion effects on pointing are the 
most significant items. 
Docking joint compliances require an in-depth analysiS to ascertain dynamic 
response/MSP attitude control interaction. Attenti()11 must be paid to design 
detail s that affect joint compl iance and an iterat h',: design/analysis process 
may ~e r\!quired to solve the compliance problem, 
Thennal distortion is a pointing problem because orhit position and structural 
temperatures are related and are tranc;ienl paramf'ter'">, Estimates of stable 
temperatures. temperature gradients and repet i t. h!(~ tpmperature changes are 
necessary to adeCjuately pl'edict struc:tural defolllldtion and the capability for 
fine pointing. Experiment lor.ation on t.he rlalfo"l. is also d factor in point-
ing when /lIOloe than one experiment is pointin9 .ll the sallie time. A design limit 
• needs to be establ ished fOl' Platfonn cOlltl'ollp.d I'oillling .• A systems study of 
experiment pointing requirements is Iwcdpd to defilH' the limit. Any require-
ments exceedin~l tile limit \'Iill necessitate .l\Ixilidl\" pointin!) equipment on the 
experimellt. 
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T.1hle 6.9-1 
STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL CONCERNS 
Spacclab Module 
• End Dome Strength For Docking Loads 
• 10·Yr Llle Limitations 
• 
Alrlo~ •• IAdaptC!r Module 
• High Pressul12 System Design Assurance 
- Design Factors of Safety 
- Fracture Mechanics Analysis 
- Meteoroid Penetration Protection 
• Airlock Fatigue Life 
Assembled Platform 
• Dock!ng Joint Compliances Increase Assembly Flexibility 
(DynamlcsfControl Problem) 
• Thermal Distortions Af10ctlng Pointing Requirements 
• D8&lgn For "Loak·Belore-Failuro" Condition to Precludo 
Catastrophic Pressure Loss 
• Roboost Loads on Modules Dnd Connections 
6.10 ATTITUOE CONTROL ASPECTS 
An orbit"l distuI'b,\nce momC'nt ,"hlly~i~ W.1S pc'rfonl1C'd to assess wht'tller the 
~~ference $I"\ct' rl.ltfol'1l1 (51') CMG ,ltld n1.\(llwtk torquer sizing was "dequ"tr fOI' 
a typic"l M.\llIll'd SP,1Cl' I'I,lt (ol'1n (MSr) l"""fi~lUI"'t 11m. The t'l'sults Art' lweI im· 
in.lry hc("us(' the MSr f1 i~lht rt'<1ult"t'lI1l'tlts ,1Ild thc' momentum malhlgl'nlcnt OPt""'-
tional schc'l1ll' ,'I"(~ not wl'll dl'finl'd. Th(' "c'suUs WI"'c' 9t'nl'I\1h'd tI,'sl'd on 
assumpt ion~ ."hl condit iOI1~ which ,\I'c' ~h\'wtl (\11 ri9u1'C' 6.10-1. 
Tht'moment distlll'b.,"c.t'S on thl' "'''P which WI"',' .1II.,1,Yzt'd Wt'I'(' .,e"tld,Yn"ntic. ~r.wlt.v 
~H'"di~l1t ,"hi 1l,·.\\lSC\'l'c' (h,,~.'1 Vc'l'tic.,1 c'l"iI'llt"ti(l"s). p,,~t ,,,,,,l.vSt'S h,wt' shown 
tlMt .\t·I·,'d.vn.lInk 111"!lll'nt (.\11 11c' ~j<1"i'h·.lIIt ,It thc' " .. hitoll "ltitlldl'S 1'1"11111'11 for 
'·ISI' (Jlll-.U~, 1..111\. Thl't'I' .ltlllos"llI'l'ic ,!t'II"ity nmdtt i,'ns Wl't't' ~ssuml',h l't'I'I'\'SCllt-
111~1 nll',liul11, hiqll .111\1 ",lI""t ·c,'~t' ("Ihiit i,"Is. Thl' ,h'"~it,Y histOl'il'S ~I't' ~w"el\'tt'd 
wi t h t hl' ,IMCh i., 111 ,I t 111,1 ""h\'I,\' 111I"h'l l N,'S/\ ~I'-:lll.' 1. ~I.H''''I 19/,0 . 
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Figure 6.10-1 
REFERENCE SP ACS SIZINl'2 ANAL VSIS 
Referenc~ Space Platform (25 kW) 
Three Modified Skylab CMGs 
Four Space Telescope Magnetic Torquers 
Conditions Analyzed 
200 and 235 nmi Altitudes 
0, 40, and 80 deg p-Angles 
57.5-deg Inclination 
Medium, High, and Worst-Case Atmosphere Densities 
June 21 - Time of Year 
Five Inertial Orientations 
Two Local Vertical Orientations 
The MSP configuration chosen in the analysis is ~hown on Figure 6.10-2. The 
solar array size cor,"esponds to a 25 kW electrical power capability to the 
payloads. The Space Platform payload modules include an habitability/payload 
module (opposite end from solar arrays). an airlock/rldapt.er (connects modules 
to Reference SP). a logistics module (left side). a life science research lab-
oratory (second.from top). 
Typical results of the MSP external disturbance analysis are shown in Figure 
6.10-2. The results are in te'~lS of how long an orientation can be maintained 
without saturating the CMG momentum capabil fly and do not reflect orientation 
restrictions due to other considerations such as heat rejection or electrical 
power. In all Cdses. a 25 percent CMG momentum m.lrqin was maintained. 
The Reference Space Pldtfo'"1II ACS design of t.hr"ee Skyldb CMGs and four Space 
Telescope electrollla'll1ets wi 11 allow opel"at ions of the MSP configuration studied. 
Operations mdy be restricted at times with respect to orientation hold duration 
fo," som(' 0'" i ell ta t i l'IlS. e5 peci al I y at I OWl'" a I t it uciC's .!lId higher atmospheric 
dl'llsiti('s, Ttlt' Xl'lH'-YPSL ol"ielltdt;oll b rt·lclt ;vl!ly I'.I5Y to cootrol and is 
desi,",IlIlt' ftll' .1 Ilumllt' .. of n'.1sons illc:llldillq lJood 1'1," t"ic.llrnwer. heat 
39? 
~. - -____ 'r-:._ ... ··. __ , 
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Figure 6.10-2 
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\ >~..:..... z REFERENCE 25 KW PS ACS 
".. .. ' •. i~,,-,: :,-:.: ~ORIENTATION HOLD CAPABILITY FOR MSP 
~ .. ' .- ~"."",.... J ::::.~ '. ~'y- >-\ y ~~~~:fi..:J IV' . ,-- X ~£ ~~tt?; 
'-' 
Medium Atmospheric Density 
Orientation Hold Duration (Orbits) 
Principal 
Axes 235nml 200nml 
Orientation I ~ (deg) 0 40 80 0 40 SO 
XPOP-YPSL x x x x x x 
XPOp·ZPSL x x x x x x 
YPOp·ZPSL 120 x x 4 550 :x 
ZPOP·VPSL 44 x x 3 x :.c 
ZSI·XIOP x 3 26 8 2 13 
ZLV·XPOP (YVV) 12 16 15 2 2 2 
ZLV·YPOP (XW) x :r. x x x :x 
Three Skylab CMGG and Four Space Telescope Electromcgnets 
rejection and payload viewing capabilities. The XLV-YPOP(XVV) local vertical 
orientation is also relatively easy to control. but electrical power capa-
bilities degrade approximately as the cosine of orbit Beta angle and may only 
be useful for low Beta angle orbits. The other local vertical orientation 
(ZLV-XPOP) has good electrical power and heat rejection at high Beta angles 
but may have limited hold duration because of the large thermal radiator-
induced aero torques. 
It should be noted that at 235 nmi altitude. all orientations studied can be 
held for at least one orbit and usually much more. Additional momentum control 
ca,abil;ty may be desirable. however. if a good orientation selection is 
required at lower altitudes. Also. additional momentum control capability may 
be desirable to maximize operational capability in the event a CMG or electro-
magnet fa i1 s. 
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6.11 HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM 
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TMs subsystem is designed to saUsfy the two separdt.., l.ompartment requirements 
as shown in Figure 6.11-1. All essential functions are provided in the habita-
tion module and duplicated in the airlock/adapter or logistics module. These 
essential features include food and wat~r supplies and emergency waste manage-
ment. Emergency escape capability consists of IVA, (VA, and personal rescue 
systems. 
Figure fl.ll-1 
SELECTED CONCEPTS AND ARRANGEMENT 
- HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM -
AIRLOCKfADAPTlR 
-WASTE MANGEMENT 
_SHOWER 
_HYGIENE 
IIIVAfEVA 
_ RESTRAINTS. LOCOMOTION AIDS 
AND TOOLS 
• FOOD FREEZER 
eSHELF STAtILE FOOO STORAGE 
- RUlllAINTS AND LOCOMOTION AIOS 
LOGISTICS MQOUL[ 
- CREW OUARTERS 
- FOOD FREEZER 
- RHRIGtRATOA 
_GALLEY 
-SHElF STABLE FOODSTORAGI 
-HYGIEN[ 
-MEDICAL TREATMENT 
- EMERGENCY WAST( 
_I'ERSONAl RESCUE SYSTEM 
- RESTRAINTS. LOCOMOTION AIDS 
lIND TOOLS 
_IVA 
e EXERCISE AND RtCREATION 
HABitABILITY MODULE 
YJllll1: 
Primary habitation functions are provided in the hJhitiltion module where the 
crew qual'ters are located. These feature'> inc lude " I)cllley. food storage. 
hygiene. medical treatment. and exercise dllel rer.r('ilt ion provisions. 
The primary waste lIIalldgelll£'nt facility is locilted in the airlock/adapter and 
consists of the Orbiter waste mandgement Ullit. ~ill((, t.he existing Orbiter 
design would neccssitclte chclng£'out on-orhit. (ollo;id(·,'dt.ion is being given to 
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locating the units in the logistics module so changeout can be done on the 
ground. Another alternate is to modify the Orbiter design to facH itate 
changeout. 
The food diet consists primarily of frozen and shelf staple foods which are 
supplemented with fresh food during Shuttle revisits. The food resupply 
weighs 1400 pounds per 180 days for the basic HSP. The bulk of the food is 
stored in the logistics module, but 7 to 14 days supply is maintained in the 
habitation module for emergency use. 
Eight of the 12 major habitability items are existing Shuttle and Spacelab 
deSigns, some of the items require improvements. Items requiring new deSigns 
include the trash compactor and freezer/refrigerator. 
6.12 SAFETY 
Because the crew of MSP has no immediate escape capability similar to Skylab, 
the HSP design incorporates several features dedicated solely to crew support 
aad safety including emergency provisions and hazard retreat areas. These 
are highlighted in Figure 6.12-1. Contingencies are provided for in the MSP 
basic configuration and remedial safety aspects as onboard warning systems, 
l80-hour emergency supplies, 30-day contingency supplies, escape routes, and 
Orbiter rescue. 
The approach to achieving an acceptable level of safety for the MSP has 
featured retreat-refuge (and recovery) rather than abandonment. Hazards have 
been minimized throughout design, operations and conceptual configuration 
effort. with special attention to location of potentially hazardous material. 
Backup provisions will pennit operation of the MSP from either the habitat/ 
payload module or the airlock/adapter module with full recovery possibilities 
if retreat from either module is reqtdred. Every pressurized module berthed 
to the MSP is a safe refuge area for a minimum of 180 hours. If recovery 
from a contingency is not possible. Orbiter rescue is always available as the 
fina 1 backup. 
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Figure 6.12-1 
KEY SAFETY FEATURES OF 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 
• 2 Separate Pressurized Habitable Volumes 
• Separate Subsystems for Each Volume 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 
• Repressurizc.tion Stores For Largest Pressurized Volume 
• 3 Isolated Power Source Buses 
• Emergency Power Distribution Provided 
• Overpressure Protection and Emergency Atmosphere Dump 
Capability in Each Pressure Volume 
• Critical Subsystem Functions Are Fail-OperationaI/Fail-Safe 
• EVA Rescue Routes Provided in Each Separate Habitable 
Volume . 
6.13 MASS PROPERTIES 
The weight of the MaImed Platfor"'m elements .Ire qiven hi Figure 6.13-1, with 
groupings for e,\ell of the three launches requil"'l'c1 tIl r.~nplace the system. 
6.14 KSC OPERATIONS 
Prelaunch sustained logistics operations Ilt this cC'lll!t· will require a consid-
erable planning dnd process management act iv it y. p"o<,pr>r.ls for logistics are 
listed in Figure 6.14-1. 
6.15 GHOWTH MOOES 
This configuration .lIld module approcHh 11~lId<; itsl'lf ,'ffpctivply to growth 
modes for' the support of 1111 of tht' V,lrioll~ lI,ly1o!H\-. (IH!.u"-terOl and futul"e) 
i den t if i ed ea I"l it'" i 1\ t his I'PPUI"t. (Sl't' I i qUI"''' (j, 1 !l-l ) . 
~-. ) 
tSi ~._ ... '.Oi ~~~. 
( 
CW.+;P .. CiA. ,4. 
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MANNED PLATFORM 
LAUNCH WEIGHT SUMMARY 
FIIsl Second Third 
ElelMtlls &.auneh Launch Launch 
"'.nned P"norm Modul.s 32.2 .. 20.333 
AlflOCk Adlple' 
-
11.112 
-
Hllbillblhty 
-
11.132 
-
&.og.SIlC 
- -
20.333 
Pey\OIds 7.231 1 •• 7., 
Soli' TIHfHlrIIl (Pallet I 7.231 
-
Eanh Science (p.llell 
-
1.1'1 
LH.Sc .. nce~ 
-
1.100 
FacIlity 
Power S,lIem 29.887 
25.0 Kw Power Syslflll wtth 27.C59 
A.boos' Module 
M,n .. A.ms (31 2.'2a 
OrIIII •• Support 1.7.a "liD 1.571 
Crew(ll 
-
510 
-
Docking Module 3.900 3.900 3.100 
OrbIt .. P.,load Antram" 2.768 1.920 2.511 
0rII1t .. P.yload FliOhl Klls 10 80 10 
T$IILbl ".au 3US4 ".~5 
.... : Contingency "-PCnI1ed In Ind,vidu.1 "Ie.nlf"s 
Figure 6.14-1 
KSC ROLE IN LOGISTICS 
• Manned PlaHorm Logistics Management 
• Requlll!menil Analys,s 
• Planning and Scheduhng 
• F&cility Uliltuhon 
• Training 
.• Operations Control 
• Logishes In'~'.'ion O~r"hons 
OrbItal 
Asumbl, 
15.005 
11.112 
11.132 
20.333 
21.172 
7.231 
5.1'1 
1.100 
29.aa7 
2US9 
2.'2a 
510 
510 
-
-
-
107.37. 
• Manned Module Support 
• Space Platlonn Support 
• Large Structure Build Up 
• OTV B--sing/Resupply 
• Inleno, Payload Modulfl 
• E.'.rior Payload Uodubs 
• Spaceaall 5«",iC'"9 
• SubaaltUue Se",lc:ing 
• 180 Day Logistics Module Turnaround (Typical) 
• Unload • Load PayfOlid Resupplies 
• Relurbish • Load New Pavloads 
• Load Intemai/ElIlenully • Load On-Orbil 
Stored Consummables tor Operations Aids 
Manned Modules and 
Space Plattonn 
• Trainrng tor On-Orb'I LoglShcs and Related OPftations 
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VfRllO 
MANNED PL.ATFORM GROWTH OPTIONS 
HASI T A TIM51' 
(OHTROLS -
SUPPLEMENTAL ~ CREW MODULE 
PAYLOAD MODIFIED 
MOOULE ADAI'TER 
PAYlOADI/ 
HABITAT· 
lOGI~TlCS / 
6.16 DETAILED EQUIPMENT AND MASS PROPERTIES LISTS 
MISSION 
CONTROL 
C£Nfl,. 
ADDITIONAL 
AIRLOCK/ADAPTf,. 
WOOIF/lO) 
MUL T'-PAYLOAO 
IUfPORT SymM 
Figures 6.16-1 through 6. 16-9 pre~ent details on the~e subjects, including a 
summary presentation of subsystem weight~ ft'lr each modlll£'. 
6.17 INBOARD PROFILE DRAWINGS 
Layout drawings of the recomnended central module, habitability module and 
logistics module are bound into the back of t.his document. 
6.18 MINIMUM COST/EARLIEST CAPABILITY CONCEPT 
(Presented after Figure 6.16-9.) 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEr.lS) 
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BASIC n,'ANNED PLATFORM SYSTEM 
\VEIGHT SUMMARY 
MODULI WEIGHT ILiISI 
EUMtNTS AIRLOCK U>APJER HASlTASILlTV 
STRUCTURE 1QI au MOO 
PRIIooIARY StUll IZM WI 
Tl1NNU StUll lSI 
-AIRLOCk ICIO 
-SECONDMY STRlICTURE "0 az MlCHANICAl SYSnM 210J .1 ,. 
HATCHES 117 "I 
IIERIHIHG 1"1 ... 
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM lIS 
ACTIVE 131 III 117 447 
P<US/VE 2CII ... 
EClLS 1121 I. lOa 
ATMOSPHERE STORAG£ .. CONTROL 22C2 U4 
AlUOSI'HERE REVITALIZATION 171 U., 
WAUR MANACUliNT ,.. 20 
COMMUNICA TlOH .. DATA MANAGEMENT .1 W • DATAUANClfMLNT .11 ... 
TV 280 It 
liMING OtSJRIIUTION • M caWISAFING » M 
vOlcr CDMMUNICATlCN • 3J ELECTRICAL POOUR 7. .lII .10 
POWER OIST/CONVERSION III 211 
rowE H CONI ROL I 77 
WIRING 101 "03 
HAS" AfIILITY SYSTEM ,., ~.fZ 3171 
FOOD MANAGEMtNT 
-
1144 
tRASH MANAGEMENT 
-
2CS 
RESIRAuns 110 HANDRAILS Il!I 161 
HYGIU4E FACILITIES J2S 
-HOUS(kHrING 20 12 
fURNISHING 3:1 715 
auw [QUIPMENT M2 1403 
CONTINGENCY 1173 1312 
TOTAL mIGHT ILasl 11111 lalU 
6.18 MINIMUM COST/EARLIEST CAPABILITY CONCEPT 
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There are many reasons for assuming that the Manned Space Platform (HSP) may 
have modest beginnings with gradual evolutionary growth to major operational 
service. Among such reasons are such realities as budget constraints and 
most probably, a gradual rather than spectacular increase in the availabil ity 
of payloads which are specifically built for extensive manned involvement. 
For such reasons, it is interesting to consider an "earliest" phase of our 
recommended concept wherein only a central crew/adapter/haven-type module is 
flown with the 25 kW Space Platfonm, as illustrated in Figure 6.18-1. In the 
next figure (Figure 6.18-2), the interior layout is shown to include full 
accommodations for a crew of two for 90 days of flight plus 30 days of contin-
gency sustainability. The features of this earli~st system are shown in 
Figure 6.18-3. 
This elcmental capabil it; could pcrfonm quite effectively for many weeks with 
two palletized science and applications payloads. But realistically, additional 
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MINIMUM MANNED PLATFORM ELEMENTS 
AND CAPABllITIF.S 
Duration: 
10 Day. + 
Vf0420 
30 Day Contingency 
~~ .. "''\J~s..~;7'.::,) ~,rp 
~ ... 'J~.,I~./ , • 
. /.: ":':'/"J. 
~f Cre\'d!~ul"m!\r!!t 
• Mlnl.confrols 
• Wllste Moml 
• Comm and Data ... omt 
• Food and H~ 
• 2 Bunk Areas 
• EClS 
• Eva Support 
• 2 Press Compartments 
(90 Cu FIIMan Moro Volume Than 
Required lor Acceptahle Perlormance) 
Earth-Orlenled 
Pllyloftd 
volume is necessary for months of flight and can be provided by the 180-day 
replaceable logistics module, another key alement of our Manned Platfonm~ 
added as soon as possible, as shown in Figure 6.18-4. 
Now ther.. we have a capability comparable to the Salyut 6 of the USSR (shown 
in Figure 6.18-5) {comparison shown in Figure 6.18-6}. Six Salyuts have logged 
over 10 years in space with a routine crew of two, but during crew exchanges has 
acconmodated as many as four. Sa1yut also hi'S an •• nmanned resupply vehicle 
called Progress. Routine crew exchanges are accoolplished with the Soyuz vehicles. 
Salyut has performed a considerable variety of civilian and mi1itary payload 
activities which attests to the broad capabilities inherent in only a two-man 
!:ystem. 
Therefore. with only the combination of our central crew/adapter/haven and a 
logistics module. a significant dnd internation~lly competitive addition to the 
U.S. inventory of manned space capabilities can be provided. 
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MINIMUM MANNED PLATFORM 
WITH RESUPPLY 
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Section 7 
TECHNOLOGY AUVANCEMLNI 
Technology for the type of system in pnlspcct Ilc,'c 11!U~.' be addressed in two 
categories. namely: 
• AccolMlOdation. sustenance and protection of IIIdll 
• Innovative utilization of man with machines in space 
Because of the technology developed on Skylab and Shuttle much of the basic 
technology exists for the accommodation. sustenance ;]nd protection of man for 
long periods in orbit. However. for a given new veil ide configuration and for 
the appl ication of new technology developed for the 80s. certain technology 
programs must be initiated to assure maximum perfOrllljil1r;~ and safety in any new 
system. 
Therefore. as shown in Figure 7-1. there are two I.cHe~lories of technological 
advancement recommended for the manned sPdce platfo,~. namely: 
• Enhancement of bas i c manned sys tern capab il ity 
• Enablement of advanced manned capabilities 
Fig!Jre 7-1 
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE 
EVOLUTIONARY MANNED PLATFORM 
Enhancement 0' Basic 
Manned System Capability 
• Command and Data Managctment 
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- Manned Motion Isola lion 
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Desaturalion 
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Advanced Manned Capabilities 
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The types of "Enhancementll Hems are described in Paragraph 7.1 below. whereas' 
the IIEnablement" terms are covered in Paragraph 7.2. 
7.1 ENHANCEMENT TECHNOLOGY ITEMS 
7.1.1 Command and Data Management 
Fault Tolerant Computer Systems 
The dev~lopment of hardware techniques, software techniques and system 
architecture concepts for fault tolerant data processing would enhance the 
performance and reliability of manned platforms and would decrease the life 
cycle costs. System concepts whould consider on-orbit reconfiguration require-
ments. DoD Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) and commercial VLSI 
developments should be incorporated. 
Fiber Optic Data Bus 
Development of fiber optic data bus hard"/are techniques and bus architecture 
concepts would enhance the manned platform internal data distribution capa-
bility and could decrease RFI susceptibility, weight and acquisition costs. 
Emphasis needs to be placed on developing reliable connectors and couplers. 
7.1.2 Electrical Power Distribution 
Space-qualified remote-control circuit breakers/power controllers which have 
low voltage drop and operating power and high current interrupting capability 
would enhance high voltage (lOO-300V) and low voltage (nominal 30V) distribution 
efficiency. 
Power transfer devices (rotating interface) exhibiting lightweight. low loss 
and high power capabil ity would enhance long 1 ife. high reHabil ity appHca-
tions. 
7.1.3 Environmental Control and Life Support 
Regenerative Carbon Dioxide Control~tern would enhance the capability to 
operate with or without 02 recovery. minimization of power and cooling require-
ments. The primary candidate approach for this is solid an.ine-water desorbed. 
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Waste Water Recovery System would enhance the (~pability of recovering potable 
water from urine, condensate and hygiene water. it would minimize power and 
cooling. The prir .. ry candidate approaches are Thermoelectric Integrated 
Membrane Evaporation System (TIMES) and Vapor Compression Distillation (VCO). 
7.1.4 Attitude Control 
Manned module motion/force isolation systenl would enhance isolation of the 
Platform from man-induced disturbances. This would allow for better pOinting 
and 10w-g per-ormance for payload mounted on the Platform along wHh manned 
operations. Magnetically levitated joints might be a good path to pursue. 
Power, data. communication and fluid transfers across the jOint would be 
required. 
Large integrated momentum storage/ener'gy storage sy~,tefllS and magnetic torquer 
technology (large momentum storage and magnetic momentum desaturation systems) 
would enhance orientation flexibil ity and for future growth configurations. 
(--- The momentum storage function may alsc be integrated wit.h an energy storage 
system to reduce battery requirements by using the stor~d kinetic energy in 
the spinning wheels, 
7.1. 5 Logi5tics 
Future manned spacecraft would benefit considerably fr~" an unmanned contingency 
logistics vehicle capable of being launched by an expendable-type launch system 
in between or in emergencies instead of Shuttle f1 igltts. 
7.1.6 EVA 
Demonstration of man's capability to assis~. in the el'f.~d.inn. assembly and 
maintenance of large o,'biting space systems must be developed. 
7.2 ENABLEMENT TECHNOLOGY AREAS 
New developments al'e "equil'(~d in these arC.lS i:l or'der' til enable industry to 
produce reliable hdrdware. 
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Payloads in the 1990s will require large reflectors for infrared. commun1ca~ 
tions. radar. gravity wave sensing and particle beam injection. The deploy-
ment and/or assembly of such large structures is a new technology and will 
require development and orbital testing of unique support equipment. tools and 
techniques. Onc~ erected the rigidization and alignment of such structures 
will also require development of distributed-force units. deflection sensors. 
laser surface form scanners. etc. 
7.2.2 Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTVl 93sing 
OTV storage. refueling. checkout. launch. recovery and berthing on an orbital 
base involves many new technologies. Some of these are most effectively 
on-orbit and therefore, related experiments will be performed on the manned 
platform as a precursor step to OlV hardware and base equipment production and 
operations. 
7.2.3 Spacecraft Servicing 
This future utilization area for the manned space platform involves various 
servicing specialists, tools, accessory equipment. instrumentation and a 
diagnosis/relaunch control center. Moreover. it lnvolves the operation of an 
inter-orbital. two-way stage or teleoperator maneuvering system to transfer and 
dock to and return the spacecraft from some orbit. perhaps quite remote from 
the manned space platform. Here again. numerous technology experiments should 
be developed and tested on-orbit 1n the actual operating environment before 
system designs are finalized. 
7.2.4 Remote Vehicle Retrieval/Control 
There 1s an entire spectrum of missions which involve the excursion and recovery 
of or special operations support equipment or payloads away from the manned 
space platform. This involves various techn~logies which also require experi-
mental flight testing in orbit to assure that an accurate comprehension of 
real operating conditions and constraints exists before the system design is 
finalized. 
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This subject is covered in a separate volume. III. and related to the other 
subtasks covered in this volume. as shown in Figure 8-1. 
Figure 8-1 
TASK B - MANNED PLATFORM CONCEPT 
B.3 System Analysis 
and Definition 
• System 
• Vehicles 
• Subsystems 
• Interfaces 
B.1 Rcquirements 
I Customer 
I Approval I L. ____ ---l 
B.2 Conc£. .. Identification 
• Existing Technology 
• Advanced Technology 
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Appendix B 
ACRONYMS 
Airlock/Adapter 
Attitude Control Subsystem 
Analog to Digital 
Aft Fl i ght Det:k 
Atmosphere Revitalization Subsystem 
Atmosphere Supply and Control Section 
Apollo/Soyuz Test Project 
Branching Unit 
Circuit Breaker 
Communication and Data Management Subsystem 
Contro 1 Moment Gyr,':) 
Caution and Warning 
Digital to Analog 
Data Display Unit 
Data Management Subsystem 
Electrochemical Depolarizer Concentrator 
Environmental Control/life Support 
Extravehicular Mobility Unit 
Electrical Power Distribution Subsystem 
Electrical Power Subsystem 
Experiment Power Switching Panel 
European Space Agency 
Extravehicular Activity 
Frequency Modulated 
Flexible Multiplexer D~nu1tip1exer 
Greenwich Mean Time 
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MSP 
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OWS 
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POP 
PS 
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DRS 
f{/\U 
ReS 
RF 
Rr~s 
High Data Rate Recorder 
Habitability Module 
High Rate Multiplexer 
Heat Exchanger 
Input/Output 
In the Orbit Plane 
Intravehicular Activity 
Keyboard 
Line Repla~eable Unit 
launch Test Module 
LOlal Vertical 
Multiplexer Demultiplexer 
Mission Elapsed Time 
Mars Memory Un it 
MOlllent of Inertia 
Manned Space Platform 
Mean Time Between Failure$ 
Orbiter Processing Facility 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle 
Orbital Workshop 
Power Control Box 
Payload 
Perpendicular to the Orbit Plan!' 
Power System 
Perpt>l1dicula," to Sunline 
Personal Rescue System 
R~lott> Alquisition Unit 
RealtlLm Control SystC'1Il 
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Science and Applications Space Platform 
Solid Amine Water Desorbed 
Solar Inertial 
SL Spacelab 
SP Space Platform 
SPDS Subsystem Power Distribution Box 
SIS Subsystem 
SRB Solid Rocket Booster 
STACC Standard Telemetry and Control Components 
TCS Thermal Control Subsystem 
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 
TIHES Th~nmoelectric. Integrated Membrane Evaporation Subsystem 
tMS Teleoperator Maneuvering System 
TV Television 
VCO 
VHSIC 
VLSIC 
I 
VRCS , 
VV 
Vapor Compress;on Distillation 
Very High Speed Integrated Circuits 
Yery Large Scale Integrated Circuits 
Vernier Reaction Control Subsystem 
Velocity Vector 
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1.0 
1.01 
MANNED SPACE PLATFORM PROGRAM GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
The Manned Space Platform (MSP) is a permanently-manned 
facH ity operating in low Earth orbit and used for operational 
support of Space activities such as Scientific research. on-
orbit assembly. servicing of Space vehicles and assemblyl 
checkout of large Space systems. Resupply shall be via the 
Space Shuttle. Modules and/or equipment shall be transported 
to and from low Earth orbit (LEO) internal to the Space Shuttle. 
The MSP will be capable of growth from an initial configuration 
capable of supporting up to three (3) personnel in a permanently 
manned mode to a growth configuration capable of supporting up 
to six (6) crewmen. 
1.02 The configuration approach shall minimize the number of Shuttle 
launches required to fully establish an operational Manned Space 
Platform. 
1.03 The development approach will provide for reducin~ the number 
and cost of test articles and major tests and will provide for 
utilization of the Orbiter for on-orbit testing. 
1.04 "Comnonality" is a primary consideration throughout the study. 
As a goal, common module structures, subsystems, and mission 
hardware will be developed. 
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2.01 The Manned Spdce Platform (MSP) sha I J be c;.)pabJe of use in a LEO 
range of 2tl.5(1 to 104" inclination at dn clltitude between 370 km 
(200 nm) and 740 km (400 nmi). (Pro ... is i,HlS for modifications to 
allow higher altitude operational shall hc! retained.) 
2.02 The initial f1anned Space Platform will be flll1y operational when 
it has the capability of being continuou~ly manned. To be 
continuously manned, the MSP will hdve cilpability for environmental 
control and life support, electrical POWl:I', stabilization and 
control, guidance and navigation, cOIl111l1nil"ations, thermal control, 
and ddta management for a periori of gO J.I'fS pIllS without resupply. 
2.03 The "design to" weight of Shuttle trdn!>rol"tE'd modules shall not 
exceed a maximum of 29,485 kg (65,000 It)';). The nominal Orbiter 
payload weight for planned landinCJ shell I not exceed 14,515 kg 
(32,OOOlbs). 
2.04 The maximullI external dimensions of the modules shall be 4.42m 
(14.50 ft) in diameter and 17 ~ (56 ttl with planned EVA or 
18.25 m (60 ft) without pldnned EVA, in length. Mechanisms 
that are external but attached to the modu Ie, such as handl i ng 
rings, attachments for deployment dor.kinq 1II(:r.hanisms, storage 
fittings, et~., shall be contained durinq launch within a 
dynamic envelope of 4.6 m (15 ft) didlllct"r and 18.25 m (60 ft) 
length. 
2.05 Space}_h~_~!.1~ S'ystem Pa'yload A5=S!l.~n_o.d_i1_tiCl!l, ,ISe 07700. Volume XIV, 
Revision G. Change No. 33, dater! 26 Selltl~II,Il(:r 19RO, Volume I I I, 
£"L~!l_t .. .PE£!·2.~i2ns;_ Volume IX, 0.r_o_u_n_c1 . .oJ).C:"·ii.t:.!.~I.~; and Volume X • 
.F.!.i.9.hl .!ill.'!. _G!_o~ !!~'?"y's tern 2P_e_clf. Lc i'_ t:...1!!..ns. ... h.1I I be the reference 
f,~r performance clnd requ ired in t.erf.ICI' cI.d:1. 
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The Manned Space Platform shall be capable of accommodating a 
mixed male-female crew (5th to 95th percentile). 
2.07 Payload and habitability modules of the Platform shall be 
replaceable without major activity disturbance. 
2.08 The MSP shall be capable of operating in an unmanned mode up to 
four months (both initially and in an abandoned mode). 
2.09 The initial MSP shall have the capacity for independent operation 
with the full crew for a period of at least 90 days in LEO. 
2.010 At least 30 days consumables. including those for habitability 
and mission objectives shall be available beyond the scheduled 
resupply missions. 
2.011 The MSP shall be capable of operating in both single and multiple 
shift modes. 
2.012 In general. day-to-day planning of activities shall be performed 
onboard; long-range planning shall be performed on the ground. 
2.013 Crew transfer from the Orbiter to the MSP (manned or unmanned) 
shall be performed in a shirtsleeve environment. 
2.014 The initial MSP will be sized to accommodate at least 3 crewmen. 
Provisions for double occupancy will be provided in cases 
requiring exchange crew overlap periods that exceed the Orbiter's 
accommodations. The maximum crew overlap will be (3) crewmen 
for (7) days. 
2.015 A minimum of two separate pressurized habitable volumes with 
independent life support capability and habitability provisions 
will be provided at each manned stage of the Manned Space 
Platform buildup and operation. 
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Each separate habitation volume shall hd>/~' an EVA route to support 
rescue. 
The MSP shall provide for an Orbiter and module berthing capability. 
In addition, an alternate emergency lJerthiny capability for the 
Orbiter, shall be available. The '~SP bertlling provisions shall 
accommodate crew transfer, logistics fliqhts, and module additions! 
removals. 
Solid wastes shall not be dumped to Spilet>. 
COl1lllonal ity is to be a primary considerrtl :on. The various modules 
shall use common structural assemblies/<;ub,)~semblies, subsystems, 
components and mission hardware dS much ", practical to reduce 
costs. 
All hardware associated with the MSP wi II be designed, and 
prelaunch operations will be developed. so as to require minimum 
access to the module while in the O,'hitC'I' carqo bay, 
For the initial MSP. all crew m~nbers nf '~,lCh MSP crew shall be 
qualified for EVA, and EVA provisioning for all crew members is 
required. Personal Rescue Systems (rH)~,) dnd provisions will also 
be provided for the crew. 
Berthing ports and hatches shall be ~iled for a minimum 40-inch 
opening and shall provide interfaces for oil', water, power, data 
bus. etc, Pril110ry access routes sha 11 ,lcconUllodate package 
volume sizes of (TrW) inches. Secondar'y Jccess routes shall 
accolllnodate package volume sizes to (TIlO) inches. Primary access 
is defined dS d "trunk 1 ine" throll~lhollt. the MSP connecting all 
major elements. Secondary access l'OUt.I::; ill'e defined as those 
that are pa,'allel to or in ildc1ition to prilllclry routes such as 
access to crc~1 quarters, q<llley, film <1f>V(!loping lab, etc. 
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At each phase of the on-orbit assembly sequence, the Orbiter and! 
or onboard crew shall have the capability and resources to checkout 
and validate the operation of the MSP. 
2.024 System design shall accommodate variations in the MSP configura-
tion due to buildup and multiple operations conducted simultaneously, 
such as on-orbit assembly, berthing, and payload servicing. 
2.025 The MSP configuration shall provide operational flexibility 
and reasonable avenues for growth. 
2.026 The MSP shall provide any necessary interface capability with the 
Orbiter subsystems during Orbiter-tended operations. 
2.027 The MSP shall normally fly at an altitude such that its orbit 
lifetime is at least 90 days without orbit makeup. Any orbit 
makeup shall be provided via the Power System r~boost module. 
2.028 The measure to prevent uncontrolled deorbit (unmanned mode) 
shall be a controlled deorbit. Accordingly, the Power System 
propulsion system shall always be maintained to accomplish a 
deorbit from 200 nm. 
2.029 The first module(s) to be orbited shall provide the following 
conmunications: 
a. telemetry/commands (uplink and downlink) 
b. metric tracking (GPS) 
c. and when manned, duplex voice links 
d. communications distribution interfaces. 
Subsequent attached modules can rely on the first module for 
these communications. 
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2.1 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
CRlG!T!AL F AS!.!!~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
2.1.1 For emergency conditions, the follmlliflq , ... p.lbi1ities shall be 
provided: 
2.1.2 
2.1.3 
2.1.4 
2.1.5 
o Rescue by the Orbiter in 180 hours (LEO ollly). 
o Isolation of any module containing hazardous/toxic materials 
from the remainder of the MSP within 90 seconds. 
o Rescue of entire MSP crew from an isolated module. 
Critica I onboard subsystems shall be des ifJned to minimize risk 
of loss of modules, injury to the crew or clama<je to the Orbiter 
and other vehicles (fail operationill/f.li I :"Ife). 
The NSP shall provide the capability for performing critical 
functions at a nominal level with <lny single component failed 
or with any portion of a subsystem inactive for maintenance. 
The MSP shall provide the capability to perform critical functions 
at a reduced level with any credible combination of two component 
failures, or with any credible combination of a portion of a 
subsystem inactive for maintenance anll f.lilure of a component 
in the remaining portion of the suhsystem. 
Capability shdll be provided for perf(JI'lilil'lJ critical functions 
at an emergency level until the aff~~tr(1 (unction can be restored 
or the crew returned to earth: 
a. With anyone module initctivrltf~d or' i'·.:.lat.en itnd vacated due 
to it m.~lfullction or accident.. 
b. With dny credible combination of II ':Ij";ystelll inactivated as 
d ,'esult (If dn accident ilnd il pod.ioti of "1 redundant 
bdd.-up system inoperative. 
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For those malfunctions which may result in time-critical 
emergencies. provision shall be made for the automatic switch-
ing to a safe mode of operation and for caution and warning of 
crew members. 
Capali1ity shall be provided for.extinguishing any fire in the 
most severe oxidizing environment prior to failure of primary 
structural elements. Interior walls and secondary structure 
shall be self-extinguishing. 
All continuous nonmetallic materials shall be self-extinguishing 
in the most severed oxidizing environment to which they will be 
exposed. Means shall be provided for fire proof storage of 
medical supplies. maintenance supplies. food. tissue. clnthing. 
trash, and for other non-self-cxtinguishing items. where they 
are in use. 
Materials used in the habitable areas shall not outgas toxic 
constituents in the lo"'est pressure environments to which they 
will,be exposed. 
Personnel escape routes shall be provided in all hazardous 
situations. A design goal shall be to provide alternate escape 
routes that do not terminate into a common module area. 
The Environmental Control/Life Support subsystem shall have the 
capacity for one repressurization of anyone module independent 
of remaining modules. 
The atmospheric constituents, including harmful airborne trace 
contaminants and odors, will be monitored and controlled in each 
pressurized habitable volume. 
Provisions shall be made for detecting, containing (i.e., 
confining), and controlling (i.e., restoring to a safe condit;on) 
emergencies such as fires, toxic contamination, depressurization, 
structural damage, etc. 
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Potentially explosive contain£rs such dS high pressure or 
volatile gas storage containers shall be placed outside of and 
as remotely as possible from personne~ Hving and operating 
quarters. The containers shall be isolated and protected 
so that failure of one will not propagate to others. 
• 
Redundant equip~ent, lines, cables, and utility runs which are 
critical for safety of personnel or continued facility operation 
shall be erther relocated and routed in separate compartments 
(i.e., separated by a structural wall) or protected against fire, 
smoke. contamination, overpressurization, and shrapnel. 
Emergency EVA/IVA hardware (Extravehicular Mobility Unit "EMU" 
and Personal Rescue System "PRS") shall be readily accessible 
from within each pressure isolatable volume. 
Deployment and initiation of operations considered hazardous 
shall be checked out from a safe locaticn before exposing 
crewment to potential hazards. 
All EVA sha 11 be conducted either US i nt,l the "buddy" sys tem or 
within visual range of a suitetl crewmen at the workstation 
airlock ready to exit. 
Provisions shall be made to return crc\omH:n to the r1SP 
Habitability Module who are incapacitated while performing 
EVA. 
Provisions shall be made for the contairunt?nt and/or disposal 
of toxic contaminants. 
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The MSP shall be capable of operating with all critical functions 
performed within specified values following one component failure 
or any portion of a subsystem inactive for maintenance. This 
condition shall continue until maintenance can be performed. 
The capability shall be provided for crew survival for at least 
180 hours in LEO to permit restoration of operations or rescue 
of the crew by emergency Orbiter berthing following any credible 
combination of component failures and portions of a subsystem 
inactive for maintenance or any credible accident (e.g •• loss of 
any pressure isolatable VOlume) and any single component failure. 
The MSP (during buildup-premanning) shall be ~apable of being 
manned (shirtsleeve or IVA) for performance of maintenance tasks 
following anyone component failure. 
Subsystem or component failures shall not propagate sequentially. 
Equipment shall be designed to be fail operational/fail safe. 
All cri'~ical life limited components and subsystems shall be 
designed to allow ground and on-orbit inspection. 
Equipment or material sensitive to contamination shall be handled 
in a controlled environment. fluids and materials shall be 
compatible with the combined environment in which they are 
employed. Process specification shall be formulated to pre-
scribed handling and applic~tion methods. 
loss of redundancy for critical functions shall be detectable 
(automatically by the information subsystem and the crew). 
Redundant paths. such as fluid lines. electrical wiring. and 
connectors. shall be located so that an event which damages 
one path is not likely to damage the other. 
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Conservative factors of safety shall be provided where critical 
single failure point modes of operation cannot be eliminated 
(pressure vessels. pressure lines. valves. etc.). 
The allowable radiation limits for the crew are listed below. 
LIMIT DOSE (REM) 
30 
Depth Oai l.l* Day Quarterlx** Yearlx Career 
Skin (O.lMM) 0.6 75 105 225 1200 
Eye (3.0MM 0.3 37 52 112 600 
Marrow (S.OCH) 0.2 25 35 75 400 
* one-year average 
** May be allowed for two consecutive quarters with six months 
restriction from further exposure to maintain yearly limit. These 
limits apply to all sources of radiation exposures; therefore, 
design allowance for radiation exposures from the trapped 
radiation belts should not exceed 60 percent of these limits 
to provide a "cushion" for unexpected exposures (solar flares) 
and mission related (experiment) snurce>. 
Radiation doses which affL'::~ pt'r:,:(,,:r,,:! .. rety t:::JSf. he considered 
from all sourcc~, includinq n~tllrdl ,~t"J:' '1II,ii',I!. '~l(ternal isotope 
and reactor ~llt.:rc.es. if any. mi. rtt\·"~'·I •• ,,:! -III to (~o:;mic. radiation. 
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2.2 MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS 
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2.2.1 Maintenance and repair shall be performed on-orbit to the (TBO) 
level. 
2.2.2 
2.2.3 
2.2.4 
MSP shall provide assistance for fault isolation and subsystem 
checkout. Fault isolation and subsystem checkout will be perfon~ted 
in flight by reduction of onboard stored and dumped data. 
Subsystem design shall include Built-in-Test (BIT) capability t~ 
facilitate detection and reporting of functional discrepancies. 
As a minimum, this BIT capabil ity shall enable fanure detection 
at a functional path level in flight along with fault isolation. 
BIT will be implemented by utilizing continuously monitoring 
built-in-test-equlpment, externally controlled self-test circuitry 
(self-test), and/or by providing adequate test point information 
at the electrical interfaces. Built-in-Test Equipment shall be 
provided for all time critical equipment. 
The checkout method utilized will provide the following: 
a. Failure detection of operational failure modes. 
b. External initiation of self-test circuitry. 
c. Status of redundant functional paths in the station. 
d. Indicated corrective action. 
2.2.5 Subsystems equipD!nt shall be compatible with the onboard 
checkout subsystem and allow removal or replacement by using 
installation-handling devices and the onboard tool kit. The 
interconnecting plumbing and wire runs shall have suitable 
attachment, length. and mounting characteristics to facilitate 
removal. 
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The onboard checkout subsystem shall be able to isolate faults 
to specific modularized subsystems. These subsystems, similar 
to the line-replaceable units in .the Ol"biter, may be further 
subdivided into submodule units, which can be isolated and 
replaced at lhe workbench levei of maintenance. 
2.2.7 As a goal. all walls, bulkheads, hatches. and seals whose 
integrity is required to maintain pressurization shall be 
readily accessible for inspection, maintenance. or repair by 
shirtsleeved crewmen. 
2.2.8 Inspectiofl, maintenance, and repair of hprthing assembly 
mechanisms by shirtsleeved crewmen shall be a design goal. 
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2.3 RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS 
ORIGINAL PACE IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 
2.3.1 The system design goal of the HSP shall be such that no single 
credible failure or credible r~~inat10n of failures endanger 
the 1 i fe :,.' safety of cretaenbers or resu 1t in crew abandoraent 
of the P1atfonm during any nonnal or contingency operating mode. 
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3.0 INTERFACE ADAPTER/AIRLOCK MODULE 
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3.1 General Requirements 
3.1.1 The Interface Adapter/Airlock Module (A/A) shall be the first 
MSP module delivered to LEO. 
3.1.2 The module shall provide a shirtsleeve environment to permit 
transfer of crew, equipment and supplies between the Orbiter, 
MSP and berthed pressurized payload modules. 
3.1.3 The module shall incorporate at least five (5) berthing ports 
and one (l) port to accommodate the Orbiter. The Orbiter inter-
face port shall be located so that the Orbiter can dock/berth 
3.1.4 
to this position with tail clearance under maximum misalignment 
condHions. 
The module shall provi~e a passive berthing interface compatible 
with the Power System berthing mechanism. 
3.1.5 The module shall provide a passive berthing interface compatible 
with the Space Shuttle Docking/Berthinq System. 
3.1.6 The Adapter/Orbiter interface shalt incorporate. but not be 
limited to the following: 
TYPE NUr~BER OF 
FUNCTIONS CONNECTOR CONNECTOkS TOTAL CONNECTOR FUNCTION~ 
POWER IN-FLIGHT 3 12 PINS (/10 GA.) (4/CONNECTOR) - 30 VDC 
DISCONNECT POWER 
~rCEPTACLE 30 PINS (#22 GA.) (1 O/CONNEr.TOR) - POWER 
COM"'j\.rm~" DATA 
CO"1f~D/DATA IN-FLIGHT 3 21 PINS (COAX) (7/CONNECTOR) - HIGH 
DlstOrmECT RATE DATA, CLOCK. TIMING 
RECEPTACLE 156 PINS (#20 GA.) (52/CONNECTOR) -
LOW RATE DATA. COMr·\ANDS. DISCRETES 
THERMAL 1/2" 01". .; 2 - FREor; SUPPLY QUICK 2 - FRf Dr. RETURI1 
DISCONlI!:Ci 
--
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3.1.7 The mod~le is to provide the means of transfer from a shirtsleeve 
environment of the MSP to the vacuum environment of Space and 
contain the pressurization and depressurization systems necessary 
to effect the transition. 
3.1.8 The module shall incorporate one (1) EVA airlock. (The Orbiter 
airlock is the preferred configuration.) 
3.1.9 Support systems for routine EVA. suft donning/doffing. suit 
checkout. rechargfng. drying, and suit repair shall be performed 
in the Adapter area adjacent to the EVA airlock •. 
3.1.10 
3.1.11 
3.1.12 
3.1.13 
3.1.14 
The Adapter/Airlock module shall incorporate the atmospheric 
supply system for MSP initial build-up period and for 90 days 
duration between resupply missions, plus 30 days of emergency 
usage. 
An atmospheric purification source for CO2 control. trace conta-
mination, odor and humidity control shall be provided for the 
module volume. 
A communications intercom station shall be provided. 
Normal and emergency lightfng shall be provided. 
The module shall be sfzed for emergency food and water supply 
to support three (3) crewmen for 30 days. 
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An emergency vent capability shall be incorporated. 
The adapter module shall incorporate the HSP water supply 
system with umbilicals to all MSP module interfaces. 
Umbilical design for all MSP module interfaces shall be 
identical to permit inter-changeability. 
Berthing/Docking ports shall have a 40-inch diameter clear 
opening and designed to accept a "D"-shaped hatch similar to 
the Orbiter Airlock hatch. 
Electronic switching subsystems and devi~es are to be located 
in the adapter to direct services to th~ various interfaces. 
The following elements/subsystems shall he attached to the 
exterior of the Adapter/Airlock module: 
a. Gaseous 02 storage 
b. Gaseous N2 storage 
c. TV camera 
d. EVA handolds and maitnenance fixtures 
e. Life support umbilical connectors 
The capability for rapid depressurization and repressurization 
of the EVA/IVA airlock is required. This rate is not to exceed 
1 psi/sec. Depressurization control should be possible from 
inside and outside the module as well as from inside the airlock. 
Repressurization control shall be possicle from both inside 
the module and inside the airlock. 
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4.0 HABITABILITY MODULES 
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4.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
4.1.1 The MSP interior design shall orient all compartments, facilities, 
cabinets, experiments and equipment utilized by the crew in an 
. unidirectional (one-g) configuration. Deviation from the single 
direction orientation shall be 90°. All items that are oriented 
90° from the established normal shall be in one direction of 
rotation to prevent any two items with a 180° opposition angle. 
4.1.2 All equipment for a given task shall be grouped together to 
facilitate task accomplishment and minimize crew time. 
4.1.3 All work stations shall conform to a basic common desi~n with 
modifications only as required to accommodate unique requirements 
of a particular work station. 
4.1.4 The MSP shall provide private sleeping quarters for the nominal 
crew of three crewpersons. 
4.1.5 The sleeping quarters provided for each of the normal MSP crew 
shall be basically equal. though not necessarily identical. 
4.1.6 The MSP shall contain appropriate provisions and compartmentation 
for at least the following: 
o Up to (3) individual crew quarters per habitation module. 
o Galley 
• Personal hygiene 
• Exerci se area 
• ECLSS - Up to (3) cre~men per ECLSS unit 
• Housekeeping provisions 
• Waste management compartment 
• Stowage and maintenance provisions 
• EVA/IVA communications prnvisions 
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4.1. 7 
4.1.8 
( 4.1.9 
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4.1.10 
4.1.10.1 
• Command/control center 
• Work stations 
• Microbial monitoring 
• Contaminate gas monitoring 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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The MSP shall provide adequate personal hygiene systems for 
washing in each habitability module. A shower ;s not required; 
however, the module interior design shall not preclude the 
addition of a shower facility at a later time. 
The MSP shall provide adequate private waste mangement facilities 
for feces. urine and vomitus collection and disposal for the 
nominal crew of three (3) crewpersons. Pl'ivacy and isolation 
from sleep and galley areas are prime design considerations. 
The waste management facility shall be designed for male and 
female crew acceptance. 
Food Management System - the food management equipment shall 
provide for the storage, preparation, consumption of food, 
and collection of food waste and debris. 
Food Syste~ - The food types supplied for the MSP crew shall 
be separated as follows: 
a. Beverages (powders or crystals to be reconstituted from 
water) 
b. Rehydratable foods (foods to be reconstituted from water). 
c. Thermostabilized Foods (normal moisture foods. heat 
processed to prevent spoilage) 
d. Frozen foods (normal moisture food~. frozen to prevent 
spoilage) 
e. Wafer Food (ready-to-eat snack t.'ype foods) 
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4.1.10.1.1 The MSP shall provide the following food rations: 
4.1.10.2 
4.1.10.3 
a. Normal rations 
• 3.6 1b/man-day of shelf-stable food (includes food. 
water in the food and packaging) 
• 1.0 1b/man-day of frozen food (includes food. water in 
food and packaging) 
• 5.5 1bs of water/man-day (1.5 1b man-day for drinking. 
4.0 1bs/man-day for food rehydration) 
• 10 lb/ft3 for frozen/refrigerated food 
• 14 lb/ft3 for shelf-stored food 
b. Contingency rations 
• Contingency rations shall be the same food as normal 
rations except as noted below: 
- 2.06 1b/man-day (shelf staples) for 30 days 
- 5.5 lbs of water/man-day 
Food Preparation Equipment - The MSP shall provide. as a minimum. 
the following food preparation equipment: 
a. Freezer (10°F) and refrigerator (40°F) 
b. Serving equipment (trays, dispensers for beverages. eating 
utens i15, etc. 
c. Oven 
d. Hot water supply (140°F) 
e. Cold water supply (45°F) 
All food preparation equipment shall be located in the same 
general area to minimize crew time and effort in the preparation 
of meals. 
Food Storage and Resupph - The fecd shall be stowed in a manner 
so that each type of food is readily accessible and should be 
grouped by items, i.e., all beverages, desserts, etc., rather 
than by individual meals. 
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4.1.10.3.' Food shall be packaged and stored in I!Ical-r.ize portions for' 
individual crewmen. 
4.1 -iu~3.2 Provisions shall be made for stowage of usable leftover food 
(the refrigerator is acceptable for this p'H"po:.e). 
4.1.10.3.3 The design of food storage equipment and slIf.lplies t in resupply 
areas, shall util ize a standardized module to facil (tate the 
resupply of food in the food preparation area. 
4.1.10.3.4 Food storage shall be distributed between tile pressurized 
modules such that there will always be suffi~ient contingency 
food available if one food storage location is evacuated and 
resupply is not available for 90 days. 
4.1. 11 
4.1.11.1 
4.1.11.2 
4.1.11.3 
4.1.1,' 
The MSP shall provide a trash management system. A trash 
compactor shall be provided for compact"ollg fi.lod-related and 
other trash. Suitable packaging and storage for compacted 
waste shall be provided. 
Trash collection provisions shall be located in areas where it 
-is anticipated that high trash generation will 0ccur. 
Vacuum cleaning should be provided to aud in removal of 
accumulated debris and free water from the ~tmosphere. The 
fUllction includes spilled VOllitUS, solids, particulate matter, 
liquids on surfaces and dirt. 
~Iicrobiologically contaminated Wdstt' Ulilterial shall be dis-
infected as close dS possible to its SOUf'r.e prior to storage, 
processing. or dispo5al. 
The r·ISA shall provide medicd1 treatment IJrovisions similar to 
the Space Shuttle medical systems with appropriate changes in 
supplies and equipment based on rlnticipiii:e:O medical conditions 
ann ,'eCjuirements. 
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The MSP shall have command/control facilities located in the 
habitabi1;ty module near the crew commander's sleeping quarters. 
Minimal accommodation to be provided in each habitat module for 
degraded or emergency conditions shall include the following: 
a. Sleep restraints for three people 
b. contingency rations 
c. full (drinking and food reconstitution) water ration 
d. health care 
e. working provisions (doing repair work) 
f. waste management 
g. personal hygiene 
The habitability module shall accommodate experimental equipment 
and experiments on a space-available basis. 
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LO~lsrllS MODULES 
iENtHAL REQUIREMENrS 
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"he LogistlCS Module shall hav~ the carnl'; litv nf h~ln!J berthtd 
to any MSP berthing port available hith access t~ t~~ prc~~~rized 
volume. The MSP design and operational guidellnes \,,11 be to 
provid~ a d~dicated berthing port for lo9i~t1C.S rf.:>tlpply. 
The lM shall incorporate provisions 
the fo 11 owi n9: 
• Shelf StaDle FOOd 
• Frozen Food 
• Water 
• Personal Gedr, Clathing. ett. 
• EClS Supplies 
• EVA Supplies 
for transport~ng and storlng 
139 ft3 
54 ft3 
80 ft3 
60 ft3 
., 
(T80) ft.) 
• Maintenance and Housekeeping Supplies 
100 ft3 
50 ft3 
25 ft3 
(T8D) ft3 
• MSP Spares 
• Experiment Supplies 
• Trash Storage (Compacted) 206 ft3 
5.1.3 The logistics Modules shall provide resupplv support for three 
(3) crewmen for 180 days. A 30-day contin·lcllcy ·supply shall be 
'I1aintained on-board the MSP for support (If three (3) crp.wmen. 
5.1 4 !he lH shall provide food for three en '''~~fI~n for 180 days. 
The food shall be stored in a controlled (·nvironment utilizinq 
standard containers to fdcilitate resupply of food in food 
preparation area. 
::I.I.f, The foou supply shall De slored in ttl" Iii, the 11M. t.he Adapter/ 
Airlock, or divided between edch. 
5.1.6 Transfer of all items stowed in the prf'::<"II'Zif!d volume shall be 
vi~ hand-cdrryin~. 
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5.1.7 
5.1.8 
5.1.9 
5.1.10 
5.1.11 
5.1. 12 
Umbilical provisions shall be incorporated for transferring 
water and atmospheric gas into the MSP system. 
The LM shall supply a full repressurization of the largest module 
volume at each resupply interval plus airlock support of two (2) 
crewmen per EVA for three (3) EVA's. 
The LM shall provide storage for return of all solid waste. 
soiled clothing. expended personal gear and habitation gear. 
Provisions shall also be made for return of waste water. 
The LM shall provide approximately 200 ft3 of volume for stowage 
of processed and compacted trash. Trash should be returned in 
empty resupply stowage rack/canister to reduce total dedicated 
volume for the Logistics System. 
In the event a crewman is isolated In an lM due to the isolation 
of the companion pressurized volume, a suitable rescue mode shall 
be provided. (EVA provisions should be considered as the rescue 
mode pending arrival of the Orbiter.) 
A portable oxygen supply and a flashlight shall be provided for 
use in an emergenc.v. 
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OF POOR QU.;UTY 
6.1 Structures/Mechanical 
6.1.1 All major ioad-carrying structures of the structural subsystems 
shall be designed to a safe life of a minimum ten years in 
orbit. Life limitations shall be identified. 
6.1.2 
6.1.3 
6.1.4 
6.1. 5 
6.1.6 
As a goal, fail-safe design concepts shall be applied to all 
critical structures so that failure of a single structural member 
shall not degrade the strength or stiffn~ss of the structure 
to the extent that the crew is in immediate jeopardy. 
The structUl'e shall be designed to resist damage resulting from 
accidental impact during crew activitic~. 
The design of the pressure shell and other critical structural 
members shall facilitate maintenance and repair. This includes 
the use of smooth surfaces, mininum crevices. and general 
accessibility. 
Safety factors used for structural design shall be consistent 
with those currently used for manned oper~tions. 
As a design goal, atmospheric leakage of e~ch module should be 
less than 0.5 lb/day with a maximum of S Ill/day for the total "'~P 
pressurized volume. 
Strength 
Ultimate - A factor of safety of 1.!> !.hall be appl ied to 
Yield 
the ultimate strenQth for unpressurized structure 
and 2.0 for pressurized Hructure. 
- A factor of safet.y of 1. I Shd 11 be applied to the 
yield strenqth f~r unpre~,urized structure and 1.5 
for pressurized structur~ 
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Fail Safe Structure 
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. The structure shall be designed so that a credible faUure mode 
in the structure shall result in a catastrophic failure. 
Windows 
Ultimate - Factor of safety greater than 3.0 (never less than 
1.5 at any time during life). 
Redundant - Panes 
Meteoroid protection shall be provided by the MSP structural 
design consistent with the meteoroid flux given in NASA SP-8013. 
6.1.7 Dynamic isolation is required for rotating machinery. 
6.1.8 The MSP pressurized structure and subsystems shall be designed 
for a selectable total pressure of (TBD) psi (i.e •• from 10 to 
15 psi) with partial pressure O2 at (TBD) psi. 
6.1.9 
6.1.10 
Orbital operations requirin9 Orbiter manual docking or manual 
docking capability shall use the following design criteria: 
Axial closing velocity 
Lateral velocity 
Angular velocity 
Pitch, yaw, and roll misalignment 
Radial miss distance 
lateral misalignment 
0.16 - 0.50 ft/sec 
0.25 ft/sec 
0.6 deg/sec 
+5.0 deg roll 
- . 
~.O deg pitch/yaw 
1.0 ft 
0.75 ft 
The above data are ~ximum values relative to the docking 
i"terfac~. 
Docking is defined as the joinin9 in space of two spacecraft or 
spacecraft modules by maneuvering one into contact with the 
other, at the docking interface, using reaction control 
thrusters. 
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6.1. 12 
6.1.13 
6.1.14 
6.1.15 
6.1.16 
6.1.17 
6.1.18 
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The HSP shall provide at least two locatio.ls for Orbiter 
berthing. One location shall allow nominal operations of crew 
transfer and logistics. The other may allow for crew transfer 
only. 
Berthing is defined as the joining in space of two spacecraft or 
spacecraft modules by maneuvering one into contact with the 
other. at the berthing interface. using a manipulator. 
Berthing-design impact conditions 
Closing velocity. fps 
lateral velocity. fps 
Angular velocity. deg/sec 
lateral misalignment. ft 
Angular misalignment. deg 
0.05 ft/sec 
0.05 ft/sec 
0.1 deg/sec 
0.2 ft 
3 deg roll 
'3 deg pitch/yaw 
The MSP/Orbiter berthing interface shall be designed to allow 
berthing at 90 degree alignment increments about the respective 
; . 
aX1S. 
Berthing ports and hatches shall be sized for a nominal 40-inch 
diameter opening. The 40-inch diameter opening shall be "0" 
shaped (same as or similar to orbiter airlock and aft cabin 
bulkhead hatches) to allow the hatch to he passed throuqh the 
opening. 
All hatches shall be capable of operation from either side of 
the hatch. 
Capability for equalization of pressure across the hatch shall 
be provided. 
All hatches shall close in direction of positive pressure 
differential. 
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All hatches shall be provided with hinge linkages to control 
hatch motion. 
Areas into which hatches open shall be designed so that the 
full open position of the hatch does not block crew passage. 
All pressure hatches shall have a window. 
All berthing ports on the Adapter/Airlock module shall be an 
active configuration, except Power System and Orbiter interfaces 
which are to be passive. 
Any umbilical service interconnection made outside of the 
pressurized volume shall be automated but shall be maintainable 
by EVA. 
The MSP and all associated appendage structure shall be able to 
withstand a (TBD) g level during attitude control and/or reboo=t -
phases of the ~ission. 
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E1 ectri ca 1 Power Genera t.i on 
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El~ctncal power may be provided by tne (lBD) kw Power System 
us fng photovol ta ic sol ar arrays and batterfes. '~inimum average 
load electrical power requirement is (TuD) kw at the load bus. 
averaged over a 24-hour period. 
As a goal. solar cell arrays shall have a clear unobstructed 
view of the sun to preclude partial shadowing of their surfaces. 
The arrays shall be designed to provide adequate power under 
any partially-shadowed conditions that cannot reasonably be 
avoided and to prec1~de shadow-induced damage. 
Emergency power sources shall be provided for one pressurizable 
volume for crew surviva1 up to a minimum of 180 hours in LEO. 
El~~trical Power Distribution and Control 
The electrical subsystem shall provide circuit protection devices 
for all power equipment and station distdbution wiring. Redun-
dant circuits shall be isolated. Switching to supply load 
busses from any source available shall be included. 
Standard electrical interfaces shall be provided for power transfer· 
between modules and other attachable elpl'l~nts requiring a 
power trans fer interface with the I~SP. 
Emergency power buses shall be provided fOI' time-critical MSP 
subsystem elements and for man-rated mo~ules. 
Critical loads shall be provided with C'met"qency power in the 
event of a power system failure. 
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The electrical subsystem shall provide both dc and ac service 
to users (mission hardware, transportation systems, etc.) as 
follows: 
DC Power 
AC Power 
- 120Vdc on solar array voltage, 28 Vdc 
regulated, TBD voltage for battery charging 
- - 115/200 Vac, 3-phase, 400 Hz, TBD KVA 
6.2.2.6 Conversion devices shalT be provided for the following: 
Regulators - Convert 120 Vdc to regulated 28 Vdc nominal. 
Battery Chargers - Convert 120 Vdc to TBD output 
Inverters - Invert 120 Vdc or 28 Vdc to 115/200, 
3-phase. 400 Hz. TBD power. 
6.2.2.7 Controls shall be provided for main connect/disconnect to solar 
arrays, dc and ac loads, and redundancy. Controls shall limit/ 
minimize transients and may be performed by a computer. 
6.2.2.8 DC primary power grounds shall be referenced to the Power System 
single point ground. 
6.2.2.9 Compartment gases and pressures shall not be hazardous to the 
electrical power system components so as to cause corrosion, 
deterioration. or corona. The electrical system shall be 
designed to be compatible with the tlSP environments and out-
gassing products. 
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6.3.1 ihe EClS system shall (Olltrr,1 ti,,: '1!ll- p. ';'HU,'!L'':O t:lldronment to 
the values j~j~catea in l~o~~ 
6.3.2 
6.3.3 
6.3.4 
6.3.5 
6.3.6 
6.3.7 
6.3.8 
The E('LS nonr; na I dt:s i gn 1,,010::' an: defi nt:o i" luLl e 2. 
Carbon dioxide partial prt:ssu,.e will be r:Jaintained below 7.6 nm 
Hg in all nabitable ar~~~. As a desigll ~oal, CO2 partial pressure 
will be maintained belcw. 3.e "Iii IIg in all habitable areas. During 
contingency operatlons, CO2 partial pre~~ur~ shall not exceed 
15 mm Hg. 
The concentration of microbial count in the environment of each 
of the pressurized compartments containing crew quarters, 
process laboratories, or experimental fac:ilities shall be 
monitored and controlled. 
Contaminates resulting from experimr:nt operations shall not 
adversely affect the local MSP en~ironm~nt. 
Active thermal control coolant fluids i •• the pressurized 
volumes shall be water and air. Freon-21 shall he used outside 
the habitable volumes. Overboard gas vm.tin!) is permitted. 
Vents shall be nonpropulsive. 
Dumps of any matter external to the I-1sr shall not affect high 
voltage power suppl ies or affect the loed I "SP environment 
adversely. The design an.j locdtion of 'lent. port:> !;hall minimize 
cross contaminat.ion of modules. 
Contingency repressurization 9as shall bE' provided to repressurize 
either habitat module one time or any 1I0I'lIIa 1 1y pressurized 
module indepenent of any other module. Contingency repressuri-
zation gas shall be reuppliablc> dS np.c('~.· .. ir.V hy normal crew 
rotation and rc~upply operdtjons. 
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Parameter 
CO2 Partial Pressure 
Temperature 
- *Dew Point 
Temperature 
Ventilation 
Wash \\'ater 
Potable Water 
--·0 Partial 
PressJre 
Total Pressure 
Trace Contaminants 
Maximum Crew Number 
Maximum Crew Number 
ORIGINAL P:"~~ OF p 11~ .. IS 
OOR QUALITY 
TABLE I 
ECLS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Units 
mmHC 
o~ 
of 
ft/min 
lb/man day 
Ib/man day 
psia 
psia 
per 
per Habitat 
Module 
Operatianal 
'DDay 
-Degraded 
-Degraded level is acceptable to meet a "fail operational" reliability criteria. 
- -In no case shall relative humidities exceed the range of 2.5-7.5%. 
- - *In no case shall the O2 partial pressure exceed 26.996 or be below 2.3 psia. 
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TABLE 2 
EelS DESIGN AVERAGE lOADS 
Metabolic 02 1.811 Ib/man day 
Lt"aka~e S.OO Ib/day total 
EVA 02 1.22 Ib/8 hr EVA 
EV -\ CO2 I.IIS Ib/S hr EVA 
Metabolic CO2 2.20 Ib/man day 
Drink H2O I.SOlb/man day 
Food preparation H2O 4.00Ib/man day 
Metabolic H20 production 0.76 Ib/man day 
Hand \I.'ash H2O 4.00 Ib/rnan day 
Shower H2O 8.00 Ib/rnan day 
EVA H2O 9.68 Ib/8 hr EVA 
f-- Perspiration and respiration H2O 4.02 Ib/rnan day 
{total 
Urine H2O 3.31 Ib/man day 
Food solids 1.601b/rnan day 
Food H2O 1.10 Ib/man day 
Urine solids 0.13 Ib/rnan day 
Fecal solids 0.07 Ib/man day 
Sweat solids 0.04 Ib/rnan day 
EVA wastewater 2.00 Ih/8 hr EVA 
Charcoal required 0.13 Ib/lIl~lIl diJy 
Metabolic sensible heat 7000 B TIJ/rnilll day 
day 
Hygiene latent H2O 0.96 Ib/'lIiJ" d'l}' 
Food preparation latent H2O 0.06 Ib/man d,IY 
E xper ir:nent:. la tent 1i20 I.oa Ih/d,I>' 
Lilundrr latent H2O 0.13 Ih/miJll d.IY 
\\ ash H20 solids 0.44% 
ShowN/hand w.:tsh H20 solids 0.12" .. 
Vehicle heat Ie.)!.: <lnd non-EeLS 
('. thermal loads TIm 
Air locI.; gas loss 2.40111/1:\'1\ 
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PEAK·VAlUES 
3.6S Ib/man day 
3.19 Ib/S hr EVA 
3.87 Ib/S hr EVA 
4.41 Ib/man day 
'.82 Ib/man day 
condensat~) 
1",000 BTU/man 
i ) 
: 
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6.3.9 
6.3.10 
6.3.11 
6.3.12 
6.3.13 
6.3.14 
6.3.15 
6.3.16 
6.3.17 
6.3.18 
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MOdule humidity level shall be maintained between 40°F and 60°F 
dew point temperature. 
The EClS system temperature control shall maintain any selected 
temperatUi"~, :trF, between the values indicated in Table 1 
within the heating or cooling capacity of the system. When 
heating or cooling loads are high, the extreme range of tempera-
tures shown in Tab"le 1 are allowed. 
Capability shall exist for dumping module(s) atmosphere overboard 
in the event of module contamination or fire. 
Crew related consumable resupply shall be sized for 90 days 
based on the 24-hour nominal man use rate. A 3D-day reserve of 
consumables shall ~c provided against the possibility that the 
normal resup~ly cycle is interrupted. 
Provisions shall be made to prevent objectionable and noxious 
odors emitted in any location from being transmitted to any 
habitable location. 
The atmospheric constituents, including harmful airborne trace 
contaminants and odors, shall be monitored and controlled in 
each pressurized habitable volume. 
As a design goal, atmospheric leakage of each module should 
be less than 0.5 lb/day. 
Particulate matter filtration sholl be provided in the EClS for 
removal of particles above 300 micron size. 
Radiation doses which affect personnel safety must be considered 
from all sources, including natural environment, onboard isotope 
and reactor sources, if any, microwave, and solar cosmic 
radiation. 
Provisions shall be made for dissipation of waste heat generated 
durin9 space processing and assembly operations. 
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6.4.1 The data management subsystem shall be compatible with all MSP 
modules. mission hardware. Orbiter. and the STDN/TDRSS communi-
cation systems. 
6.4.2 
6.4.3 
System and mission status information shall be available onboard 
for transmission to the ground as requirerl. This information will 
be available both real time and stored. 
The data management subsystem shall provide the following functions: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
1. 
j. 
k. 
Data recording management 
Telemetry format selection 
Subsystem measurements and configuration management 
Consumables management 
Automatic fault detection and annunciation 
Performance evaluation and trend analysis 
Mission hardware and detached module support 
MSP operation planning and control support 
Data processing management 
Conmand Control 
Central Timing 
6.4.4 MSP status information shall be available as follows: 
a. To the ground to confirm the existence of a safe. habitable 
environment and functional capabilities of critical life 
sustaining and operational subsystems prior to manning. 
limited status information shall be availnble directly to 
the Orbiter when the Orbiter is bertherl with the MSP. 
b. Periodically to the ground for long-term trend analysis. 
logi.stics planning. etc. 
c. Continuously to the ground during critical or emergency 
opera~ions. 
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1. Subsystem status and caution and warning display. 
2. Control of EVA/IVA activity. 
3. Control of local logistics (e.g., manipulator' 
operations, assembly operations). 
4. Support of day-to-day operations planning. 
5. Malfunction analysis. 
Data Recording Management 
The data management subsystem shall provide control for opera-
ting temporary and permanent recorders to ensure that all 
desired data is recorded. 
I 
6.4.6 Telemetry Measurements and Configuration Management 
6.4.6.1 
6.4.7 
6.4.7.1 
The onboard computers shall provide the capability to load 
programmable PCM data formats and to select fixed or programmable 
formats. 
Subsystem measurements and configuration management 
The datu management subsystem shall provide subsystem measurement 
data on request for CRT display. Scaling, conversion. and 
formatting for display presentation shall be provided. Out-of-
tolerance identification shall be provided for measurements 
detected out of limits. The capability to determine vehicle 
syst~m configuration and verification of the configuration 
correctness sh~ll be provided. Status information relative to 
subsystem 'configuration and general health can be requested. Any 
significant deviation, along with the corrective action required. 
shall be displayed to the crew for further action. 
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6.4.8 
6.4.8.1 
6.4.9 
6.4.9.1 
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6.4.10 
6.4.10.1 
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Consumab1es Manag~nent 
ORlmNAt PA~E lS 
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The da ta mandger.1t:llt subs.;:!. t::t:! sha 11 mOil i tor· ~l:ant i ty and dep l~­
tion rates of consumab1cs. compare measured quantity and d~~l~tion 
rates with those predicted for nomilld1 miss illns. and annunciate 
divergent trends of consumables and displ~y ~tatus upon crew 
req!Jest. 
Automatic fdUH Dete;:ti.:.;n and Ann:Jn .. i~.:~.: 
The data manlgement subsystem shall ccntlnuoL:sly monitor and 
assess the status of MSP subsystem perfolwancc. Detection and 
display of time-critical and non-time critical failures shall be 
presented to the crew via CRT display and/or annunicator panels. 
Fault detection and isolation shall be provided through the use 
of limit checks (variable and fixed). reasonableness calculations. 
BITE monitoring. correlation checks, votin~ results, and other 
techniquE's as applicable. Visual indicatOl's shall be activated 
when subsystem faults are time critical for subsystem restoration. 
Provi s ions sha 11 be made for both CRT and hard copy pri ntout of 
maintenance/repair instructions to corre~t faults. 
Performance evaluation and trend analysis 
The capability for performing mathematic;} I calculations on 
inf1ight measurements in the MSP and experiment modules ~o 
predict performance at specified points \'lithin the sy!:tems shall 
be provided. The data management subsystem shall dlso be 
capable of ~akinq performance measurempllt~ at these specified 
points fOl d cOlllpal"ison of theorl!t.ic;a I .HlI1 act.lld! performance. 
The results of these calculations sllJn !'I! uc:.ed to establish 
trend perforl11ancp f ,ll' 1 on~- term s til t. ion (" .,$ tp.ms performance 
evaludtion. 
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These evaluations sha"l encompass potential mechanical and 
electrical system failures, gradual drifts toward out-of-to1erance 
conditions, and mission profile or crew procedure changes. The 
points at which calculations are made shall be selected to maxi-
mize the usefulness of the data management subsystem in providing 
long-term trend analysis. 
Mission Hardware and Detached riodule Support 
The data management subsystem shall provide the capability to 
monitor experiment subsystem health status as well as that of 
detached unamanned/manned modules. The HSP data management 
subsystem shall be capable of interacting with similar systems 
onboard the detached mdoules. The interface between these systems 
shall be a peM data stream obtained from hardlines or RF 
communication links. Accommodation of variable data rates and 
formats to the extent that these may be changed, for each experi-
ment shall be provided. 
The data management subsystem shall have the capability to transmit 
commands to all the HSP subsystems and mission hardware and receive 
command confirmation. 
The HSP shall have the capability to receive, store, and transfer 
commands from the ground or Orbiter to detached modules and/or 
mission hardware. 
Data for MSP orbit determination and short range ephemeris 
predictions shall be provided. 
c 
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The cOlllllunications and tr~dlr.q ;.lb:,~·~.!.rl'·' end'! I')e designed to 
provide COr.l11unications anu tr.;z,il.int.: ;:!!r\·jl:,:!. t.(' ~t,,! ground 
station \.'i~ rela~' $lt~l: :te!:. ·.he ,1··l.j '.,!r. EV!'. . G?S, OTV, free-
flyers. otrl'r cL.operatinq v~hio. 'es ..... t:I·.'i.t.' t;elE:o~i'rdtors. and 
co-orbiting satelli':C's thdt ... ii1 b(: ';:'. ·~:".1 j •• ~tlE:: 
The communicat ions and tral\rdng SUt,5:r-;~.<:."'!' :.I:.·i ~ ~lllwide the 
capability for the following: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
1. 
j. 
Reception, transmission, processin9. and distribution 
of multiple duplex voice c.halll,£'ls. 
Generation. processing, distributio~. lra~\mission, 
and reception of television signals. 
Transmission of operational telemet,·,/ and wideband 
experiment data. 
Reception and processing of wirlebanl\ digital data 
and commands. . 
Reception and processing of uplink text and graphic 
material independent of crew part ic ipalion. 
Transmi ss i on of c.olTlTlands to expcr illlen t s and/or detached 
modules as required. 
Reception of experiments and/or detild,cd module as 
required. 
Transmission and reception of lVA datJ. 
Tracking cooperative and pa!.sivc tar!)ets. 
Ranging between the STDN. via TDR5S, nnd the MSP. 
This includes a one-way and two-way Ooppler tracking 
capabil ity. 
The normal uplink anc' downlink channels s"~l1 operate between 
the STON and the MSP tit S-b.lnd and Ku-hc1r.d frequencies through 
the TDRSS. The conununicat ion I inks betwN"n the MSP and the 
Orbiter shall operat.e at S-hc1nd frequencies; the links between 
the ~'SP and the detac.hed modules 5ha 11 III' ;It S-hand. 
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The capability for voice conference shall be provided between 
the Orbiter. the ground network and the MSP. and between MSP 
and ground network during periods of EVA activity. The audio 
subsystem shall provide the capability to process. amplify, 
mix. switch. and distribute voice to and from multiple user 
locations, hardline interfaces. and radio frequency interfaces. 
For each manned state of platform buildup and operations, MSP-
ground and MSP-Orbiter duplex voice communication capability 
shall be available from any pressurized volume the crew might 
retreat to when an emergency condition e~ists. 
Internal communications shall be available in all habitable 
areas of the MSP and all active berthing ports. Internal 
communications shall not be interrupted nor degraded within 
the remaining pressurized volume due to a malfunction of a 
single or a group of MSP modules. 
Generation. processing, distribution. transmission, recording 
and reception of television, text and graphics signals shall be 
provided. Closed circuit TV shall be available for crew 
entertainment, support of docking, and/or special area monitor-
ing. Ground commanded and crew initiated hard copy readout 
shall be provided. 
Manned Space Platform attitude constraints should not be 
required to maintain acceptable circuit performance. 
A capability for RF and hardline communications with EVA 
crewmen will be provided. 
The assembled modules shall provide multiple duplex voice, 
caution and warning signals, and video links throughout the 
mission. 
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System ~nr1 mlssion status ,..,ill f,l"tCt,,',<t! 11 .. 'Ie ~r:insmitted 
to the qround on a rea1-tl/lle basi-,. bllt l'n"I-lllli(' capability 
will exist. 
The MSr sha 11 provide a conmunfcat ion 1 illl; through the berthing 
interface systems with the cOllJl1unicatiO/"~ svstr:m of attached 
vehicles. 
All equiprflent wi 11 be capable of being maintained in a quiescent 
or powered-dow .. ~'onfi9urat ion and react iv.tl.ed by conmand channels 
from the MSP or ground. 
The communi cat ions and tracking syst(,111 ',h" J1 interface wfth the 
integrated entry and display system via" ,ollmunicat ions and 
tracking monitor and configuration lIlanaIJP-I:tent subsystem. The 
communications and tracking monitor and l'onfiguration manage-
ment subsystem shall provide status mon i t.nring. automatic 
configu"ation management. fault isolatinn. and all necessary 
display/control functions for operations. 
The overall communications and trc1ckinq fl" idbilfty require-
ments will be met thl'ough lon~J-lif(' cJ(lt;ilJ!l. sch('lduled maintenance 
and repair. and redundancy. 
Generat ion. processing and telemetry trrlll',01155 ion of subsystem 
operation,ll datil shall be provid(!11 hv tt'l' f.ollllllllnications and 
Tracking System, 
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6.6.1 The r~anned Space Platform shall maintain a continuous orbital 
position fix through an onboard ephemeris program using perdiodic 
updates. 
6.6.2 There shall be onboard tracking and orbital ephemeris genera-
tion capability for detached modules under HSP control. 
6.6.3 The MSP control system shall provide three-axis control torques 
to counter external and internal disturbances, maintain stabiliza-
tion of the various flight modes. and effect attitude maneuvers 
for reorientation of the HSP and/or control system desaturation. 
6.6.4 The Manned Space Platform must be stabilized for initial manning 
and buildup. 
6.6.5 Stabilization and control will be provided by the Power System 
during assembly of large structures. 
6.6.6 Pointing and stability requirements for mission hardware 
(scientific experiments) which are in ex~ess of those required 
for normal operations shall be provided by (TBO). 
6.6.7 The capability of maintaining dynamic stability when moving 
large masses relative to one another is required. 
6.6.8 The nominal flight orientation will be a flight mode·to minimize 
the accumulation of momentum from aerodynamic and gravity 
gradient torques. 
6.6.9 The Power System shall be capable of stabilizing the configura-
tion to ~0.3 degrees and 0.005 deg/sec for berthing. 
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6.7.1 The MSP shall be capable of operating in hath single and 
multiple shift ffiode~. 
6.7.2 Crew transfer from the Orbiter to the HSP shall be performed in 
a shirtsleeve environment. 
6.7.3 Routine evaluation of crew health shall be performed onboard. 
6.7.4 
6.7.5 
6.7.6 
Medical care will be provided by trained c.rp.wmen (at least to 
paramedic level). 
The MSP shall accommodate a mixed male-female crp.w. 
Crew systems shall be designed using the 5t.h and 95th percentile 
male and female -NASA astronaut antht'oprol'letrics adjusted for 30 
year growth trends. 
The initial MSP shall be sized to accommoddte at least three 
crewmen. 
6.7.7 Provi s ions for double occupancy wi 11 be Illittle for exchange crew 
overlap periods. The maximum crew size will be ten (10) crewmen 
for seven (7) days. (3 MSP crewnen and .J "I!placement MSP cre~'ffien 
and 4 Orbiter crewmen.) 
6.7.8 During MSP operation a minimum of two s(~p~rate pressurized 
habftab I e vol ume wi th i ndep(>ndcnt life ~,jpnort capabfl fty and 
habitability provisions for a nOlllinal ':r,-.\'/ for 9J day,; will be 
provided. 
6.7.9 Lightinq 
a. Control Panels and Task Areds: 53R-IO/6 Ix (50-100 ftc) 
adjustable-selectable (with ,1U:< i1 iilr'; _~no ftc spotl ite, if 
required). Suitable for inr;pcctinn /It 5111,111 details. and 
small delicate operations. 
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b. Habitat Areas: 215-538 1x (20-50 ftc) adjustable -
selectable. Suitable forreading and general office work. 
c. General P.reas: 108-205 1x (10-20 ftc). Suitable for nonnal 
activities such as galley, washroom, passageways and 
storeroo~s. 
d. Contingency: 22-54 1x (2-5 ftc). The MSP shall have an 
emergency lighting system in all passageways and compartments. 
e. Portable lighting: Portable flashlights and lanterns shall 
be strategically stored in specific locations for use during 
maintenance, repair. and emergencies. 
Crew Accessories 
Entertainment equipment shall be included that will provide 
mental stimulation different from nonnal mission tasks. 
The equipment shall include but not be limited to, audio devices, 
game devices, and reading devices. 
Means shall be provided to ensure both visual and acoustical 
privacy for a crewman during his off-duty periods. 
Each crewman shall have individual personal items storage provisions 
located in each crewman's privacy area. 
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The maximum EVA duration shall be as follows: 
a. Maximum of six hours/crewnan/24-hour' day - for crewnen per-
forming routine EVA six days/week on £:xtended orbital tours. 
b. Maximum of eight hours/crewman/24-hour day - for crewmen 
performing infrequent EVA. 
C. Maximum continuous EVA - three hours (for routine EVA only). 
6.8.2 Airlock design and/or operational procedures will permit reentry 
of EVA crewman for two-hour break between FVA sojourns without the 
necessity for prebreathing prior to resuming EVA. 
6.8.3 EVA consumable makeup resupply capability shall be based on 24 
six-hour EVA I s per week as a minimum. Oildpack recharge O2 
shall be supplied' by (TBD). 
6.8.4 No "pre-breathe" shall be required before r.VA. EVA suit pressure 
will be 5.75 psia pure oxygen. 
6.S.5 The capability for a variable controlled rdte of depressurization 
and repressurization of the EVA airlocks is required. The nominal 
rate is not to exceed 0.1 psi/sec. The (!IIIp.rqency rapid depressuri-
zation is not to exceed 1 psi/sec. Deprr:'.slIrlzation control 
should be possible from inside and o"t'iide the MSP as well as 
from inside the airlock. Repressurization control shall be 
possible from both inside the MSP ilnd illC;idf! the airlock. Life 
support umbilical connectors shall I)(~ <w:lil,lole outside the 
airlock. 
6.8.6 Provisions for EVA preparation, rVA cqlli,'llll'llt storage, recharge, 
checkout, maintenal1c(' and post-EVA ilctlviti!"; shall be made in an 
adjacent pressurized COl11pdrtment.. 
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All IVA hatches shall be capable of operation from either side 
of the hatch, and a cdpahi11ty for equalization of pressure across 
the hatch shall be provided. Translation means will include 
handral1s/handholds and by ~U. tlandholds, handrails, and restraint 
attach points must be provided along all EVA/IVA routes and at 
each EVA hatch. 
6.8.8 Opening of hatches used for EVA must be possible from both inside 
and outside the MSP. Hatches shall close in direction of positive 
pressure differential resulting from normal operations (e.g., 
interior entry hatch to EVA module) or emergency procedures 
(e.g., exit hatch from berthed EVA module). 
6.8.9 Each pressure hatch that is capable of being closed during either 
normal or emergency operations shall have a window. 
6.8.10 
6.8.11 
Airlocks for routine EVA shall be designed as not to preclude 
pumpdown capability to 0.2 psia. 
EVA shall consider use of: 
• Saws. Files. Shears 
• Miter Box' 
• Debris Control 
• 
• Dri 11 s, Reamers. tlo 1 e Saws. Punches 
• Clamps. Wrenches. Riveting Tools, Pin Expansion Tool 
• Welders--Electron Beam. Spot. Seam 
• Fusing. Reduct ion tleating Coil 
• Snap lines. Measuring Rods 
• Optical Surveying Systems (Rangefinder. Transit) 
• Gages, Measuring Tapes 
• VOM. Discontinuity Meters 
• Valve Actuation I/,tndlcs 
• Leak Detection Gl',H" 
• Cleaning Wipes 
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Generous use of locomotion and restraint dtdce' will be provitkd 
in external design to acconmodate unantit i~dted E~l\ requirements. 
Portable EVA work restraint5 will be ~rovidcd for seldom used work 
locations and for unanticipated EVA requirements. 
Continuous voice contact will be provi~cd between EVA crewmen 
and between EVA crewmen and the control cr-nter. 
EVA hardware and crew procedures shall be designed to minimize 
metabolic output. EVA tasks shall not rE-quire more than the 
1,265,220 joules (1200 BTU/hr) to perform. 
As a design goal, tasks that reC'Jllire filrf' clli'JI1ment of hardware 
components should utilize alignrOl'!nt/insen.ion !II/ides . 
• 
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7.1 ORBITAL ASSEMBLY FACILITIES 
7.1.1 The MSP assembly facility shall be capabl~ of assembling large 
space systems, including subsystem installation and system check-
out, and launching them to their operational orbits. 
7.1.2 £r·nfigurittion 
7.1.3 
7.1.4 
a. Structures - The facility shall be capable of assembling 
various shaped platform structures up to TBD wide and TBD 
long with a maximum mass, including subsystems, of TBD kg. 
b. Antenna - The facility shall be capable of assembling para-
bol ical antenna strl~ctures up to (TBD) m in diameter, with 
a maximum mass. including subsystems of (TBD) kg. 
The facility shall be capable of maintaining the alignment of 
the assem~led structure within (T8D) cm. 
The facility shall be capable of installing on the structures 
- . 
all subsystems required for complete. operational space systems. 
These subsystems shall include, but not be limited to, electrical 
power, thermal control and heat rejection. propulsion and attitude 
control, guidance and stabilization, communications, data manage-
ment. meChanical systems, and specialized subsystems peculiar 
to a specific space system or misslon. 
7.1.5 The facility shall be capable of calibrating installed subsystems 
as required. It shall be capable of checking out the operation 
of the completed system prior to release from the MSP. 
7.1.6 The MSP shall be capable of releasing the assembled space 
system and initiating the launch of the system to its opera-
tional orbit. 
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In addition to specifically assembly-relatpd functions, the HSP 
. 
shall provide the following non-unique support: 
Electrical Power: 
I1luminat i on: 
Stabilization: 
EVA: 
Data Management: 
Information Storage: 
Material Storage: 
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TSO kW continuous 
TBD kW peak 
TBD Lumens/m2 over 
TBO area 
TtD deg/sec 
rao deg/sec2 
TBO per week 
TOO bps 
TBO bits 
TBO tn3 
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7.2.1 The MSP shall provide berthing capability for TBO elements of 
space vehicles awaiting assembly at any given time. 
7.2.2 The MSP shall provide access to all berthed elements of a space 
vehicle for inspection. maintenance. and servicing activities. 
Consideration shall be given for providing a range of thermal 
control from a sunscreen up to a pressurized han~ ~. 
7.2.3 
7.2.4 
7.2.5 
The MSP shall provide continuous unobstructed IVA access to the 
crew cabin of an MOTV while docked. 
The MS~ shall have the capability to ass~mble all elements of 
a s~ace vehicle from their individual berthed positions to the 
final launch configuration. 
The MS? shall provide the capability of transferring propellants 
from the Shuttle Orbiter to the stage(s) of an OTV. 
7.2.6 The MSP shall provide necessary maintenance. monitor. and check-
out equipment for interfacing with the manned OTV onboard check-
out system for verifying OTV systems status. The capability to 
telemeter data to the ground via the MSP shall be provided. 
7.2.7 The MSP shall provide the capability to perform final verifica-
tion and checkout of space vehicle payloads. Specialized pay-
load related checkout equipment shall be provided by the payload. 
Standard power, mounting, and similnr provisions to be provided 
by the MSP. 
7.2.8 The MSP shall be capable of controlling the launch of manned orvs 
via communications with ground-based control, autonomously with 
MSP-based control, or in support of orv crew control. For 
unmanned DrVs. launch control shall be via communications with 
ground-based control or MSP-based control. 
7.2.9 Standoff distances for the operation of OTV main propulsion 
an~ Res shall be commensurate with those for the STS. 
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7.3 ASSEJ4BLY AND GENERAL PURPOSE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
7.3.1 Assembly activities should be isolated from crew habitability 
to reduce noise and oth@T disturbances. 
7.3.2 Collision avoidance software and/or maximum torque override 
shall be incorporated in manipulators and other supporting 
equipment. 
7.3.3 HSP design should provide direct visibility for a large portion 
of the assembly zone. particularly in the high activity areas 
where assembly and EVA is being performed. 
7.3.4 When positioning and assembly ("perations are to be performed 
using EVA. a work station and aids shall be available to assist 
in final positioning of parts/subassemblies . 
7.3.5 Voice communications and visual surveillance of EVA crew shall 
be provided. 
7.3.6 The HSP shall provide a complement of general purpose support 
equipment. A preliminary list is provided in Table 3 • 
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TABLE 3 
General Purpose Support Equipment 
• Lighting 
• Fixed-Flood lights. Spot Lights 
• Portable-Flood Lights. Spot Lights 
• Photographic Cameras-Still and Movies 
.-" ... " • y' ',' .: •••• - , ·, .. ···1 
.t! 
. . ............. , 
I 
• Closed Circuit Television-Fixed and Handheld Cameras 
• EVA Systems 
• EVA Suits 
• EVA Tools 
• Portable EVA Work Station 
• Manipulator Accessories 
• Small Object Handling Tool 
• Large Object Handling Tool 
• Turntable/Tilttable 
• Umbilical System 
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